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ABSTRACT 

The Rhetoric of Healing examines the interface between biomedicine and 

alternative medicine from the perspective of rhetoric. Further, this dissertation explores 

the challenges of integrating alternative and biomedicine by investigating rhetorical 

issues that guided the construction of biomedicine, examining rhetorical aspects of 

altemative medicine, and elucidating primary issues that should be important to any 

effort to integrate medicine. 

Positing that knowledge is socially constmcted, the discussion addresses the 

rising popularity of altemative medicine by analyzing how the tenets of biomedicine were 

established in relation to rhetoric. Once marginalized and perceived as quackery, 

altemative medicine has entered the arena of biomedicine carrying with it terms like 

"integrative medicine" and "complementary care." 

Many who oppose altemative medicine point to its ideological connection to 

postmodernism, its New Age mysticism, and its flagrant attempts to align itself with the 

emerging theories in quantum theory. However, describing what altemative medicine as 

merely an oppositional movement may not be the best approach to understanding 

altemative medicine. Neither is championing altemative medicine simply because of its 

esoteric opposition to the ideological narrative of science. 

In an effort to understand the popularity of altemative medicine and the effective 

integration of two very different approaches to medicine, this discussion takes a broad 

scope, exploring medicine from a number of different angles, including the shift from 

oral to literate culture and the contributions of several key philosophers: Plato, Aristotle, 

Bacon, and Descartes. While it is reductive to assign the underpiimings of the complex 

biomedical model to a mere handful of individuals, these individuals contributed 

significantly to the creation of the current scientific paradigm wherein the biomedical 

model is situated. Further, in negotiating a system of "trnth," these philosophers 

considered the role of rhetoric and, as Perelman suggests, redefined it in a reciprocal 

relationship to the degree of "tmth" that seemed available. The influence of these four 



individuals is clear in the model of science, in the field of medicine, and in the delimited 

the role of rhetoric. 

Even though Hippocrates moved medicine away from the realm of superstition, 

he claimed that the healing was an art comprised of three basic factors: the disease, the 

patient, and the physician. The reductive framework of modem medicine, however, 

along with the advances in diagnostic technology distort the triad, thus, emphasizing and 

reifying disease, attenuating the role of the patient, and authorizing the physician. The 

biomedical model favors tight, causal maps, complex taxonomies, statistical approaches, 

"clean'" categories, objective language, and visually based diagnostic tools. Because of 

the elite training that physicians receive, they are granted an authoritative voice in 

pronouncing illness, prescribing its cures, and even defining the boundaries of "health" 

and "sickness." Trained to employ value-free methodologies in isolating the mechanisms 

of disease, physicians often view the patient in isolation from social or cultural contexts. 

While medicine has made progress because of its alignment with science and its 

distance from rhetoric, biomedicine has lost some of its persuasive appeal to altemative 

healing modalities that do not share the same scientific foundation. Although allopathic 

medicine has a strong sense of logos and ethos, it lacks pathos. Efforts to integrate 

altemative medicine tend to focus on altemative medicine as a curative measure to the 

more sterile aspects of biomedicine, yet integrating marginalized practices in an effort to 

simply restore balance to the biomedical model is problematic because the foundations of 

holistic and allopathic medicine are seemingly incompatible. Altemative medicine is a 

loose collection of practices that resist standardization and lack cogent evidence of its 

efficacy. 

If integrating allopathic and altemative medicine were a simple matter of 

restoring pathos to an ailing model, obstacles such as common terminology and 

methodologies might be easy to resolve, but the issues are much more complicated. 

Biomedicine and altemative medicine seem to be built around different ways of knowing, 

and even though all forms of medicine are bonded by an interest in health and healing, 

methods used in arriving at this goal and the theoretical considerations that inform those 
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methods are not easy to resolve. Whereas biomedicine proceeds in a linear manner, 

canceling out irrelevant variables, and seeking empirical proof of illnesses, altemative 

medicine is characterized as holistic. Complex interactions and interrelationships are 

valuable in altemative approaches to medicine; thus, linear approaches and empirical 

methodologies are difficult to apply and may not serve to prove the efficacy of altemative 

practices. Consequently, it is very difficult to approach altemative medicine on its own 

ground. Nevertheless, attempting to understand the theoretical differences between 

altemative practices and conventional medicine is extremely important if we are to have 

an integrated system wherein biomedical and altemative practices tmly complement one 

another. Employing alternative medicine to simply shore up the perceived inadequacies 

of biomedicine or to capitalize on the out of pocket dollars that the public is willing to 

pay for altemative care will not tmly serve the best interest of medicine. 

The increasing popularity of altemative medicine evinces a persuasive appeal that 

brings rhetoric into the realm of medicine in spite of the painstaking efforts to create a 

realm free of the art of persuasion. Even though rhetoric has long been distanced from 

the discipline of medicine, rhetoric and altemative medicine share many similarities, and 

this dissertation attempts to show how rhetoric can provide a way for opening meaningfiil 

discourse between various approaches to healing, for offering heuristic approaches to 

healing, and even for facilitating healing itself 

In an effort to consider fully the interface between altemative and biomedicine, 

the rhetorical analysis offered in this dissertation addresses a broad range of 

considerations, including quantum approaches to medicine and healing, theories of the 

interconnectivity between systems in the body emerging in hybrid fields such as 

psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) and neurolinguistic programming (NLP), 

psychobiological theories of the interlacing of mind and body in the arena of healing, the 

metaphysical aspects of altemative healing, the postmodem aspects that are associated 

with altemative medicine, narrative-based approaches to healing, and the pervasive role 

of metaphor. 
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CHAPTER I 

APPROACHES TO HEALING 

AND THE ROLE OF RHETORIC 

Introduction 

In a Far Side cartoon, Gary Larson depicts a sUck headed, disheveled "appliance 

healer" laying hands on an ailing vacuum cleaner. The "healer" exhorts, "I command the 

foul demons that have clogged this vacuum cleaner to come OUT!" The humor in this 

cartoon elucidates the discrepancies between ancient versions of healing and the highly 

technical practices of the biomedical model. While superstition and myth once provided 

a fi-amework for imderstanding illness and healing, such "primitive" beUefs were 

gradually replaced by a logical, scientific model. 
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Appliance heaters 

In contemporary Westem culture, language does not heal; pathogens cannot be 

cajoled to leave the body. "Real" healing is the enterprise of a biomedical model. Its 

objective, logical practices are performed by highly trained, distinguished physicians who 

diagnose and treat illness with high tech equipment~not mere hands and voice. Within 
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this scientific model, evil, capricious spirits do not cause illness. Disease might be 

considered as an invasion of a "foreign ethos," namely a pathogen; however, 

"logotherapy" and supplication were gradually replaced by dmg therapy and surgical 

procedures. In biomedicine, disease is not rooted out dialectically. In fact, most of the 

dialogue between a physician and a patient is perfimctory. Data is gathered through high-

tech, visual prosthetics, and diagnosis is rendered in language that often eclipses the 

patient's understanding. The affective dimensions of illness are discounted in 

biomedicine. Mind and body have been cleaved into bounded realms, and the focus of 

biomedicine has been strictly somatic. Clearly, our contemporary healing practices are 

based on a logical, scientific model that is situated above the "art of persuasion." 

Gerald Holton characterizes the traditionally feeble relationship between language 

and science in the beginning of his essay, "Quantum, Relativity, and Rhetoric": 

"Rhetoric in Science? To a scientist, the very phrase has all the signs of an oxymoron" 

(173). Further, Charles Taylor explains that science has a "privileged and epistemic 

status that is considered sacrosanct while rhetoric is traditionally concerned with 'the 

domain of the contingent;' thus rhetoric has not been considered appropriate for 

investigating a domain of certainty" (114). Charles Bazerman also notes, "[S]ciences 

have the reputation of eschewing rhetoric and simply reporting natural fact that 

transcends symbolic trappings" (6). Because of its alignment with the scientific model, 

biomedicine has been granted much the same status. In short, because science deals with 

the realm of fact, and rhetoric is concemed with the reahn of the contingent, the two have 

been, by Aristotle's definition, incompatible. In light of a biomedical model that has 

been enormously successful in exposing the mechanisms of disease and developing new 

treatments, to yoke healing and rhetoric seems counterintuitive. 

Throughout history, much intellectual effort has been expended in creating a 

domain aligned with fact and tmth, a domain distanced from rhetoric. We are trained 

from an early age to associate science with fact and "tmth" while we leam to regard 

rhetoric as manipulation, subterfuge, and empty verbiage. In "Dragnet Ecology: 'Just the 

Facts, Ma'am': The Privilege of Science in a Postmodem World," T. F. H. Allen et al. 



recall the line in the 1984 movie Ghostbusters- "Back off, man, I'm a scientist"- as a 

tongue in cheek reminder of the elevated status of the scientist. As Barbara Heifferon 

and Stuart C. Brown point out, "Because Westem biomedicine is clearly constmcted as a 

scientific discipline, there are numerous assumptions in the biological (including clinical) 

sciences that contribute to a dismissal of rhetoric..." (247). To suggest that the 

objective, highly evolved, practices of the biomedical model are connected to the "art of 

persuasion" contradicts a long history that has fostered a discipline that would be 

protected from the contingencies of rhetoric. 

Beginning with Plato and his campaign against the contextual arguments of 

Sophists, rhetoric has been dismissed as a vehicle for disclosing knowledge. At the cusp 

of an age that was shifting from orality to literacy, Plato was seeking an overarching tmth 

and methods for perceiving that tmth. Those methods were memory and dialectic. 

Rhetoric could subvert the perception of pure, tme form. In contemporary medicine 

today, Plato's notion of overarching tmth is built into our reverence for scientific "facts" 

and the biomedical model's search for a universal tmth regarding illness and disease. 

(See Brands). For Plato, tmth was separate from context, and this separation is manifest 

what Popper termed the "criteria of repeatabiUty" —regardless of context. The function 

of "philosopher kings" that Plato set forth in the Republic is evident in the elevated role 

of physicians who serve as guardians and gatekeepers for the knowledge domain of 

biomedicine (Fisher 7). Biomedicine, and pharmaceuticals as its complement, sanctions 

and controls the treatment of disease, thus creating a system that places its primary 

resources in the hands of a select few. Further, the authority attributed to physicians 

enables them to stmcture the experience of illness in uniform ways that ignore the 

contextual and individual aspects of such ilhiess. 

Whereas Plato focused on the interior joumey toward the realm of forms using 

dialectic as his tmest guide, Aristotle shifted his focus to the "seen" world and enlisted 

logic as his tool. Ong has emphasized how visual language creates a different experience 

of the world, one in which the world is ".. .laid out before [the] eyes.. .a vast 

surface.. .ready to be explored" {Orality 73). Aristotle immediately began to fill that 



space using deduction as a means to cleave categories and to create knowledge systems. 

For Aristotle, dialectic and rhetoric were counterparts that were useful in dealing with 

subjects in which no "tme" knowledge was available. Thus, like Plato, Aristotle stripped 

rhetoric of epistemic value and privileged logic as the tool for proceeding toward the 

"demonstrable" truth. 

Aristotle's efforts to define and classify knowledge are extended in the medical 

model's rich taxonomy. His insistence on logic as the tool for discovering knowledge is 

at the core of the medical model, and deductive reasoning plays a major role in a 

physician's diagnosis of illness. The role of observation and demonstrable proof is 

foundational in modem medicine. As Kathleen Welsh points out in "Interdisciplinary 

Communication in a Literature and Medicine Course: Personalizing the Discourse of 

Medicine," contextualizing one's observations is discouraged (313-314). While the 

content of Aristotle's treatises has been replaced by more sophisticated knowledge, and 

"demonstrable proof has been greatly aided by high-tech tools, Aristotle's influence in 

biomedicine is evinced by the extensive taxonomies central to defining disease and in the 

deductive methods that physicians use to diagnose patients. Once defined or labeled, 

iUnesses become reified, and symptoms can be fitted into existing frameworks without 

the necessity of considering the individuality of patients. 

Centuries later, Francis Bacon suggested a more aggressive approach to tmth: 

"vex nature into giving up its secrets." For Bacon, "The aim of science is "to overcome, 

not an adversary in argument, but nature in action" (Organum VIV). By teasing out 

extraneous variables that might mask causal relationships, we might understand, predict, 

and even control nature. In Novum Organum, Bacon explores the subjective elements 

that taint tme investigation. Among these idols is language: "[T]he ill and unfit choice 

of words wonderfully obstmcts understanding... [W] ords plainly force and overmle the 

understanding and throw all into confusion, and lead men away into numberless empty 

controversies and idle fancies" (XLIII). In Bacon's epistemology, the world is 

mechanistic; thus, language should be broken down to a "one-to-one correspondence 

between word and thing," much the same as we can take apart the individual components 



that comprise a machine. Rhetoric could be useful in conveying matters of science to the 

public, but rhetoric could not produce knowledge; rhetoric had no epistemic value. 

Bacon's methodological approach to investigating the world shaped future 

investigation in the area of medicine. Postulating a methodology that would 'vex nature' 

seems to have fostered invasive procedures in medicine as well.' In addition. Bacon's 

focus on causality fostered a linear approach to medicine that excluded aggregate factors 

in disease, including the myriad ways that patients are situated in social contexts. His 

mechanistic vision of the world has propagated an abundance of machine metaphors that 

explain the body and its functions. Bacon's imperative to formulate an objective 

language that carries a one-to-one correspondence between word and thing has 

proliferated a technical language that promotes clarity and accuracy in the field but 

obscures understanding for those outside the medical model. Such language, as many 

critics have pointed out, has contributed to the asymmetrical relationship between the 

patient and the doctor.̂  

Another key individual who disparaged rhetoric in his quest to discover 

methodologies that would lead to tmth was Rene Descartes. For Descartes, only the 

clean language of mathematics was adequate for exploring tmth; rhetoric had no place in 

matters of science. Descartes' famous "doubt project" privileged the mind's influence in 

knowing the reality of the world and effectively cleaved the mind and body. Descartes 

advocated that all problems could be solved by a geometrical approach, an approach that 

consisted in breaking the problem or the object into separate parts and analyzing the 

parts. Rhetoric and philosophy found no usefixl place in Cartesian epistemology because 

the clean, abstract, objective language of mathematics is more suited to the recovery of 

scientific tmth. Descartes leads modem science into a domain that is conceptual and 

context-free, a characteristic common in the field of biomedicine where patients are 

examined in clinical settings and context is banished from diagnosis. As Chaim 

Perelman points out in The Realm of Rhetoric, "The Cartesian ideal of universally 

applicable self-evident knowledge leaves no room for rhetoric and dialectic" (1075). 

Descartes' impact on the biomedical model is striking. The affective dimension of illness 



has no place in the Cartesian model. The body becomes an object of study, mere matter 

in motion ruled by mathematical laws; patients became the mere sum of their biological 

parts. 

While it is reductive to assign the underpinnings of the complex biomedical 

model to a mere handful of individuals, these individuals contributed significantly to the 

creation of the current scientific paradigm wherein the biomedical model is situated. 

Further, in negotiating a system of "tmth," these philosophers considered the role of 

rhetoric and, as Perelman suggests, redefined it in a reciprocal relationship to the degree 

of "tmth" that seemed available. The influence of these four individuals is clear in the 

model of science, in the field of medicine, and in the delimited the role of rhetoric. 

The magic of language and the mystery of healing were gradually exchanged for 

the objectivity of scientific inquiry, an inquiry that ultimately included the realm of 

healing and excluded the role of rhetoric. Ong and Havelock argue that the shift from 

orality to literacy fostered the development of a logical, technical approach to science and 

healing. Even though medicine exists as praxis, it has foimd a secure place within the 

borders of science, and the same shifts that occurred in the creation of the scientific 

model are clear in the current medical model. The shift from an oral culture to a highly 

visual one is apparent in the metaphors embedded in the medical model. We make 

appointments to "see" doctors and are eventually led into the "examination" room. The 

oral element of most visits to a physician is perfunctory. The narrative of our illnesses 

and the epic catalogues of symptoms are secondary to the preferred visually-oriented 

prosthetics of the biomedical model which include x-rays, magnetic resonance imagery, 

spectral analysis of fluids, and ultra-sound pictures of the internal body. In oral culture, 

people believed that illness was a "foreign ethos." The primitive approach included using 

the magic of words to heal the individual. In contemporary medicine, words still hold 

magic but their magic is in transforming an array of symptoms into an entity rather than 

in expelling that entity. 

While Hippocrates moved medicine away from the realm of superstition, he 

claimed that the healing was an art comprised of three basic factors: the disease, the 



patient, and the physician. Yet the reductive framework of modem medicine along with 

the advances in diagnostic technology distort the triad, thus, emphasizing and reifying 

disease, attenuating the role of the patient, and authorizing the physician. The biomedical 

model favors tight, causal maps, complex taxonomies, statistical approaches, "clean" 

categories, objective language, and visually based diagnostic tools. Advances in 

diagnostic technology have replaced the necessity of dialogue, and the language that 

doctors use to communicate with their patients often mimics the objectivity and the 

distanced afforded by the highly techniced, methods used to collect data and the statistical 

mterpretations. Because of the elite training that physicians receive, they are granted an 

authoritative voice in pronouncing illness, prescribing its cures, and even defining the 

boundaries of "health" and "sickness."^ Trained to employ value-free methodologies in 

isolating the mechanisms of disease, physicians often view the patient in isolation from 

social or cultural contexts. As F. David Peat points out in "Toward a New Science": 

[T]he skills of healer have always represented an imeasy alliance between 
art and science. On the one hand medicine has taken upon it all the 
theories, methodologies and technologies of modem science yet, in its 
essence, the notion of healing remains a mystery and, in that very personal 
relationship between doctor and patient, an art. 

In the practice of biomedicine today, however, it seems that Hippocrates' triad has been 

skewed in such a way that the physician treats the disease instead of the patient. 

Biomedicine's approach to creating knowledge has yielded a very impressive list 

of accomplishments. However, in the process, biomedicine has become a system that 

defines and labels illness, determines the treatment of ilbiess, and sanctions how 

treatment is provided. The biomedical model presents significant boundaries to the 

availability of prescription dmgs, laboratory tests, and the underwriting altemative 

practices. In spite of its efficacy, it is often perceived as an invasive, aggressive, and elite 

model. While those elements or perceptions should not actually matter in a domain that 

is strictly aligned with feet and evidence-based cures, it is clear that people—and a 

significant mmiber of people at that—seek altemative treatments. 



Conventional medicine often derides altemative practices because they cannot 

stand up to a scientific model that gains its strength from objectivity, advanced 

technology, clear taxonomies, potent methodologies, concise terminology, and a safe 

distance from the affective dimensions of illness. Nevertheless, the very elements that 

guarantee the strength of biomedicine-elements that distanced medicine from rhetoric-

have contributed to a model that many people find dehumanizing. In light of Aristotle's 

rhetorical triangle, the current medical model clearly emphasizes logos. The ethos of the 

model is manifest not only in its monolithic status and vast technological resources, but 

also in the elevated rank of researchers and physicians-factors which play into the 

asymmetry of the doctor patient relationship. What seems spare in this model \s pathos. 

While biomedicine has been able to provide potent cures for numerous diseases, 

there is an obvious discrepancy between the physician's imderstanding of disease and the 

patient's experience of that disease. As Nancy Scheper-Hughes and Margaret Lock 

explain in "Speaking 'Tmth' to lUness: Metaphors, Reification, and a Pedagogy for 

Patients," the focus of medicine excludes "the particular, the existential, the subjective 

content of illness, suffering, and healing as lived events and experiences" (137). Welch 

argues, "Medical students are embedded in the clinical discourse of medicine and tend to 

conceptualize patients as cUnical objects with disease-focused conditions" (313). In the 

effort to categorize disease. Peat asserts, "[DJoctors often ignore the unique person who 

has a life, a history, and a social context" {New Science). Kaufman points out that the 

patient copes with a medically created fragmentation of the body, emphasized by the 

increased specialization in the field of biomedicine, and in the process of sifting a 

patient's disease into finer and finer areas of specialization, the patient is fragmented, 

isolated, and objectified as well (302). In short, physicians reify illness but patients make 

it palpable. 

Through an aggressive approach to discovering overarching solutions to the 

problem of disease, conventional medicine has marginalized competing views, including 

"traditional" practices and "folk medicine." Conventional medicine has met such 

"contextual" approaches with the same resistance that Plato offered the Sophists. 



Regardless of biomedicine's skepticism and opposition toward altemative medicine, 

altemative medicine has become increasingly popular in the past decade. Clearly, a 

movement toward altemative healing methods is manifest in the mass marketing of 

homeopathic remedies and designer vitamins, the deluge of literature on altemative 

healing practices, the wider availability of altemative health facilities, and the sheer 

number of patients who have sought altemative therapies. In a report to the World Health 

Organization (WHO), Eisenberg pointed out that in 1990, one in three Americans, from 

virtually all socio-demographic groups used some type of unconventional medicine. 

Eisenberg estimated that Americans made 425 million visits to unconventional health 

practitioners and spent over ten billion dollars in out of pocket expenses for health care 

outside of the boimdaries of biomedicine (246-252). It is likely that those numbers are 

significantly higher today. In the last few years, altemative practitioners have created 

thriving businesses, products aimed at consumers of altemative medicine have 

proliferated, and medical fecilities have begim to integrate and to advertise altemative 

health care as part of their services. Conferences on Mind/Body Medicine and 

Integrative Medicine have become more common, and debates centering on the value of 

altemative healing have entered prestigious medical journals. 

In spite of its increasing popularity, altemative health practices constitute a frizzy 

area, evinced by the stmggle to find correct terminology for a broad range of 

heterogeneous practices, including folk healing, acupuncture, massage therapy, herbal 

remedies, and homeopathy.̂  According to the National Council of Complimentary and 

Altemative Medicine (NCCAM), "Other terms for complementary and altemative 

medicine include unconventional, non-conventional, improven, and irregular medicine or 

health care" while "other terms for conventional medicine include allopathy; Western, 

mainstream, orthodox, and regular medicine; and biomedicine." In medical 

anthropology, altemative medicine is termed "traditional" medicine. Yet the dominance 

of biomedicine is evinced by the sfrong association of the term "traditional" with the 

realm of biomedicine. Furthermore, many "traditional," practices have been imported 

into a messy category known as the "New Age" which also includes perspectives on 



healing that have been aUgned with theories in quantum physics. Thus, "altemative" 

"holistic," and "complementary" are terms commonly used. Even without carrying out a 

playful exercise in deconstmction, a rhetorical slant that favors biomedicine is obvious. 

Present in most altemative healing practices are several themes that run counter to the 

philosophical underpinnings of the biomedical model: "metaphysical" approaches to 

healing, de-centering the physician's authority, emphasis on non-technical therapies, 

holistic approaches that de-emphasize the linear causality of science, and a strong 

connection between the body and the mind in the arena of healing. 

Indeed, many of the "new" practices stand against the Cartesian view of atomism 

and the split of subject/object in favor of holism and interconnectivity between mind, 

body, and the cosmos. In addition, the range of altemative healing practices creates some 

difficulty in discussing such practices in an even way. "Folk healing," acupuncture, 

herbal medicine, and "energy healing" are only a few of the disparate practices that are 

considered within the realm of altemative healing. J. A. English-Lueck's Health in the 

New Age: A Study in California Holistic Practices (particularly Chapter Three) provides 

an overview of the various practices under the broad tent of "altemative medicine." 

Nikki Bradford's Encyclopedia of Complementary Care also provides a description of 

altemative modalities and their basic philosophies and treatment. While many altemative 

therapies involve some form of physical treatment, altemative perspectives tend to 

dismiss the material hypothesis and regard the body as energy.* Many altemative 

practices invoke the resolution of emotional issues as a vehicle for healing. A strong 

tenet of many altemative theories of healing is the notion that people's comportment 

toward their iUnesses may influence healing. In other words, a shift in perception can 

affect changes in physiology, and altemative healing practices employ a variety of 

heuristics for refraining illness. Just as Aristotle's topoi provided a systematic means for 

finding available means of persuading an audience, altemative healing provides a variety 

of approaches for effecting shifts in perception. Surely, such views seem radical when 

compared to biomedicine which takes "an essentialist view: the world as found and not as 

constmcted, contingent, or subject to infinite interpretation" (Sobel and Elata 93). Some 
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approaches to altemative healing are replete with personally validated systems of 

meaning and interpretations that could hardly stand up to Popper's criteria of 

repeatability. Often labeled "New Age" thinking and quackery, critics fault its loose 

metaphysical fii'amework, and categorically dismiss altemative healing and the concept of 

integrative medicine. 

In "Integrative Engineering: A Postmodem Parable," Dr. Steven Novella, an 

Assistant Professor of Neurology at Yale University School of Medicine, adroitly 

portrays the seemingly outrageous claims of altemative medicine. Novella's postmodem 

parable is about the new breed of "self-styled, altemative engineers," including Andy 

Wily who engineered an altemative approach to car safety: 

The interior of the Millennium 2000 [sedan] is coated with a patented 
psychoactive material, called Natural Safe. "All a driver or passenger has 
to do is think safe thoughts, and this miraculous material will do the rest. 
In a crash, the material vM gently repel any safe thinking person in the 
vehicle, leaving them free from injury," Wily asserts. 

When skeptics point to deaths or disability for Millenniimi 2000 
passengers. Wily replies that the passengers clearly weren't thinking as 
"safely" as they should have been. 

Amidst skeptics who call for tests to verify the claims of the car. Wily explains: "Crash 

dummies are not people. The psychoactive material will therefore not respond to them. 

The feet is, these innovative designs cannot be subjected to the same testing and 

principles as traditional engineering. But consumers who drive our cars feel safer. How 

can you argue with that." Novella's short parable highlights the problems with 

altemative medicine, particularly from the scientific point of view. Altemative practices 

promote the notion that mind can influence the body and that positive emotions affect the 

immune system.'' In addition, the approaches of many altemative modalities resist the 

rigors of testing that are foundational in biomedicine. Because context plays a vital role 

in altemative approaches to medicine, teasing out the extraneous variables is a difficult 

task. Allopathic medicine is certainly adept at locating the mechanisms of disease but not 

as proficient in understanding the more mysterious aspects of healing. Novella's parable 

insinuates that altemative medicine is often justified by bandwagon logic, and he cleverly 
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brings into focus the seeming incommensurability of ahemative and conventional views 

on medicine. 

It might be argued that some altemative approaches to healing curve back to oral 

traditions where language, symbol, and ritual played an acknowledged role. Innovative 

psychobiological approaches, the use of narrative as a means in which to reframe the 

experience of illness, and the value of metaphor in reconfiguring perceptions of illness 

have been considered as possible ways of influencing the immune system. These 

therapies might be considered "energetic" approaches to healing and carry with them a 

language that is foreign and fuzzy to the evidence-based approaches of biomedicine. The 

notion that cells have memory and that molecules transmit emotion, as Candace Pert 

maintains, challenges the very objectivity of biomedicine and locates healing in the vast 

network of non-local interconnections throughout the body and even beyond. In light of 

Ong and Havelock's theories about the shift in consciousness that accompanies shifts in 

media, in present day culture, electronic communication provides an apt model for the 

kind of non-local interactions proposed by Pert and others. The emergence of quantum 

theory has also provided a model for regarding the body as more than a machine that 

operates in a linear fashion. 

On a quantum level, the material world becomes fluctuating patterns of energy, 

systems are holistic, the observer and the observed form a seamless whole, and systems 

can be more than mechanical; they can be "intelligent." Gone is the Baconian dictum to 

strip language of its subjective elements and to seek a one-to-one correspondence 

between language and thing. On a quantum level, a "thing" is indeterminate. Mandates 

set up by Bacon, Locke, and Descartes regarding the posture of rhetoric and the precise, 

objective use of language in promoting a clear understanding natural laws no longer 

apply on a quantum level. Quantum theory introduces perturbations into an empirical, 

causal model and carries with it new metaphors that may help shape medicine in the 

future. 

Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) is an emerging area of study, and as Steven 

Locke points out in the Preface to Foundations of Psychoneuroimmunology, PNI 
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connects areas as diverse as, psychology, neurology, psychiatry, and endocrinology (xi). 

Following a quantum model, PNI speculates that body contains complex, non-local, 

networks, and within these networks, cells "communicate." Citing pioneers in the field, 

including Ader, Solomon, Moos, and Pert, in "Order and Healing: The Concept of Order 

and Its Importance in the Conceptualization of Healing," Margot L. Lyon states that PNI 

"is predicated on a set of common questions reflecting a concem with interactions 

between systems which heretofore have been treated independently..." (80). She goes 

on to explain: 

At the most general level, "alterations: in the central nervous 
system.. .may result in the production of "information molecules" which 
can act either indirectly through their effects on the endocrine system.. .or 
directly on the immune system...to modulate ongoing immime system 
activity. Such effects are not imidirectional nor are the mechanisms of 
their bioregulation clear or simple. (81) 

The metaphors that emerge from quantum theory provide a deeper meaning to therapies 

that encourage patients to explore their illnesses through narration, metaphor, 

visualization, and even silence. The notion that cells communicate and that a dynamic 

discourse is always in progress within the body opens up new possibilities for the 

resources of rhetoric. Such therapies are based on the notion that addressing the affective 

dimensions of illness, adjusting responses to illness, reframing the meanings of illness, 

and organizing the chaos of the experience of illness may have a positive effect on the 

immime system and may facilitate the healing process. 

These notions, of course, seem radical and challenge the foundations of normal 

science. The goal of biomedicine, as an extension of the scientific model, has been to 

create an objective domain of inquiry, free of mysticism, subjective personal experiences, 

anecdotal flourishes, and rhetoric. However, the quantum realm may provide new tools 

to navigate the frizzy claims of altemative medicine. It certainly has provided new 

metaphors for understanding altemative healing practices. Indeed, the metaphors that 

have emerged from quantum physics may contribute to the increasing popularity of 

altemative practices by providing the perceptual tools to explore the fuzzy realm of 
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ahemative healing. Scholars like George Lakofif, Mark Johnson, Andrew Ortony, Sonja 

Foss, and Thomas Kuhn have argued that metaphor plays an important role in defining 

our perceptual frameworks. Quantum theory has provided a strong metaphor for the co

existence of plural versions of reality in the sense that indeterminacy on the quantum 

level does not apply to large, slow systems. Thus, quantum theory establishes the 

possibility that two realms can exist simultaneously, each with its set of mles and 

approaches. One view does not necessarily displace the other. Implied here is a plurality 

of approaches to solving problems, the acceptance of various perspectives rather than 

privileging one dominant view, and the possibility of developing different rhetorical 

approaches that can mediate diverse perspectives. 

While the terminologies, foundations, methods, and boundaries of altemative 

medicine are not clear, it is clear that perspectives on health and medicine are shifting. 

Accompanying this shift is an increasing interest in understanding why altemative 

medicine is gaining such wide spread appeal. In spite of biomedicine's powerful 

technical resources, its noted success in preventing and treating disease, the elevated 

status of its practitioners, and its established scientific foundation, altemative practices 

have gained some credibihty—at least in the view of a public who is willing to spend an 

enormous amount of money on altemative medical care. In the last decade, biomedicine 

has lost some ground in its abihty to persuade its audience of its monolithic efficacy. 

Given that rhetoric, in its broadest definition, is the study of persuasion, rhetorical 

analysis can be employed in understanding why biomedicine has lost some of its 

persuasive powers to an altemative movement that does not have nearly the same 

scientific backing that served to empower biomedicine. As well, rhetoric may provide a 

mean in which to understand the 'complex interaction' of'information molecules' and 

the 'communication' that takes place in what is often termed the body/mind. The art of 

persuasion may become an important aspect of the art of healing. 

There was a strong rhetorical campaign involved in the constmction of the 

biomedical model, and this campaign included impugning rhetoric itself In The 

Rhetorical Turn, Herbert W. Simons points out, "For the most part, rhetoric has subsisted 
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on the margins of other fields-as jester to philosophy the king, for example, or as tool of 

religion or politics or kw" (7). Allopathic medicine can be added to his list. Throughout 

the creation of the biomedical model, the role of rhetoric has been devalued, underplayed, 

and has served a subsidiary role in epistemology. The current climate of skepticism 

regarding self-referential systems of tmth has made the role of rhetoric increasingly 

important. In Lila: An Inquiry into Morals, Robert Pirsig muses: "Science always 

contains an eraser, a mechanism whereby new Dynamic insight could wipe out old static 

patterns without destroying science itself Thus science, unlike orthodox theology, has 

been capable of continuous, evolutionary growth" (222). Pirsig, in a less formal way, 

joins Kuhn in his explanation of science's hearty resistance to change until enough 

anomalies accumulate to shift its theories, to erase its errors and to move forward, 

retaining the basic integrity of the discipline. 

Science's eraser has adjusted the role and value of rhetoric throughout its long 

history. The trivium has been apportioned and reapportioned; rhetoric has been avowed 

and disavowed as a branch of philosophy. As Perelman often notes, the prowess of 

science, eamed through its ability to provide evidence for its claims, has an inverse effect 

on the value of rhetoric. Perelman's insights can be extended into biomedicine and its 

relationship with altemative medicine. Absence of cures for major illnesses such as 

AIDS, cancer, and diabetes in addition to the unresponsive nature of biomedicine to 

symptom-based rather than evidence based disorders have robbed biomedicine of some 

of its prowess. In addition, modem illnesses do not fall m line with the evidence-based 

criteria that characterize biomedicine's approach. Rather, many of today's illnesses 

might be described as non-specific or even "non-local." Kleinman points out that 

headaches, dizziness, weakness, and fetigue receive attention in Chinese medicine, but 

"chronic pain syndromes have negative significance in biomedicine" (qtd. in Coulehan 

120). In addition to biomedicine's seemly inability to deal with clustered syndromes that 

have no direct cause, the invasive procedures of conventional medicine along with the 

tenuous relationship between doctors and patients have presented challenges to 

biomedicine. Furthermore, in "Varieties of Healing. 1: Medical Pluralism in the United 
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States," Ted J. Kaptchuk and David M. Eisenberg assert: "[Tjhe "dissolving of a single 

modernist medical narrative has formed an increased awareness of medical pluraUsm 

The old cultural war of a dominant culture versus heretical rebellion in politics and 

religion as well as medicine has begun to transform into a recognition of postmodem 

multiple narratives" (193). Eisenberg, who advocates evidence-based approaches to 

determine which altemative practices should be integrated into conventional medicine, 

may be exaggerating his recognition of tme tenor of postmodernism; nevertheless, he 

acknowledges that people's beliefe and values enter into their choices about medicine. In 

other words, rhetoric has entered a domain that was constmcted to exclude it. While 

altemative practices lack the typical prestige and validity of biomedicine, their popularity 

evinces persuasive elements that bypass biomedicine's purely logical foundations. 

Critics of altemative medicine, including Wallace Sampson, frequently chide altemative 

medicine as an example of postmodem plurahty and protest the notion that medicine 

could be subject to the ideological whims of counterculture. Certainly the authoritative 

stance of biomedicine has been challenged by altemative practices, leading to a call for 

stricter policies regarding the claims of altemative products and a freeze on 

biomedicine's interest in integrating altemative therapies until evidence is gathered to 

prove their efficacy. 

It is obvious that altemative perspectives and practices stmggle for validity 

against a well established paradigm which has systematically replaced transcendental 

interpretations of disease and healing, opting for highly mechanical and logical 

explanations. In Voodoo Science, Robert L. Park claims: 

Altemative seems to define a culture rather than a field of medicine—a 
culture that is not scientifically demanding. It is a culture in which ancient 
traditions are given more weight than biological science, and anecdotes 
are preferred over clinical trials. Altemative therapies steadfastly resist 
change, often for centuries or even millennia, unaffected by scientific 
advances in the understanding of physiology or disease.... [Tjhere seems 
to be little interest in testing these speculations scientifically. (67) 
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Park, indeed, provides the voice of reason and logic, a perspective that has guided the 

constmction of the biomedical model. What he does not provide is an explanation as to 

why altemative practices have persisted for centuries or why altemative practices have 

become more popular over the last decade, even in the face of the ever increasing, 

powerful therapeutic resources of biomedicine. The endurance of such practices and 

their resurgence into contemporary cuUure attests to a persuasive element that is the 

essence of rhetoric. 

Calling upon the resources of rhetoric to understand altemative medicine is a 

broad endeavor. In "Social Constmction in a Cold Climate," Ivan Crozier emphasizes 

the "contextual factors that fi-ame and limit medical practices" (545). Crozier asserts that 

rhetoric is primary to the practice and the development of medicine: 

Rhetoric does more than mediate the relationships between the doctor and 
the patient, it does more than represent social groups like medicine to the 
wider public, and it does more than facilitate the acceptance or rejection of 
medical knowledge amongst doctors. Instead, rhetoric allows these social 
processes to take place.. .and it is rhetoric which makes medicine possible 
ataU. (545) 

Ludmilla Jordanova's "The Social Constmction of Medical Knowledge" is a text that 

generated much debate regarding constmctivist theories of science and medicine. In it, 

she proposes that social constmctivism is a "valuable perspective" in studying medicine: 

It is effective partly because it eschews the rigid polarities that weaken 
other approaches; here theories and archives are totally compatible, here 
ideas are not separated from practices, here an emphasis on process 
undercuts unproductive distinctions between internal and external factors, 
content and context, good and bad science. (377) 

One of the salient features of rhetoric is that it allows us to investigate altemative points 

of view and to reframe issues, thereby, seeing them in a light. Rhetoric is usefiil 

precisely because it deals with the kinds of questions that cannot be resolved by 

demonstration and consistently repeatable evidence. 
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If, as Pirsig suggests, "Science always contains an eraser, a mechanism whereby 

new Dynamic insight could wipe out old static patterns," in "Contours of Intervention: 

How Rhetoric Matters to Biomedicine" John Lyne claims that rhetorical processes "tend 

to revitalize and situate boundaries rather then erase them" (5). Rhetoric may be useful in 

understanding how some of the marginalized practices of altemative medicine have 

found some credibility in the face of a dominant model that routinely devalues practices 

that do not adhere to the dictates of clean science. Rhetoric will certainly be cmcial in 

giving shape to what seems to be the fuzzy and unwieldy category of "altemative 

healing." In addition, rhetoric may also facilitate a dialogue between practices that have 

different foundations, different vocabularies, and different methodologies. Rhetoric may 

even facilitate a patient's ability to heal. Finally, rhetoric may serve as an 

epistemological bootstrap, so to speak, toward developing a new medical model or 

providing a means in which to integrate healing practices that have so far been perceived 

as mere anomalies. Until recently, altemative practices were much like Ralph Ellison's 

infamous 'invisible man,' gliding along inconspicuously in the margins of biomedicine. 

Now that altemative medicine's presence is known as a viable consumer market, it is 

clear that conventional medicine has a growing interest in understanding and benefiting 

from its appeal. Rhetoric should definitely play an important role regarding how 

altemative practices are assimilated into biomedicine. 

As Kuhn noted in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, dialogue between 

incommensurate fields of inquiry are greatly hampered by a lack of common vocabulary, 

methodologies, and theoretical foundations. Arriving at common ground between 

altemative modes of medicine and conventional practices of medicine is complicated 

because altemative medicine itself seems to be an array of eclectic practices held loosely 

together by the belief that ilMess is not an isolated phenomenon that can be deciphered 

and cured through purely objective means. Altemative medicine typically purports a 

connection between mind and body and a holistic perspective that connects the patient to 

contexts that may extend as far as the vastness of the cosmos. Furthermore, not all 

altemative practices are in accord, and within the altemative healing 'movement,' there is 
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no a common vocabulary, no a common history, and no common mode of training. Thus, 

creating a dialogue between biomedicine and altemative medicine is hindered by the 

variability of practices within ahemative medicine and their resistance to standardization. 

While tentative efforts have been made to create taxonomies within altemative 

medicine, arriving at appropriate criteria for classifying altemative medicine is 

problematic because of the agendas that might be woven into such approaches. For 

example, Kaptchuk and Eisenberg propose a taxonomy that seems predicated on factors 

such as the ease in which altemative practices might be standardized and regulated (for 

example acupuncture and massage therapy) or the seemingly innocuous impact or 

ancillary nature of altemative approaches such as yoga, meditation, and biofeedback on 

the fundamental practices of biomedicine. Nevertheless, the real incommensurability 

between altemative medicine and biomedicine may lie in the bizarre notion that 

altemative medicine works, in part, because it resists standardization, at least from the 

methods of normal science. The contextual nature of many altemative therapies make 

them very difficult to regularize because practitioners take into account a vast array of 

contextual factors that are difficult to measure. The dynamic interplay between myriad 

factors eludes systematic analysis. The ways in which many forms of ahemative 

medicines are practiced brings them closer to an art of healing rather than a science of 

healing. While Novelle in his 'postmodem parable' would chide such a claim, ahemative 

practices might be studied as a vast array of heuristic possibilities that shape and are 

shaped by contextual features rather than a standard, hnear model that works independent 

of context and bias. It is possible that future research in complexity theory may provide 

methods of studying the body as a dynamic system and a viable way to consider plural 

perspectives without seeming Uke the engineers in Novelle's parable. 

In the "The Social Constmction of Sickness and Healing," David Harley points 

out, "Above all, rhetoric is required to create new disciplines. .."(411). Just as Kuhn 

noted, Harley emphasizes, "Whenever a new style of enquiry is developed, a rhetorical 

campaign is required to legitimate it and differentiate it from earlier styles. Disciplinary 

histories, new vocabulary, and new forms of discourse are the methods of pursuing such 
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ends" (411). However, altemative medicine may be a long way from finding a coherent 

history and vocabulary. History is not simply "found," and the vocabulary of a field is 

not wrought without debate and consensus. While individual therapies have histories and 

vocabularies, the "field" of altemative medicine is not yet established. Disciplinary 

histories are like narratives in the sense that the narrator selects specific details from a 

plethora of possibiUties in order to create a coherent framework. In an effort to integrate 

ahemative therapies into the framework of conventional medicine, it is possible to 

overlook some of the more mystical aspects of therapies and focus on that which can be 

standardized. Such tactics deny the full range of ahemative medicine. On the other 

hand, those who posit altemative medicine as an oppositional movement may accentuate 

the features that are incompatible with conventional medicine. Debates of this nature are 

generally settled when "facts" emerge that substantiate or deny the claims of one side or 

the other. It is in the settUng of those facts that rhetoric comes into play. 

Rhetoric was not originally designed to refute facts, yet its role has been extended 

to examine how facts enter the domain of "fact." As Simons points out, "Part of the job 

of the rhetorical analyst is to determine how constmctions of 'the real' are made 

persuasive" (11). Rhetoric can become an important tool in generating meaningful 

inquiries mto the reahn of medicine. Nevertheless, it is easy to extol the virtues of 

rhetoric, particularly after such a long time of existing in the margins. On this point, 

rhetoric and altemative medicine are similar. Altemative medicine, like rhetoric, is often 

portrayed as neglected and buUied by science. Such perspectives can serve to generate 

the oppositional tension needed to create a discursive gap, but a victim mentaUty 

eventually proves counterproductive to real discursive possibihties just as a victim 

mentahty can sabotage the healing capacity of a person who is ill. 

While approaching the subject of ahemative medicine may have been difificuh in 

the past generation, the oxymoron of "science and rhetoric" and "medicine and rhetoric" 

and "altemative" and "conventional" medicine has weakened over the last few decades. 

Polanyi claims that the phrase "objective knowledge" is a contradiction, an oxymoron, 

because the knower is always unplicated in the known. From a philosophical 
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perspective, we have serious questions regarding the objectivity of science and its 

methodologies. Lyotard's The Postmodern Condition is one of the extreme theoretical 

critiques of the scientific model wherein he declares the "death of science." Much has 

been written about rhetorical aspects of science in the wake of modernity. Since 

biomedicine is nested within the scientific model, rhetorical analyses of science are 

valuable in exploring the rhetoric of the medical model. Deep analysis of the constmcted 

nature of science exceed the scope of this dissertation; however, the following texts 

provide enough of a foundation to make the assumption that biomedicine, as an extension 

of the scientific model, has features that are socially constmcted and to point out that the 

degree to which science is socially constmcted varies among scholars. 

In Persuading Science: The Art of Scientific Rhetoric, Marcello Williams and 

Pera Shea examines how the epistemology and methodology of science have changed 

since the seventeenth century. They propose that "science [does] not provide genuine 

knowledge and that is methods and its resuhs [are] mere social conventions" (viii). In 

Writing Biology: Texts in the Social Construction of Science, Greg Meyers examines 

how texts contribute to the social authority of science and asserts that science produces 

information about culture under the guise of information about nature (20). In Shaping 

Written Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the Experimental Article in Science, 

Charles Bazerman presents ways in which scientific writmg are rhetorical, but he does 

not attempt to deconstmct the foundations of science in the process. The eristic aspects 

of rhetoric have given way to what has been termed "a rhetoric of inquiry." Yet, as 

Simons points out, "[Tjhere is not one rhetoric of inquiry but several" (5). Reviewing 

some of the approaches to the rhetoric of inquiry, Simons recognizes that "differences in 

philosophical perspective are mirrored in conceptions of the rhetoric of inquiry" (4-5). 

As Simons notes, the degree to which reaUty is perceived as a social constmct is a point 

of divergence for rhetorical analysis. 

Just as there is more than one rhetoric of inquiry, depending one one's 

philosophical position, purpose, and degree of flexibiUty, there are multiple views of 

ilhiess and heaUng. For example, a patient's perspective of iUness is quite different from 
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a doctor's perspective of iUness. A speciaUst's view of an iUness is often different from a 

general practitioner's perspective, and practitioners of ahemative medicine tend to regard 

illness in a different manner than practitioners of biomedicine. In addition, from within 

the broad and diffrise practices of altemative medicine, there are many perspectives 

regarding the causes and treatments of iUness. In contrast, from the perspective of 

normal science, there is but one objective reaUty, and it obviates the notion of perspective 

and context. As such, disease is a physical phenomenon with specific causes and effects 

that can be determined through analysis. Any other version of illness is not valuable 

from the perspective of science and biomedicine. Consequently, a patient's version of 

illness—often fraught with subjective elements that cannot be tested and measured—is 

unproductive to the goals of science. Alterative approaches to iUness and heaUng seem 

unsystematic, and they rely on premises and therapies that cannot be vaUdated through 

the objective tests and measures of science. 

The degree to which biomedicine has been socially constmcted is beyond the 

scope of any single investigation. Primary questions challenge social constmction 

theories: Is disease an objective phenomenon, or does it too fall within the range of our 

perception, our tools, and our methods? If, indeed, science is a system of created texts 

rather than the expression of irrefutable tmths, how do we deal with the "fact" of iUness? 

Theoretical wanderings seem to bypass the palpable evidence of iUness just as surely as 

the technical language and passive constmctions of many physicians bypass their 

patients' tme experience of suffering. A rhetorical analysis of the discursive practices of 

biomedicine reveals a highly technical language that creates barriers between doctors and 

patients, and, as Kaufinan poignantly suggests, the fragmented areas of speciahzation in 

medicine tend to leave the patient feeling fragmented as weU (302). As an extension of 

the scientific model, biomedicine has claimed to be objective and "value-free." 

However, the population it serves is not. People's experiences of Ulness are not 

quantifiable, nor are patients isolated from their environments in the way that 

biomedicine has been able to isolate disease. Medicine is truly an appUed science that 

cannot be fiiUy separated from its daUy practice. As such, the practice of medicine has 
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elements that are sociaUy constmcted, including the Umited range from which it views 

illness, and such elements can be addressed rhetoricaUy without necessarily 

deconstmcting the entire theoretical framework of biomedicine. 

Rhetoric itself has been routinefy devalued and marginaUzed throughout the 

constmction of the scientific and biomedical models, yet rhetoric has found a legitimate 

place in generating the kind of epistemological inquiries from which k was once 

excluded. Nevertheless, rhetoric too has adopted a highly academic language that often 

creates barriers of understanding and highly specialized approaches to discourse analysis 

that may be counterproductive to reconcUing the discrepancies between altemative and 

conventional practices of medicine. AU of these considerations are important in 

addressing how different approaches to healing practices might find sufficient common 

ground to truly complement one another. Altemative practices have been categoricaUy 

derided because such practices cannot be quantified and standardized in the way that 

science measures tmth claims. On the other hand, people who are disUlusioned by 

biomedicine's clinical, reductive approach champion altemative healing and its practices 

as a new nostrum. WhUe skepticism is, indeed, necessary in order to avoid quackery, 

bUnd skepticism underplays a legitimate search for heaUng alternatives that may be 

effective in terms of their biological effects and their responsiveness to the emotional and 

experiential aspects of Uhiess. Obviously, a careful approach to the relationship between 

biomedicine and altemative practices would be of great benefit. 

As noted, altemative medicine seems to be an unwieldy intmsion on a biomedical 

model that has expended much effort to be free of the influence of rhetoric and to be 

included under the umbreUa of science. Once relegated to the reahn of mystery and 

superstition, medicine is now a complex system that derives its strength fixjm meticulous 

regard for logic, objective evidence, and rational methodologies. Were it not for 

aUopathic medicine, mortaUty rates and human suffering would be significantly higher 

than they are today. In spite of biomedicme's powerful technical resources, its noted 

success in preventing and treating disease, the elevated status of its practitioners, and its 

estabUshed scientific foundation, altemative practices have gained some credibUity—at 
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least in the view of a pubUc who is willing to spend an enormous amount of money on 

altemative medical care. In the last decade, biomedicine has lost some ground in its 

abUity to persuade its audience of its monoUthic efficacy. Given that rhetoric, in its 

broadest definition, is the study of persuasion, rhetorical analysis can be employed in 

understanding why biomedicine has lost some of its persuasive powers to an ahemative 

movement that does not have nearly the same scientific backing that served to empower 

biomedicine. 

The increasing popularity of altemative medicine can be attributed to many 

fectors. One factor cited is a post modem cUmate wherein people question universal 

tmth, reject dominant authority, and decUne a model that, in Porter's words, simply 

dictates the rules of "good" and "bad" science. In addhion, biomedicine's inabUity to 

supply this age with "magic buUets" for chronic iUnesses such as cancer and diabetes has 

weakened its heroic position. Another factor that should be considered in understanding 

the popularity of altemative medicine is an increasing fascination with the "New Age" 

which is frequently conflated with quantum theory. Eschewing a simpHstic aflfiUation 

with the New Age, the research, the theories, and the methodologies that have been 

generated from the controversial quantum end of science have provided some 

cjqjlanations for altemative perspectives on heaUng. Research in cognitive theory and in 

hybrid fields such as neurobiology and PNI have strengthened altemative medicine by 

providing a degree of "scientific" proof for some of the claims of altemative medicine 

and by offering explanations for the efficacy of the "fiizzy logic" of its practices, replete 

with metaphors that describe dynamic flmctions that go beyond the body as merely a 

machine. 

However, in the absence of hard evidence for the efficacy of altemative medicine 

the notion that altemative medicine may simply provide a corrective measure for 

aUopathic medicine's perceived lack of pathos seems to be a predominant feature 

attributed to the rising popularity of altemative medicine. The empathetic aspects of 

altemative medicine may be fimdamental to conventional medicine's interest in what is 

often termed "integrative medicine." A more even relationship between the practitioner 
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and patient, the extended duration of most visits within ahemative settings, the increased 

frequency of touch, a regard for the patient's Ufe beyond the characteristic boundaries of 

the typical biomedical encounter, and the ineffable influence of regard for the affective 

dimensions of Uhiess seem to be factors that bolster ahemative medicine. Altemative 

medicine does seem to provide a corrective measure for a biomedical model that has been 

characterized by its lack of empathy for the patient. Thus, altemative modaUties that are 

fairly easy to standardize—modaUties that typicaUy include some cognitive aspects in 

their training—have become candidates for integration. Practices Uke acupimcture and 

massage have found their way into mainstream medicine, evinced by the relaxing of 

insurance benefits and by a more intense focus on regulatmg the Ucensure of practitioners 

of such practices. In addition, practices such as meditation, visuahzation, biofeedback, 

and yoga have been the subjects of various health segments and monographs geared 

toward the pubUc. WhUe the biomedical model may not stand behind such practices in a 

unified way, the incorporation of such "irregular" practices have provided some reUef for 

a model nettled by an audience who seems dissatisfied by the somewhat sterile aspects of 

biomedicine. 

If integrating aUopathic and ahemative medicine were a simple matter of 

restoring/?ar/io,y to an ailing model, obstacles such as common terminology and 

methodologies might be easy to resolve, but the issues are much more compUcated. 

Biomedicine and altemative medicine seem to be buUt around different ways of knowing, 

and even though aU forms of medicine are bonded by an interest in health and heaUng, 

methods used m arriving at this goal and the theoretical considerations that inform those 

methods are not easy to resolve. Whereas biomedicine proceeds in a linear manner, 

canceUng out irrelevant variables, and seeking empirical proof of Uhiesses, altemative 

medicine is characterized as holistic. Complex interactions and interrelationships are 

valuable in altemative approaches to medicine; thus, Unear approaches and empirical 

methodologies are difficuh to apply and may not serve to prove the efficacy of ahemative 

practices. Consequently, it is very difficult to approach altemative medicine on its own 

ground. Nevertheless, attempting to understand the theoretical differences between 
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altemative practices and conventional medicine is extremely important if we are to have 

an integrated system wherein biomedical and ahemative practices tmly complement one 

another. Employing ahemative medicine to sunply shore up the perceived inadequacies 

of biomedicine or to capitaUze on the out of pocket doUars that the pubUc is wUUng to 

pay for altemative care wUl not tmly serve the best interest of medicine. Even though 

rhetoric has long been distanced from the discipUne of medicine, perhaps rhetoric wUl 

indeed provide a way for opening meaningful discourse between various approaches to 

heaUng, for offering heuristic approaches to heaUng, and even for facUitating healing 

itself 

Statement of Interest in Topic 

Wemer Heisenberg chaUenged the objectivity of the classical scientific model 

when he concluded that "natural science does not simply describe and explain nature; it is 

a part of the interplay between nature and ourselves; it describes nature as exposed to our 

method of questioning" {Conversations 81). SimUarly, CUfford Geertz asserts that in 

social sciences, observers are never neutral. They bring their values and experiences into 

the environments and subjects that they study. Thus, this dissertation wUl surely reflect 

my own experiences in the area of medicme. I have type I diabetes and, consequently, a 

strong tie to biomedicine. I rely on many of its technical resources and hold deep respect 

for those who work toward the treatment and cure of diabetes and other diseases. Like 

many others in our culture, I am mdebted to the powerful therapies that biomedicine 

provides. Before the discovery of insuUn less than a century ago, people with type I 

diabetes had Uttle hope of surviving. However, I have also witnessed biomedicine's 

boundaries, Umitations, and rhetorical dimensions. In spite of an occasional news story 

boasting of "scientific breakthroughs" m diabetes research, as yet, biomedicine provides 

no avaUable cure. Consequently, the physician's role is to provide "long-term managed 

care," and the patient's role is "compUance" and "control." 

InitiaUy, I did not plan to write my dissertation on medicine or heaUng. My 

investigations into medicine were initiaUy guided by a practical need to understand 
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diabetes. In an effort to comprehend my "statistics," I read articles in medical journals, 

encyclopedias of medicine, and medical textbooks. What I encountered was statistical, 

technical, Unear, and objective version of diabetes that did not match the Uved 

experience. My interest in the rhetorical aspects began with those texts and various 

cUnical consuhations with doctors. Some of the more obvious rhetorical elements in 

these encounters included: asymmetry in the doctor patient relationship, the authorial 

tendencies that physicians exhibit in dialogue, the reification of disease, a general 

disregard for the affection dunensions of Uhiess, the highly speciaUzed language (replete 

with passive constructions and jargon), the metaphors that equate the function of the body 

with that of a machine or that Uken disease to a mUitary coup, and a statistical approach 

to diagnosis and treatment. Each of these elements seemed to be a vestige of medicine's 

efforts to rid hself of rhetoric. 

GraduaUy I was able to, in Perri Klass's words, "leam the language" of doctors. 

This language consists of more than jargon and terminology. In addition, I recognized 

that the statistical approaches to Uhiess guide discursive practices and shape the dialogue 

between patient and doctor. Thus, not only did I leam what to say during a cUnical 

encounter, I also leamed what not to say. My doctors' assessment of my success as a 

patient depends on lab results. Those few cmcial numbers teU my story. My feeUngs 

about having diabetes and how it affects my Ufe carry Uttle value in the short 

appomtments with my doctors. The affective dimensions of Uhiess typicaUy do not fit 

weU into the domain of conventional medicine. I have also leamed to cautiously 

approach my doctors regarding altemative therapies because opinions about such 

practices vary wildly among individual physicians. Some offer a bemused stare at the 

mention of altemative medicine whUe others seem receptive to compUmentary treatment; 

a few express hostUity or amusement, and others seem reUeved to parcel out a patient 

with an Uhiess Uke diabetes because there is nothing more that the physician can offer. 

The reahn of ahemative treatment seems very different from that of biomedicine. 

For example, statistical approaches are rare in the altemative setting but may enter in, 

depending on the background and the experiences of the practitioners. Dialogue between 
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the patient and the practitioner plays a more central role in determinmg treatment and its 

effects. Appointments tend to be longer, the relationship between patient and practitioner 

is fairly even, taUc is more robust, and touch is a more common characteristic in 

treatment. Altemative therapies also tend to emphasize emotional weU being as 

fundamental to managing diabetes. Rather than the mantra of "control," ahemative 

therapies emphasize "balance." Some altemative perspectives not only regard stress as a 

factor that mfluences glucose levels but point to stress as one possible factor in the onset 

of diabetes and other autoimmune disorders. Altemative approaches are also less 

invasive than those of biomedicme. WhUe acupuncture and massage therapies involve 

physical manipulation, herbs, meditation, methods for regulating the breath, 

"visualization," hypnosis, energetic therapies, prayer, ceremonies, and writmg about 

stressfiil events are some of the heuristics used in the altemative therapies to affect 

heaUng. 

WhUe these approaches may seem pale or ridiculous in comparison to the 

"proven," potent therapies of biomedicine (msuhn, oral medications, insuUn pumps, and 

islet transplants), they can be beneficial. Quantitative evidence of theh effectiveness is 

not impossible to ascertam in diabetes because glucose levels can be monitored with a 

glucometer (immediately) or a hemoglobin AlC test (cumulatively). WhUe ahemative 

approaches have a reputation of being frizzy and metaphysical, they do have some 

biomedical basis. Diabetes is an Ulness in which biomedicme acknowledges a 

connection between mmd and body. Stress plays a recognized role in exacerbating 

glucose levels, suppressing the immune system, and accelerating the effects of 

neuropathy. The way insuUn is produced and utUized by the body is negatively 

influenced by epinephrine, Cortisol, and adrenaUne— ĥormones that the body produces as 

a reaction to stress. Thus, controUmg stress also controls the production of chemicals that 

exacerbate glucose levels. In my own experience, a combmation of conventional and 

altemative therapies has worked weU in terms of managing diabetes. 

Throughout my experiences with various approaches to "controUing" diabetes and 

in my efforts to research the disease thoroughly and comprehensively from a number of 
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different angles, I became aware that biomedicine and ahemative medicine have a myriad 

of rhetorical aspects. These aspects stretch from the sociaUy constmcted features of the 

doctor-patient mteraction and the rhetorical aspects of language to the theoretical 

foundation of medicme as a social constmct. Viewing altemative medicine as simply an 

oppositional movement to biomedicine and dismissing or extoUing it because it has a 

non-scientific basis reduces the complexity and the potential value of the burgeoning 

interest m altemative therapies. 

In the years that I have worked on this project, I have noticed a softening in the 

attitudes about ahemative medicine. Its growing acceptance in mainstream cuhure is 

evinced by articles about altemative healing in mainstream magazines, health segments 

on news programs, shifts in insurance benefits for treatments such as acupuncture and 

massage therapy, and m biomedicme's tentative efforts to integrate ahemative practices. 

The vigorous mterest m altemative medicine has created a pressmg need to understand 

these therapies and how they might shape the framework of medicme in the future. 

Purpose of Dissertation 

Because altemative therapies tend to resist quantification and the type of logic 

that guides scientific research, a tme and even partnership between conventional and 

altemative medicine seems difficuh to imagine. Nevertheless, with the ubiquity of 

altemative medicine today, it seems inevitable that some partnership between aUopathic 

and ahemative medicine wiU develop. Thus, one central purpose of this dissertation is to 

mvestigate how wide the chasm is between ahemative and conventional therapies m an 

effort to understand the kind of bridge that might be buUt between the two. I fliUy 

support an even integration of biomedicme and altemative therapies, but my dissertation 

is guided by a deep concem for how such an integration might be possible, given the 

disparate phUosophies, methodologies, practices, and perceived status of altemative and 

biomedicine. 
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In explormg the gap between altemative and biomedicine, h is not my mtention to 

disparage attempts to create an integrated system of medicine but to estabUsh some 

groundwork that might be valuable to an even mtegration of the two approaches to 

heaUng. I feel it is necessary to explore the tension that exists between altemative and 

biomedicme because in the akeady existent efforts to mtegrate the two approaches, some 

unportant aspects of altemative medicine have been attenuated. I hope to unsettle some 

of the assumptions of biomedicme regarding hoUstic therapies and to open a discursive 

space hi which to give presence to altemative medicme. 

Many of the efforts to integrate altemative medicine seem to regard h as 

ostensible rather than vital to the notion of "one system" of medicine. Thus, my 

dissertation is guided by the importance of cuhivatmg a deeper understandmg of 

altemative medicine beyond its abUity to provide subsidiary elements. Such 

understanding seems to be lacking m the efforts to mtegrate ahemative medicme into a 

dommant system that has categoricaUy derided and eschewed meffable notions such as 

harmony and balance as tools of heaUng. Such elements seem to be placed mto the 

background while conventional medicme pursues the more suhable aspects of altemative 

medicine. Indeed, h is difficuh to fiiUy give presence to practices that seem foreign to 

our logic, and it is particularly difficuh to organize a coherent discussion of a topic that is 

hoUstic and resists linear analysis and expression. 

OveraU, the push to mtegrate altemative medicine seems to be based on 

considerations that ignore tough issues— n̂amely the contention that many altemative 

therapies are effective and cogent within a different system of logic, one that promotes a 

different way of knowing about the body and "natural" laws. Altemative therapies work 

around fuzzy concepts such as energy, harmony, and balance, and these notions are 

obviously difificuh to address coherently from within the framework of biomedicme. In 

fact, they seem quite ridiculous m Ught of a sophisticated medical system that addresses 

pathogens and etiology. When viewed from this perspective, efforts to mtegrate 

altemative medicine seems Uttle more than an effort to restore the sense of pathos that 

has been conspicuously missmg from the practice of biomedicine. The benefits of 
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altemative therapies are often relegated to a shppery area known as the "placebo effect," 

and as such, biomedicme has avoided issues of efficacy and avoided acknowledging that 

there may be factors in heaUng that sUp past the methodological nets of science-based 

medicine. Thus, the efficacy of altemative therapies is an anomaly that is connected to a 

patients' threshold of susceptibUity, i.e., guUibUity or naivete. As such, biomedicme does 

not need to address the efficacy of ahemative therapies but can include some of the more 

innocuous therapies in an effort to reengage a disenchanted pubUc. 

In this dissertation, I also purpose to show that in many ways, leghimizmg 

altemative heaUng is as difficult as leghunizmg rhetoric as a discipUne. Most alternative 

heaUng practices make no claim to "universal tmth." Folk medicines, in particular, 

constitute highly localized practices that are effective within particular contexts. LUce 

Sophist rhetoric, altemative practices are "tme" m particular contexts. Most altemative 

practices do not foUow the mles of logic; thus, they have not been regarded as 

"leghunate" m Ught of a weU-estabUshed biomedical model that proves the efficacy of its 

practices based on logic and the advanced technologies that assist in providing 

"demonstrable proof" Many who support the integration of ahemative medicine 

acknowledge that altemative medicine offers the patient benefits that biomedicine seems 

unable to deUver: tune, dialogue that extends beyond gathering a patient's history and 

description of symptoms, touch, and general reUef of symptoms that resist a clear 

diagnosis. Physicians who oppose altemative therapy typicaUy chide hs faulty logic, its 

inclination toward postmodern, or a cUentele that can exist on the myths of 

pseudoscience. Altemative therapies do tend to emphasize fiizzy and ineffable concepts 

such as energy, harmony, and balance, and these notions are obviously difficuh to 

address coherently from within the framework of biomedicine. In fact, they seem quite 

ridiculous in Ught of a sophisticated medical system that addresses pathogens and 

etiology in language that is concise and situated. When viewed from this perspective, 

attempts to integrate altemative medicine seem Uttle more than a campaign to restore the 

sense of pathos that has been conspicuously missmg from the practice of biomedicine. 
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The work of mtegration, as expressed m most of the Uterature, seems to come 

back to several main issues and concerns—many of which were brought to Ught by 

Eisenberg's landmark study mto the widespread use of CAM. These issues center on 

how to tame the unwieldy array of altemative practices, how to create viable taxonomies, 

and how to arrive at a common language that would be comprehensible for both systems. 

However, the pairmg of such vastly different approaches to heaUng seems more 

compUcated than merely the issues of taxonomies and language. WhUe such concerns 

are legitimate and necessary to creatmg an effective medical system, many efforts in the 

dhection of mtegration bypass meeting ahemative medicine on its own ground. That 

ground is often broad, uneven, unsystematic, contextual, subtle, intmtive, and non Unear. 

Traversmg that ground is chaUenging, yet in douig so, I hope to create a greater 

understanding of altemative medicine and to show how "the art of heaUng" and the "art 

of persuasion" share many simUarhies. Further, I hope to show that rhetoric may be 

useful in advanchig the art of heahng. 

Throughout this first chapter, I have suggested directly and obUquely many 

purposes of this dissertation; in fact, a singular focus is blurred by my attempt to provide 

a large framework from which to examine an interface between ahemative and 

biomedicme. Because discourses regardmg rhetorical aspects of heaUng are spread 

throughout so many discipUnes, steps toward integratmg these discourses wiU bring to 

Ught overlappmg approaches, concerns, and gaps. In the broadest sense, my purpose is, 

in John Lyne's words, to act "as a trajectory for discourses yet imorganized" and to bring 

attention to the rhetorical aspects mvolved in the shift in mamstream culture's perspective 

of heaUng practices. 

In this dissertation, I wiU not solve the problems involved in merging altemative 

medicine with biomedicine. The issues are compUcated in practical ways because 

integrating altemative medicine m the mamstream involves new poUcies and regulations 

that wiU certamly mvolve rhetoric. The theoretical issues, which I focus on most in this 

discussion, are also complex as they involve the difficult merger between the logical, 

evidence-based constmcts of biomedicme and the nonrational, loosely woven approaches 
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of altemative medicine. Nevertheless, I hope to provide some msight into the dynamics 

of such a merger. In "The Rhetoric of Inquiry as an InteUectual Movement, " Sunons 

claims: 

The most pressing need, then, is for a reconstmctive rhetoric of inquuy, 
one which advances consideration of questions, and deUneates their 
mterconnection, even if h does not resolve them.... [T]he new rhetoric 
should be able to prepare the way for wiser, more judicious judgments by 
scholars and others engaged m the conduct of inquuy. (16-17) 

I beUeve that my hiquuy contributes to the unportant dialogue that is in progress 

regarding the future of medicme, m particular, the role of altemative therapies. 

Methodology 

A constmctivist approach frames my method of inquiry, but as Simons, and many 

others, have pomted out, there are many different constmctivist approaches. Michael 

Left's "In Search of Ariadne's Thread: A Review of the Recent Literature on Rhetorical 

Theory," outUnes various rhetorical approaches to epistemic rhetoric and groups these 

approaches accordmg to the degree to which a researcher beUeves in knowledge as a 

social constmct. Left argues that epistemic rhetoric covers an array of approaches, 

ranging from a means m which to create a place for a new concept within an accepted 

paradigm to the mediator of aU knowledge, as suggested in Robert L. Scott's "On 

Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic." Rather than begmning with one fixed notion of the 

epistemic possibUities or Umits of rhetoric, my dissertation reflects an inquiry into the 

fuUest range of potentiaUties of rhetoric m medicme and heaUng, including rhetoric's 

epistemic role in heaUng. 

My methodology mvolved an intense Uterature review from a variety of fields. 

Richard Cherwitz claims that rhetoric can provide a means of testing and verifying 

selective experience (452). Thus, I have reUed upon my increasing knowledge of rhetoric 

as a means to unsettle theories based solely on my selective experiences. Grounded 

theory, also caUed the constant comparative method, was first proposed by Bamey Glaser 

and Ansehn Strauss to provide an adaptable framework for exploring a subject area. 
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Grounded theory emphasizes the researcher's capachy to remam flexible. SimUar to 

approaches found m systems theory, grounded theory aUows researchers to use what they 

uncover in one phase of the research to guide other phases of the investigation. WhUe 

grounded theory is inaccurately used to describe projects that do not mvolve some kind of 

fieldwork, grounded theory does match the ways in which my work on this dissertation 

has progressed. What I discovered m my readmgs influenced and guided the other 

phases of my mquiry. 

In describmg the rhetoric of mquiry, Sunons notes, "Such a rhetoric wUl of 

necessity be unstable, self-questiomng, reflexive—always m process of reconstituting 

hself m Ught of new historical saUencies and new habhs of convictions" (16). Sunon's 

characterization of new rhetoric aptly describes my approach and overaU methodology. 

In the process of reading and considering Uterature from a wide variety of fields, I 

discovered ideas and pomts of view that, for me, took on the value of new historical 

saUencies. When I began my project, I had a simpUstic view of both biomedicme and 

altemative medicme and of rhetoric, but through my research, I shifted my perspective as 

almost as many tunes as the Japanese artist Hokusai KatsushUca did when he created 36 

Views ofMt. Fuji. Self-questionmg and reflexivity are buUt mto this discussion. 

Largely, my role m this dissertation is that of a participant-observer. Many 

scholars have written insightfliUy about Uhiess from the perspective of participant-

observer, includuig Susan Sontag, Susan DiGiacomo, Elame Scarry, and Norman 

Cousms. As Geertz has noted, inherent dangers arise when participant-observers do not 

have enough rhetorical distance from thek subjects. Before I committed to this project, I 

spent a long tune questiomng whether I could achieve that rhetorical distance. However, 

I have found that extensive research uito primary and secondary Uterary sources has 

provided a corrective measure for drawing on subjective experiences and anecdotal 

material. Further, I beUeve that my personal uiterest m my topic has intensified my 

commitment to the research and that my wiUuigness to remam open to various, often 

contradictory, perspectives has made this project richer and more interesting than I 

imagmed possible. 
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Preview of Chapters 

Chapter I serves as a rough topographical map of my dissertation. In h, I have 

estabUshed much of the groundwork and many of the issues that I explore in subsequent 

chapters. Chapter II addresses how the shift from oral culture to Uterate culture 

mfluenced the direction of heaUng practices. I posh that many of the phUosophical 

developments that guided the scientific model influenced the development and practice of 

medicme. To Umit the countless mdividuals and events that have shaped the 

development of biomedicme, I focus on Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, and Descartes because 

these mdividuals promoted a model of science whUe simuhaneously disparagmg the 

epistemic value of rhetoric. In Chapter III, I show how tenets of science emerged from 

thek phUosophy and how those tenets have shaped contemporary, conventional medicine. 

The pursuit of absolute tmth, the asymmetry between physicians and patients, the 

disregard for context, the reified categories of iUness, the rigid regard for tmth that can be 

demonstrated, the mechanistic view of the body, the elevated language of the physician, 

Unear perceptions of disease and cure, and the separation of the mind and body are 

aspects of conten^orary medicme that can be associated with the key phUosophers I 

discuss m Chapter II. Chapter III explores how efforts to distance rhetoric from science-

based medicme have bearing on many of the problems that medicine faces today, 

specificaUy hs perceived lack of pathos. That perceived lack of pathos is underwritten by 

the asymmetry between doctor and patient and the technical language of biomedicme. 

The physician's disregard for the context of the patient, the rigid categories of disease, 

the mechanistic aspects of medicine, Unear approaches, and the separation of mind and 

body. Underlying my argument is the notion that rhetoric has deeply mfluenced a model 

that was purposely constmcted to be free of the mfluence of rhetoric. Chapters IV and V 

address altemative medicuie and show how the tenets dismissed ui the constmction of 

biomedicme are mterwoven ui altemative medicme and contribute to hs mcreasmg use 

and popularity. Chapter IV explores how the quantum end of science has reinfroduced 

the flexible approaches that oraUty afforded m an oral culture and considers how such 
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flexible approaches are becoming more integrated into theories of heaUng. I have 

focused on the 'wrhuig as heaUng' movement and NLP as altemative heaUng practices 

because they are language-based, and they consciously employ rhetorical strategies as 

heaUng practices. Both practices also acknowledge the role of perception in how 

knowledge is created. Chapter VII provides the opportunity to summarize saUent pomts, 

integrate elements of the discussion, and to focus on how rhetoric plays a role in 

developuig new fields. 
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CHAPTER II 

RHETORIC AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF BIOMEDICINE 

Introduction 

The relationship between rhetoric and medicme is complex as is the relationship 

between medicme and science. Medicme as h is commonly practiced today developed m 

conjunction with science, but the relationship between science and medicme was a slow 

merger, influenced by countless historical events and tempered by the fact that medicme 

can never truly be separated from praxis. Nevertheless, medicine has graduaUy forged a 

connection with science and has developed, m part, because of hs rejection of rhetoric as 

a means of knowing about the world. Biomedicme can be characterized by hs logical, 

rational explanations of Uhiess and disease. However, nehher rhetoric nor ahemative 

medicmes stand on the kind of logic that has become synonymous with science. 

Changing the perception of heaUng from an event unbued with magic to a Unear 

process govemed by logic and free of the mfluence of rhetoric occurred slowly over 

many centuries. Once upon a time, myth and the supernatural provided a framework for 

our experiences m the natural world and guided our heaUng practices. Roy Porter pomts 

out, "BeUef systems aU over the world have attributed sickness to UI wiU, malevolent 

sphits, sorcery, witchcraft, and diaboUc or divme mtervention... and eventuaUy these 

systems are systematicaUy replaced by poshuig a natural basis for disease and heaUng" 

(9). In An Introduction to the History of Medicine, Fielding Garrison clauns that ancient 

medicmes were "an aflfau- of charms and speUs, plant-lore and psychotherapy, to stave off 

the effects of supernatural agencies" (18). He asserts, "The common point of 

convergence of aU medical foUc-lore is ammism, i.e., the notion that the world swarms 

with invisible spirits which are the efficient cause of diseases and death" (20). Ancient 

cuhures approached heaUng through the influence of mmd upon body and used a variety 

of ways to influence the disease to leave the body, mcludmg the spuits of trees and other 

parts of nature, colors, charms, amulets, stones, and the magic power of names (32-42). 

What we now caU "superstition" once provided a coherent and viable fabric for 
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comprehendmg the natural world of sound, motion, cycUcal rhythms of seasons, buth, 

death, Uhiess, and heaUng. 

WhUe modem medicme objectively analyzes the mechanisms of Uhiess, ancient 

cultures were embedded m a dynamic, fluid, and participatory world that was understood 

through stories. Homer's Iliad teUs how ApoUo sent a plague among the Greek army to 

punish Agamemnon for uisultmg the priest Chryses. In The Therapy of the Work in 

Classical Antiquity, Pedro Lam Entralgo notes that before the classical era, disease was 

considered the "punishment for a personal fault, of a coUective transgression, or a crime 

of one's ancestors" (40). A person did not sunply "get sick." IUness was not a passive 

constmction. There was some sense of participation m the mception of Uhiess. Richard 

Totman notes, "The commonest primitive explanation of disease is that h is mfUcted on 

the sufferer either as a result of another mdividual's curse, or as a punishment from a 

spfrit for breakuig a taboo" (23-24). According to Entralgo, the primitive view included 

the beUef that a person's "ethos" was mvaded by a foreign "ethos," givuig rise to the 

affliction (40). Entralgo explams that verbal charms, prayers, and mcantations were 

commonly used to drive the spuits away and to restore the purity of the mdividual (xvU). 

People m ancient cultures beUeved that disease was an uivasion of foreign spirhs; 

"doctors" could persuade the sphits to leave the body and health could be restored. 

Incantation and prayer— spoken in an effort to persuade a "foreign ethos" to vanish from 

the body— was perhaps a primitive form of rhetoric. In oral cultures, the laws of the 

cosmos were not static and remote, nor were people passive, objective observers of those 

laws. People beUeved that theh actions mfluenced the shape of events. 

Rather than Uhiess beuig the resuh of unpassive pathogens, records from ancient 

cultures explain that Uhiess was the resuh of beuig out of balance with nature. The 

ancient Chinese emperor Huang-Ti, for example, asserted that disease was the resuh of 

aUenation from the universe's natural order. As John L. CaUioun mentions m "The Word 

is An Instrument of HeaUng," withm Navajo culture, Uhiess is a sign of disharmony or 

imbalance. CaUioun goes on to explam that according to the Navajo, aU thuigs-people, 

animals, sphhs, mountauis-are naturaUy connected and mterdependent m a state of beuig 
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caUed "hozho." Hozho can be roughly translated as meanmg balance, symmetry, or 

beauty (115). In Navajo beUefs, "A person becomes UI simply and precisely because he 

or she has faUen away from hozho" (115). HeaUng ceremonies often involve prayer and 

song ui an effort to restore harmony and health. The hoUstic and anunistic views of oral 

cultures have been replaced by mechanical explanations of Uhiess. Westem mamstream 

culture views Uhiess as an hnpersonal, objective phenomenon that omits the patient's 

mind and sphh from the equation. 

In the oral culture of the pre-classical period, heaUng and language had an 

mtunate cormection, and sound had curative powers. Garrison pomts out that m oral 

culture, the name was commonly mistaken for the thmg h represents, and names held 

much power m the heaUng of Uhiess and disease (42). The spoken word played a 

primary role m early accounts of the creation and the nature of the cosmos. In the Hopi 

stories of creation, Tawa and Spider Woman sang the world mto existence (see MuUett 

2). SunUarly, God spoke the world mto existence accorduig to Judeo-Christian beUefs. 

The early Greek thinkers mcluded many aural metaphors. For example, Pythagoras 

proposed that "harmony of the spheres" was the ordering principle of the cosmos. In the 

Republic, Plato describes the just man as one whose soul is in harmony. References to 

sound were plentiful in myth and epic, reflectmg their primacy m aural culture. In a 

world where people are oriented toward sound, h is easy to imagme that the cosmos 

could be organized accordmg to the "harmony of the spheres" and that heaUng could be 

achieved through sound, language, and harmony. However, ui a cuhure where vision is 

primary, the cosmos could be conceived as a machuie, and heaUng could be regarded as a 

mechanical process. Coping whh Ulness and disease has been of prunary concem in 

every culture throughout tune, and the evolution of medicme is certamly mtertwined with 

prevaiUng modes of communication and epistemology. 

Oral and Visual Cuhure 

Walter Ong and Eric Havelock have written extensively on the impUcations of the 

changes in modes of communication and have estabUshed much of the groundwork for 
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exammmg the epistemological changes that took place between oral and Uterate cuhures. 

Theu- theories, separately and coUectively, have been criticized for creatmg too strong a 

dichotomy between oraUty and Uteracy, for oversunpUfymg the distinction, for 

overstatuig the unpact of the shift, for valorizuig the "warm, fiizzy" quaUties of oral 

cuhure, and for Uonizuig the analytic quaUties of Uterate cuhure. Regardless of such 

criticism, both serve as primary sources m most discussions of the transhions from oral to 

Uterate culture. Accordmg to Havelock, the shift between oraUty and Uteracy was so 

radical that h transformed human consciousness {Muse 6). The fluidity and plasticity of 

language graduaUy became fixed, thus enabUng the abUity to theorize in ways that were 

not before possible. The reification of words gave them the quaUty of objects that could 

be placed spatiaUy and arranged m Unear sequences, analyzed, and rearranged in isolation 

of context without regard to the origui of neither the text nor hs creator. Lherate 

communication does not depend on the locaUty and context of an audience, nor does 

interaction with an audience dynamicaUy shape communication. Because words are 

reified ui text, we have been able to extend memory—to place memory outside of 

us—and to create complex, logical stmctiu-es. The shift in mediums had a tremendous 

unpact on discourse and the process of makuig knowledge. 

As culture shifted from oraUty to Uteracy, the "magical" power of oral language 

took on a different kuid of magic, the power of analysis, and the makmg of knowledge 

entered mto a more uiteUectual arena. BizzeU and Herzberg pomt out, "The sensual 

power of word magic to create beUef was perhaps most potently feh whUe rhetoric was 

stUl employed largely m oral genres, and response to this power may have dwindled as 

rhetoric uicreasmgly moved to written forms" (6-7). In an oral culture, language is fluid, 

and the thuigs that words refer to are unmediately present. Tmth tends to be flexible, 

maUeable, and provisional, thereby, grantmg unpetus to the Sophists' notion that tmth is 

contextual rather than unmutable. Ong notes, "Sound situates man m the middle of 

actuaUty and m thuigs sunuhaneously, whereas vision situates man m front of things and 

in sequentiaUy" (128). WhUe oral cultures employed repethion and stories to stabUize 

and transmit culture, the uitroduction of wrhing provided a reified form of 
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communication. As Classen pomts out, "Writmg is a form of power, the power to order 

reaUty and to conserve that order" (111). With the shift to Uterate cuhure, the magical 

quaUty of language and the fluidity of negotiation were exchanged for the power of order. 

Provisional tmths were exchanged for static prmciples. Ong and Havelock both theorize 

that science would not be possible whhout a Uterate form of communication and nehher 

would the modem medical system. 

Though oral cultures are enmeshed m sound, heightened attention to the visual 

aspects of text eventuaUy enabled us to detach from the world examuie h m analytical, 

logical, and more mdividuaUstic ways. Ong states in The Presence of the Word, "[A] 

typographic cuhure, because h is strongly visuaUst, isolates the mdividual from the tribe 

even hi much of his verbal activity, mutes and mmunizes mterpersonal communication, 

and elaborates the visual m aU its aspects, mcluduig "observation" and "objectivity," as 

the preferred route to tmth" (283). In oral cultures, language exists m the air; knowledge 

is generated and shared communaUy through spoken language, but in a Uterate society, 

one can withdraw mto the sUent act of reading and ponder words and ideas m the 

landscape of the mmd. Such is the case ui biomedicuie today wherem the objective 

physician, assisted by a variety of technical, visual prosthetics, enters into the sUent act of 

readmg the body. Ong also pohits out, "[T]he sUencmg of words portends in some way 

withdrawal uito oneself' {Word 126). Echouig Ong's observation, Constance Classen 

explams: 

Writuig.. .creates a state of aUenation by separatmg the wrher from the 
written and the reader from the writer. WImt is written has a disembodied 
existence; knowledge is no longer contauied withm human bodies but 
exists separately from them. In a Uterate society, therefore, knowledge-
and by extension, the cosmos-is devitaUzed, de-personaUzed, and reified. 
The Uterate world is a sUent, stUl world, one m which the primary means 
of gamuig knowledge is by lookuig and reflectuig, not by actively 
engaging m an exchange of mformation.... What is written participates m 
the thought of those who read h without any form of personal 
uivolvement. (110) 
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The detachment of the physician m the act of readmg disease has become essential to the 

efficacy of medicuie today. Even though disease is manifest m the body, disease exists 

as a disembodied entity that can be isolated and studied accordmg to a body of 

knowledge that exists m medical texts. The procedures of biomedicuie contrast the ways 

of oral culture. People who Uved in the tune before text were embedded m the world; 

language did not provide tools for objectifying the flux of events. Whereas Uterate 

culture has come to see the "natural" events of the world as objective, rational, and non-

negotiable, the preUterate world reqiured participation. Events were relational and 

affective rather than detached and hnpersonal. 

It is difficult to unage the fluidity, unmediacy, and hoUsm of an oral culture as the 

written word has been the primary source of knowledge about the dynamic world of 

preUterate culture. It is even more difficult for us to "think" m the ways of oral cultures. 

Ong contends, "Words in an oral-aural cuhure are mseparable from action for they are 

always sounds" {Word 112-113). In Classen's account of the Spaniards' conquest of the 

Andes in the seventeenth century, she relays how the Spaniards criticized the Andean 

people for not being able to "separate thought and action as mdependent exercises" (111). 

This trait led Father Bemabe Cobo to conclude, "The Indians are so lackhig in reason and 

sense that h seems as if they go around stupefied without thinkmg at aU" (qtd. in Classen 

111). One example that led Cobo to this conclusion was an Indian's response to an 

mquuy regardmg what the Indian thought about whUe he was workmg. "The Indian 

answered by askuig how he could thmk about anythuig whUe he was workmg" (qtd. m 

Classen 111). Cobo attributed the Indians' "dun" uiteUigence to a "lack of writmg, 

sciences, and arts" (qtd. m Classen 111). Classen's account of the Andean and Spanish 

encounter contrasts modes of thought m oral and Uterate cultures and provides an 

exceUent example for Ong and Havelock's notion that Uteracy makes h possible to detach 

from immediate events and to mhabh the private, umer space that marks analytical 

thinkmg. In addhion, Classen's example also ephomizes a dommant culture's 

margmaUzation of what h regards as "mferior" ways of knowing. "Nontraditional" ways 

of practicuig medicuie are typicaUy met with the same skepticism and eUtism. In An 
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Introduction to the History of Medicine, a history compUed m 1913 and thoroughly edhed 

m 1923 to reflect "the strUdng reaUgnments ...[that] have been effected m the 

fimdamental discipUnes of medicme" (5), Garrison asserts that "the material hypothesis 

has served to clarify concepts and to obUterate chUdish mysticism" (685). Thomas Kuhn 

employed the term "paradigm" to explain the experience of bemg so thoroughly 

immersed m a reignuig epistemology that other forms of knowing seem to have no 

vaUdity. Cobo's records of his encounters with Andean cuhure. Garrison's assessment of 

the heaUng practices that faU outside of the range of modem medicme, and even the 

Andean's resistance of Uteracy remmd us that our unmersion m a conceptual system is so 

pervasive that we behave Uke Marshal McLuhan's proverbial fish that does not know h is 

swimming in water. 

Of mterest as weU m Cobo's encoimter with Andean cuhure is Cobo's use of the 

word "dun" -a decidedly visual term to describe what he perceived as a lack of mteUect. 

It is only from the "vantage pomt" of a Uterate, visual cuhure that the nonUterate Andeans 

could be "dun-witted." The shift from oraUty to Uteracy suppUed a host of visual terms. 

As Walter Ong, Marcel Danesi, Stephen Tyler, and many others have pointed out, 

Westem culture reUes heavUy on visual terminology to convey mental processes. We 

speculate, reflect, mtrospect, gain perspective, and see a pomt of view. Although such 

expressions seem to convey Uteral meaning, they are metaphoric in nature. These terms 

represent the world as cuUed through the sense of sight. They have a metaphoric quaUty 

that is not easy to detect because as Perehnan pomts out, "Metaphors become worn out 

through repethion, and we have a tendency to forget that we are deaUng with metaphors 

[because] they are "dead" or "dormant" {Realm 122). Whether these terms are Uteral or 

metaphoric doesn't seem unportant, but the role of metaphor m exammmg knowledge 

has become uicreasmgly valuable. 

Inherent m modes of communication and epistemology is the role of metaphor; 

thus, exammmg metaphors can provide a means m which to understand how knowledge 

is constmcted. Extreme theories of social constmction contend that aU language is 
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metaphoric and that "metaphor permeates aU discourse, ordmary and special" (Goodman 

80). Sonja Foss provides a clear explanation of language as metaphor: "Whatever 

vocabulary or language we use to describe reaUty is a metaphor because h enables us to 

see reaUty as somethmg. Phenomena m the world become objects of reaUty or 

knowledge only because of the symbols/metaphors that make them accessible to us" 

(188). In the sense that words are not the thuigs and not the concepts that they refer to, 

aU language is metaphor. In Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and Johnson explam that our 

entke conceptual systems are metaphoric m nature: 

Metaphor is for most people a device of the poetic unagmation and the 
rhetorical flourish—a matter of extraordmary rather than ordmary 
language. Moreover, metaphor is typicaUy viewed as characteristic of 
language alone, a matter of words rather than thought or action... [0]n the 
contrary,.. .metaphor is pervasive m everyday Ufe, not just in language but 
hi thought and action. Our ordmary conceptual system, m terms of which 
we both thmk and act, is fimdamentaUy metaphorical in nature.... Our 
conceptual system is not something we are normaUy aware of In most of 
the Uttle things we do every day, we sunply thmk and act more or less 
automaticaUy along certain Unes. Just what these Unes are is by no means 
obvious. (3) 

Thus, the metaphors we use, consciously or not, are buUt into the way that we perceive 

the world. Metaphor is a means through which we mterpret the world and a way m 

which we shape the world. EssentiaUy, metaphor becomes a fUter for experience, and 

this filter is often uivisible. Metaphors are vestiges of operational stmctures that are 

embedded deeply within the epistemological framework of consciousness and culture. 

WhUe we generaUy do not regard expressions Uke "perspective," "viewpomt," 

"observation," "pomt out," or "focus" as metaphors, these words carry with them a 

representation of the world as filtered through our sense of sight. Hence, as Classen 

notes, expressions Uke "world-view" and "perspective" present us with "the image of 

cosmology as a landscape which can be mapped—captured and conveyed through visual 

stmctures—by anyone with an adequate world view" (121). A "world-view" hnpUes not 

only vision but distance and objectivity. As Lortame Daston asserts m "Objectivity and 

the Escape from Perspective," "Indeed, h is difficuh for us to taUc about objectivity 
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without enUstmg the metaphor of perspective or variants such as 'pomt of view', 

'centerless', 'steppmg back.' ... [A] distmct 'vantage pomt' is necessary for 

objectivity..." (598). As Turbayne notes, effective metaphors are extended mto 

theories, and this transformation is hastened if the metaphors become buried or ignored 

(3). Objectivity hself is metaphoric m nature and constmcted because of the shift from 

oral to Uterate modes of perception. It is difficult to "see" that a shift m modes of 

communication—oral to Uterate—could encompass such deep changes, but as Classen 

explauis, "[T]he sensory foundations of many of the words we thmk with demonstrate 

that we not only thmk about senses, we thmk through them" (8-9), yet the way we thmk 

through them becomes hidden within the very framework of our thoughts, and the 

language we use reveals the modaUty but obscures the metaphor. The fact that 

objectivity is woven mto language m decidedly visual terms remuids us of the unport of 

the shift from oraUty and Uteracy ui epistemology and how the privUegmg of sight has 

mfluenced how we tachly seek knowledge. 

The abundance of visual terms, or metaphors, m culture today evince a drift away 

from an oral, tactUe, participatory world toward a world ui which perspective, objectivity, 

analysis, and science are possible. As vision became the predominant mode of 

perception, we also developed a different understandmg of the invisible as weU. 

Demonstrable proof became necessary in order to vaUdate natural phenomenon. Whereas 

oral culture accepted that the world "swarms with uivisible spuits which are the efficient 

cause of diseases and death" (Garrison 20), Plato and Aristotle practiced autopsy as a 

means of exploring the visible causes of disease. Several centuries later, Galen, a noted 

physician and phUosopher, performed pubUc autopsies m order to provide "demonstrable 

proof for the mechanical functions of the body. In explainuig the dissection of nerves, 

Galen said, "[I]t is neither easy to describe nor perhaps, havuig heard h, wUl you beUeve 

h , untU you have become an eyewitness of the sight ('spectacle')" (qtd. m van Staden 

64). TeUmg is no longer a tmsted form of knowing; seemg becomes evidence of tmth. 

As language moved from the au- to the page, Uhiess moved from the world of spuit mto 

the physical body. As writuig became reified, so did disease. 
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So many factors have contributed to the evolution of medicme as h is practiced 

today, and whUe theories that examuie the shift from oral to Uterate culture do not 

provide a definitive account of the development of science or medicme, the shift from 

oraUty to Uteracy seems to have had a strong unpact on heaUng practice. Whereas the 

"doctors" hi pre-Uterate cultiu-e practiced medicuie by ridding the body of uivisible 

spuits, doctors today use an evidence-based approach. In myth, Perceval heals the 

King's wounds with the dialectical mitiation of a sunple yet appropriate question. In 

biomedicine today, disease cannot be rooted out dialecticaUy. Dialogue between a doctor 

and patient is secondary to the array of high-tech visual prosthetics that physicians 

employ to discover the mechanisms of Uhiess. The open, vital, fluid, communication in 

oral culture graduaUy became more fixed, grantuig the abiUty to detach from the flux of 

events and to analyze the world rather than merely experience it and interact with it 

through the magic of language. 

As Porter pomts out, the early Greeks beUeved that heaUng was a divine affah; 

however, "Hippocratic medicuie, the foundation of Greek written medicme, expUchly 

grounds the art upon a quite different basis: a healing system mdependent of the 

supematural and buUt upon natural phUosophy" (53). Hippocrates is known as the 

"Father of Medicuie," and his oath to do no harm is stUl part of the mduction of aU 

physicians. Hippocrates Uved at the cusp of a culture that was shifting from oraUty to 

Uteracy. As Ann EUis Hanson pomts out m "Hippocrates: The 'Greek Mhacle' in 

Medicme," "A variety of developments enabled Hippocratic wrhers to make medicine a 

ftiU participant m the so-caUed 'Revolution of Wisdoms' of the latter Fifth Century B.C." 

The prose treatise was one of those developments. Hanson explams that the Greek 

phUosophers pioneered techniques "for explamuig phenomena ui the natural world by 

means of mechanical processes, summonmg analogies that enabled them to see with the 

eye of the mmd what was hidden from theu- eyes." Hanson also acknowledges that the 

shift to a textual medium mfluenced how mformation about medicme was conceived and 

communicated. Rather than poetry and aphorisms, "the written prose treatise" suddenly 

became the popular genre for wrhers of history, phUosophy, poUticians, and medical 
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writers. Hippocrates employed that prose style m his treatises on medicme, providmg 

causal explanations of Uhiess. Whereas aphorisms assume a shared context -an 

unmersion m common beUefs and pomts of reference withm a community argument 

provides proof for one's beUefs and a systematic approach. 

Hippocrates' prose treatises about medicme mark an epistemological spUt from 

ancient, supematural views of medicme. WhUe much of the mformation about 

Hippocrates' Ufe and his ideas about medicme survive only m fragments, and the 

authorship of the Hippocratic texts is an issue of debate, Hippocrates opposed the practice 

of magic and rhual ui the arena of medicme. Hippocrates suggested that Uhiess is the 

result of an "unbalance of the humors" rather than the manifestation of ephemeral and 

mystical agents. In On the Sacred Disease, a text ascribed to Hippocrates, he criticized 

"witch-doctors, faith-healers, quacks and charlatans," whose therapies consist of 

purifications, mcantations, and meanuigless rhuals. Hippocrates mtroduced a more 

logical approach to medicuie. Instead of ascribuig disease to divme origm, Hippocrates 

situated disease hi the body and advanced the notion that through observation, a 

physician could predict the course of a disease. According to Porter, Hippocrates 

"plucked disease from the heavens and brought m down to earth" (53). As Uhiess moved 

out of the supematural and mto the physical reahn, medicme moved into aUgnment with 

science where natural phenomenon—mcluduig the human body—foUows logical, 

objective rules, neither the world nor the body can be influenced through suppUcation or 

the art of persuasion. 

Plato 

The relationship between medicuie and phUosophy is closely mterwoven. Joel 

Warren Lidz pomts out m "Medicme as Metaphor hi Plato," phUosophy arose m 

conjunction with ancient medical theory. Lidz explams that h is difficult to determine 

whether phUosophy mfluenced medicuie or medicme mfluenced phUosophy but Ukely the 

relationship between medicuie and phUosophy is reciprocal. A physician hunself, Plato's 

dialogues are laden with references to medicme and physicians. He mentions 
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Hippocrates m Protagoras and agam m Phaedrus, notmg the physician's phUosophical 

approach to medicme. In Georgias, the superiority of medicme over rhetoric becomes 

clear. Socrates aUgns medicme with a higher reahn of understandmg beyond the 

manipulation of words auned to please rather than mmister tmth. Through a dialectical 

approach, he contends that the aun of rhetoric is to flatter and persuade and hs art is 

Ulusory; whereas, the aun of medicine is tme health, not merely hs semblance. For Plato, 

rhetoric has no knowledge specific to hself, and m Plato's view, rhetoric is an empty 

vessel fiUed with a local eUxir. Medicme, on the other hand, seeks to cure Uhiesses that 

affect aU men. It does not cormpt, but rather aUgns hself with tmth rather than popular 

cures and charms. Medicme is m hself a domam of knowledge auned at the good of aU 

mankind. Thus, hi Plato's view, medicme is superior to rhetoric. 

SunUarly, hi Georgias, Socrates says, "Cookery is flattery disguised as medicine," 

and explains that cookery is a false form of medicuie hi that h appeals to good taste and 

adomment whUe ignoring that which wiU tmly benefit health (72). As Heather BeU et al. 

pouit out, when Plato proclaims that "rhetoric is to justice what cookery is to medicme," 

Plato "creates an opposhion between rhetoric and medicme to Ulustrate the mendacity of 

rhetoric" (249). In Georgias, Plato tries to establish the superiority of a logical approach 

to both discourse and medicme, eschewing rhetoric and "cures" that are not associated 

with what was evolvuig as "evidence-based" medicme. In addhion to impugnmg 

rhetoric, the dialogue also Ulustrates how phUosophy and medicme share a strong 

connection. 

Crouching within abundant comparisons between rhetoric and medicuie m 

Phaedrus is Plato's distrust of the Sophists' approach to rhetoric and his beUef hi a higher 

form of tmth that would extend to medicme as a "science." Socrates states: "The 

method of the art of heaUng is much the same as that of rhetoric" (137). However, the 

rhetoric that Socrates goes on to describe is not the rhetoric of the Sophists. He fiirther 

explams that a good physician must understand the entfrety of the body and hs workmgs, 

and a good rhetorician must understand the totaUty of the soul. Sophist rhetoric is not 
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characterized by such knowledge. Just as rhetoric should aim for the fuU tmth, by 

unpUcation, so should medicuie move mto an overarching understandmg of the body. 

The passages from Georgias and Phaedrus ched seem diametricaUy opposed: one 

condemns rhetoric as bemg mferior to medicme; the other makes a dhect comparison 

between rhetoric and medicuie. The contradictory nature of the two passages might be 

considered an object lesson for the dangers of Sophist rhetoric; words can sway our 

beUefs if those beUefs are not grounded m tme knowledge. In a different Ught, the 

passages may be dialectical, movuig the audience to understand the value of a logical 

approach to both knowledge and medicuie. To answer why medicine and rhetoric are 

aUke, Socrates teUs Phaedrus: "In both cases you must analyze a nature, in one that of 

the body and hi the other that of the soul, if you are to proceed m a scientific manner..." 

(137). Knowledge must have a basis beyond mere opmion; h must be based on analysis 

and reason. In Phaedrus, Plato places medicuie hi a logical realm distmct from Sophist 

rhetoric, and distmguishes a type of analysis that proceeds logicaUy to "carve up the 

subject at the jomts." 

In Preface to Plato, Havelock pohits out that the shift from the flexible, 

contextual medium of oral language to the more analytic and fixed poshion characterized 

by written language becomes evident m Plato's writmgs. (236). Even though Plato 

records Socrates' objection to wrhuig as an obstacle to recoUectmg the world of ideal 

forms, Havelock asserts that Plato tried to formulate "an abstract language of descriptive 

science to replace a concrete language or oral memory" (236). Havelock also explams 

Plato's opposhion to the poets, and consequentfy the role of narrative. Accorduig to 

Havelock: 
[Plato] is entering the Usts agahist centuries of habituation m rhythmic 
memorised experience. He asks of men that mstead they should examme 
this experience and rearrange h, that they should thmk about what they say 
mstead of just sayuig h. And they should separate themselves from h 
mstead of identifymg with h; they themselves should become the 'subject' 
who stands apart from the 'object' and reconsiders h and analyses h and 
evaluates h, mstead of just 'unitatmg' h. (47) 
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The role of narrative today m medicme is secondary to analysis. Patients' stories of 

Uhiess are discounted m favor of the physician who stands apart and translates the story 

of Ulness mto an objective account. 

As a transhional figure m the shift from oraUty to Uteracy, Plato lays some of the 

unportant groundwork for biomedicme. He poshs the notion of a static tmth that can be 

garnered through reflection and dialectic, rather than negotiation and coUaborative forms 

of knowing. Plato's wrhmg exhibhs a concem for argument and logic that was not 

present m the poetry and dense aphorisms of the Pre-Socratic thmkers or m the language 

displays of the Sophists. Fisher asserts that Plato was tryuig to "technologize logos" m 

order to "make h a term appropriate only to phUosophical discourse (7). Plato's 

emphasis on logic static tmth created a route for science and medicme that nuUified the 

epistemic value of language and rhetoric. 

For Plato, tmth became a fixed entity rather than a fluid act of negotiation. WhUe 

the contents of "tmth" have changed radicaUy throughout tune, the overarchmg prmciple 

of the existence of absolute tmth has been foundational in the pursuh of science and 

biomedicine. Science is regarded as the one tme description of reaUty and any other 

forms of knowing are discounted. "FoUc medicuie," which is steeped m the kmd of local 

practices that Plato condemned, has been routuiely margmaUzed by biomedicme as we 

have opted for a system based on "fact"— t̂he modem equivalent of "tmth." Plato's 

notion of static tmth is evident today hi the way that biomedicuie privUeges the more 

static elements of diagnosis and discounts the patient's verbal account of his or her 

Uhiess. Absolute tmth became located hi a reahn outside the self, a reahn that could not 

be swayed through suppUcation or rhetoric. Eschewing the role of experience and pubUc 

opmion, Plato moved the pursuit of knowledge toward logical mquuy, subordmathig the 

role of rhetoric from any epistemic function. 

Beguuiuig with Plato and his campaign agauist the contextual arguments of 

Sophists, rhetoric has been dismissed as a way through which to make knowledge. The 

notion that meanmg, knowledge, and fact are not fixed enthies but constmcts made 

possible by our immersion m a language system goes back to the Sophists. The Sophists 
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were skeptical of universal tmth and opted mstead for local, contextual tmths that could 

be negotiated through discourse. Perhaps the most famous of the ancient Sophists was 

Protagoras of Abdera who proclauned, "Man is the measure of aU thuigs, of the thmgs 

that are that they are, and of the thmgs that are not that they are not" (qtd. m Guthrie, 

Sophists 171). Sophist phUosophy sharply contrasted Plato's efforts to separate doxa 

(pubUc opmion) from a higher form of tmth. As Guthrie pomts out, Protagoras' version 

of tmth was "hidividual and temporary, not universal and lastuig, for the tmth for any 

man was sunply what he could be persuaded of..." {Sophists 51). Plato opposed Sophist 

phUosophy because hs "tmths" were relative, contextual, and dependent on a person's 

abUity to constmct an argument. As Tom Conley pomts out m Rhetoric in the European 

Tradition, for Plato, "Persuasion is not a matter of bewitching the hearer's soul... but of 

leading the soul to tmth" (12). Plato was seeking an overarchuig tmth and a systematic 

method for perceiving that tmth that Sophist rhetoric did not offer. By envisionuig a 

static realm, Plato stabUized the dynamic nature of a fading oral culture, created a 

standard for measiuing tmth, and estabUshed the beUef hi objective criteria. 

Plato was concemed with the perfect and static reahn of the abstract rather than 

the disarray that the concrete world offers. For Plato, the reahn of tmth could be 

accessed through dialectic. As Ong pomts out, dialectic was a more suhable tool for 

exploring the abstract. Accorduig to Ong: 

[R]hetoric has to do with the human Ufe-world, whereas dialectic 
typicaUy has to do with more abstract or objective matters. Dialectic is 
often presented as a way of tmth, m the sense of scientific tmth, through 
the clash of opmions. But abstract tmth, whatever hs ultunate 
consequences, is often quote remote from going human uiterests. 
{Presence 214) 

In the Republic, Plato poshs, "Dialectic, then, as you wUl agree, is the copmg-stone of the 

sciences, and is set over them; no other science can be placed higher ... [535a]. Thus for 

Plato, the tools for science had to be removed from the flux of human activity, grantmg 

the mvestigator a more elevated perspective. Drawing from Heidegger's Plato's Sophist, 

Walter Brogan pomts out, "Dialectic is a 'wantmg to see' that assists one's mterlocutor to 
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open his or her eyes" (4). Through recoUection and dialectic, the tme forms can be 

known, but only to those who are privUeged to tmly comprehend such tmth. Those who 

possessed logic and an mterest m the "tme" and the "good" would be guardians of 

knowledge domauis. The role of "phUosopher kuigs" that Plato set forth m the Republic 

can be seen hi the elevated role of physicians who serve as guardians and gatekeepers for 

the knowledge domam of biomedicuie. Biomedicme, and pharmaceuticals as hs 

complement, sanctions and controls the treatment of disease, thus creatmg a system that 

places h primary resources m the hands of a select few. Because of the eUte tramuig and 

speciaUzed knowledge, physicians are the privUeged guardians of mformation regardmg 

illness and its treatment. 

In an effort to sanction the existence of perfect tmth, Plato had to deal effectively 

with the power of the spoken word m a culture that was shiftmg from oraUty to Uteracy. 

Plato Uved during an age that Eric Havelock has caUed "the crisis . . . in the history of 

human communication, when Greek oraUty transformed hself mto Greek Uteracy," and 

Plato was a transhional figure {Muse 1). For the early Greeks, understandmg was shaped 

moment to moment by the uiteraction of speakers withm a particular and specific context, 

and rhetoric helped a speaker shape his language hi such a way that he could control the 

mteraction. Plato beUeved that rhetoric skewed tmth by castmg h mto contexts that were 

mfluenced by poUtics and characterized by egotistical displays of language (see Fisher). 

Concemed that without some vantage pouit, tme knowledge was not possible, Plato 

sought to untangle man's rational capabUities from his hrational hnpulses by seekmg 

tmth that existed beyond the Umits promoted Sophists. Plato's unpetus for promotmg a 

static reahn from which to arbitrate matters of tmth and matters of rhetoric is tied to his 

disregard for the Sophists, yet the very conception of such a vantage pomt can be 

explamed by the emergence of Uterate cuhure. As Gregory Bateson pomts out m Mind 

and Nature, "[K]nowledge at any given moment wUl always be a fimction of the 

thresholds of our avaUable means of perception" (29). If our means of perception are tied 

to the fluctuatuig contexts afforded by oraUty, knowledge is temporal and tmth is local. 

The static quaUties of Uteracy created a new threshold for perception, and Plato mitiated a 
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vision m which tmth is a fixed entity, hoveruig above a mutable world of human context 

and language. Plato was a harbmger of how the written word would shape perception, 

knowledge, and how knowledge is produced. 

The Socratic dialogues are fiUed with contentions regardmg competmg 

phUosophical views, and as Guthrie pomts out, the expansion of commuiucation between 

the Greeks and cultures outside the provmce of Greece revealed that customs and 

standards of behavior were not universal and divmely ordamed but mstead local and 

relative. Contact with the various practices and beUefs of other cultures, and the mflux of 

various systems of beUef contributed to the Sophist's skepticism of universal tmth (16). 

Rhetoric, because of its flexibiUty, became theh chosen tool for shaping knowledge. 

Conley pomts out that Sophist rhetoric can be typified as Georgianic or 

Protagorian. According to Conley, the Georgianic view of rhetoric was a "unUateral 

transaction between the speaker and the audience" (6). The transaction is asymmetrical; 

the speaker had fiiU control over the audience through the use of elaborate language. 

Perhaps Georgianic approach to rhetoric was a vestige of the power that the word once 

held m the natural world. Nevertheless, for Plato this form of rhetoric had Uttle value 

beyond mere display. CorUey distmguishes Protagorian rhetoric as "bUateral" and 

explams, "[T]wo sides of a question must be brought to bear on each other to effect some 

resolution of the issues at hand. Shice nehher side is privUeged a priori over the other, 

and both are founded on the hearer's doxa, this deprives either of objective criterion by 

which to determme what is tme or false, right or wrong" (7). Without some kmd of 

ceUuig or frame of reference, knowledge is not possible. For Plato, the world of forms 

exists m a separate reahn that mfluences but remahis unaffected by the world and by 

words. Absolute tmth is uhhnately a unUateral transmission, and we are hs sUent 

audience. Tmth is a fixed entity rather than a fluid act of negotiation. The world of 

forms is privUeged and non-negotiable. This static reahn exists beyond the strategies that 

rhetoric provides, and tmth is not created through elaborate language. As Fisher asserts, 

by poshmg a static tmth beyond rhetoric, Plato also poshs a beUef m an objective 

criterion for determming what is tme or false. 
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In modem medicme today, the typical relationship between physicians and 

patients is asymmetrical, and the transactions are often unUateral. Science provides the 

objective crherion by which to determme what is tme and false about the patient's 

condition. The physician controls the transaction, and opmion is arbitrated by an array of 

objective, technical devices which author the tmth about a patient's condhion. Plato 

moves the pursuit of knowledge toward logical mquuy and estabUshes the ethos of 

physicians whUe subordmathig the role of rhetoric from any epistemic fimction. 

Plato's mfluence on Westem thought is unmeasurable. His phUosophy permeates 

many aspects of Westem culture, mcludmg medicuie. Plato made a strong effort to cuU 

the hrational, contextual arguments of the Sophists and to promote an epistemology 

based on logic rather than supersthion, pubUc opmion, or mere experience. The abstract 

world of forms provided a static measure of tmth that would ultimately arbitrate the 

contextual, local tmths that the Sophists espoused, and logic provided a corrective 

measure for the hiaccuracy of the senses m determining what is real and tme. The local 

and contextual tmths of foUc medicuie and nontradhional heaUng are held m opposhion to 

the static tmth of biomedicuie. The weU-developed theories in science and biomedicuie 

disregard the particulars (namely mdividual patients), cut away context (namely the 

various ways m which patients are situated m theh Uves) m order to provide a static 

version of tmth about disease, and statistical approaches provide corrective measures for 

the hiaccuracy of the senses. Plato's vision of an unmutable reahn of tmth found hs way 

mto science and biomedicme, language and heaUng lost theh mtunate connection, the 

"taUdng cures" were sUenced, and medicme advanced mto the reahn of logic. 

Aristotle 

Aristotle was also a key figure m estabUshmg the underpumuigs of science and 

biomedicme and the role of rhetoric. Whereas Plato focused on the mterior joumey 

toward the reahn of forms usuig dialectic as his tmest guide, Aristotle shifted his focus to 

the "seen" world. Ong has emphasized how visual language creates a different 

experience of the world, one m which the world is ".. .laid out before [the] eyes.. .a vast 
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surface.. .ready to be explored" {Orality 73). Instead of contemplatmg a reahn of perfect 

forms, Aristotle focused on thuigs that could be seen and known. Aristotle did not 

endorse Plato's version of a static tmth beyond this shadowy world of appearances. 

Neither did he endorse the Sophists' skepticism of the possibiUty of a bmdmg tmth. 

Rather, Aristotle set on a course to understand what is knowable about the world by 

relying on logic as the mstrument or organum. 

As countless scholars two phUosophers have pointed out, Plato was Aristotle's 

teacher, yet from theh relationship emerged two diverse perspectives of the world. Plato 

posits a world of perfect form, a world that exists mdependently of us. The world we see 

and mhabh is an imreUable hnitation of the static reahn of absolute tmth. This ideal 

world caimot be known through the senses but revealed through the faculty of reason. 

Aristotle, however, beUeved that uhunate tmth could not be known, but even m the 

absence of ultunate tmth, we can make meaning. Rather than movuig hito the mind 

where recoUection or mspkation would eventuaUy yield tmth, Aristotle surveyed the 

world, ushig logic as a tool. Instead of wahuig for the tmth to emerge through 

contemplation of the ideal forms or the undulations of dialectic, Aristotle actively 

pursued tmth. For Aristotle, tmth's ceUmg was estabUshed through finduig form withhi 

thmgs rather than outside of thmgs. In an AristoteUan world, form does not have a 

separate existence but exists potentiaUy m matter; thus, knowledge-no longer tied to the 

remote reahn of forms-entered the reahn of the senses. 

Aristotle beUeved that there were different types of knowledge. As Conley pomts 

out, Aristotle's conception of knowledge aUows "for a pluraUty of kmds of knowledge" 

(14). WhUe the Sophists also beUeved m a flexible version of knowledge, Aristotle 

systematized knowledge through observation, relyuig on logic m order to arrive at natural 

categories. Conley explams that Aristotle distmguished different types of knowledge, 

mcludmg "theoretical," "practical," and "productive" knowledge with the cmcial pomt 

bemg that Aristotle's phUosophy did not reduce knowledge to a smgle crherion (14). By 

releasmg knowledge from the boundary of the absolute, Aristotle was able to uiclude 

types of knowledge that Plato dismissed. 
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Aristotle did not unpugn rhetoric whh the same vigor as his teacher, but mstead 

declared: "Rhetoric is the counterpart of dialectic" {Rhetoric 1.1, 1354a). Aristotle goes 

on to say, "[R]hetoric is not bound up whh a smgle definite class of subjects, but is as 

universal as dialectic; h is clear, also, that h is usefiil" [1355b]. Typical of Aristotle's 

methodology, he defines a term and then proceeds logicaUy from that definition. 

"Rhetoric," as Aristotle defined h is "the faculty of observing m any given case the 

avaUable means of persuasion" {Rhetoric 1.2 1356). As such, rhetoric could be valuable 

for mediatmg contmgent matters. He goes on to argue that there are two different kmds 

of proof martistic and artistic. The artistic appUcation of rhetoric could serve a role m 

arbitratmg matters of pubUc opmion, but martistic proofs exist, hitact, beyond the range 

of rhetoric. Carolyn R. MUler explams that martistic proofs uiclude "fects or artifacts 

which exist mdependently of human intentions and emotions and about which 

deUberation is urmecessary. Inartistic proofs are those which have only to be found; they 

are just there—self evident and real and objective" (613). For Aristotle, martistic proofs 

provided the superior form of tmth. Ultimately, disease became a self-evident, 'bmte 

fact' that could be analyzed objectively beyond the artistic proofs of rhetoric. 

Bezzel and Herzberg explahi that Aristotle's perception of "tmth" could only be 

found through scientific demonstration and formal logic. Smce, as Aristotle pomts out m 

Posterior Analytics, not aU knowledge is demonstrable, logic was a tool that could lead to 

scientific tmth. For Aristotle, dialectic and rhetoric were counterparts that were useful m 

deaUng whh subjects hi which no "tme" knowledge was avaUable. Dialectic and rhetoric 

deah with the reahn of the possible, never with the reahn of tmth (144-145). Thus, Uke 

Plato, Aristotle stripped rhetoric of any epistemic value and privUeged logic as the tool 

for proceedmg toward scientific tmth. Fisher explams the unport of Aristotle's decision 

m the dhection that science would take: 

Technical logic ahns at tme knowledge; hs procedures and criteria are 
formal and removed from context; and hs conclusions are pan historical, 
tme always and everywhere. Rhetorical logic deals m probable 
knowledge; hs procedures and crherias [sic] are analogs to those of 
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technical logic or are distmct m content and fimction; and hs conclusions 
are thne-bound, contmgent, civic and cultural. (28) 

Understood as such, when Aristotle chose logic over rhetoric and provided a systematic 

tool, namely deduction, a foundation for science was set. Logic provided a clear means 

of knowing about the natural laws of the world, and rhetoric became a secondary and 

mferior way of knowing. 

Perhaps one of the most saUent features of Aristotle's phUosophy is his systematic 

approach to knowledge. He typicaUy defines a term and then proceeds from that 

definition to create logical, "natural categories" or hierarchies. Perhaps this methodology 

was fostered by the visual aspects of text; nevertheless, Aristotle created extensive 

taxonomies that remamed stable for centuries. In the Nicomachean Ethics, he describes 

the ideal judge by usmg the metaphor of a geometer: "Now the judge restores equaUty; h 

is as though there were a Une divided mto unequal parts, and he took away that by which 

the greater segment exceeds the half, and added h to the smaUer segment [T] he 

judge . . . is one who bisects . . . (1132a). Like the judge who bisects, much of the 

unpetus of Aristotle's work was m analyzing the world, definmg natural categories, and 

organizing them uito coherent systems. The extensive taxonomies that map the world 

employ a bhiary approach that is stUl evident m medicme today. We utUize terms Uke 

"normal" and "abnormal," "healthy" and "unheahhy," and broad categories Uke 

"disabUity." Cithig Aristotle's bhiary categories of normal and abnormal developed in 

Nicomachean Ethics and Generation of Animals, James C. Wilson explores how 

disabUity is sociaUy constmcted hi a way that margmaUzes the mdividual (153-154). 

Many of the binary categories that stand hi medicme are not clean, sunple, and self-

evident. Instead they are based on definitions dictated from a societal view of Ulness and 

health. Aristotle's approach polarizes health and Uhiess as bmary opposhes, yet as 

MUdred Baxler pomts out, health is "muhi-dunensional": "Health is not, m the mmds of 

most people, a imitary concept. It is multi-dhnensional, and h is quhe possible to have 

"good" health m one respect, but 'bad' hi another" (5). Through modifymg theh diet, 

exercise, and stress level, people who have chronic diseases, such as diabetes or 
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hypothyroidism, may be heahhier than an mdividual who deemed "weU." A person m a 

wheel chah may have a more active Ufe than a person who is has not been classified as 

"disabled." Rather than a quanthative approach that uicludes bmary categories such as 

sick and weU, ahemative approaches tend to emphasize quaUtative aspects of heahh. In 

addhion, efforts to create rigid disease categories often ignore "nonspecific" symptoms 

that do not fit mto preexistmg disease categories; thus, mdividuals with nonspecific 

symptoms somethnes go untreated because they do not fit mto a definable category. 

In biomedicme today, the patient's account of Ulness is secondary to what can be 

demonstrated or verified. WhUe the tmth of the cosmos had been relayed m stories or 

narratives for the Presocratics, this form of knowing was discredited by Plato and 

disregarded by Aristotle. In Poetics, Aristotle declares that tragedy is superior to 

narrative because tragedy "shows" rather than "teUs." In Rhetoric Aristotle clauns, "In 

feet we give credh particularly to what we presume to have been demonstrated" (1355a), 

and hi Metaphysics, he asserts, "We prefer seemg to everythuig else [because]... most 

of aU senses, sight makes us know and brmgs to Ught the many differences between 

thmgs" (980a). Aristotle's phUosophy leans mto analysis, "bringmg to Ught the 

differences between things," differences that can be seen and demonstrated as tme. Thus 

the role of narrative m medicuie today is subordmate to the demonstrable evidence 

coUected through observation and technological procedures. As Arthur Klemman 

asserts: 

The patient's and famUy's complamts are regarded as subjective self-
reports, biased accounts of a too-personal somewhere. The physician's 
task, wherever possible, is to replace these biased observations with 
objective data: the only vaUd sign of pathological processes, because they 
are based on verified and verifiable measurements. {Margins 31 -32) 

The criterion for credibUity shifts to the material, visible reahn, and patients' accounts of 

Ulness are disregarded. 

Aristotle's enterprise is astonishhig hi hs scope, and the knowledge that he 

coUected as weU as his methodology became the epistemological model for scholars that 

foUowed. In Paradigms Lost, John Casti asserts, "For ahnost two thousand years, 
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AristoteUan logic and physics served as the "science" of the time (19). Aristotle's 

mfluence was so profound and endurmg that, as Waldemere Kaempffert pomts out m 

Explorations in Science, Aristotle's theories that fish origmate m mud and caterpUlars m 

cabbage were accepted for centuries. Even when 17* century scientist Francisco Redi 

demonstrated that spontaneous regeneration did not hold tme m experiments whh 

maggots, no one beUeved bun (226). Aristotle's mfluence on medicme has been weU 

documented. Garrison notes that Aristotle, "the master of those who know... gave 

medicme the beginnmgs of botany, zoology, comparative anatomy, embryology, 

teratology and physiology, and the use of formal logic as an mstrument of precision" 

(101). According to Roy Porter, "The centraUty of anatomy to medicme's project 

became foundational for the later edifice of scientific medicuie" (8). Galen, one of the 

most mfluential physicians, hicorporated Aristotle's knowledge of the body, the natural 

sciences, and medicme m his wrhhigs, and as Garrison pomts out, Galen was the sole 

authority on medicine for nearly fourteen centuries (113). WhUe the content of 

Aristotle's treatises has been replaced by more sophisticated knowledge gathered by 

high-tech took, Aristotle shaped epistemology and laid a clear foundation for modem 

science and medicme. 

Aristotle's efforts to define and classify knowledge are pervasive m rich 

taxonomies of biomedicuie. As Engel pomts out m "The Need for a New Medical 

Model: A ChaUenge for Biomedicme," "[Mjedicme became scientific as physicians and 

other scientists developed a taxonomy and appUed scientific methods to the 

understandmg, treatment, and prevention of disturbances, which the pubUc first had 

designated as 'disease' or 'sickness'" (130-131). Categories of Uhiess have been 

systematicaUy defined, and a patient's symptoms are matched to disease categories 

through a process of deductive reasonuig. Aristotle's msistence on logic as the unique 

tool for discovering knowledge is at the core of the medical model, and deductive 

reasonuig plays a major role m a physician's diagnosis of Uhiess. Withhi the fahly rigid 

and standard taxonomies of biomedicme, disease condhions become reified and the 
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patients' accounts of theh Uhiesses are disregarded hi the same way that Aristotle 

discounted the value of narrative. 

WhUe Plato practiced dissection, Aristotle emphasized hs value m understandmg 

the systems of human body, and this tradhion has been carried forward m modem 

medicme. Aristotle reUed on comparing the human body to the bodies of anhnals. In 

Historia Animalia, he states, "For the fact is that the inner parts of man are to a very great 

extent unknown, and the consequence is that we must have recourse to an exammation of 

the umer parts of other anhnals whose nature m any way resembles that of man" (Part 

16). The role of dissection was carried on ui Galen and on mto biomedicuie where h is a 

foundational aspect of medical traiiung. Physicians observe a static version of specific 

organs, tissues, and pathologies reports, and the very practice of dissection emphasizes 

the visual, evidence-based approach of biomedicme and the fundamental notion m 

science that observers play a neutral role hi that which they observe. WhUe Aristotle's 

phUosophy permits pliu-al forms of knowledge, he does emphasize the superiority of 

demonstrable evidence and estabUshes a hierarchy that places scientific knowledge weU 

above rhetoric hi terms of producing real knowledge. By aUgning medicme with science 

and deeming rhetoric suhable contingent matters that carmot be settled by "tme 

knowledge," Aristotle negates rhetoric as an epistemological tool and eUmmates rhetoric 

from the arena of heaUng. 

Bacon 

Aristotle's knowledge and methods formed an epistemological map that was used 

for centuries. Skeptical of the stronghold that Aristotle had on Westem thought. Bacon 

chaUenged Aristotle hi Novum Organum, The New Instrument of Knowledge, which he 

uitended to supplant Aristotle's Organum. Convhiced that Aristotle's syUogisms reUed 

too heavUy on passive, untested observation. Bacon mitiated a more aggressive approach 

to knowledge. By 'vexhig nature to reveal hs secrets,' we could cleave tmth from the 

places hi which h was hiduig and estabUsh tme causal relationships. Translating mto 

modem, scientific termmology, by teashig out extraneous variables that mask causal 
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relationships withm nature, we might predict and control the natural world. Bacon 

proposed that a logical, rational God encrypted the tmth of the universe for a weU-tramed 

person to see by the Ught of reason. For Bacon, the world is a map of causal 

relationships, and by 'vexuig nature,' we can uhhnately understand the mmd of hs 

creator. Bacon beUeved that tme knowledge must be proven through experimental 

methods m order to arrive at the underlymg causes and mechanical explanations of 

thuigs. For Bacon, "The ahn of science is "to overcome, not an adversary m argument, 

but nature m action" (VIV). OutUnuig the process of mduction as a process to tease out 

variables that would cloud the understandmg of causal relationships. Bacon sought to 

eUmuiate any factor that might tamt rational understandmg. Within the calculated effort 

to observe the logical workings of nature. Bacon caUed for uhimate objectivity-a 

detached, stance that would shut out the subjective mfluences that cormpt tme knowledge 

of the world. 

In Novum Organum, Bacon suggested that subjective mfluences were Uke idols, 

and he described the four idols most damagmg to discovering the rational tmths encoded 

m the universe. Accordmg to Bacon, the Idols of the Tribe "have theh foundation m 

human nature hself, and hi the tribe or race of men" (XLI). Akin to Plato's mdictment of 

the Sophists, Bacon asserts, " For h is a false assertion that the sense of man is the 

measure of things.. .the human understandmg is Uke a false mhror, which, receivmg rays 

hregularly, distorts and discolors the nature of things by mmgUng hs own nature" (XLI). 

SunUarly, the Idols of the Cave reflect each person's unique nature, hnpressions, and 

education. Bacon explams that everyone "has a cave or den of his own, which refracts 

and discolors the Ught of nature..." (XLII). The Idols of the Theatre are named as such 

because Bacon clauns "received systems are but so many stageplays" (XLIV). The Idols 

of the Theatre arise from "the various dogmas of phUosophies and also from wronglaws 

of demonstration... but also of many prmciples and axioms m science, which by 

tradhion, creduUty, and negUgence have come to be received " (XLIV). The mdictment 

of received phUosophies reflects Bacon's skepticism of centuries of unquestionmg 

acceptance of Aristotle's tmths about the natural world. 
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The Idols of the Marketplace is hnportant to note because h addresses how 

language slants our perceptions of what is tme. Accordmg to Bacon: 

[I]he UI and unfit choice of words wonderfiiUy obstmcts the 
understandmg. Nor do the definitions or explanations wherewith m some 
thmgs leamed men are wont to guard and defend themselves, by any 
means set the matter right. But words plamly force and overrule the 
understandhig, and throw aU mto confusion, and lead men away mto 
numberless empty controversies and idle fancies. (XLIII) 

Of aU the idols that undermhied human understanding. Bacon considered language the 

most troublesome (LIX). Bacon explains that misconceptions arise because of the 

careless and maccurate use of words. He clahns that even defining terms, as Aristotle 

did, "caimot cure this evU m deaUng with natural and material thmgs, smce the 

definitions themselves consist of words, and those words beget others" (LIX). Words are 

untrustworthy because they signify things that 'have not been observed,' or they obscure 

that which they were uitended to signify. Bacon considered language to be an obstacle to 

his new system. 

To effectively communicate the objective tmth revealed through experimentation, 

language had to be stripped clean of hs subjective elements. Language games, 

embelUshments, unprecision, and ideas about ideas would subvert the tmth yielded by 

objective methods. EssentiaUy, language could have no value m the project of science 

unless h could undress hself and sunply reveal the objective tmth. Language had to be 

stripped of ornamentation, embeUishment, and abstraction. Only concise, situated 

language could serve science, and Bacon's ideal goal was to create a one-to-one 

correspondence between word, much Uke the mdividual components that comprised the 

mechanistic world. In general, h seems that Bacon wanted to create a neutral language. 

The neutraUty of language has been a matter of vigorous debate. From the 

perspective of constmctivist theories, no language is ever neutral. Yet m hs pretense to 

be neutral, the language of science and medicme takes on a technical precision that masks 

the dynamic aspects of the world and Uved experience of disease. 
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For Bacon, scientific discourse is connected to tmth; whereas, rhetoric is an 

mtermediary between scientific tmth and social concerns. In Rhetoric: Concepts, 

Boundaries, and Definitions, JoUffe and Covhio pomt out that Bacon divided the mmd 

uito three faculties: reason is the faculty that perceives regularities, analyzes, and 

generaUzes. Memory is the reposhory of experience and fact, and unagmation is the 

faculty that conceives affahs as different from what they are (31). Bacon declared that 

the role of rhetoric was to serve as a constramt for the hnagmation: "The duty and office 

of Rhetoric is to apply Reason to the Imaguiation for the better movuig of the wiU" 

{Advancement 629). BizzeU and Herzberg pomt out that for Bacon, "[Sjcientific 

discourse is a technical treatment of tmth, whereas rhetoric Unks knowledge to social 

concerns" (624). For Bacon, rhetoric had no epistemic value, but h could serve as an 

effective mtermediary between science and society. Bacon assumes that science hself 

has no agenda, but Bacon's treatises themselves are constmcted m order to persuade his 

audience of the efficacy of his new vision for science. In "Anthropology and the Cultural 

Study of Science," EmUy Marthi uses the metaphor of the chadel to describe the 

cloistered nature of Bacon's conceptuaUzation of scientific knowledge and the ways m 

which such knowledge is disseminated to the "other cuhure" outside the waUs of the 

citadel. Research institutions often function as chadels, physicians as tmsted delegates, 

and the media as the means m which to disperse news of "breakthroughs" and warnings. 

Nevertheless, as Kuhn has quite notably pomted out, science, uideed, has specific 

agendas that are detemuned withhi the closed community of science. WhUe science is 

purportedly value-free, these agendas have rhetorical dhnensions that exceed rhetoric's 

typical 'duty and office.' 

Bacon firmly beUeved that tme knowledge could be achieved by puttmg all 

axioms to the rigorous test of hiduction. In the Preface of Novum Organum, he clauns: 

There remahis but one course for the recovery of a sound and healthy 
condhion — namely, that the enthe work of the understandmg be 
commenced afresh, and the mmd hself be from the very outset not left to 
take hs own course, but guided at every step; and the busmess be done as 
if by machinery. 
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The aUusion to medicme is clear m this passage, and Bacon perceives his methodology as 

a means to restore health to science and phUosophy. Through an aggressive, mductive 

approach, that analyzed nature and isolated the discrete units m causal chams. Bacon was 

convhiced that we could arrive at the objective tmth about the world. 

Bacon's focus on causaUty promoted a Unear approach to medicme that excludes 

aggregate factors m disease, mcludmg the variables of how patients are shuated m social 

contexts. FoUowing Bacon's perception of the mechanistic nature of the universe, 

medicme began to seek mechanical explanations for the body's vital flmctions, 

employmg a methodology that is 'guided by machmery.' Accordmg to Roy Porter, m 

Bacon's esthnation, "the body became viewed as uitegral to a law-governed cosmos" (9). 

Further, if the universe fimctions as a great machuie, then surely the body can be viewed 

as a machine as weU. The mechanistic view of the body is evident in medicme today 

where ahnost any "mahunction" can be remedied by repahmg or transplanthig parts. 

CecU Hehnan pomts out that the metaphors and conceptual models of biomedicme- for 

example, electricity, machines, and dramage systems—arise from technology and express 

the model's need to control the body (21). Rendering the body as a machine, medicme 

became more closely aUgned whh technology. 

WhUe Bacon was not a physician and, hi fact, scomed by leading physician 

WUUam Harvey, Bacon msphed the Royal Society by showing that defects of human 

reasoning could be remedied by mechanical explanations, and his methodology has 

become a comerstone of scientific and medical mvestigation. Bacon's contribution to 

EnUghterunent thought is commemorated on the frontispiece to Sprat's History of the 

Royal Society, which depicts the president of the Royal Society and Francis Bacon sittuig 

on either side of a bust of Charles II. Rejecting scholasticism and the Greeks' penchant 

for passive contemplation. Bacon msisted that nature, Uke man, was better understood 

when h was "m trouble" or "vexed." Accordmg to Bacon, "For even as m the busmess of 

Ufe a man's disposhion and the secret workmgs of his mmd and affections are better 

discovered when he is hi trouble than at other tunes, so Ukewise the secrets of nature 
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reveal themselves more readUy under the vexations of art than when they go theh own 

way" (XCVIII). In ancient cultures, people placated nature; the Greeks contemplated 

nature, but science was tmfy bom when Bacon suggested that tme knowledge could be 

buUt by antagonizhig nature. 

The hoUstic, participatory aspects of nature that were dommant m oral cuhure, 

mcludmg hs approach to Uhiess and heaUng, are m opposhion to Bacon's analytical 

approach to nature. Bacon clauns: 

Those ... who asphe not to guess and divine, but to discover and know, 
who propose not to devise munic and fabulous worlds of theh own, but to 
examme and dissect the nature of this very world hself, must go to fects 
themselves for everythuig. The human understandmg is of hs own nature 
prone to abstractions and gives a substance and reaUty to thmgs which are 
fleethig. However, to resolve nature mto abstractions is less to our 
purpose than to dissect her mto parts. (LI) 

Bacon reasserts the necessity of analysis through dissection m the foUowing passage: 

"For I am buUdmg m the human understandmg a tme model of the world, such as h is m 

fact, not such as a man's own reason would have it to be; a thing which cannot be done 

without a very dUigent dissection and anatomy of the world" (CXXIV). Bacon perceives 

the cosmos as an object to be dissected and analyzed in order to reveal hs tme workings. 

Bacon's mechanistic description of the universe, mcluduig the mechanistic aspects of the 

body and the emphasis on analysis, heralded a new approach to medicme, one that 

promotes aggressive tactics m medicuie. 

Descartes 

Rene Descartes is another promuient figure m constmcting the current model of 

science and medicuie. Descartes regarded medicuie as the key to the natural world 

(Porter 217). LUce Plato and Aristotle, he dissected anhnals as a way of understandhig 

the fimctions of the body and formulated a highly mechanized view of the body, 

comparing h to a machuie. The boundary between the body and the muid is a saUent 

feature of biomedicme that can be traced to Rene Descartes. Spurred to discem what is 
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true and what is false, Descartes entered mto a profound state of doubt. After an mfricate 

and elegant stmggle to justify the mconsistency of the senses and mcompatibUity of 

substance and matter, Descartes deduced, ''Cogito, ergo sum; I thhik; therefore I am." 

Unable to doubt that he doubts, his rational mmd becomes his proof of existence. 

Descartes' declaration effectively spUt muid {res cogitans) and body {res extensa). 

Doubtuig the vaUdity of the mformation we receive from our senses and the existmg 

systems of reason, Descartes concludes: 

Accordmgly, seemg that our senses somethnes deceive us, I was wilUng to 
suppose that there existed nothhig reaUy such as they presented to us; and 
because some men err hi reasonuig, .. .1, convmced that I was as open to 
error as any other, rejected as false aU the reasonmgs I had hitherto taken 
for demonstrations;... whUst I thus wished to thmk that aU was false, h 
was absolutely necessary that I, who thus thought, should be somewhat; 
and as I observed that this tmth, I thmk, therefore I am (COGITO ERGO 
SUM), was so certaui and of such evidence that no ground of doubt, 
however extravagant, could be aUeged by the skeptics capable of shaking 
it, I concluded that I might, without scmple, accept h as the first principle 
of the phUosophy of which I was m search. {Discourse on Method V) 

Descartes first principle of phUosophy became foundational in science and medicme. 

The body is cordoned from the mind m the reahn of Ulness and heaUng, and the 

supematural agents and the disharmony that wrought Ulness in ancient tunes retreat m 

Descartes' system of reason. What is left is the "ghost m the machuie," the mysterious 

hiterface between mmd and body that Descartes assigned to the pmeal gland. 

The role of the objectivity of reason over experience and the senses is a strong 

feature hi science and biomedicme. As Havelock has observed about the features of prhit 

culture versus oral culture, "Print encouraged the mmd to sense that hs possessions were 

held m some sort of hiert mental space" {Muse 132). In Discourse on Method, Descartes 

describes hunself as "roam[uig] from one place to another, deshous of bemg a spectator 

rather than an actor hi the plays exhibhed on the theater of the world" (III). His posture 

is typical of the objectivity requh-ed of the scientist and the physician. Both roles requhe 
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strict detachment from the object of study. In Treatise of the Human Being {De Homine), 

Descartes explams: 

I am startmg from the assumption that the body is nothhig other than a 
statue or machine made of earth, which God deUberately makes as sunUar 
to us as possible. Consequently, he not only gives h the external colour 
and shape of aU the parts of our bodies, but also puts m aU the components 
necessary to make h waUc, eat, breathe, and m short imitate aU those of our 
functions that can be hnagmed to come from matter and depend only on 
the disposhion of our organs. 

The biomedical model, assured of the mechanistic, causal relationships whhm the body, 

graduaUy adopted a technological approach. Consequently, as CecU Hehnan pohits out, 

deaUng with Uhiess mvolves "reifymg a diseased organ or body part— t̂hinkmg of h as 

though h was an "h" (17). Advances m technology make h easier to become a detached 

spectator and to perceive of the body as machuie. 

Accordmg to Garrison, "Descartes' De Homine is usuaUy regarded as the first 

European text-book on physiology.... It treats the human body as a material machuie, 

dh-ected by a rational soul located m the pmeal gland" (258). Throughout De Homine, 

Descartes compares the body to a machine: 

In fact the nerves of the machuie I have described are just Uke the pipes of 
the machmery of the fountains; hs muscles and tendons are Uke the 
enguies and springs use to move them; hs anhnal spuits are Uke the water 
which drives them — the heart beuig the source, and the cavities of the 
brahi the confrol ph. Further, resph-ation and other such natural and 
ordmary actions dependmg on the flow of spkhs are Uke the movements 
of a clock or mUl, which the ordmary flow of water can make contmuous. 

Two decades later, Giorgio BagUvi pushed the mechanical aUegory to the extent of 

dividmg the human machuie mto hmumerable smaUer machmes: "[T]he teeth were 

Ukened to scissors, the chest to a beUows, the stomach to a flask, the viscera and glands 

to sieves, the heart and vessels to a waterwork" (Neuburger qtd. m Garrison 259). 

Disease has become the object of study, and patients the mere sum of theh biological 

parts. Accordmg to George L. Engel, "With muid-body duaUsm firmly 

estabUshed...classical science readUy fostered the notion of the body as a machme, of 
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disease as the consequence of breakdown of that machme, and of the doctor's task as 

repah of the machuie" (131). The affective dunensions of Uhiess have no place m a 

mechanistic model that assigns Uhiess to the somatic reahn. 

Descartes rejected rhetoric as an effective means of mquuy and communication 

and opted histead for the clean and abstract language of geometry, openmg the way for 

the highly technical analysis common in biomedicme. Because language is unprecise, 

science strives to define thmgs by the operations requhed to locate and identhy them, 

mcluding the mechanisms of diseases. As Engel pohits out: 

[T]he biomedical model embraces both reductionism, the phUosophical 
view that complex phenomena are uhhnately derived from a smgle 
primary principle, and mmd-body duaUsm, the doctrine that separates the 
mental from the somatic. Here the reductionistic primary principle is 
physicaUstic; that is, h assumes that the language of chemistry and physics 
wiU ulthnately suffice to explam biological phenomena. (130) 

The biomedical model is based primarUy on the isolation and treatment of disease, and hs 

highly speciaUzed language reflects not only its focus on disease but also hs 

methodologies and its technical basis. Often the language that doctors use to 

communicate with theh- patients echoes the objectivity and the distance afforded by the 

technology they use to coUect data. The rational, objective mind of the physician takes 

precedence over the subjective experience of disease; thus, patients' account of iUness is 

often disregarded as subjective and unnecessary m Ught of sophisticated diagnostic tools 

that uncover the mechanisms of disease. 

The Cartesian model of the world is juxtaposed to an oral cuhure where people 

are meshed with the world and able to mfluence hs actions. WhUe God plays a role m 

Cartesian phUosophy, God's role is one of detachment m the world of matter and 

mechanical motion. Descartes' God becomes a spectator m a cosmos that has moved 

from oraUty to keen vision. Visual metaphors are abundant throughout Descartes' 

treatises. For example, in A Discourse on Method, Descartes describes hunself as "one 

waUdng alone and m the dark" who proceeds "slowly and with such chcumspection" 

usmg the faculty of reason "to artive at the knowledge of whatever lay withm the 
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compass of my powers" (II). In his Rules for the Direction of the Mind, Descartes wrote, 

"Truly we shaU leam how to employ our mental mtuhion from comparmg h with the way 

hi which we employ our eyes" (Rule IX). Accordmg to Cartesian methodology, the 

object of inquuy is dissected as the mvestigation advances systematicaUy from the 

shnplest to the most compUcated parts, and reason, lUce the eyes, becomes the keen, 

detached tool for analysis. Whereas oral cultures did not separate thought from action or 

matter from context, Descartes msists that tmth Ues hi objective, disengaged analysis. 

The shift to a visual mode of perceiving the world seems secure m Descartes' Unear 

approach to epistemology, and his approach plays out hi biomedicine today where Uhiess 

is translated mto hnpersonal, objective, technical interpretations. 

In The Realm of Rhetoric, Chaun Perehnan explores Descartes' mfluence, 

asserting that "the teaching of science is msphed by the Cartesian approach" (1074). 

Perehnan explams that hi Descartes' epistemology, "Scientific knowledge is whoUy 

complete; aU we have to do is recover h. It is necessary to be suspicious of aU human 

mitiative, which can only lead to error, smce it arises from hnagmation and prejudice" 

(1074). Descartes was suspicious of speech and rhetoric because h presented 

controversies that could not be resolved on the basis of reason, but rather reUed on 

devices such as syUogisms or received knowledge that was not sustained by the 

principles of systematic, rational mquuy. Rhetoric deah with the reahn of the probable 

rather than the realm of the absolute. In Rules for the Direction of the Mind, Descartes 

asserts, "And so, m accordance with this mle, we reject aU knowledge which is merely 

probable, and judge that only those things should be beUeved which are perfectly known, 

and about which we can have no doubts" (Commentary to Rule II). "The New Rhetoric: 

A Theory of Practical Reasonmg," Perehnan pohits out m that both Plato and Descartes 

reject rhetoric because opmions cannot be proven accorduig the standards of scientific, 

mathematical reasonuig which, hi theh view, comprise fundamental tmth (1085). 

Descartes was hnpeUed to seek an ideal, exact form of knowledge that rhetoric could not 

provide. Thus, rhetoric and phUosophy have no place m Cartesian epistemology and the 
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clean, abstract, objective language of mathematics is more suhed to the recovery of 

scientific tmth. 

Rhetoric was viewed as an extravagance of style and Sprat vowed that the Royal 

Society would "reject aU ampUfication, digressions, and sweUmgs of style" (qtd. m 

BizzeU and Herzberg 643). Whh the powerfiil new methodologies proposed by both 

Bacon and Descartes, rhetoric was perceived as an "open defiance agahist Reason" that 

granted "the muid a motion too changeable, and too bewitchmg, to consist with right 

practice" (Sprat qtd. hi Shea 127). BeUevuig that experimental and logical 

methodologies would advance knowledge, the British Royal Society's spokesman, 

Thomas Sprat, viUfied rhetoric: "The UI effects of this superfluhy of talkuig, have aheady 

overwhehn'd most other Arts and Professions; msomuch, that when I consider the means 

of happy Uving, and the causes of theh- cormption, I can hardly forbear.. .concludmg, that 

eloquence out to be banish'd out of aU civU Societies..." (qtd. m BizzeU and Herzberg 

642). Thus rhetoric became a rival to logic and an enemy to science. 

Perehnan theorizes that the hnportance of rhetoric and dialectic has a reciprocal 

relationship to the degree to which a field of knowledge is dominated by "the criteria of 

self-evidence" (1075). In science and biomedicme, persuasion is unnecessary when 

given a methodology that recognizes iUness and heaUng as merely biological processes. 

The Utopian view that the world and hs mysteries are uhhnately knowable through the 

methodologies of science attenuated the role of rhetoric m epistemology. The shift from 

a mythical, participatory view of the world to a more logical approach substantiaUy 

altered mvestigations mto epistemology, and the objective, rational, and emphical 

methodologies developed m the seventeenth century proliferated a weahh of discoveries 

m science and in medicme. 

Medicme is largely a Cartesian driven enterprise, and the affective domam plays 

Uttle role m how the patients' Uhiesses are treated. Descartes' separation of mmd and 

body emphasized a mechanistic reahn that could be apprehended through a systematic, 

mathematical approach, and this approach was played out m the development of 
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medicuie. The causes and treatments of disease have been categorized as strictly 

biological and physiological with the agents of disease belonguig to the physical reahn. 

Science and Medicuie 

Accorduig to Havelock, the reification of language created the appropriate 

condhions for constructing the scientific model {Muse 6). Lheracy changed language 

from a temporal, fluid event to a frozen and static form that could exist mdependently on 

a page, removed from the speaker and the context. In wrhuig, words become stable, 

sustainable objects suspended withm the space of a page. Consequently, words can be 

maiupulated Uke objects. Words that are represented visuaUy can be ordered, organized, 

analyzed, and ensconced mto patterns of thought that would not possible within the fluid 

medium of spoken language. Whereas oral cuhures order mformation in the form of 

stories, writing provides a spatial medium hi which to break down ideas, analyze discrete 

parts, restmcture ideas, and make "revisions." Ong clauns that taxonomies, hierarchies, 

visual models (such as charts and graphs), and schemes of analytic reasoning are made 

possible by an unmersion m visual, Uterate culture. As EUzabeth Tebeaux pomts out hi 

"Ramus, Visual Rhetoric, and the Emergence of Page Design m Medical Writmg of the 

EngUsh Renaissance," medical wrhing was the first form of writmg to employ a visual 

mode of representatioa Replete with charts, diagrams, and tables that reduced 

mformation m a form that was easier to understand, startmg with Thomas Gale hi 1563, 

medical writuig adopted the visual modes prescribed by Ramus (417-425). A spatial 

model of language facUitates "extended memory," creates "space" for the constmction of 

hierarchical systems, and fosters the analytical posture necessary for the ways of knowing 

that science purports. The Unear, sequential modes of thought common m the scientific 

model contrast oral cultures wherem, as Ong suggests, thuigs are perceived hoUsticaUy. 

As Ong pohits out, "Sound shuates man hi the middle of actuaUty and m thmgs 

shnultaneously, whereas vision shuates man m front of thmgs and m sequentiaUty" (128). 

Whereas visual culture analyzes events, oral cuhures narrated events. Whereas narrative 

is often Unear and sequential, Plato and Aristotle both condemned narrative because h 
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unitates nature rather than analyzes h. As language became more stabUized and less 

nomadic or episodic, so to speak, stmcturmg complex thought became more possible. 

Science has developed mto a self-referential domam. Set up as a field of 

knowledge that is value free, science is domuiated by the abstract, representational 

languages, uicludmg mathematics. UtUizmg complex systems of logic and objectivity, 

science has become the standard of tmth. Biomedicme shares many saUent features with 

science. It has a biological, somatic basis; m other words, the laws of the natural world 

apply to the body. LUce science, biomedicme routes hs way to the tmth about the 

mechanisms of disease through logic and demonstration rather than the art of persuasion. 

Medicme is neutral, and hs clean, technical language reflects hs antithetical poshion to 

rhetoric. Stories have ceased to be a leghunate way of knowing about the world, and 

people's accounts of theh- iUnesses have Uttle vaUdity in Ught of visual modes of 

diagnosis. Language and heaUng have lost theh mtunate connection and been graduaUy 

replaced by rational, objective approaches. IUness is considered an hnpersonal event that 

has causal factors. The biomedical model assumes that disease is somatic; body and 

mmd are two distmct, bounded systems. Biomedicme reUes on technical tools to isolate 

the causes of disease, and the language of this model is technical and objective. Whereas 

the ancient Greeks visited Ascelpions, temples named after the snake-wieldmg physician 

Asclepius, to pray for heaUng, the edifice of biomedicuie is the laboratory, equipped whh 

high tech equipment. 

Few people would contest the assertion that medicine has progressed because of 

hs logical, visual basis and hs detachment from the art of persuasion. The "warm, fuzzy" 

descriptions of the dynamics of oral culture sharply contrast the "cold, sterUe" realm of 

science, biomedicme, and technology. Regardless of ideology, given a choice between a 

vacchie to cure an Uhiess or a "taUdng cure," most people would choose a vaccme that 

had been estabUshed through quanthative research, cUnical trials, and double-bUnd 

experhnents. Many phUosophers have argued that rhetoric sways us toward the 

hrational, but uhhnately, the cold, hard facts of nature arbitrate and negate rhetorical 

arguments. Science is uideed buUt upon hs opposhion to a rhetorical negotiation of the 
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tmth of the world. In the classical scientific age that we inhabh, tmth is fixed. We do not 

influence h; we merely discover h through logical methodologies. 

Science and biomedicme have long histories and uncountable mdividuals and 

events have contributed to the current scientific and biomedical models. Nevertheless, 

Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, and Descartes mfluenced the shape of science and medicme 

whUe redefining the role of rhetoric. Biomedicuie has become highly successful and 

prestigious, part, because of the contributions of these key hidividuals and the distance h 

has adopted from rhetoric. 
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CHAPTER III 

RHETORIC AND THE SHAPE OF BIOMEDICINE 

HeaUng has graduaUy migrated from the reahn of supersthion to the factual reahn 

of science. Through hs mextricable connection with science, biomedicme works, and we 

can explam why h works. Ephemeral explanations and treatments have been replaced by 

theories and therapies that are predictable, logical, and trenchant. As explored m the 

previous chapter, the efficacy of biomedicme was accompUshed m part by rejectmg 

rhetoric as a means of navigatmg and knowing the natural world. Trachig the 

underphmmgs of biomedicme as they relate to rhetoric, Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, and 

Descartes emerge as unique and significant figures. Each contributed to the foundation 

of biomedicuie whUe sunuhaneously addressmg the role of rhetoric hi relation to 

establishing a way of knowing that would move human endeavors beyond opmion uito a 

reahn of fact. The key contributions of these phUosophers uiclude universal tmth, the 

elevated role of logic and observation, bmary categories, deduction, induction, causaUty, 

the opposition of muid and body, and faith m technical and mathematical language. 

These notions are rooted deeply m culture, permeate our perceptions of the world, and 

provide cogent explanations of disease and heaUng. The theoretical underpmrungs of 

science and medicuie are underwritten by systems of logic safely distanced from the 

contmgencies of rhetoric. Nevertheless, rhetoric has sUently operated m the framework 

of science and biomedicine. LUce a ghost m the machme, rhetoric is present m the 

foundations and the praxis of medicuie hi sphe of hs proclauned absence. In fact, some 

of the most problematic aspects of biomedicme can be traced to conscious attempts to 

exclude rhetoric. 

In an effort to reaUze how rhetoric hnpmges on biomedicme, h is necessary to 

estabUsh how rhetoric has emerged as a valuable resource m understandhig how 

knowledge is estabUshed and sustahied. The role of rhetoric has waxed and waned 

throughout history, and consequently, there are many definitions of rhetoric, some more 

favorable than others. As BizzeU and Herzberg pomt out, "At the beghmmg of the 
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twentieth century, rhetoric appeared to be m decUne" (899). In his essay "The 

Renaissance," Paul Oskar KristeUer explams the decUne of rhetoric m the seventeenth 

century, assertmg that mathematics and physical science were "placed on a new 

foundation" that rhetoric could not compete with" (225). In spite of the reservations that 

KristeUar expresses regardhig the value of rhetoric as a discipUne, rhetoric has 

experienced a revival m the later part of the century. BizzeU and Herzberg mamtam, 

"[T]wentieth century views of rhetoric take the concerns of rhetoric to be nothhig less 

than the foundations of knowledge and ideology m discourse" (921). The twentieth 

century witnessed a huge shift regardmg the stmcture and negotiation of knowledge. 

Rather than sunply arbitratmg matters of style, rhetoric has been recognized as a system 

of'mquiry' and regarded as a 'way of knowhig'. 

Postmodem critiques of emphicism and objectivism hi addition to the awareness 

that language is hiextricably tied to knowledge have created a new role for rhetoric. The 

contention that knowledge is negotiated and generated through our unmersion m 

language rather than received or recovered intact has generated rich phUosophical debate 

regardhig the social constmction of knowledge and the epistemic role of rhetoric. As 

WUUam A. Covino and David A. JoUiffe pouit out m Rhetoric: Concepts, Definitions, 

and Boundaries, the term "epistemic rhetoric" was hitroduced by Robert Scott m his 

essay "On Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic." Scott proposed the extreme notion that 

knowledge hself is rhetorical and that rhetoric is a way of knowing. Scott's essay 

generated a cascade of responses and vigorous debates regardmg the role of rhetoric and 

the foundation of human knowledge. Ranguig from the valorization of rhetoric from 

scholars Uke James BerUn to a moderate view of epistemic rhetoric expressed by Robert 

Cherwitz, rhetoric has achieved recognition as a vital discipUne (Covhio and JoUiffe 49-

50). WhUe the definitions of epistemic rhetoric vary accorduig to the degree m which 

scholars question the foundations of human knowledge, Covhio and JoUiffe provide a 

workmg definition of the concept of epistemic rhetoric: 

Epistemic rhetoric is the body of rhetorical theory mamtamhig that the 
tmth conveyed by a text neither exists a priori outside the rhetoric 
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situation that generates the discourse nor dweUs unmanently withm the 
speaker or wrher. Instead, epistemic rhetoric holds that tmth is forged via 
negotiation, is generated by the transaction among the speaker/writer, the 
Ustener/reader, and the constramts of the particular rhetorical situation. 
(49) 

Epistemic rhetoric is closely tied to what has been termed the "social constmction" of 

knowledge. In "Rhetoric as Epistemic: ImpUcation of a Theoretical Poshion," E. Clahe 

Jerry asserts that Scott's epistemological poshion was developed from the sociological 

model poshed by Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman m The Social Construction of 

Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (119). Accordmg to Berger and 

Luckman, ".. .reaUty is sociaUy constmcted and ... the sociology of knowledge must 

analyze the processes m which this occurs" (qtd. m Jerry 119). There is a clear 

connection between theories of the social constmction of knowledge and approaches to 

epistemic rhetoric prhnarily because each caUs hito question the foundations of a priori 

tmth clahns. In "Intermptuig the Conversation: The Constmctionist Dialogue in 

Composhion," Joseph PetragUa clahns that "social constmctionism [is] the contemporary 

composition field's most high-profile conception of rhetoric-as-epistemic." Accordmg to 

PetragUa: "Briefly (and broadly), a social constmctionist argues that knowledge is 

created, maintained, and altered through an mdividual's mteraction with and within his or 

her 'discourse community.' Knowledge resides hi consensus rather than m any 

transcendent or objective relationship between a knower and that which is to be known." 

ShnUarly, Covino and JoUffe explahi, "A social constmctionist perspective discounts the 

possibUity that tmth/reaUty/knowledge exists m an a priori state. It emphasizes the role 

that language plays m constmctmg what cuhures regard as knowledge or tmth" (83). 

Both epistemic rhetoric and theories of social constmction eschew the notion that tmth 

exists-untouched-outside of language and communal negotiation. Accordmg to BerUn, 

the "observer," "is always a creation of a particular and cultural moment" (489). In Ught 

of theories of social constmction, rhetoric moves beyond hs Umited, prescriptive role as 

the arbiter of effective use of language. In extreme views of social constmction, aU 
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matters are contmgent and truth is a product of rhetorical negotiation. Thus, rhetoric 

becomes a cmcial component of aU systems of knowledge. 

WhUe the epistemic role of rhetoric has been vigorously debated and the sUde mto 

relativity has been of great concem to numerous scholars, h is safe to say that rhetoric has 

been enUsted as a tool of mquhy m navigathig the maps of knowledge that have been, 

and contmue to be, mediated through discourse. Accorduig to Herbert W. Sunons: 

Closely aUied to the rhetoric of mquuy movement is the doctrme of social 
constmctionism. Agauist the view that reaUty exists mdependent of the 
language used to characterize h, the social constmctionist mamtams that 
language is m a certam sense constitutive of reaUty, rather than merely 
reflective of h. People and places, problems and causes are aU m effect 
"created" by language. Part of the job of the rhetorical analyst is to 
determme how constmctions of "the real" are made persuasive. (11) 

Thus, Shnons enlists rhetoric as a means of determinhig how knowledge stmctures, 

mcluding science, assume the status of "tmth." In the area of science and biomedicme, 

rhetorical analysis can be used to elucidate a model that has been constmcted purposely 

beyond the reach of rhetoric. Whether or not one assumes that aU knowledge is 

rhetorical, as Berlin and Scott propose, or that objective knowledge does exist but is 

necessarily mediated through language and rhetoric, as Covhio, Kuhn, and many other 

suggest, rhetoric has become valuable m understandhig domams of knowledge that 

traditionaUy Umited or excluded rhetoric. 

One such domam of knowledge is biomedicme. As LudmUla Jordanova suggests 

m her essay "The Social Constmction of Medical Knowledge," rhetoric, specificaUy 

constmctivist approaches, are useful m understandmg more fuUy the history of medicme. 

Accordmg to Jordanova: "It may be finitfiil to thmk of social constuctionism as 

deUneathig a space which the social history of medicme can occupy. By stressmg the 

ways m which scientific ideas and practices are shaped m a given context, h enjoins 

historians to conceptuaUze, explam and mterpret the processes through which this 

happens" (362). The space that Jordanova proposes may be, mdeed, a vast space. The 

history of medicme is long and complex. Its connection to science and hs status as an 
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"art" and a science provide many aspects that can be hivestigated through theories of 

social constmction and rhetoric. Epistemic rhetoric has created a space of enquuy withhi 

seenungly hnpenetrable systems such as biomedicme. Biomedicme is mdeed unique m 

the sense that h is nested withm science yet deployed hi a social settmg. Thus, a gap 

exists between theory and praxis where rhetorical analysis can be usefiil m understandhig 

how the theoretical aspects of the biomedical model play out m practice. Kevm Wm. 

WUdes explams hi "The Crisis of Medicme: PhUosophy and the Social Constmction of 

Medicine": 

A scientific model alone does not capture our experience or expectations 
about medical practice. A simpUstic scientific model does not appreciate 
sufficiently medicme as a social stmcture and set of practices withm a 
given society ....To say that medicme is sociaUy constmcted is to recaU 
that medical practice is mfluenced by the values, moral and otherwise, of 
the culture hi which h is situated. ... It is the "art" of medicme that helps 
to capture the social context of medicuie and medical practices. (81-82) 

Exploring the gap between medicuie as an art and medicme as a science may help 

elucidate how rhetoric operates hi many aspects of biomedicme. By reexamming the 

constmction of the biomedical model as explored m the previous chapter, specificaUy the 

shift from oral to visual modes and the tenets laid out by Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, and 

Descartes, h may be possible to elucidate the relationship between rhetoric and 

biomedicme. In addition, h may be easier to understand how h is possible for altemative 

forms of medicuie to compete with a biomedical model that has such a strong theoretical 

basis and technical prowess. At the very least, altemative medicine may satisfy specific 

needs that biomedicme was constmcted to disregard. 

As noted m the previous chapter, the shift from oral to Uterate culture transformed 

epistemology, promotmg analysis over narrative as a means of explamuig the cosmos. 

The shift to Uterate culture also produced root metaphors that associate "sight" with 

objectivity m determmhig what is real and tme about the natural world, mcludmg disease. 

WhUe many factors mfluenced the development of science and medicme, the shift from 

oral to Uterate culture did much to shape the dh-ection of heaUng practices. Mysticism 
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and "logotherapy" were graduaUy replaced by visual, technical, and objective approaches 

to medicme. Chmg Byron Good, Arthur Klemman explams: "[Sjpecial place is given to 

the role of seemg m biomedicine, which contmues a powerful mfluence of ancient Greek 

culture. Biology is made visible as the ultunate basis of reaUty which can be viewed, 

under a microscope if need be, as a more basic substance than complaints or narratives of 

sickness with theh psychological and social entaUment" {Margins 30). The privUeged 

status of sight can be connected to the elevated role of demonstrable proof m science and 

hi evidence-based medicme. As noted, visual metaphors are common m biomedicuie 

today. We see doctors, we wah hi examination rooms, and doctors typicaUy glance at 

our charts before issuing a verbal greetmg. Foucault is famous for his analysis of the 

protocol within cUnical setthigs. Accordmg to Foucauh, "[T]he exammation.. .is a 

normahzmg gaze, a surveUlance that makes h possible quaUfy, classify, and to punish.. .h 

combmes the ceremony of power and the form of the experhnent, the deployment of 

force and the estabUshment of tmth" {Discipline 184). Touch and verbal communication 

are often replaced by mstruments that provide a visual mdication of physical function. 

Narratives of Uhiess are subordinate to X-rays of the body, and high tech testmg 

procedures that furnish numerical data. Physicians are adept at reading our resuhs and 

often write prescriptions based on theh findmgs. The domhiance of visual metaphors m 

biomedicme today emphasizes the tmst m demonstrable proof and objective analysis 

gamed through the reification of language through Uteracy. 

Habhuated to rely on visual evidence and hnmersed m a cuhure that valorizes 

scientific approaches to medicme, h is difficult for us to fathom the efficacy of ancient 

heaUng practices. Logotherapy, prayer, and suppUcation seem to be weak substitutes for 

surgical procedures and evidence based pharmaceuticals. Whereas the fluidity and the 

plasticity of oral exchange aUowed for a different type of mformation to emerge, the 

visual diagnostics and statistical approaches of biomedicme permit a physician to analyze 

a patient and make a static diagnosis. Physicians are framed to rely on the objective, 

reductive data coUected through exammation and technological prosthetics rather than the 

subjective material of a patient's description of symptoms. The shift from an oral to a 
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Uterate conceptual model of perception mfluenced our fimdamental concept of heaUng. 

IUness graduaUy became located m the corporeal, demonstrable reahn as a separate 

entity. 

Rather than seekmg answers for disease hi stories of personal or ancestral 

transgression, the wrath of the gods, or speUs and curses, disease graduaUy entered the 

visual reahn where h could be discovered through observation. Ong contrasts the 

quaUties of sight and sound: "Sight isolates whUe sound hicorporates. Whereas sight 

situates the observer outside what he views, at a distance, sound pours mto the hearer. 

Vision dissects, as Merleau-Ponty has observed.... By contrast with vision, the 

dissectmg sense, sound is thus a unifyhig sense" (72). As Porter notes, m medicme, the 

majority of mformation about the body, Uhiess, and disease has been gathered first 

through autopsy and later through purely analytical processes. In fact, the term "autopsy" 

comes from the Greek autopsia, which means "seehig with one's own eyes." The 

seenungly innocuous expressions present m the exchanges between physician and patient 

uidicate a visual preference. "The doctor wiU see you now" rather than "the doctor wiU 

hear you now" is the current 'Uteral metaphor,' one that reflects our tmst m visual proof, 

objectivity, and analysis of static object. 

The typical cUnical encounter consists of the patient's brief description of 

symptoms before the doctor "takes a look." Often the physician wiU order tests to 

provide visual, statistical data and to ascertain an objective diagnosis. In a cUnical 

setthig, the mdividual is removed from the flux of everyday experience and observed m a 

Umited context, and m the process, the experience of the patient's Uhiess is crystaUized. 

In "ActuaUy I Don't Feel That Bad: Managhig Diabetes and the CUnical Encounter," 

Steve Ferzacca provides an account of cUnical protocol: "A patient's appomtment at the 

cUnic beguis m the lab technician's room, where the technician records through 

observation and appUed technology a variety of mtemal and external bodUy signs. The 

essence of the patient can, m fact, for the purposes of the cUnical encounter, be 

represented as "lab work." Analysis of symptoms based on visual displays, demonstrable 

signs, and objective evidence rather than through a discursive negotiation mvolvmg 
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doctor and patient is the preferred mode of diagnosis withm biomedicme, a mode that 

enfolds the analytical quaUties of Uterate culture. As Klehmian pohits out, "The doctor is 

expected to decode the untmstworthy story of illness as experience from the evidence of 

that which is considered authentic, disease as biological pathology. In the process, the 

doctor is taught to regard experience—at least the experience of a sick person—as 

fiighive, fimgible, and therefore mvaUd" {Margins 32). WhUe language and stories had 

therapeutic powers m oral culture, biomedicme has an analytic basis that discounts the 

role of spoken language and narrative hi the diagnosis of disease m favor of objective, 

statistical, visual means. As Ferzacca pomts out, when a diabetic patient waUcs mto the 

exammation room and states, "ActuaUy, I don't feel that bad," he knows he wiU Ukely be 

refuted by the visual, statistical data that the doctor sees on a chart. 

Whereas the role of narrative played a primary role m explammg natural 

phenomenon m oral culture, m Uterate cuhure narrative was replaced by logical and 

technical analysis. In Therapeutic Ways with Words, Kathleen Warden Ferrara notes that 

narrative has the quality of expandabUity (66-67); conversely, data constricts and 

reduces. The dialogue between the physician and the patient once facUitated the 

diagnosis of Uhiess; however, as Kaufinan pohits out, "[T]he curative power of the 

doctor-patient dialogue—itself vehicle for understandhig the role of emotions and 

psychological states m physical disease is devalued m the press to save time and m the 

reliance on diagnostic technology" (304). In biomedicme today, the narrative of a 

patient's Uhiess is generaUy dismissed m favor of "objective," reductive, visual 

evidence. Citing Anspach, DiGiacomo explains: 

Patients' accounts of theh own Ulness are systematicaUy deauthorized 
through the use of account markers such as subjective (as opposed to 
factual) quaUty of these accounts. The use of "denies" (symptoms) takes 
this process of deauthorization a step fiirther, caUhig mto questions the 
vaUdity of the account. Physicians, on the other hand, "note," "find," or 
"observe" the objective signs of disease. Agency is located m technology, 
with hs power to "reveal" and "show." {Metaphor 123) 
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ShnUarly, Arthur Klehunan argues, "The 'hard' and 'soft' signifiers of a deep cultural 

logic.. .figure unportantfy m biomedicme. TaUc and cognitive activities more generaUy 

are 'soft'; procedures that enter the body (various scopes, surgical operations) are 'hard'" 

{Margins 30). Patients' accounts of theh Uhiesses do not carry significant value m the 

practice of biomedicme. In '"My Story is Broken; Can you Help Me Fbc It?' Medical 

Ethics and the Jomt Constmction of Narrative," Howard Brody explams that patients 

typicaUy constmct stories about "the nature and significance of theh Uhiesses" (91). 

Brody advocates the value of the patients' stories but acknowledges the typical position 

m biomedicuie: "Scientific medicme has made great strides by ignormg this level of story 

teUmg and by focusmg mstead on quite different stories, at the organic, ceUular, and 

molecular levels, to explahi how medicuie works" (91). The dialogical quaUties of oral 

culture have been replaced by static tmths, or as Body says, "different stories." Ferrara 

poses the mterestmg question: "Can you teU the same story twice?" (55). The question 

echoes HeracUtus' famous statement: "You cannot step mto the same river twice" 

(Plato, Cratylus 402 A). HeracUtus' theories of flux were rejected m fevor of a stable 

version of tmth, as is the patient's narrative version of iUness. 'The story that can never 

be told twice the same way' has been nuUified by a scientific model that strives for the 

criterion of repeatabUity and opts for a frozen form of "tmth" which statistical 

approaches and visual diagnostics provide. At the surface level, stories present variations 

that disappear at the sub-human medical level, where the numbers are consistent. 

As Ong and Havelock frequently note, the shift from oral to visual culture provided a 

medium for analytical thmking, science, and technology. The shift prompted remarkable 

progress m medicme yet also sUenced patients and attenuated theh own accounts-theh 

stories-of Uhiess. In the process of mhibitmg the rhetorical aspects of diagnosis hi favor 

of purely analytical means, there is a gap between the patient's experience of Uhiess and 

the physician's search for evidence of Ulness. 

As noted m the previous chapter, Plato played an hnportant role m propeUmg 

phUosophy toward an analytical view of knowledge that contrasted the participatory 
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nature of knowledge that was characteristic of oral culture. Credhmg Havelock, Ong 

states: 

.. .Plato's enthe epistemology was unwittmgly a programmed rejection of 
the old oral, mobUe, warm, personaUy mteractive Ufe world of oral culture 
(represented by the poets, whom he would not aUow m his RepubUc).... 
Platonic form was form conceived of by analogy with visible form The 
Platonic ideas are voiceless, hnmobUe, devoid of aU warmth, not 
hiteractive but isolated, not part of the human Ufeworld at aU but utterly 
above and beyond h. {Orality 80) 

The personal elements of disease and heaUng mamtahied m oral cuhure weakened m 

Plato's epistemology as he disparaged contextual tmth and sought static, logical 

explanations for phenomenon. As David Abram observes, "The letters, and the written 

words that they present, are not subject to the flux of growth and decay, to the 

pertm-bations and cycUcal changes common to other visible thhigs; they seem to hover, as 

h were, m another, strangely tuneless dhnension" (112). Scientific tmths reside m this 

thneless, static dhnension untouched by context and particulars. Medicine, Uke science, 

has dismissed the role of language and rhetoric hi discloshig the tmth about natural 

phenomena, optmg for detached, logical approaches and mathematical representations 

that uncover apersectival, stable tmths about the natural world, mcluduig the body. 

Accordhig to WUdes, the emphasis on medicme as a scientific model "contributes to a 

view of medicuie as transcultural and objective," and this view led to a "forgetfulness of 

the art of medicuie" (82). Much Uke Plato's rejection of contextual tmths of the Sophists 

m favor absolute tmth, biomedicuie strives for conclusions that are tme always and 

everywhere. In medicine today, ephemeral agents and personal transgressions do not 

cause disease. WhUe biomedicuie has yielded unpressive resuhs, h tends to be objective, 

detached, and hnpersonal as h strives for overarching tmth about the cause and treatment 

of disease. For patients, however, Uhiess is not detached and hnpersonal. EspeciaUy m 

chronic or serious cases, Ulness becomes an uitegral part of patients' Uves, woven mto 

contexts that cannot be traced analyticaUy and objectively. There is disparity between the 

static tmth of Uhiess from the perspective of scientific-based medicme and the 
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perspective of patients who may find Uttle comfort m a prognosis that disregards the 

ways hi which they are situated m theh Uves. 

Through the centuries of hs development, the "art of heaUng" has become aUgned 

to the scientific model, and the balance between patient, physician, and Ulness that 

Hippocrates mitiaUy suggested has shifted m favor of a strictly objective analysis of 

disease by experts who have assumed the role of Plato's phUosopher Icings. Medicme 

typicaUy privUeges the detached stance of physicians because of theh unique trammg and 

perspective. In "Rituals and Roles in Medical Practice," M. L. EUcs asserts that the 

rigorous framing that physicians receive contributes to theh detachment and superiority 

(606-607). Accordhig to EUcs, "[T]he long tramuig and the extreme rigors of trammg 

support a strong acculturation of the mitiates and a strong identity with the goals and 

ethos of the profession... Reghnental trammg stmctures remforce hierarchical identity 

and aUow the assumption of the role of hierarchical leader and magus at the cuhnmation 

of tramuig" (607). EUcs' description of the trammg of physicians echoes the Republic, 

wherem Plato proposed a Utopian state where "phUosopher kmgs" would serve as 

guardians of knowledge domams because of theh* unique tramuig and umate wisdom 

Fisher asserts that Plato was tryhig to "technologize logos" m order to "make h a term 

appropriate only to phUosophical discourse. The effects of his thoughts were to create 

'experts' m tmth, knowledge, and reaUty... phUosopher kmgs" (7). Physicians today 

occupy the role of guardians of the domam of medicuie. Accordhig Joel Warren Lidz: 

"The medical model is predicated on the hierarchical relation between doctor and patient. 

As with ancient medicme, ancient moral theory presupposes that some are capable of 

greater msight (i.e., competence) than others." Those with greater msight, msight that is 

beyond the contmgencies of rhetoric and opmion, are today's physicians. 

In sphe of Plato's efforts to mvest these guardians of knowledge whh a sense of 

authority and expertise that would be situated above the reahn of rhetoric, h is through 

rhetorical analysis that those efforts are revealed. In "The Physician' White Coat," Dan 

Blumhagen explores the social constmction of the hnage of the doctor, proposmg that the 

white coat, bag, and other accoutrements are cuhural symbols that mvest the doctor with 
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a sense of power, authority, and protection (113). Accordmg to Blumhagen, the 

physician's white coat, which resembled a lab coat, mitiaUy represented an association 

with science and later became a symbol of the mstitutions of heahng (112-113). 

Blumhagen also notes that white typicaUy represents Ufe, purity, cleanUness, and 

supreme good (114). Thus, as Blumhagen Ulustrates, the physician's expertise and 

elevated status are carefiiUy communicated through rhetorical and rituaUstic means that 

affect the encounter between physician and patient and clearly estabUsh the dommance of 

the physician. "The physician is an active scientist, the patient is passive material; the 

physician prescribes, the patient compUes; the physician is setf-conceaUng, the patient is 

self-reveaUng" (Blumhagen 115). Far from bemg free of rhetoric, the experts of the 

domain of biomedicme commurucate theh poshion and theh authority through carefuUy 

chosen symbols and rituals. 

In sphe of the proclamation of objectivity and a safe distance from rhetoric, 

rhetorical elements are evident hi the medical encounter. EUcs describes in detaU the 

dynamics between the physician and the patient, notuig its rituaUstic nature. Accordhig 

to EUcs, the encoimter begms with "a shift of thne flow (from the clutter of regular Ufe to 

the paralyzed wait m the wahing room..." (603). EUcs observes: 

Hierarchical stmcture and physician power are reemphasized in aU aspects 
of the encounter. The patient must wait for the physician, not vice-versa. 
Information is unidhectional—from the patient to the physician. Both 
wear special garments—^but the white coat of the physician is an 
additional covermg of rank; the gown of the patient barely covers nudity. 
(603) 

Because of biomedicme's aflfiUation with the pristme reahn of science, physicians are 

unbued with shnUar power and authority. They have the power to diagnose Uhiess, 

sanction high-tech tests, perform surgical procedure, and prescribe pharmaceuticals. 

Totman pomts out, "[T]he world of medicme is a closed community. Its workmgs are 

protected by a code of secrecy and surrounded by an aura calculated to mduce m those 

bemg treated an attitude of submission, and to discourage questionmg and resistance" 

(14). Physicians are granted tremendous power m contemporary society. They occupy a 
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poshion that is aUgned with the quantifiable, the objective, and the non-reflitable. They 

have at theh disposal tools that analyze and abstract mformation about the body. 

Through strict, codified tramhig, they have attahied a poshion of objectivity and 

impassivity from which to diagnose and treat Uhiess. EssentiaUy, they have become the 

guardians of specialized knowledge and nunisters of diagnosis and therapy. The 

rhetorical dhnensions of theh authority are buried deeply m rhuals and symbols that 

operate hnperceptibly lUce root metaphors. 

The superiority of a physician's specialized knowledge often goes unquestioned. 

As Thomas Szasz pohits out, "[T]he patient is expected to tmst his physician, but the 

physician need not tmst his patient; the patient is expected to hnpart his mtunate bodUy 

and personal experiences to the physician, but the physician may withhold vital 

mformation from the patient" (19). In The Healer's Tale, Sharon R Kaufinan recounts 

how physicians m the 1920s and 1930s feh no need to explam a diagnosis to theh 

patients: 

Conununication m the form of explanation to patients was largely nU, but 
this was not perceived as negative or thought to reflect negUgence on the 
part of the doctor.... The use of medical termhiology so that patients 
would not understand, avoidhig disclosure, and an attitude of moral 
superiority were givens, accepted features of the doctor role that were not 
criticized withhi the profession or condemned pubUcly. (101 -102) 

The language and comportment of physicians resembles the unUateral quaUty of Plato's 

world of forms, and the cUnical encounter is scripted Uke a Socratic dialogue m which the 

physician, Uke Socrates, possesses the correct answers. The relationship between doctors 

and patients reflects the authority and wisdom of the physician, and the patient is adjunct 

to the physician's quest for tmth. WhUe this relationship is comfortmg to some patients, 

others sense the gap m the relationship and feel dissatisfied with a model that promotes 

an uneven relationship. 

Another clear example of the rhetorical nature of the physician-patient 

relationship is the language that doctors employ when they speak to patients. This 

language often "shields" patients from the tmth of theh iUnesses. In "Leammg the 
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Language, " an excerpt from Not an Entirely Benign Procedure, Klass asserts that the 

language of doctors facUitates telegraphic communication, which is unportant for savmg 

thne m critical situations, but h is also unmteUigible to patients (718). WUson pomts out 

that the language used to shroud mformation "empowers doctors to mterpret and mscribe 

theh patients accordhig to a speciaUzed scientific vocabulary that conceals knowledge 

and excludes patients from decision-makhig." Thus, patients are not only meshed with 

theh- Uhiesses but 'mscribed' by a technical language that ecUpses theh understand and 

nuUifies theh- options. 

"Asymmetry" is a term used frequently to describe the relationship between the 

doctor and patient. The term is apt m conveying a relationship m which the patient is 

surrounded by high tech equipment that gathers, measures, and calculates data, whUe a 

physician translates h hito language that transcends the patient's understandhig. 

Accordhig to Ivan Couser m Recovering Bodies: Illness, Disability, and Life Writing, 

"Diagnosis leads in tum to prescription, treatment, and prognosis, aU of which extend 

physicians' authority over patients' Uves.... Thus doctors may both reinterpret patients' 

pasts and UteraUy pre-script their futures" (10). The power and ethos of physicians, 

gamered through an aflfiUation with the biomedical model, contributes to the authority 

they exert hi the clinical setting and m society. In "CUnical Ethics as Medical 

Hermeneutics," Thomasa asserts that the "hnbalance of power" m the doctor patient 

relationship makes it "astoundmg that any communication can take place" (96). Plato's 

notion of static and unUateral tmth, his empowerment of phUosopher kmgs, and his 

depreciation of the negotiation of tmth through dialogue operate withhi the foundations 

and the practices of biomedicme m sphe of a proclahned effort to create a reahn that 

would be untouched by rhetoric. These very elements have contributed to some of the 

problematic aspects of the practice of medicme. 

Although Aristotle did not disparage rhetoric with the same mtensity as Plato, 

Aristotle separated knowledge from rhetoric by deenung logic as the fimdamental tool for 

dividmg tme knowledge from opmion. In essence, Aristotle mapped human knowledge 

ushig logic as a tool, and constmcted hierarchies withhi the "knowable," visible world. 
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His systematic and conceptual approach to knowledge became the blueprmt for science 

and medicme for centuries, and whUe his approach was designed to exclude rhetoric from 

scientific endeavors, rhetoric hnpmges on the boundaries of Aristotle's maps of 

knowledge. 

Nosology, the branch of medicme that deals with the definition and classification 

of disease, is a legacy of Aristotle's concept of classification. WhUe Aristotle clahned, 

"[Rjhetoric is not bound up with a smgle defuiite class of subjects," biomedicme is. 

Diseases are defined and classified, and patients' symptoms are matched to reified 

disease categories, shnUar to the deductive reasoning employed by Aristotle. Much Uke 

the geometer m Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle bisected the world m an effort to constmct 

a system of classification. TypicaUy, his categories are bhiary and based on opposhes, 

such as "normal" and "abnormal," or "sick" and "healthy." This bhiary system has 

guided the taxonomical approach m biomedicme, wherein "health" is typicaUy defined as 

the absence of disease. 

At the beginning of the Posterior Analytics, Aristotle says, "AU mstmction given 

or received by way of argument proceeds from pre-existent knowledge." The assumption 

or 'pre-existent knowledge' m medicine is evmced by the notion that disease is a bmte 

fact that cannot be negotiated through rhetoric. Disease seems Uke a "bmte fact," but h is 

not a self-evident phenomenon aUgned with demonstrable proof and neither is h easUy 

categorized. In "Complexity of the Concept of Disease as Shown through Rival 

Theoretical Frameworks," Bjom Hofinann judiciously presents the various phUosophical 

views on the "concept of disease," highUghthig the debate between the nommaUsts, 

normaUsts, and constmctivists. WhUe biomedicme operates from the notion that disease 

is a reaUty exists hi that is knowable and quantifiable, Hofinann argues that the concept 

of disease rests on semantic, ontological, ethical, and epistemological issues that are not 

easUy answered. Hofinaim concludes: "[I]t has become clear that if h is possible to give 

a definition of disease, the definition of disease has to take mto account the diversity and 

complexity that the concept mvolves. A shnple definition of the concept of disease 
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cannot be obtamed" (230). Throughout the construction of biomedicme, defuiing disease 

has become more compUcated. 

The taxonomies that Aristotle prized as foundational to buUdmg a system of 

science are not necessarily devised through logical means. The specifications are not 

drawn without negotiation and consensus. Terms Uke "heahh" and "disease" are not 

objective, neutral, logical distmctions. These terms are not self referential but 

constmcted through social convention. Klehunan asserts, "[Djisease and Uhiess are 

explanatory concepts, not enthies.... [They] exist, then, as constmcts m particular 

configurations of social reaUty" {Patients and Healers 73). ShnUarly, WUdes argues that 

the concepts of disease are not free from social mfluences. According to WUdes, "The 

specification of the meaning of key medical concepts, Uke 'heahh,' 'disease,' and 

'standard of care,' is sociaUy driven m many instances" (80). George Engel asserts: 

The boundaries between health and disease, between weU and sick, are far 
from clear and never wiU be clear, for they are diffiised by cultural, social 
and psychological considerations. The tradhional biomedical view, that 
biological mdices are the ultunate criteria defining disease, leads to the 
present paradox that some people with poshive laboratory findmgs are told 
that they are hi need of treatment when hi fact they are feeUng quhe well, 
whUe others feeUng sick are assiu-ed that they are weU, that is, they have 
no "disease." (132-133) 

The bmary approaches employed hi nosology have produced reified, inflexible categories 

that do not necessarily match specific cases. As Klehunan states, "[Djisease constmction 

can be thought of as a form of cUnical remterpretation that estabUshes two distmctive 

views of the same problem, the patient's and the practhioners. {Margins 161) In modem 

medicme today, h is hicreashigly difficuh to mahitam Aristotle's precept of logicaUy 

bound taxonomies. In "When Do Symptoms Become a Disease?" Robert A. Aronowitz 

aptly states, " It should be of no surprise that the sufferhig of people can be only 

hnperfectly mapped to a set of objective disease ideal-types." 

In the past few decades, Uhiesses have emerged that defy the hnposhion of clean 

categories. Notmg that the medical community juxtaposes "nonspecific" Uhiesses, such 

as "chronic fatigue syndrome," and "Gulf War syndrome," to diseases that have a 
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specific, objective, physiological basis, Aronowhz pomts out that nonspecific Uhiesses 

are not typicaUy legithnized m biomedicuie because these "Uhiesses" lack a vaUd, 

"cUnical and laboratory specificity." In "An Introduction To Rethmkmg Somatization," 

Ian R. McWhmney et al. consider how the physician's need to locate disease m the 

somatic reahn mfluences the doctor/ patient mteraction with symptom-based Uhiesses 

Uke chronic fatigue syndrome. Accordhig to McWhmney, "Our education makes h 

difficult for us to beUeve m the reaUty of an Uhiess without organ pathology. A doctor's 

statement 'I don't beUeve m chronic fatigue syndrome' (the map is wrong) may become 

'I don't beUeve you are reaUy UI' (there is no such terrhory), and there are a hundred 

ways of sayuig to a patient 'I don't beUeve you.'" McWhmey references Alfred 

Korbmski's dictum from Science and Sanity: "The map is not the territory." The rigid 

taxonomies m the physician's map somethnes do not match the patient's Uhiess. 

Nevertheless, patients conthiue to suffer from "symptoms" that faU outside of the range 

of recognized diseases. Consequently, Aronowitz explains that a stigma has developed 

regardhig "nonspecific diagnoses, the patients who have received them, and even the 

physicians who have cared for these patients." Aronowitz goes on to say, "This 

stigma.. .has led to hitense pressure to find mechanisms for, redefine, or simply rename 

nonspecific diagnoses so that they seem more specific and hnply putative underlyhig 

mechanism." Renamuig nonspecific diseases has become a common way of leghhnizhig 

them and bringmg them under the umbreUa of biomedicuie. Chronic fetigue syndrome 

has been a fiizzy disease that defied a specific organic explanation, yet pressure from 

patients forced the medical profession to vaUdate the cluster of symptoms that had no 

apparent biological explanation. Reasoning that the syndrome may develop after a vhns, 

"postvh-al" syndrome has become a vaUd term, thus legithnizmg the Uhiess. 

Even though disease seems to be a bmte fact that can be demonstrated and 

verified through logical procedures and routed out through deductive means-just as 

Aristotle suggested- the definition of disease and the rigidity of disease taxonomies have 

created problems withhi biomedicuie. Theoretical definitions of disease vary, and 

disease does not fit mto neat, logical categories. The quest for clarity and objectivity has. 
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as Aronowitz states, "contributed to a medical backlash agahist affected patients and theh 

symptom-based, nonspecific diagnoses, resultmg m a cycle of medical and poUtical 

controversies over disease definition, and resolvhig the symptoms to disease issue 

mvolves a "sociocultural answer... more than a biological or cUnical one." Social and 

semantic considerations enter mto what is typicaUy cloistered as an objective, evidence-

based discipUne. As Klehunan pohits out, "Biology is made visible as the uhunate basis 

of reaUty which can be viewed, under a microscope if need be, as a more basic substance 

than complaints or narratives of sickness with theh psychological and social entaUment" 

{Margins 30). Admittmg nonspecific diseases mto the taxonomies of biomedicme has 

met with much resistance, as evmced by Barry L. Beyerstem's "Social and Judgmental 

Biases that Make Inert Treatments Seem to Work." Beyerstehi argues that nonspecific 

iUness too often have a psychosomatic basis. His assessment is quoted at length below 

because h clearly demonstrates the resistance whhm biomedicine to address symptoms as 

authentic medical condhions: 

Our subjective reaction to the raw sensations we caU symptoms is, Uke aU 
other perceptions, a complex cognitive constmction. As such, it is molded 
by factors such as beUefs, suggestions, expectations, demand 
characteristics, self-serving biases, and self-deception. The experience of 
Ulness is also affected (often unconsciously) by a host of social, monetary, 
and psychological payoffs that accme to those admitted to the "sick role" 
by society's gatekeepers (i.e., heahh professionals). For certam 
mdividuals, the privUeges and benefits of the sick role are sufficient to 
perpetuate the experience of Ulness after a disease has healed, or even to 
create feelings of illness m the absence of disease. 

Beyerstem's argument highUghts the difficuhies in biomedicuie today regardhig the 

definitions and the methodologies for locathig the mechanisms of disease and the 

msenshivity toward hidividuals whose Uhiesses are not easUy mapped by the tools and 

methods of biomedicuie. Certamly, some patients gam subsidiary benefits from playhig 

the sick role. Nevertheless, disease taxonomies are not always clear. Bhiary 

classifications elude the complexities of disease and somethnes stigmatize a patient who 

is suffering with "symptoms" rather than displaymg objective "signs." Science is buUt on 
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a foundation that separates h from rhetoric; however, m Ught of the difficuhies hi the 

"symptoms to signs" debate, rhetoric expands hs role as the mediator of contmgent 

matters far beyond the scope of Aristotle's origmal Umits of doxa. 

As mentioned m the previous chapter, the efforts of Francis Bacon are mdeUble m 

biomedicme today. Bacon looked upon the nature as a complex mechanism that operates 

accorduig to Unear, causal prmciples. His mductive method was conceived as a process 

that would expose extraneous variables that might mask the causal relationships that he 

beUeved existed withm "matter as motion." What biomedicuie considers "extraneous" 

variables, however, might Umit the diagnosis of Uhiesses that resist Unear analysis. The 

mterplay of multiple factors, mcludmg chemical cascades that accompany stress may 

contribute to Ulness hi ways that are difficuh to measure given the Unear methodologies 

of scientific medicme. The mabiUty to account for and to calculate aggregate factors hi 

Uhiess, hicludmg stress and the ways m which patients are situated beyond the contexts 

of the cUnical encounter, are Umitations m biomedicuie, evhiced by the difficuhies of 

diagnoshig Ulnesses that do not have distmct pathologies. Bacon msisted that tme 

knowledge could be attahied but only through a detached stance that would void 

subjective elements. However, complex Uhiesses, particularly ones that exhibh 

"symptoms" rather than signs may entaU some of the "subjective" elements that Bacon 

sought to eUmmate m promotmg a mechanistic model of science. In general, ahemative 

medicuie takes into account the patient's emotional weU-bemg and does not rely on Unear 

methodologies; thus, some of the ahemative modaUties may be better equipped for 

symptom-related illnesses. 

In an attempt to revolutionize and refine the practice of science, Frances Bacon 

initiated a more aggressive approach to knowledge. By 'vexhig nature to reveal hs 

secrets,' Bacon proposed a methodology that would expose the causal relationships rather 

than merely relymg on received, or "pre-existent knowledge." When we consider that 

Bacon hicluded the body as part of his mle-govemed cosmos, we can understand more 

fuUy biomedicme's hichnation to discount contextual features and subjective elements, 

hs tendency towards aggressive approaches to disease and treatments, and hs preference 
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for clean, technical language. One of the problematic aspects regardhig biomedicme 

today stems from the perception that physicians choose aggressive and mvasive 

treatments without fuUy considering ahemative options or fuUy acknowledgmg the 

patient connected to a targeted disease. John Hunter, an eighteenth-century surgeon, is 

credhed with saymg, "A surgeon is Uke a barbarian who gets by force what someone 

much more clever would get by artifice." WhUe surgery is certamly necessary and 

deshable m many cases, hi general, the dhection of biomedicine has been toward 

mvasive procedures rather than seekmg altematives. Rather than surgery, prescription 

drugs are often used to treat iUness, yet hi "Incidence of Adverse Dmg Reactions m 

Hospitalized Patients: a Meta-analysis of Prospective Studies," published m the JAMA, J. 

Lazarou et al. assert that in 1994, over two mUUon people suffered from adverse dmg 

reactions and that over a 100,000 deaths can be attributed to adverse dmg reactions. The 

wide use of prescription dmgs has received substantial criticism, and proponents of 

altemative medicme clahn that altemative therapies are safer, less aggressive, and less 

mvasive. Whether ahemative medichies are as safe and effective as the therapies of 

biomedicme is widely disputed. Adverse reactions with herbal medicmes have been 

noted. Nevertheless, the keen uiterest and substantial out-of-pocket mvestments hi 

altemative medichie demonstrate how values and opmions withhi a culture affect health 

practices, even hi the presence of a strong scientific-based medical model. 

The procedures and criteria of biomedicme are formal, highly technical, and 

reUant on evidence-based approaches that ignore the content of a person's Ufe. 

Consequently, there is an mcisive boundary between the physician's understandmg of 

disease and the patient's experience of that disease. Physicians are framed to not to 

contextuaUze a patient's symptoms, optmg histead for logical analysis cortoborated by 

evidence gathered through rational, technical means. Contextual mformation from the 

patient and the "mtuition" of the physician are disregarded m an effort to render clean 
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data. As Kathleen Welsh pohits out m "InterdiscipUnary Communication hi a Lherature 

and Medichie Course: PersonaUzmg the Discourse of Medicme": 

The majority of medical educators prepare medical students for actual 
cUnical shuations by accentuatmg the reUabUity of emphical evidence and 
downplaymg the significance of "personal hunches": they ask students to 
objectively observe medical signs.. .just as they are so only what can be 
known and understood about a particular medical shuation wiU be 
transcribed. The mode of teaching not only discourages, but prohibhs, a 
contextuaUzation of what these medical students "see" whh theh eyes. In 
the final analysis, medical students are asked to avoid "readmg anythuig 
hito" a medical encounter (e.g., discardmg the specific "language" or 
manner by which a patient teUs of her condhion), smce this action might 
muddle accurate medical diagnosis. (316) 

The biomedical model is driven by protocols that nulUfy contextual features in order to 

capture an objective position. 

Bacon was cautious of subjective mfluences, or idols, that would blur the tme 

causal relationships that exist as natural laws. In biomedicme, the physician, Uke the 

scientist, must be logical, and the language of biomedicuie fosters a posture of 

detachment and unpassive authority. Paul Feyerabend clauns, "An essential part of the 

[scientific] training is the mhibhion of intuhions that might lead to a blurring of 

boundaries.... His hnagmation is restramed and even his language wUl cease to be his 

own" (qtd. m Covhio 313). Nevertheless, Kaufinan asserts, "The language of discourse 

in any part of culture organizes what we think we see.... Medical students necessarUy 

view themselves quhe differently from the patients under study. They have leamed to 

solve theh problems with corpses. They have leamed theh lessons of cause and effect on 

static objects..." {Modern Medicine 346). In the effort to tease out variables that might 

tamt the Unear and causal relationships, physicians are framed to "tune out" theh own 

mtuhion, theh particular "Idols of the Cave," as weU as theh patients' voices. Patients, 

Uke diseases, are mterpreted without regard to contexts that might mterfere with the 
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logical, visual, and technical elements of diagnosis. In "The Doctrme of Signs," T. A. 

Sebeok claims: 

CUnical practhioners usuaUy disthiguish between "soft data", or subjective 
signs, dubbed symptoms, meanmg whatever the patients relates verbaUy 
about his feeUngs.. .or exhibhs non-verbaUy... and "hard data", or 
objective signs, which cUnicians actuaUy caU "signs", meanmg whatever 
the physician observes with his eyes and ears... or with his mstruments.... 

In a Baconian tradhion, physicians, Uke scientists, are tramed to dismiss extraneous, "soft 

data" that might tamt rational understandmg, and m the process, patients often feel 

dismissed as weU. 

Bacon's hnperative to formulate an objective language has proUferated a technical 

language that promotes clarity and accuracy m the field but obscures understandmg for 

those outside the field of medicme. "Human Type 1 Diabetes and the InsuUn Gene: 

Principles of Mappuig Polygenes" by S. T. Bennett and J. A. Todd provides a clear 

example of the technical language of biomedicme: 

Type 1 diabetes is an autohnmune disease characterized by T lymphocyte 
mediated destmction of uisuUn-producmg b-ceUs of the pancreatic islets 
of Langerhans.... UntU recently, only two gene regions had consistently 
shown Unkage to and association with type 1 diabetes m humans. Of 
these, the greater effect is encoded by genes m the major 
histocompatibUity complex (MHC) HLA region on chromosome 6p21.31 
(IDDMl). 

Bennett and Todd's explanation surpasses the grasp of most diabetic patients who are 

tryhig to understand the dynamics of the disease. As noted, the language of biomedicme 

often mimics the objectivity and the distanced afforded by the technical methods used to 

coUect data. In the reahn of science, tmth exists as an a priori, non-temporal reaUty. 

SunUarly, m biomedicme, disease is perceived as an objective reaUty that exists separate 

and distmct from the patient's subjective reaUty, and as such, h is subject to the laws of 

science. James C. WUson describes the "clean" language of medichie as one that 

"pretends to be a form of technology, a device able to contain and transfer knowledge 

without touching h." Bacon's exhortation to create a language free of subjective 
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mfluence has propagated a medical/technical language that provides the physician a tool 

that does not have to touch disease. The language of medicme hovers above patients and 

communicates a scientific tmth that seems hnpenetrable. In "Medical Language as a 

Symptom," W. J. DonneUy asserts that scientific language has "hidden rather than 

uncovered the human reaUty." The neutral language of biomedicme contrasts the highly 

charged experience of Uhiess and emphasizes the gap between the hnpersonal nature of 

the current medical model and patient's perspective of Ulness. 

Technical language is not the only means for maskmg and neutraUzmg the 

experience of Uhiess for those who practice medichie. In "Learning the Language," Perri 

Klass recounts her hitemship as a process of mitiation and explams that "learning the 

language of doctors" is one of the rites of passage in becoming a physician. She outUnes 

this language as one designed for accuracy, for obscuring harsh tmths from patients, and 

for helpmg doctors "mahitahi some distance from theh patients" (718). The language 

that Klass describes is a hybrid of technical termmology and jargon, designed to erect a 

barrier between the physician and the patient, m particular the patient's suffering. One of 

the most vivid examples of the language of doctors is what Klass terms "the basebaU 

metaphor": 

A no-hitter is a night without any new admissions. A player is always a 
patient—a nitrate player is a patient on nitrates, a unit player is a patient m 
the mtensive care unit, and so on, untU you reach the termmal player. 

It is uiterestmg to consider what h means to be winnmg, or domg weU, 
m this perermial basebaU game.... The object of the game, from the pomt 
of view of the doctors, considermg the players for whom they are aheady 
responsible, is to get as few new hits as possible. (716-717) 

Klass clauns that the "special language" fosters camaraderie among physicians and 

reUeves stress. She does concedes that some of the jargon is extreme, for example, the 

patient with termmal pancreatic cancer who was diagnosed as "CTD"—"chcUng the 

dram," or the patient who "boxed last night" -meanmg the patient died, or the pregnant 

woman with sickle-ceU anemia who "represents a faUure of genetic counseUng" (717). 

Klass also describes the detached vemacular that doctors use as one that blames the 
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patient histead of the disease: "When chemotherapy faUs to cure Mrs. Bacon's cancer, 

what we say is, "Mrs. Bacon faUed chemotherapy" (716). As Klass Ulustrates, the 

language of doctors is not always clean and neutral. WhUe h does provide a buffer 

between physicians and suffering, the language of doctors, as Klass describes h, is biased 

agahist the patient. 

DiGiacomo draws upon Melvm Conner's Becoming a Doctor to provide an 

explanation of the "victhn-blammg syntax habituaUy used by physicians" {Metaphor 

123-124). Chmg Conner, DiGiacomo states, "The enemy is not disease, or the Umits of 

bioscientific knowledge and technology, but the patient who 'blows her IV or 'spUces a 

temp' m the middle of the night. ... The cUnical detachment these situations demand is 

'something stronger than objectivity'" (123-124). Doctors combme the technical 

language of medical textbooks with jargon m an effort to forge objectivity and to uisulate 

themselves from their patients. 

WhUe language might seem Uke a harmless buffer to the mordmate human 

sufferhig that doctors witness m the practice of medicuie, language is not neutral. The 

capacity of language to transform events and to forge attitudes and perspectives is a key 

tenet of constmctivist theories. Many scholars argue that metaphor is actuaUy a way to 

construct reaUty. Perehnan, for example, clahns that metaphor becomes a stmcturmg 

principle that creates a particular perception which, m turn, influences our perception 

{New Rhetoric 398-410). Metaphor is not merely styUzed language; mstead, there is an 

mextricable cormection between the termhiology we use and our perceptions of reaUty 

and, hi turn, the prescribed ways m which we act upon that reaUty. 

In Science and Sanity, Alfred Korbyski clahned, "We do not reaUze what 

tremendous power the stmcture of an habitual language has. It is not an exaggeration to 

say that h enslaves us through the mechanism of semantic reactions and that the stmcture 

which a language exhibhs, and unpresses upon us unconsciously, is automaticaUy 

projected upon the world around us" (90). Lakoff and Johnson shnUarly assert that 

metaphoric language shapes our perception, foregroundmg certam perspectives, whUe 

prohibhhig others, especiaUy those that are mcompatible with the chosen metaphor (10). 
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The language of doctors, as Ulustrated by Klass and Conner, precludes physicians from 

conceptuaUzhig patients as mdividuals. Instead, patients are undiscipUned students who 

"faU chemotherapy" or "blow IV's." Patients are disobedient chUdren who "lose control" 

of theh- glucose levels or "spUce temps" m the middle of the night. Accordhig to Klass's 

"basebaU metaphor," patients are offensive players that physicians battle on the field of 

medichie. As Lakoff and Johnson pomt out m Metaphors We Live By, "Metaphor is not a 

harmless exercise m naming. It is one of the principal means by which we understand 

our experience and reason on the basis of that understandmg. To the extent that we act 

on our reasoning, metaphor plays a role hi the creation of reaUty" (79). When understood 

m this way, the 'harmless' metaphors that create camaraderie and "buffer" physicians 

from an unrelentmg strhig of players wield perceptions that prescribe the ways in which 

patients are treated. Perhaps unwittmgly, Klass makes this very pomt at the close of the 

excerpt when she says: 

[A]s with any new language, to use h properly you must absorb not only 
the vocabulary but also the stmcture, the logic, the attitudes. At first you 
may notice these new and aUen assumptions every thne you put together a 
sentence, but with thne and mcreased fluency you stop bemg aware of 
them at aU. And as you lose that awareness, for better or for worse, you 
move closer and closer to bemg a doctor mstead of just taUdng Uke one. 
(718) 

The language that doctors use is filtered through a conceptual system that, m tum, 

mfluences perceptions. Language is not neutral, even m hs "cleanest" form. The jargon 

that doctors use remforces the perception that the patient's identity is hiextricably 

connected to his or her disease whUe the technical language renders the disease an "h." 

In Illness as Metaphor, Susan Sontag finds biomedicme's clahn to neutral 

language mdefensible and argues that a "Uteral" version of Uhiess would be a resphe 

from the metaphoric version of Uhiess. Accordhig to Sontag, "Punitive notions of disease 

have a long history, and such notions are particularly active with cancer. There is the 

'fight' or 'cmsade' agauist cancer; cancer is the 'kUler' disease; people who have cancer 

are 'cancer victuns.' Ostensibly, the Uhiess is the culprh. But h is also the cancer patient 
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who is made culpable" (57). Sontag explams how cancer becomes personified as a 

"demonic enemy," and the person who has cancer is held responsible for falling prey to 

the enemy and vanquishmg the enemy. Thus, when 'Mrs. Bacon faUs chemotherapy,' 

she has faUed by succumbmg to the Ulness, and she has also faUed to defeat the enemy. 

Further, as Sontag explams, the Ulness takes on a social significance, and the person who 

has the iUness is identified with the hnbued meaning: 

Nothhig is more punitive than to give a disease meanmg— t̂hat meaning 
bemg mvariably a moraUstic one. Any unportant disease who causaUty is 
murky, and for which treatment is hieffectual, tends to be awash m 
significance.... The disease itself becomes a metaphor. Then the name of 
the disease (that is, usmg the metaphor), that horror is hnposed on other 
thmgs. (57-58) 

The cancer metaphor is pervasive. Any enemy to society is deemed "a cancer that 

spreads." PoUtical enemies, dmgs, and gangs are 'cancers that threaten society.' Thus, 

as Sontag pohits out, the person who has cancer is stigmatized by the metaphoric 

transformation. It can even be said that the cancer metaphor has spread Uke a cancer. 

Metaphors become rooted hi our perceptions and transfer back to the person who has the 

Uhiess. Even the word hseff is hnbued with such horrible power that cancer is somethnes 

referred to as the "C- word." When nature ceases to behave accordmg to the "natural 

laws" that Bacon beUeved were we were privy to through the faculty of reason, neutral 

language is no longer sufficient, and Uhiess becomes the unwieldy enemy of reason. As 

Sontag pomts out at the end of Illness as Metaphor, "It is, of course, Ukely that the 

language about cancer wUl evolve m the commg years. It must change, decisively, when 

the disease is finaUy understood and the rate of cure becomes higher... cancer wUl be 

partly demystified" (84). In other words, when biomedicme is able to control cancer, 

cancer as a metaphor wUl become neutraUzed. Even when cancer is "demystified," other 

Uhiesses wiU undoubtedly assume the status of metaphor and become the equivalent of 

society's moral issues. Sontag's AIDS in Metaphor explores how AIDS has permeated 

society as a metaphor for hnmoraUty and promiscuity. ShnUarly, the media's focus on 

diabetes has the potential to transform that Uhiess mto a metaphor for excess and gluttony 
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with a wammg for vigUance, discipUne, and control. Sontag's argument for a more 

Uteral "readhig" of Ulness is not necessarily one that favors the highly technical language 

that typifies a "clean" and "Uteral' version of Uhiess but, histead, serves as an openmg to 

examine the discursive practices m a knowledge domain that exerts great mfluence m our 

society. 

WhUe Bacon prescribed a Umited role for rhetoric-to restram the imaguiation and 

to serve as an mtermediary between the grand tmth of science and the less sophisticated 

pubUc—rhetoric matters to science and biomedicme. Kuhn's comments regardmg the role 

of rhetoric in agendas of science are weU known. As Kuhn has pomted out, the issues 

that are tended and the issues that are ignored hi science are determhied through 

negotiation; hence, rhetoric plays a role m the concerns of science. One current issue that 

iUustrates how science and rhetoric are mtercbnnected is the genome project. The project 

has been of great uiterest to science and to the pubUc because of the project's potential to 

clarify the orighi of various diseases and, even fiuther, to specify on a very fine level 

what is normal and what is abnormal. The foUowing quote comes from an edhorial m 

Biotechnology: 

Gene sequences by themselves are value neutral, but once attempts are 
made to use them, the urge to fit the data to our own agendas, hypotheses, 
and social theories wiU need to be held m check. Appearing before a 
congressional committee about to fund the Human Genome Project, James 
Watson said, "We used to thmk our fate was m the stars; now we know in 
large measure, our fate is on our genes." But finaUy our fate Ues, neither 
m the stars nor m our genes, but m our brahis and how we use them to sort 
and process the mformation we are so busily gathering. (1199) 

Perhaps gene sequences are neutral but the agendas of science and medicme are not. 

How the gene sequences wUl be mterpreted and how those mterpretations wiU affect the 

social aspects of medicme are negotiable and depend on rhetoric rather than on the 

'value-free' side of science. As Morris Berman so aptly states about Bacon m The 

Reenchantment of the World: "Pure Baconianism—expectmg resuhs to faU out of the 

data as if by sheer weight—never reaUy works weU m practice" (30). Resuhs are 

mterpreted, and then presented to the pubUc with the authoritarian voice of science. Even 
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though Bacon beUeved that rhetoric could be valuable for presentmg scientific 

mformation to the pubUc, he assumed that such mformation was strictly factual. Thus, he 

promoted a rhetorical style typicaUy referred to as "plam style" that would convey "facts" 

stripped of the subjective embeUishments of rhetoric. The pressmg issues of bioethics m 

medichie requhe the tools of rhetoric to examme the discourse of the Genome Project 

rather than shnply employmg rhetoric to mform the pubUc of new "discoveries." 

Employing rhetoric to "Unk knowledge to social concerns," as Bacon suggested, may 

aUow rhetoric an epistemic function that Bacon did not envision. Attempts to "tame 

nature" on the genetic level have possibUities and consequences that may affect the scope 

of medichie, and rhetoric may play a valuable role m detemunuig how we mterpret health 

and disease m the future. 

In Man of Reason, Genevieve Lloyd explams that m the seventeenth century 

'nature' was perceived as chaotic, disorderly and hi need of control. Bacon advocated 

that nature could be constrahied by science for the benefit of humanity (10). Bacon 

formulated the notion that the universe was a machuie that fimctioned in a logic and 

Unear feshion. The machme metaphor was later promoted by Descartes, and h became 

pervasive m science and medicine. The "machine metaphor" is prevalent m science and 

medichie and keenly Ulustrates how metaphor can mfluence perception. LUce machmes, 

bodies "break down" and "malfunction." A patient "crashes;" the heart ceases to 

"function." Surgeons "operate" to "repair" the damage, and "spare parts" surgery has 

become an issue of issue of ethical concem as the prowess of biomedicme grows through 

advances m technology. Whh the "machuie metaphor" expanded to computers, people 

seek "higher performance," "extended memory," "vims protection," and "upgrades" to 

make them appear younger. The machme metaphor is extended mto human behavior as 

weU. As Andrew KunbreU pohits out m The Human Body Shop: The Engineering and 

Marketing of Life: 

Our current behavior toward the body, as toward most of the natural 
world, is govemed by the principle of eflficiency. We see our bodies as 
biological machmes that are to be used efficiently and effectively. 
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Whether m labor or m medicme, the code is clear: Mmhnum mput for 
maxhnum output m mmhnum tune. (215) 

Because science has propagated the machme metaphor and portrayed hself as Umitless m 

hs prowess, advances m technology have made h easier to adopt an attitude of mastery 

and control over the human body, contributmg to the perception of the body as machme. 

The art of heaUng has taken on a mechanistic aspect that seems to move outside of the 

comfort zone of many people m mamstream society. Clonhig, stem ceU research, and 

gene therapy are a few of the issues that highUght the mechanistic dh-ection of medicme. 

Some hidividuals feel that just because science can achieve levels of technical prowess 

does not necessarUy mean that h should have free reign to employ such technical 

procedures. Others feel that biomedicme's technical progress would provide reUef to 

mdividuals who suffer from chronic diseases. My pomt here is not to argue the merits of 

either side of the debate but to emphasize that rhetoric's role has moved beyond merely 

conveying scientific discoveries to a lay audience. Rhetoric has become uicreasmgly 

valuable m arbitratmg the ethical Umits and the fiiture dh-ection of science, technology, 

and biomedicme. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Descartes' famous doubt project 

cuhnhiated m a revelation that effectively spUt mind from matter and privUeged rational 

facuhies of the mind over the deceptive nature of the senses and the material world. Tme 

to Descartes' dictum that logic must be privUeged over the senses, physicians are tramed 

to distmst theh own perceptions. In Cartesian methodology, the object of hiquuy is 

dissected as the investigation advances systematicaUy so that presupposhions do not 

muddle the distmct boundary between subjective and objective. For Descartes, tmth is 

disclosed through disengaged analysis. Obviously, Descartes' rational decision to 

separate mmd and body has created a huge gap hi the theory and praxis of biomedicme. 

WhUe we understand the distance or difference between ideas and objects, our minds and 

bodies have a certam unity that is ignored m biomedicme. Our bodies are not merely 

objects. We mhabh our skhi m ways that confound the neat separation that Descartes 

cleaved between them. WhUe Descartes' contributions to science, mcludmg his 
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mhld^ody duality and his methodology, were uitended to create scientific tools that 

would go beyond the shadowy reahn of rhetoric, his ideas have played out m ways that 

are rhetorical. 

The Cartesian methodology can be described as one m which the object of hiquuy 

is analyzed m discrete steps as the mvestigation advances logicaUy and systematicaUy as 

the object of analysis is spUt hito smaUer and smaUer parts. In biomedicine, the Cartesian 

approach has led to analyzmg the body and hs mechanisms at finer and deeper levels. 

CecU Hehnan clahns, "The essential reductionism of modem medichie coupled with 

advances m diagnostic technology has led to the shift from gross anatomy to 

microanatomy" (27). The technological developments hi biomedicme have aUowed 

researchers to make finer distmctions, and consequently, as Kaufinan pomts out that "the 

patient copes with a fragmented body, emphasized by the mcreased speciahzation m the 

field of biomedicine" (302). In the process of sifting a patient's disease mto finer and 

finer areas of specialization, the patient is fragmented, isolated, and objectified as weU 

(304). The reductive tendencies of science and biomedicine have mfluenced the ways hi 

which patients and diseases are understood. In "The Disappearance of the Sick-Man 

from Medical Cosmology, 1770-1870," N. D. Jewson traces the social constmction of the 

patient through three stages that he terms "Bedside Medichie," "Hosphal Medicme," and 

"Laboratory Medichie." He notes variations m these three stages wherem the patient is 

transformed from a "person" to a "case" and finaUy a "ceU complex" (228). In addhion, 

the unpact of reductionism on the definition of disease, along with the supposhion that 

disease is located spechScaUy m the body, has led to what Aronowitz describes as "a 

relentless push to define disease at ever 'deeper' levels (from subjective experience to 

organ derangements and then to ceUular derangements)." Descartes' effort to 

systematicaUy dismantle everythmg mto discrete components has contributed to the 

progress of modem medicuie yet shnultaneously dhnmished heaUng as a dynamic art. 

One of Descartes' primary contributions to science and biomedicme was his 

notion that the mmd and body are separate enthies. The duaUstic framework of medichie 
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discounts a patient's pam if that pain cannot be specificaUy verified as a physical aUment. 

As McWhumey et al. state m "An Introduction to Rethmkmg Somatization": 

In our medical education, we leam a language that is expressive of 
mmd/body duaUsm, with terms Uke organic, psychosocial, and 
psychosomatic. Even the term biopsychosocial, as Engel hunself 
acknowledged, is open to the mterpretation that a patient' s Uhiess can be 
compartmentaUzed m this way and that the physician can look after the 
biomedical part and the psychologist or social worker the psychosocial. 
DuaUsm runs Uke a fauh Une through medicuie. Each side of the Une has 
hs own textbooks, cUnical methods, and nosology. 

The notion that the body is a separate entity objectifies people, and the resistance to blur 

the boundary between mmd and body has Umited biomedicme. The cleaving of mind and 

body has had a profound mfluence on the development and practice of medichie. 

Startmg from the assumption that "the body is nothing other than a statue or machme 

made of earth" {De Homine), Descartes subjugated the body and the senses to the 

superior faculty of reason, transforming the body mto an objective "it." The 

objectification of the body in biomedicme has generated strong criticism. As DiGiacomo 

pohits out, "Biomedicme... simultaneously individualizes its treatment of disease 

symptoms and routmizes deaUngs whh the patient. The afflicted person is thus 

transformed from an integrated and fimctiorung adult hito a coUection of diseased body 

parts..." {Metaphor 120). The methods of biomedicuie are often sterUe and 

dehumanizmg, and the affective domam plays Uttle role in how patients or theh Uhiesses 

are treated. 

IUness is not sunply a physical phenomenon that can be cleanly divided from the 

"self" As Ray Porter pomts out m The Greatest Benefit to Mankind, the experience of 

Uhiess shapes the sense of self (33). The shapmg power of Uhiess depends on many 

factors, hicludmg the Uhiess, the patient's response to the Uhiess, the patient's context, 

social factors surroundmg the Uhiess, and the doctors who treat the patient. Furthermore, 

these factors mteract m dynamic ways that shapes the patient's abUity to cope with the 

experience. IUness does not exist hi isolation, nor is h easUy compartmentaUzed and 

rendered as separate from a patient's Ufe. Acknowledghig writers such as CasseU, 
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RawUnson, Toombs, and Reich, John L. Coulehan addresses how the experience Uhiess 

entails a certaui degree of loss. Coulehan catalogues this loss as "loss of wholeness, 

constriction of horizons, loss of certamty, distortion of relationships, loss of freedom, loss 

of control" (115). To this Ust, Robert Orsi adds that the experience of Uhiess also brmgs 

with h an alteration hi a person's sense of space that he describes as "constricted and 

closed" (qtd. m Coulehan 115). In addition, Orsi pohits out that people's identhies are 

ahered by amount of thne they spend m medical envhormients where they have Uttle 

voice or authority (see Coulehan 115). IUness is not restricted to the physical reahn, to 

what Descartes termed res extensa. It affects- and is affected by- the person who has 

that iUness. As Berger and Luckmaim have stated in The Social Construction of Reality: 

A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge: 

On the one hand, man is a body, hi the same way that this may be said of 
every other animal organism. On the other hand, man has a body. That is, 
man experiences hunself as an entity that is not identical with his body, 
but that, on the contrary, has that body at its disposal. In other words, 
man's experience of himself always hovers m a balance between beuig and 
having a body, a balance that must be redressed agam and agam. (68) 

The hiterlacmg of mhid and body is problem that biomedicine has yet to solve, and 

attempts to investigate this fuzzy reahn have been met with resistance. 

In the reahn of science, language and rhetoric cannot effect Uhiess or heaUng. 

The mechanisms of Uhiess are located m the physical realm where the laws of nature are 

not negotiable, but logical and absolute. Nevertheless, the extreme measures taken to 

constmct a domam that would privUege logic over persuasion as a means of knowing the 

world have hhiged on rhetoric. Exhortations to separate the matters of science from 

rhetoric have shaped a knowledge domam free of the mystical, ephemeral, capricious, 

and Ulogical elements of the human experience, but m many ways, Uhiess stUl exists as a 

mystery that has not been solved by science. On the furthest end of constmctivist 

theories, aU knowledge-aU "reaUty"-depends on rhetoric because h is negotiated 

through language, even the bmte facts of nature and Uhiess. On the extreme end of 

science, tmth exists-untouched-by rhetoric and can be excavated through appropriate 
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scientific methodologies that wUl emerge m thne as science progresses. The practice of 

medicuie exists somewhere m the middle where the presence of rhetoric is difficuh to 

deny. 

Biomedicme is often perceived as a dehumanizmg mstitution that prioritizes 

technology and protocol over patients. As Porter pohits out: 

Patients.. .have roles assigned to them withhi the scripts of the modem 
medical drama. Depending on who is doing the analysis or the 
accountancy, patients appear as demand, costs and benefits, mput or 
output, voters, chents or consumers of services, bearers of rights or pursers 
of Utigation, the 'fib and fib' in bed 15, frozen sperm m the deep freeze, 
diseased bodies or clinical material, pohits on a graph or numbers 
crunched on a software program. (668) 

WhUe h is easy to hnpugn the model for hs tendency to dehumanize, h is ludicrous to 

hnaghie a setthig m which patients teU a physician "theh- stories" —the epic catalogue of 

theh symptoms, hicludmg how these symptoms affect theh Uves personaUy, emotionaUy, 

sociaUy, and even spuituaUy —expectmg the physician to uistantly produce the perfect 

cure. In tmth, many patients sunply want to see a physician who wiU take authority, run 

tests, name the illness, and prescribe a quick and effective cure. Kaufinan points out: 

Today's tensions exist among the patient's need for the practitioner to 
view hhn or her as an emotional bemg, deservmg of fliU attention and 
compassion, the patient's deshe for a suigle pUl to cure the problem 
quickly, and the contemporary physician's mcUnation to disengage the 
orgaiuc from the emotional so that the organic may be treated. (304) 

It is fah to say that the majority of physicians genumely care about theh patients or want 

to care about theh patients, but the expectations placed on physicians are often 

unreasonable. Physicians are expected to be compassionate, yet dispassion is requhed by 

the discipUne of science. Physicians are expected to sort out the somatic and the 

subjective, yet they are criticized for not understandhig theh patients' emotional needs. 

Physicians are expected to employ technical resources whUe preservmg a bedside manner 

that reflects a thne when medicme had few technological resources. As WUdes pohits 

out, "Often our expectations of medicuie are mfluenced by RockweU-esque hnages of the 
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physician and patient together m the exammation room. But these hnages do not 

represent the reaUties of contemporary health care and medical practice" (71). The 

complexities of medichie as a social msthution make practicuig the "art" of medichie 

very difficuh. As Porter pohits out: 

Modem medicme has become synonymous with complex mfrastmctures 
and towermg superstmctures: with universkies and professional 
organizations, muhi-national pharmaceutical companies, and msurance 
combmes, hosphak doubUng as medical schools, research sites and 
lobbies, government departments, mtemational agencies and corporate 
finance. (668) 

The practice of medicme is tied mto a complex of factors that chaUenge physicians to Uve 

up to the unreaUstic hnages that society has constmcted for physicians. In order to be 

successful, physicians are expected to represent the discipUne of science, remam current 

m a burgeoning field, behave as humarutarians, understand the complexities of HMO's, 

manage a busmess, and stUl have a Ufe outside of theh chosen professions. Just as 

patients are seen hi a Umited context withm biomedicme, so are physicians. The portrait 

of the physician has been ahered by programs Uke ER that try to particularize the Uves of 

physicians and patients, but the fictionaUzed version of medicine does not adequately 

address the complex issues m medichie today; nehher are patients and physicians privy to 

the dramatic detaUs of one another's Uves. 

As medichie has evolved toward an objective, logical practice, h has proven 

extremely effective hi providhig treatments for disease. Nonetheless, hs theoretical 

strengths are often offset hi praxis. The biomedical model gams hs strength from an 

experimental methodology that isolates and objectifies disease, but the patient is often 

left out of the equation. WhUe Hippocrates situated Uhiess in the body rather than m the 

mystical reahn, he promoted a dynamic approach to the practice of medicme m which the 

patient, the physician, and the iUness were uitegral to the process of heaUng. In the way 

that biomedicme is typicaUy practiced today, patients are often objectified, disease is 

reified, and physicians are detached. The shift to a visual medium fostered an analytical 

and technological approach to medichie that has been successful m discovering the 
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mechanisms of disease, yet the visual prosthetics of biomedicme have sUenced the 

patient's voice, and "machmes are employed to co-author a fiiUer story" (Leder qtd. m 

Heath 24). Exhortations to find clean, technical, neutral language—language that would 

escape the trappmgs of rhetoric—has proUferated a technical language that enables 

physicians to distance themselves from theh patients. The physician's voice is moored to 

passive constmctions and precise, technical language that serves as a buffer to the 

suffering of patients. The Unear methodologies that seek tight, causal relationships 

preclude clustered factors; thus, nonspechic symptoms are anomaUes that do not fit the 

diagnostic schemas that comprise the map of the body and the field of biomedicme. 

WhUe the causal relationships that medichie reveals are designed to disclose "absolute" 

tmth, the map does not necessarily fit the territory of Uved Uhiess. Furthermore, the 

duaUstic foundation of biomedicme objectifies patients and creates an abstract boundary 

between physical and somatic reahns. Biomedicme's detached stance, authorial 

tendencies, and its resistance to take mto accoimt the affective dimensions of Ulness are 

elements that not only compromise the art of heaUng but reveal rhetorical dunensions that 

biomedicme is hesitant to acknowledge within a domain consciously constmcted to 

exclude rhetoric. 

As noted m Chapter I, Charles Taylor has clahned that science has a "privUeged 

and epistemic status that is considered sacrosanct whUe rhetoric is tradhionaUy concemed 

with 'the domam of the contmgent;' thus rhetoric has not been considered appropriate for 

uivestigatmg a domam of certamty" (114). From the perspective of rhetoric, sacrosanct 

reahns are the most suspicious because they are the ones that sUence dialogue. Theh 

tmths are automatic, constmcted by methods that guarantee theh status, and these tmths 

are then promoted with an ah of authority that margmaUzes ahemative views. 

One of the most poignant charges agamst biomedicme is the way m which h 

sUences patients. Chmg the work of Bakhthi, m "The Role of Discourse m Composmg a 

Life," Myma Harrienger concludes: "Entermg existence as discourse, each of us, as 

Bakhthi remmds, becomes embodied, clothed with words. Acknowledghig the other's 

presence hnaged m discourse, each dialogic encounter bestows personhood on the other. 
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saymg anew, 'You are.'" The message m biomedicme today is: "You are your iUness." 

The discursive tendencies m biomedicme do not bestow personhood. Instead, people are 

rendered as objects of mvestigation, and as Bakhthi has noted, objects are not discursive. 

People have begun to resist the ways m which biomedicme clothes them WhUe h is 

fah-ly easy to dismiss theoretical arguments regardhig the social constmction of disease 

and to claim that constmctivist theories are counterproductive to the real work of science 

and biomedicme, rhetoric hnpacts the practice of medicme. Although science purports to 

be neutral, logic, and value free, the practice of medicme is more complex because the 

people h attends are not nor are the cultures m which medichie is practiced. Throughout 

the constmction of biomedicme, the efforts to shuate medicme as a science rather than an 

art and to remove rhetorical aspects from the reahn of medichie have resulted hi a 

medical system m which rhetoric is present, hi spite of its proclaimed absence. Certam 

elements that were rejected because they were decidedly rhetorical have operated withhi 

the epistemological framework of biomedicme. In sphe of hs theoretical aUgnment with 

logic and hs distance from the acceptable range of rhetoric, rhetorical dhnensions are 

embedded hi the constmction and the practice of medicuie, and the conscious efforts to 

deny or muihnize the rhetoric aspects of biomedicuie may m part contribute to the 

growing uiterest hi altemative forms of medichie. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RHETORIC AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 

The acceptance of biomedical practices has foUowed the universal acceptance of 

science; nevertheless, altemative medicme, m some form or another, has been practiced 

throughout history. Altemative medichie has been categorized, stereotyped, and 

perceived m numerous ways, none of which has posed a threat to the weU-estabUshed 

reahn of standard medical practices. Popular cuhure has been hiundated with hnages and 

hnpressions of altemative heaUng practices that serve as a foU to the heroic, logical, tme 

ways of the science-based medichie. Most of us are familiar with the snake oU salesmen 

hi the old John Wayne westerns, or pecuUar foreigners brandishmg odd assortments of 

needles and herbs, or naive, uneducated, locals steeped m foUc remedies, or eccentric 

dUettantes who dabble m counter-cultural practices—mcluduig medicme—or the noble 

savages who wistfliUy cUng to the old, mystic ways. The debut of the "New Age" has 

added crystal healers m shhnmering clothmg to the repertohe of hnages that characterize 

altemative medichie. 

It seems impossible that altemative healing practices could pose any threat to 

orthodox medichie or to the knowledgeable physician in the pristme white coat. It would 

be a difficult task to Ust aU of the accompUshments of biomedicme. Vaccmes, insuUn, 

antibiotics, and hmovative surgical procedures are a few of the "mhacles" of scientific 

medichie. If, as Lyotard suggests, science is merely a grand narrative that is no longer 

possible to sustahi, science and medichie have tmly been grand narratives. UnUke the 

WUey Coyote who runs off a cUff and plummets once he discovers that he isn't on soUd 

ground, biomedicme has proceeded to run very weU m sphe of constmctivist theories and 

postmodem critiques that attack hs foundations. Medicme is backed with a coherent 

history, a soUd theoretical basis, strong methodologies, and ample evidence of hs 

efficacy. On the other hand, altemative medicme lacks a coherent definition, has a 

diffuse history, a loose theoretical framework, and eclectic methodologies. It does not 
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even have a clear nomenclature. The prunary evidence of hs efficacy is the hoard of 

people who are willing to pay out of pocket expenses to altemative healers. 

Those who have been raised to distmst the "quackery" of ahemative medicme and 

hs eccentric proponents may seem surprised at the mamstream marketmg of products and 

services from the margm. However, the ubiquity of health products m popular culture is 

but one sign of the mcreasmg popularity of altemative medicme. David Eisenberg's 

1993 study documenthig the use of ahemative medicuie launched uitense interest and 

concem about the growing trend of altemative medichie hi the United States. Accordhig 

to Eisenberg's preUmmary study, 34% of aduhs m the United States had used some form 

of altemative medicine. A foUow up study m 1997 revealed that the number had risen to 

over 50% and expendhures for ahemative therapies were conservatively esthnated at 21.2 

bUUondoUars with at least 12.2 bUUon doUars paid hi out-of-pocket expenses (see 

Eisenberg's "Trends hi Altemative Medichie Use m the United States, 1990-1997 Resuhs 

of a FoUow-up National Survey"). Accordhig to futurist Clement Bizold, by the year 

2010, "Two-thh-ds of Americans wiU use some form of what we now thmk of as 

complementary and altemative medichie" (qtd. m Sunoo). In "Courses Involvmg 

Complementary and Altemative Medichie at US Medical Schools," pubUshed in the 

JAMA, Mkiam S. Wetzel, reported that over 64% of medical schools offer courses m 

altemative medichie, hicludhig topics such as chkopractics, acupuncture, homeopathy, 

herbal therapies, and mmd-body techniques. 

Concemed and encouraged by the emergence of altemative treatments for 

diseases Uke diabetes, Diana Guthrie traces the history of CAM (Complementary and 

Altemative Medichie), pomthig to mUestones such as the 1993 mandate to create the 

Office of Altemative Medichie as examples of the rishig mterest hi altemative medichie 

(6-37). Geoffrey Cowley notes that m 1998, CAM became a federal agency with a 

budget of more than 100 mUUon doUars. He also pohits out that major univershies, 

mcludmg Duke, Columbia, Harvard, and the University of CaUfomia have centers for 

mtegrative medichie and that 15% of the nation's hospitals offer some form of 

complementary therapy. Kevm G. CuUigan states that m 1995, Harvard Medical Institute 
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sponsored the first of a series of conferences on sphhuaUty and heaUng m medichie. In 

addhion, the Harvard Student Health Center currently offers hs student/patients various 

altemative modaUties, mcludmg biofeedback and medhation, as part of hs heahh care 

services. Another sign of the rise of altemative medichie occurred m 1998 when the 

American Medical Association, typicaUy the guard dog of mongrel theories of medicuie, 

dedicated an enthe issue of JAMA to altemative medichie. The changmg perception of 

altemative medicine has played out both commerciaUy and mstitutionaUy. The ever 

mcreasmg popularity of altemative medichie has generated questions, sparked debates, 

evoked chaUenges to conventional medichie, and shifted the way m which medicine is 

behig practiced. 

In sphe of the fundamental differences between biomedicme and altemative 

medichie, the boundary between them has lost hs edge as more and more people seek 

hybrid forms of therapy, and members of the conventional medical system take a serious 

look at altemative practices. Those who have sought treatment outside of the realm of 

biomedicuie may be less vexed by the "fiizziness" of altemative therapies than those who 

seek to protect biomedicine from the mtmsion of altemative therapies or those who try to 

reconcUe formal, rational, evidence-based approaches with the eclectic, mtuhive 

approaches of ahemative medicuie. In the past, people who sought unconventional 

treatment were typicaUy regarded as poor, uneducated, or idiosyncratic. However, 

Eisenberg's landmark study of the use of unconventional medichie m the United States 

documented hs use hi vhtuaUy aU socio-economic groups, and J. A. Asthi's study, "Why 

Patients Use Altemative Medichie: Resuhs of a National Study," reported that people 

who use altemative medichie are typicaUy weU educated. The notable rise m the use of 

altemative medichie has preciphated vigorous debate regardhig the appeal and the 

efficacy of such therapies as weU as the efficacy of Eisenberg's study. 

Nevertheless, the adversarial stance agahist "unorthodox" and "irregular" 

medicuie has become less rigid, evmced by biomedicme's efforts to "mtegrate" some of 

the more regulated forms of "other" medichies, such as acupuncture, massage, and 
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homeopathy, mto a system of "complementary" care. Hosphals and cUnics have begun 

to mcorporate and to advertise complementary treatments that care for the "whole 

person," and ahemative therapies are touted as "new dhnensions of carmg." ShnUarly, 

some altemative therapies seek status hi mamstream cuhure by clahnmg an aUgnment 

with science. One common example is the marketmg of herbal supplements. 

Advertisements typicaUy feature conventional, robust people enjoyhig healthy activhies 

whUe an assured announcer boasts of "emerguig scientific evidence" that "proves" the 

benefits of a particular supplement. 

Altemative medichie seems to be movmg out of the margms and mto mamstream 

culture yet not without a barrage of criticism. In The Demon Haunted World, Carl Sagan 

pohits to "scientific ilUteracy" as a root cause of the hrational theories m contemporary 

culture, including an mterest m non-scientific practices to medichie. In "Altemative 

Medicme-The Risks of Untested and Unregulated Remedies," an article pubUshed m the 

New England Journal of Medicine in 1998, M. AngeU and J. P. Kassher assert, "[W]ith 

the hicreasmg mterest m ahemative medicme, we see a reversion to hrational approaches 

to medical practice, even whUe scientific medicine is making some of hs most dramatic 

advances" (839). In "Unconventional Therapies for Cancer: A Refuge from the Rules of 

Evidence?" Tannock and Warr level harsh criticism at the ahemative movement. They 

refer to proponents of ahemative medicme as "flat-earthists": "No amount of evidence 

wUl convmce the flat-earthists that the world is round" (801). Clearly, the medical 

community has not fuUy embraced the ad hoc movement in society toward altemative 

and conqilementary medichies. 

In response to Kaptchuk and Eisenberg's article "Altemative Views on 

Altemative Medichie," m Annals of Internal Medicine Charles M. Bagley wrote: 

WUl science suffer blurring, distortion, and finaUy destmction by 
nonscience? Unfortunately, we scientific physicians usuaUy just laugh at 
the pretensions of the nonscientific practitioners. This is a mistake. We 
must stand up for science by demandmg statisticaUy vaUd tests of 
nonscientific remedies, by chaUengmg untested clahns of nonscientists, 
and by promotmg tme science education throughout our school systems. 
And we need to fight back with words. CaU nonscience just that! (229) 
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Exactly what to caU this "nonscientific" form of medichie has been problematic, as its 

status has been shiftmg from anomaly to ubiquity. 

Fmdmg the proper termhiology for ahemative heaUng practices has been a 

rhetorical contest for territory that is typicaUy assigned to "scientific medichie." As 

WUentz has pohits out, ahemative medichie was once termed "traditional medichie," but 

that term is more closely associated with biomedicme today (73). In "A PubUc Health 

Agenda for Traditional, Complementary, Altemative Medicuie," Gerard Bodeker and 

Fredi Kronenberg assert, "The term 'tradhional medicme' is used...to denote the 

mdigenous health tradhions of the world: 'complementary and altemative medicme' 

primarily refers to methods outside the biomedical mamstream, particularly m 

mdustriaUzed countries; and 'conventional medicme' refers to 'biomedicme' or modem 

medicuie." The confusion of termhiology has rhetorical aspects that deconstmction 

revels m. The term "traditional" has been reversed and apportioned to the dominant 

model—biomedicme. The "other" practices that feU outside of the margms of 

biomedicme have been deemed "hregular," "unorthodox," "non-tradhion," "quackery," 

"unproven," "unscientific, and "altemative." Duchy Trachtenberg asserts, "Therapies 

and other health practices seem to have been labeled 'alternative' in the Westem 

biomedical settmg because they came from outside that setthig. They are altemative 

primarily hi theh orighi." The dissociation from varieties of medichie that are not 

scientificaUy based is evident m the descriptive termhiology. Any form of medichie from 

"outside" of science is deemed "altemative," "non," ''un," or given some other pejorative 

label. 

The New Age seems to be a broad category for numerous ahemative therapies, 

particularly those that have metaphysical overtones. If we defme metaphysical as "that 

without form or physical substance," then, obviously, metaphysical explanations of 

Ulness and heaUng conflict with the evidence based approaches of biomedicme. Indeed, 

the metaphysical aspects of heaUng seem to have become an ideological banner that flies 

hi the face of science. Perhaps some proponents of New Age heaUng blatantly emphasize 
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the metaphysical nature of ahemative therapies to draw attention to an ideology that is 

contrary to scientific approaches; thus, issues of efficacy regardhig ahemative therapies 

are compUcated by the formation of staunch theoretical camps. 

Altemative medichie is a category composed of heterogeneous heaUng methods, 

and as Ted Kaptchuk and David Eisenberg pomt out, "altemative medichie" has become 

an umbreUa term that is used to describe heaUng practices that do not conform to 

standardized forms of biomedicme (Taxonomy 196). The bmary approach that Aristotle 

employed is stUl evident m the efforts to find an appropriate name for altemative 

medichie. The approach polarizes medicme and highUghts biomedicme's privUeged 

relationship with the fectual reahn of science, a relationship that led to the standardization 

of medichie and assured biomedicme's place as the predommant model. Forms of 

heaUng that do not adhere to the evidence-based approaches of biomedicine medichie 

have been placed into a category that might be caUed "misceUaneous" and unworthy of 

serious consideration. Terminology that reduces heaUng hito two categories, namely 

biomedicme versus aU other forms of heaUng practices, emphasizes science as the 

privUeged way of knowing about the natural world and eschews other modes of enquuy. 

However, with the growing interest m altemative healing practices, labels like 

"quackery," "mongrel medichie," "irregular," "unproven," or "unorthodox," have been 

replaced by "hitegrative," "ahemative," and "complementary." The shift toward less 

pejorative terms to describe practices that faU outside of biomedicme can be perceived as 

a rhetorical strategy to mcorporate treatments that were once repudiated by biomedicuie. 

Even if such terms create an ancUlary relationship rather than an equal one, the change m 

language evuices a movement toward association, thus granting biomedicuie an 

opportimity to consider certain altemative approaches. Theh mcreasmg popularity has 

prompted biomedicuie to reexamine hs rigid stance agahist "unproven" therapies, and the 

campaign withhi biomedicuie to consider margmaUzed treatments has been accompanied 

by a softening of termmology. 

Efforts to form an ostensible bridge between biomedicme and altemative 

therapies through shifts m terminology the have generated vigorous debate withm the 
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medical community. Those who mamtam strict boundaries between biomedicme and 

altemative medichie oppose bufferhig that tradhional boundary and pomt out that the 

renammg of "ahemative" medicme has been accompanied by new terms such as 

"biomedicme" and "aUopathic" medicuie to contrast "altemative medichie." In "When 

Did I Become an ' AUopath'?" Katherme GundUng describes how the term "aUopathy" 

was corned by Samuel Hahnemann, the mventor of homeopathy. Accordhig to GundUng, 

Hahnemarm used the term "aUopath" to describe "coUeagues who used harsh and abusive 

therapies to cause effects different from those of the disease hself" GundUng rejects the 

thle "aUopath" because she claims h is "parsunonious." GundUng argues that the term 

"artificiaUy deUmits the practice of medicine m the eyes of our patients and, perhaps, 

ultimately, of ourselves. It embodies an unnatural, inflexible phUosophy of care and 

hnpUes that our system of practice is merely one of many from which a discerning health 

care consumer may choose." GundUng's critique emphasizes biomedichie's stance 

agahist plural forms of medichie and hs privUeged, exclusive clahn to ordam which 

practices are vaUd. Beghmmg with Plato's vision of a reahn of untouchable tmth, 

foUowed by Aristotle's preference for demonstrable proof, and later guided by the 

methodologies that emerged m the phUosophies of Bacon and Descartes, scientific 

medicme has shunned rhetoric, placmg Uhiess and heaUng m a reahn beyond the art of 

persuasion, but the controversy over the appropriate termhiology for plural forms of 

medicine is a rhetorical stmggle for territory. 

Bagley's response to Kaptchuk and Eisenberg's article "Altemative Views on 

Altemative Medichie" also mcludes strong criticism of the attempts to arrive at some 

kmd of accepted termhiology to differentiate scientific medichie and altemative forms of 

medichie: 

"Biomedicme" is not m my dictionary, but hs origui is obvious. 
"Biomedicme" has been deUberately manufactured by Kaptchuk and his 
coUeagues as a label for scientific, aUopathic medicme. ... [W]e no 
longer have "medicme," tradhional, respected, and scientific, with 
"altemative medichie" hangmg around hs fiingeUke a poor relative; but 
"biomedicme" and "altemative medichie," now on equal footmg. We see 
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here examples of the ongomg campaign to confuse the pubUc about the 
very meanmgs of words by redefining them.... (229) 

Bagley's reaction to the shift m termmology echoes WaUace Sampson's strong criticism 

of altemative medicme. In "The Braid of the Altemative Medichie Movement," 

Sampson asserts: 

We now see a new use of an ancient tool used by experts at manipulation of the 
pubUc mmd. Even the words "hoUstic," "altemative," "complementary," 
"unconventional," and "unorthodox" are mvented euphemisms mtended to 
mislead. They are benign terms covermg a vast array of practices - most of them 
unproved, dubious, disproved, absurd, and fraudulent. Any poUtician knows one 
must find an enemy, even a straw one, to win elections. 

WhUe our culture has sufficient distance from the magical power of nammg recognized 

hi oral culture, names are stUl potent tools in creatmg boimdaries and easements between 

different discourses. Critics Uke Sampson perceive chaUenges to the estabUshed reahn of 

medichie hi much the same manner that Plato regarded the rhetorical maneuvers of the 

Sophists. Science started with Plato's notion of a reahn of absolute tmth that would be 

unmune from the relative tmths and rhetorical prowess of the Sophists. In Ught of 

"ahemative" practices that chaUenge the closed reahn of science, efforts to mamtam a 

reahn of static tmth— free of the influence of rhetoric— and to maintam the boundary 

between scientific medichie and "nonscientific" approaches to medichie have presented a 

chaUenge. 

In sphe of the proclahned distance between science and rhetoric, the stmggle to 

find appropriate termmology highUghts the fact that language is not neutral, "reaUty" is 

not necessarUy fixed, tmth is not thneless, and rhetoric does hnpmge on a reahn that has 

clahned to be free of hs mfluence. The termmology debates evhice how rhetoric does 

play a role m perceptual, if not epistemological, changes. As Kuhn has pomted out, 

"[N]o part of the ahn of normal science is to caU forth new sorts of phenomena; mdeed 

those that wUl not fit the box are often not seen at aU" (24). When new phenomenon is 

seen, assignhig an appropriate name becomes a means m which to tame h or fit h mto the 

existmg framework. Altemative medichie is a persistent anomaly that has made hself 
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visible throughout history, but h is especiaUy now because of the vast numbers of people 

who seek care outside of the boundaries of "medichie." 

WhUe altemative forms of medicme have typicaUy existed hi the margms of 

biomedicme, theh- vaUdity has been held m check by the capacity of science to verify hs 

results and to produce "evidence-based" cures. As an aberrant science at best, altemative 

medichie has a dubious history that is cogent only hi the organized efforts to oppose h or 

hold h at the fiinge of scientificaUy vaUd forms of medichie. Kaptchuk and Eisenberg 

report that m the early 1800s, there was an organized opposition to altemative medichie. 

This "first wave" of organized opposhion hicluded Thomosonians (botanical heahng), 

Grahamites (health food advocates), homeopaths, hydropaths, and mesmerists (190). 

Kaptchuk and Eisenberg go on to say: 

Beghining at the end of the 19"" century, a second advance was 
spearheaded by the osteopaths, chhopractors, dmgless practhioners, and 
Christian Scientists. 

HistoricaUy, the ammunition of the medical conflict hicluded rhetoric, 
legislative maneuvers, and nonfratemizmg clauses. ... In 1847, the 
American Medical Association was founded to erect a barricade between 
orthodoxy and hregulars. (Varieties 2, 190) 

It is mteresthig to note the battle metaphor that Kaptchuk and Eisenberg employ to 

describe altemative medicine's opposhion to biomedicme. However, the movement 

toward altemative heahh care today seems to have a different tenor than the "opposhional 

movement" described by Kaptchuk and Eisenberg. Whereas the AMA was erected as a 

barrier between biomedichie and altemative medichie, the CouncU of Complementary 

and Altemative Medicme (CAM) was created m 1993 to explore ahemative therapies, 

and hi 1996, the AMA recommended that medical education mclude information about 

complementary and altemative practices. It seems that the AMA has transformed what 

many regard as an opposhional movement mto a movement toward "mtegration." 

As Ernst pomts out m "The Rise and FaU of Complementary Medicme," efforts 

to disparage other forms of heaUng "go beyond long-standmg attacks on quackery, and, 

arguably, reflect physicians' concerns about theh loss of medical power m aU Westem 
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countries" (235). Some of that power can be translated mto the money that people have 

been wUUng to spend on altemative health options, but addhionaUy, the choice to seek 

options that faU out of the range of the control of biomedichie translates mto a loss of 

power from a domam that has monopoUzed the "tmth" about disease and hs treatment. 

Just as GundUng clahns that the term "aUopathy" "hnpUes that our system of practice is 

merely one of many from which a discemmg health care consumer may choose," the 

presence of altemative medicme opens up a reahn of options that are not under the 

control of scientific medicme. TypicaUy, biomedicme has adopted a proprietary stance 

toward medichie, which is evident hi Sampson's assessment of the ahemative movement 

m medichie: "There has always been good grazmg along the frmges of medichie. But 

now waimabes are takmg shark bhes out of medicme's flesh. They have perfected 

techniques of sales, propaganda, legal maneuvermg, and poUtical contributmg and have 

reached significant levels of influence." Science and biomedichie have developed theh 

prowess through a conscious effort to distance themselves from the range of rhetoric. For 

many staimch crhics of altemative medicme, heaUng is the exclusive property of science, 

and encroachment on this territory has been met with resistance. 

Plato suggested that phUosopher kings would serve as guardians of knowledge 

domams because of theh discerning wisdom, and physicians have assumed that role and 

have conthiued to mtercede when a "less mformed" pubUc attempts to breach the tmths 

of a knowledge domam. As an mstitution, backed by science, biomedicme has erected 

very strong boundaries. The research end of biomedichie discovers effective, "evidence-

based" cures and technical procedures, and physicians sanction treatment. Much Uke 

Plato's one-way transfer of mformation from the static reahn of tmth, biomedicme has 

developed mto a model of unUateral transaction. The physician's aUgnment with the 

tmth of science has precedence over the patient's unreUable experience of Uhiess. 

Conventional medicine foUows a patemaUstic model m which the physician's expert 

knowledge and wisdom guides what is best for the patient. The physician's way of 

knowing is very different from the patient's way of knowing. Whereas the physician 
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reUes on speciaUzed trammg, objectivity, logical, and a methodological approach, the 

patient has merely his own subjective experience. 

The patemaUstic aspects of conventional medichie may contribute to fact that the 

majority of patients do not teU theh- physicians that they are usmg altemative therapies 

because they fear bemg judged, scolded, or lectured by theh doctors who feel obUgated to 

protect the patient from dangers of treatments that exists outside of the sphere of proven 

therapies. The movement toward ahemative forms of medicme suggests a shift of power 

mitiated by people who seek care outside of the boundaries of scientific medichie and 

then foUowed by a movement withm medichie to reclahn hs audience by "mtegratmg" 

therapies that exist outside of its boundaries. As Amy Koerber pohits out in "Kahos m 

the History of Medical Discourse on Breastfeedhig and Immunity," breastfeedmg was 

once resigned to the area of foUc medichie untU conventional medichie understood the 

value of breast milk and promoting the practice as if it were always medical doctrine. 

Furthermore, cithig digitalis as an example of an ahemative medicme that persisted m the 

margins and was eventuaUy was admitted hito mainstream medichie, Wayne Jonas pomts 

out that, historicaUy, conventional medichie has enfolded altemative medicines that were 

once denounced. 

AUopathic medicme's patemaUsm has been chaUenged by not only the pubUc's 

mterest m ahemative medicme but m many cases, the patients' knowledge exceeds the 

physicians' knowledge of altemative modes of heaUng. Accordmg to Brenda PaUc 

Sunoo, "75 percent of U.S. medical schools currently offer mstmction m complementary 

and altemative therapies-though not because the AMA endorses h. On the contrary, 

patients are askmg doctors to recommend or provide ahemative treatments-many of 

which the latter know Uttle about." Dr. Brian M. Berman, dhector of the Complementary 

Medicme Program at Bahunore-based University of Maryland School of Medicuie 

clahns, "There's a gap right now. The consumers are more educated about some of these 

therapies than the physicians themselves" (qtd. m Sunoo). In regards to altemative 

medichie, physicians are often less mformed than are theh- patients, and the unUateral 
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transaction common hi the biomedical settmg has shifted, leavuig the physicians without 

the power and control that they customarUy held. 

If, as Sampson suggests, ahemative medicme is encroachmg on the terram of 

standardized medichie, m an effort to regam some control, conventional medichie is 

attemptmg to tame the unwieldy coUection of ahemative health options that have 

threatened hs monoUthic status. Includmg altemative practices under the umbreUa of 

conventional medichie does not necessarUy mean that biomedicme has embraced the 

metaphysical dunensions of altemative heaUng nor recognized the vaUdity of a patient's 

subjective experience. As Kaptchuk and Eisenberg pohit out m "Varieties of HeaUng. 1": 

[Ajltemative medichie may provide a vehicle for estabUshment medichie 
to become more consumer-sawy and to "placate" pubUc dissatisfaction 
with such perceived mamstream health care problems as the unpersonaUty 
of medical technology or the absence of robust patient-physician 
relationships. In addition, emerging economic and legal forces 
undoubtedly play a huge role m the recent rapprochement. Perhaps 
because h is beleaguered from battles on other fronts, orthodox medichie 
has simply abandoned its cmsade against altemative medicine. (193) 

The move to hitegrate ahemative practices is motivated by what can be perceived as an 

effort to reconcUe the pubUc's loss of faith m biomedicme's heroic status, to address the 

SterUe aspects of the praxis of medichie, to caphahze on a thrivmg ahemative market, and 

to regain control of its boundaries. In short, biomedicuie is losmg hs persuasive appeal 

and is seeking to bolster its hnage by chartering the persuasive elements of ahemative 

medichie. The portrait of medicme as a hero "beleaguered from battles on other fronts," 

too weary to stave off the opposhion from ahemative practices is m sharp contrast to the 

keen uiterest expressed m pacifymg the pubUc and leaning mto a thrivmg market. As 

Porter pohits out: 

Modem medichie has become synonymous with complex mfrastmctures 
and towering superstmctures: with univershies and professional 
organizations, muhi-national pharmaceutical companies, and msurance 
combmes, hosphals doubUng as medical schools, research shes and 
lobbies, government departments, mtemational agencies and corporate 
finance. (668) 
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If medichie is mdeed "beleaguered by other battles," these battles have Uttle to do with 

hidividual patients who seek treatment and more to do with the complexity of the 

stmctures m which h is embedded. Biomedicme has been chaUenged m recent tunes by 

hs mabUity to "conquer" diseases such as AIDS and cancer, but medicme's heroic status 

has been compromised because h is no longer practiced as the art of healmg. In 

Kaptchuk and Eisenberg's terms, "the unpersonaUty of medical technology [and] the 

absence of robust patient-physician relationships" surely contribute to hs loss of power to 

a coUage of altemative treatments that do not share the prestige of biomedicme nor hs 

scientific backmg. WhUe Kaptchuk and Eisenberg themselves may be placatmg theh 

more resistant coUeagues with the lure of altemative medichie's "consumer savvy," an 

aUiance with altemative medicme has advantages for biomedichie m terms of bolstering 

hs lack of pathos and improvhig hs financial base. As Kaptchuk and Eisenberg uidicate 

m "The Persuasive Appeal of Alternative Medicuie," "Altemative medical therapies 

provide patients with the generous rhetorical embrace of a benevolent 'nature'.... The 

science of altemative medichie is uhhnately 'person friendly.' Its language is one of 

soUdarity, unity, and holism histead of the distant, statistical, and neutral conventions of 

normative science." A merger of biomedichie and altemative medicine would enhance 

health care, but many issues are difficult to resolve hi such a merger. 

Defining and understandhig altemative medichie as more than a loose assortment 

of practices that exists outside the range of "normal," or "conventional" medicuie has 

become hnportant for those withhi the biomedical community as they seek to understand 

the appeal of such therapies, to evaluate these therapies, and to hitegrate these therapies 

without compronusmg the basic core of theh discipUne. Admittedly, altemative 

medicuie is a diffuse coUection of practices that resists both quantification and 

classification. In "Varieties of HeaUng. 2: A Taxonomy of Unconventional HeaUng 

Practices," Kaptchuk and Eisenberg make a tentative effort to create a taxonomy of the 

seenungly disparate array of ahemative therapies. With the deftness of Aristotle, they 

spUt "unconventional" medichie mto two broad categories: "mamstream" complementary 

and altemative medichie (CAM) and a more culture-bound, "parochial" unconventional 
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medichie. They suggest that the CAM component could be divided mto professional 

groups, layperson-mitiated popular health reform movements. New Age heaUng, 

altemative psychological therapies, and non-normative scientific enterprises whUe the 

parochial category could be divided hito ethno-medicme, reUgious heaUng, and foUc 

medichie. 

Obviously, the modaUties that appeal to the general pubUc are of the greatest 

mterest to biomedicuie, and Kaptchuk and Eisenberg divide altemative medicme mto two 

categories that might be translated, from a biomedical perspective, as ahemative 

medicuie that is operational and ahemative medicme that is unusable. Although the 

theoretical foundation altemative modaUties is not m aUgnment with biomedicme, many 

of the practices or approaches to medichie m the "mahistream" category have a 

systematic basis, cognitive foundations, methods of training that can be standardized, or— 

at the very least—written accounts and/or histories. 

The framing of healers within the parochial category, however, is much too 

difficult to standardize. For example, m "ProfessionaUzation of Indigenous Healers," M. 

Last points out that "tradhional" healers are a diffuse group and "theh knowledge and 

practices so rooted hi local contexts that they cannot be effectively standardized" (254-

258). Hehnan also pohits out that foUc healers often mherit theh role, or they are bom 

with certam portends of theh heaUng abUity, or they receive a gift that theh community 

recognizes (55); thus, standardizing theh trainmg is not feasible. ShnUarly, reUgious 

groups typicaUy have rituals, practices, and ceremonies that are exempt from any effort to 

regulate theh practices. Hence, the altemative medichies that Kaptchuk and Eisenberg 

have assigned to the "parochial' category are the most resistant to bemg integrated hito 

mahistream medichie. WhUe the taxonomy that Kaptchuk and Eisenberg suggest is 

useful, h seems most useful for creatmg an hitegrated system wherem certam altemative 

modaUties can faU more closely hi line with the medical system aheady m place rather 

than exammmg ahemative medichie on hs own ground. 

Kaptchuk and Eisenberg are not the only scholars who have tried to create a 

taxonomy for altemative medichie. In Health in the New Age, EngUsh-Lueck suggests 
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that altemative therapies could be categorized as physical mterventions, such as 

acupuncture, polarity, and chh-opractics; diet and chemistry, such as herbology, vitamm 

therapy, and naturopathy; dhect energy mtervention, such as homeopathy, psychic 

heaUng, and hmovative psychology; and self-exercise therapies, such as yoga, and 

Alexander techniques (19). In addhion, Tumer suggests that CAM therapies be classified 

by emphasis and methods of care and treatment (qtd. hi Fumham). Based on a survey of 

the general pubUc's perceptions and use of CAM, m "Complementary and Altemative 

Medichie" Adrian Fumham proposed that a pattem of classification emerged that 

mcluded categories Uke art therapy, taUc therapy, "foreign techniques," and what 

Fumham caUs the "big she": acupuncture, chfropractic, homoeopathy, medical herbaUsm, 

naturopathy, and osteopathy. Accordhig to Fumham these modaUties "are often grouped 

together by lay people, presumably because they see them as most estabUshed and 

regulated." Along with determmhig the eflScacy of altemative practices, the aspect of 

regulation looms as one of the most cmcial issues m biomedichie's assessment of 

altemative medichie. As altemative medicme becomes more popular with the 

mahistream pubUc, some form of regulation seems sensible, yet the standards and 

measures used to regulate altemative therapies is of great concem to both conventional 

and altemative medicuie. 

The trend toward standardization of ahemative modaUties is evident m the 

mcreased regulation for the trammg and Ucensure of practitioners. Accordhig to Jeanne 

Dbcon who is a Ucensed acupuncturist, massage therapist, and herbaUst: 

Ten or twenty years ago, h was possible to leam ahemative medichie by 
apprenticeship. However, those venues are for the most part closed. 
Today there are mles m place for trammg and Ucensure. I guess in some 
ways h's good, but h reaUy does chaUenge how some forms of altemative 
medicuie were tradhionaUy studied and passed down.... I have noticed 
that there is mcentive withhi acupuncture to make the tramhig thorough 
enough so that acupuncturists wiU be seen on the same level as physicians, 
but I am not sure where this is aU gomg to go. 

Attempts at regulation are also evident in the herbal medichie. In 1994, efforts on the 

part of the FDA to regulate vitamms and herbal supplements were met with resistance. 
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and as a result, the FDA determhied that vitamms and herbs could be freely marketed but 

with restrictions on the labeUng of such products. Smce 1994, the mdustry has conthiued 

to grow. In "Messhig with Mother Nature," Thomas Moore pohits out that there is an 

overaU perception that herbal supplements and vitamms are harmless and "natural." 

Moore provides a detaUed account of the dangers of some herbs, mcluduig ephedrine, 

comfrey, and certam hormones. He also brmgs to Ught several extreme cases of the 

adverse effects of herbal supplements, chhig several studies that discovered 

uiconsistencies m dosages listed on labels and m the purity of certam herbal products. 

Moore's article raises hnportant issues regardmg the regulation and standardization of 

herbal medichie and pohits out a fuzzy area of altemative medichie that seems rife with 

possibiUties for the kind of regulation that has created stringent boundaries for access to 

prescription medichies. Based on the 1994 pubUc response to the FDA's attempts to 

regulate herbal supplements, there was and remams strong opposhion agahist such 

boundaries. There is a legithnate concem that under the regulatory eye of the FDA, 

restrictions placed on herbal supplement and strict poUcies enforced for Ucensure of 

ahemative practhioners wiU spawn a new order of "phUosopher kmgs" who stand as 

gatekeepers to altemative medicines. 

As Kaptchuk and Eisenberg pomt out toward the end of "Varieties of HeaUng. 1: 

Medical PluraUsm in the United States," questions loom regardhig the medical 

profession's role m absorbhig evidence-based therapies versus those that provide 

marketmg advantages. EquaUy hnportant is the degree to which ahemative medicme wiU 

be "asshnUated, 'co-opted,' or tmly hitegrated mto a smgle new 'system'" (193). They 

voice hnportant concerns, and h is clear that rhetoric wUI and should play a role in the 

future dhection of heaUng practices. Conventional medichie has invested much effort to 

avoid a Uaison between both altemative medichie and rhetoric, and now m hs efforts to 

mtegrate some altemative therapies, rhetoric wiU be valuable m guidmg the that hiterface. 

WhUe science has clahned an aperspectival stance hi the discovery of factual knowledge, 

perspective is germane m determmhig the future relationship of biomedichie and 

altemative medichie. 
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Eisenberg has been able to utUize his poshion withhi the estabUshed medical 

community to brhig a greater awareness to the issues surroundmg ahemative medichie. 

Even though pioneers Uke Herbert Benson have been explormg the hiterface between 

biomedicuie and altemative heaUng for decades, Eisenberg gamed notoriety m the 

altemative movement because of his "landmark" study that documented what most 

considered an unprecedented use of altemative medichie. Eisenberg has foUowed up his 

orighial study with a stream of articles, a subsequent study that revealed an mcreased use 

of altemative medicine, and a series of monographs on herbal remedies. As Kuhn 

observed, only competing theories from core members of the scientific community have 

the power to evoke changes, and Eisenberg has gamed a strong voice m the medical 

community regardhig hitegration of ahemative therapies into the biomedichie. 

Eisenberg received his M.D. from Harvard Medical School m 1981, and part of 

his framing mcluded Chmese medicme. He is currently the dhector of the Center for 

Altemative Medichie Research and Education at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 

m Boston. It is clear that Eisenberg has strong credentials and is strivmg to integrate 

certam forms of altemative medichies. WhUe Eisenberg has promoted "muhiple 

narratives" hi medichie and plural approaches, Eisenberg presented his poshion 

concemmg the hitegration of ahemative and biomedichie m an mterview with GaU Harris 

for the PBS program Body and Soul. Eisenberg stated: 

In the absence of controUed scientific experhnents, we don't know which 
complementary therapies are useful and which are useless; which are 
bemg pushed by a market with an msatiable deshe to fix, to cure, to 
reUeve, to Uve forever. ... We need to figure out which are real and 
which are hyperbole and hype and charlatanism That's the work I do and 
that coUeagues around the country are domg. We're devoted to 
distmguishmg useful from useless; for clarifymg which work, which 
hnprove outcomes and which do not; which decrease costs, which mcrease 
costs. Then how do you measure those costs, and quaUty of Ufe and 
satisfaction, or the bottom Une. 

Eisenberg is certamly not alone m caUmg for altemative therapies to undergo the test of 

science. When Harold Varmus, Dhector of the National Institute of Health addressed the 
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graduatmg class of Stanford Medical School m 1997, he too emphas^ed the necessity of 

evaluathig altemative therapies based on scientific methods: 

EUmmate the divide between ahemative and conventional. Let's adopt 
another mmd-set: there are methods that work and methods that don't. Or 
methods that have been properly tested, so we know whether they work, 
and those that have not. ... 

Let's convmce the pubUc to adopt more uniform attitudes towards the 
evaluation of therapies and preventive strategies-evaluations based on 
rigorous evidence. Let's replace the uncertamty of anecdote with the 
power of cUnical trials. Let's use modem chemistry to identify the active 
mgredients m promismg ethnopharmacological agents and then test them 
hi the same way we would test synthetic agents designed by stmctural 
biologists. 

Another proponent of standardization of ahemative medichie is Wayne B. Jonas. In 

"Altemative Medichie—Leammg From the Past, Examming the Present, Advanchig to the 

Future," Jonas argues: 

To adopt altemative medichie without developmg quaUty standards for its 
practices, products, and research is to return to a tune m medicuie when 
quackery and therapeutic confiision prevaUed. Modem conventional 
medichie excels hi the areas of quaUty health care and the use of science: 
ahemative medicme must change to adopt shnUar standards. 

It is difficuh to argue agahist the measured approaches that Eisenberg, Varum, Jonas, and 

many others withhi the medical community propose. WhUe they support the hitegration 

of altemative medichie, they msist on careful study of hs efficacy. In essence, what they 

caU for is the kmd of demonstrable proof that Aristotle msisted was at the core of tme 

science, bom out by logical methodologies suggested by Bacon and Descartes hi order to 

arrive at the static tmth about reaUty that Plato beUeved m. The model of science does 

mdeed work. However, uisistmg that altemative medichies be put to the test of science 

seems shnUar to the situation that Roy Porter describes m which medical missionaries m 

the 1800s, convhiced of the superiority of science, aggressively sought to become 

"arbhers of'good' and 'bad' medicme" (36). In this case, good altemative medichie 

seems to be easiest to standardize and regularize. Fumham pohits out that there have 
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been organized efforts to "find regulatory bodies to oversee aU CAM practices" and notes 

that altemative medichie is stUl particularly difficuh to regulate. Licensure m massage 

therapy and acupuncture has become more strmgent m the past few years m an effort to 

regulate these modaUties. Even though theh theoretical foundations are not "evidence-

based," trammg hicludes biology, physiology, and other more concrete elements that can 

be standardized. Altemative medichie, such as "the big sk" seem the most Ukely 

candidates for hitegration because these modaUties are the easiest to analyze or to 

standardize; m other words, m attempts to arbitrate good and bad medichie, these 

therapies seem easiest to manage. 

David Eisenberg, Ted Kaptchuk, Wayne Jonas, Andrew Weil, and others have 

been strong, clear, and courageous voices in efforts to hitegrate ahemative therapies mto 

biomedical practices. However, there is also a distmct proprietary message hi theh 

discussion of hitegration that is difficult to ignore. The stance of these proponents of 

altemative medichie (and theh position within the medical community) prompts 

questions regardmg how hitegration would shnply serve the uiterests of biomedicuie and 

enhance the ethos of an aheady powerful mstitution by not only co-optmg the more 

lucrative aspects of altemative medicme but by also Umithig hs tradhional practices and 

different ways of knowing about Uhiess and heaUng. For example, during a question and 

answer session at the Symposium of Integrative Medichie Professionals m the Land of 

Enchantment (2002), Eisenberg hidicated that he supports nonnaUzmg ahemative 

therapies. He focused primarily on the standardization of homeopathic and herbal 

medicmes, contendmg that the most pragmatic means by which the medical community 

would gather evidence-based support for such treatments would be to mvolve the 

pharmaceutical companies who have the necessary fimds through which to conduct 

research (Symposium). Offeprhig pharmaceutical con^anies such as Heel 

Biotherapeutics and SANUM (Pleomorphic Products) offer proprietary blends of herbs 

and various other products that are avaUable only through a registered physician or 

altemative health care provider. 
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The colonization of "hregular" medichies and efforts to bring them under the 

regulatory umbreUa of biomedicme wiU surely create a cascade of changes m the way m 

which medichie is practiced today. Eisenberg and Kaptchuk promote "one system" of 

medichie, and I beUeve that theh efforts go beyond a mere colonization of altemative 

medichie; nevertheless, most efforts to hitegrate ahemative medicme seem based on 

providhig a complement to the present system rather than considermg altemative 

medichie on hs own ground. The "medical pluraUsm" that Eisenberg and Kaptchuk 

clahn "is aUve and weU hi the United States" (PluraUsm 193) wiU undoubtedly change 

when h is put to the test of science and evaluated by the standards and methodologies of 

that domahi. 

Theoretical critiques, however, question the panoptic clauns of scientific 

methodology, suggesthig histead that methodology flmctions Uke a net to fishermen. 

Where we fish, the magnitude of our nets, and the size of the holes in our nets mfluence 

what "facts" we catch. From a constmctivist perspective, "facts" are shaped by many 

complex factors, mcludmg the methods used to mvestigate "facts." Scientific 

methodology has thus far overlooked the reahn of "hregular" medichie, and h wUl Ukely 

conthiue to overlook the metaphysical aspects of altemative medicme because h has no 

tools to isolate and quantify those aspects. In addhion, biomedichie seems to cuU those 

hidividuals who excel at quantification. The National Institute of General Medical 

Sciences (NIGMS) posted the foUowing hi hs News & Events page: 

A vhtuaUy unanhnous concem was expressed that undergraduate students 
are entering graduate programs with hiadequate tramuig in-and 
knowledge of-the quantitative sciences. There is a need for graduate 
programs to identify and recruit students with greater competence m 
quantitative discipUnes and for NIGMS to encourage a greater emphasis 
on quantitative skUls m its trammg grant-supported programs. 

There are numerous articles hi medical journals, replete -with tables and statistics, that 

study the appeal of altemative medicme by quantifymg factors Uke the amount of tune 

spent an ahemative practhioner spends with a patient compared with the amount of thne 

a physician spends with a patient and how many thne a patient is actuaUy touched m each 
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envh-onment. Scientific methodology excels at quantifymg and reducmg data whUe 

overlookmg matters of context and meffable nuances m both ahemative and biomedical 

setthigs. 

When a knowledge domam becomes as monoUthic as the field of science and 

medichie, completmg theories are easUy margmaUzed. In An Introduction to the History 

of Medicine, Garrison asserts that "the material hypothesis has served to clarify concepts 

and to obUterate chUdish mysticism" (685). Of particular mterest is the contrast between 

the description of Chmese medicme hi Garrison's book and EngUsh-Lueck's account m 

Health in the New Age. EngUsh-Lueck describes acupuncture as a complex, highly 

systematic approach mvolvmg over a thousand reference pomts that contribute to 

balancmg the energy that flows m and around the human body (35-38). Garrison 

describes Chinese medichie as: 

.. .what our own medicuie might be had we been guided by medieval 
ideas down to the present thne, that is, absolutely stationary. Its Uterature 
consists of a large number of works, few of which are of the sUghtest 
scientific hnportance. They are usuaUy characterized by reverence for 
authority, petrified formalism, and a pedantic excess of detaU. (73) 

It is obvious that "altemative" practices stmggle for vaUdity agahist a weU estabUshed 

paradigm which has systematicaUy replaced transcendental mterpretations of disease and 

heaUng, optmg for highly mechanical and logical explanations. 

Sampson blames the postmodemism cUmate and constmctivism hi part for 

creatuig an opposhional movement to evidence-based medicuie and faults rhetoric for hs 

role m compromising the tmth-bearing integrity of medichie. Accordhig to Sampson: 

In a strange twist of the braid, constmctivist sociologist-historians of 
medichie in an "altemative medichie" journal have aheady tumed the 
tables on our analysis of language distortion and accused rationaUst 
scientists' use of reaUstic terms Uke quackery, misrepresentation, and 
fraud of bemg merely prejudicial and biased. They caU for more neutral 
terms to describe absurd methods Uke homeopathy. Thus, the strings of 
constmctivism and propaganda complement each other hi the braid. 
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Sampson is not the only one to attribute the rismg mterest m ahemative medichie to 

postmodem and constmctivist or to suggest that the appeal of ahemative medichie may 

he m hs nonconformity to monoUthic, eUte model that biomedichie represents. Astm 

reports that one reason why people report that they use altemative medichie is because 

"they find these health care altematives to be more congment with theh own values, 

beUefs, and phUosophical orientations toward health and Ufe" (National Study 1548). 

AdditionaUy, Astm reported that "a disUke of the reductionist, mechanical model of 

medichie and/or preference for a hoUstic, hitegrative model of medicme" was an 

hidicator for CAM use (Review). For critics of altemative medichie, the ideology of 

altemative medicme is a felse path that leads away from the tmths of science. 

The ideological grounds of the altemative medichie movement have been the 

focus of critiques of altemative therapies just as critiques of science have fueled critiques 

of biomedichie. In "Social and Judgmental Biases that Make Inert Treatments Seem to 

Work," Barry L. Beyerstehi asserts, "Users of unscientific treatments feU broadly mto 

one of two camps." These "camps" uiclude CAM users who are uncritical of the media's 

portrayal of altemative medicine and the other camp consists of people who choose CAM 

"out of a broader phUosophical commitment." Accordhig to Beyerstem, "For users who 

choose CAM on ideological grounds, theh- fondness for these practices is rooted m a 

much larger network of social and metaphysical assumptions. Needless to say, theh 

cosmological outlook differs substantiaUy from the rationaUst-emphicist worldview that 

underUes scientific biomedichie." Beyerstehi goes on to Ust the erroneous reasons why 

people beUeve in the unproven, scientificaUy deficient clauns of ahemative medichie. 

His Ust hicludes factors such as low levels of scientific Uteracy, "an hicrease m anti-

mteUectualism and anti-scientific attitudes ridmg on the coattaUs of New Age 

mysticism," an "mcreasmg social malaise and mistmst of tradhional authority figures," 

and a "disUke of the deUvery methods of scientific biomedichie." In general, Beyerstehi 

blames counter cultural beUefs for the rise in ahemative medichie: 

Today's resurgence of foUc medichie can be traced, m part, to nostalgic 
holdovers from the neo-romantic search for shnpUcity and sphituaUty that 
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permeated the "counterculture" that attracted so many youthful converts 
durmg the 1960's and'70's. The aghig flower chUdren of the '60's and 
'70's now form the backbone of the "New Age" movement wherem 
unorthodox heaUng forms a central thmst. Many of the "baby boomers" 
who spearheaded the earUer movement now find that CAM satisfies the 
mystical longmgs, deshe for shnpler tunes, and naive tmst m the 
beneficence of "Nature" they absorbed during those tumuhuous tunes. 
CAM also resonates with that era's nihc of iconoclasm, reUance on feeUng 
over reason, mistmst of science, and promotion of consumer advocacy. 

Beyerstehi's skepticism of altemative phUosophy is nicely Ulustrated by the March 2003 

issue of Life Extension, "The ULTIMATE Source form New Health and Medical Fmdmg 

From Around the World." The cover resembles a tabloid, promotmg articles Uke 

"Shocking Tmth About Prescription Dmg Side Effects: How You Can Prevent Them," 

"DHEA Grows New Bram CeUs m Old Rats," and "Don't Let Congress Ban DHEA." 

The article, "Medications Side Effects" [sic], written by Jay Cohen, M. D., mcludes 

several table inserts, a format common in scientific writing. Table 1 is titled "Medical 

Experts Agree That Individual Variation Is Common and Matchmg Doses To Patients Is 

Essential." The table includes quotes from medical experts ranghig from Goth's Medical 

Pharmacology to Paracelsus (49). The magazhie gives credence to Beyerstehi's mistmst 

of altemative medichie and substantiates Park's clahns that "[ajhemative seems to define 

a culture rather than a field of medichie—a culture that is not scientificaUy demandmg" 

(67). Further, m "Varieties of HeaUngl.: Medical PluraUsm m the United States," 

Kaptchuk and Eisenberg pohit out that, historicaUy, "regular medicine" upholds dommant 

cultural assumptions; whereas, "unorthodox heaUng" can be seen as an expression of 

protest agahist dommant order (190). Accordhig to Kaptchuk and Eisenberg: 

Also contributmg to the recent reconsideration of altemative medichie is a 
societal acknowledgment of cultural, reUgious, and ethnic diversity. This 
dissolvmg of a smgle modernist medical narrative has formed an mcreased 
awareness of medical pluraUsm. The old cultural war of a dommant 
culture versus heretical rebeUion hi poUtics and reUgion as weU as 
medicme has begun to transform mto recognition of postmodem multiple 
narratives. 
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It has been difficuh for those withhi the field of biomedichie to unagme recognizmg 

"muhiple narratives." Smce Plato poshed the notion of a static tmth that would arbitrate 

the contextual, local tmths that the Sophists espoused, science has developed mto the one 

tme description of reaUty, and other forms of knowhig have been discounted. Addressmg 

the future of altemative medichie, Jonas clauns, "Science has emerged as one of the few 

truly powerful approaches for mitigatmg [the] self-delusionary capacity. The cUiucal 

experimental method, m the form of the randomized, controUed trial, exammes to what 

extent attributions and explanations of these therapies are accurate." Science and 

biomedichie have created the appropriate tools for selectmg the correct version of tmth 

from a plethora of muhiple narratives. 

Beghuiing with Plato's vision of a reahn of untouchable tmth, foUowed by 

Aristotle's msistence on demonstrable proof, and guided by the methodologies that 

emerged in the phUosophies of Bacon and Descartes, scientific medichie has tried to 

reduce multiple narratives mto one version of reaUty, discounting rhetoric and placmg 

Uhiess and heaUng m a reahn beyond the art of persuasion. However, as Klemman 

argues, "The presence of altemative medicme is yet another aspect of the pluraUsm of 

everyday Ufe that is perceived as threatenmg by those unwilUng to hnaghie health, 

Ulness, experience, and health care as havhig plural sources, forms and outcomes" 

{Margins 29). In hs efforts to mtegrate ahemative medicme, acknowledghig muhiple 

narratives and considering plural sources wiU present an mteresting chaUenge for 

biomedichie. 

Altemative medichie obviously attempts to address Uhiess and heaUng m ways 

that are very different from biomedichie. WhUe biomedicme isolates disease, in 

altemative medicme, disease is a dynamic event that takes place m a dynamic 

envhonment. Because Uhiess is so often perceived as part of a larger pattem of 

unbalance, context matters. In The Scalpel and the Silver Bear, Dr. Lori Arviso Alvord 
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provides a poignant example of the contrast between conventional medicme and 

altemative medichie: 

If you were Navajo, I would uitroduce myself to you by teUmg you my 
clans. My father's mother's clan is Tsi'naajhui, the black-streaked wood 
clan; his father's clan is AhUhi Dmee, the salt clan. This would teU you 
not only where I come from but whether I am your "sister," because 
frequently m the Navajo world there are people around who may be one's 
relatives. When I mtroduce myself to you m the white world, I teU you I 
am a doctor, educated at Stanford University, speciaUzmg m general 
surgery. 

In my two worlds I am two different people, defined m different 
ways—m one by my clan and people, hi the other by my education and 
worldly accompUshments. In one by blood, m the other by paper. (8) 

Alvord's description of the two worlds she inhabits provides many msights. In the 

culture of biomedichie, typicaUy people are not identified by theh relationships or theh 

relations, except for a Uneage of geneticaUy Unked diseases. Patients tend to exist m 

isolation, much Uke the illnesses that biomedicme studies. In cultures where foUc 

medicuie is stUl practiced, relations and relationships are cmcial for understandhig the 

health problems of the patient, and the mterlockuig relationships between a patient and 

his or her dynamic envfronment are fundamental m altemative medicme. In the two 

worlds of Alvord, there is the fluidity of blood and oral commimication and the stasis of 

paper and mscription. As mentioned earUer m this discussion, the shift from oral to 

Uterate culture has played a role m creatuig the differences between hoUstic and atomistic 

perspectives of heaUng, and Alvord makes a clear connection between oral culture and 

heaUng when she explams, "In many places hi the world when a person is UI, a song is 

sung to heal. For this to be effective, that person must let the song smk mto her body, 

and aUow h to penetrate to even the ceUular level of her bemg" (5). From the perspective 

of biomedichie, such ways of heaUng are typicaUy dismissed as vestiges of oral culture 

yet assumed as reasonable withhi the perspective of alternative heaUng. WhUe flie shift 

from oral to written cuhure seems to preclude a tach beUef m the heaUng properties of 

song, the shift from Uterate to electronic culture does provide a means, a metaphor so to 
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speak, for understandhig the dynamic, non-local explanations of heaUng that rise from the 

quantum end of medicme. 

There is an easy connection between the advent of electronic media and dynamic 

perspectives that are emergmg m various fields, mcluduig PNI and quantum approaches 

to medichie. The ubiquity of the body's receptor shes, the diffuse non-local connections 

purported to exist m dynamic and complex chemical mteractions, and the associative 

logic that lays down networks of neural connections have obvious paraUels to some of the 

technology of electronic culture. WhUe the connection between dynamic hiterpretations 

of the body's functions, faciUtated by various new forms of technology and theoretical 

approaches that utUize non-Unear analyses, and the development of electronic media 

cannot be reduced to a shnple causal relationship, electronic media has provided a 

correlative—a metaphor—for understanding the body as a complex dynamic system rather 

than the stUl life object that guided our perception for centuries. In other words, because 

electroruc media fecUitates makhig 'non-local connections' to various 'receptor shes' 

through a complex network that is capable of contracthig and spreading vhnses, the 

notion that the body fimctions dynamicaUy is much easier to understand and to accept. 

Ong and Havelock's theory of the mtricate connection between shifts hi media and the 

fecUitation of new types of knowledge may contribute to the hicreasmg acceptance of 

emergmg theories withm fields Uke PNI. As Ken Baake points out m "Language Issues," 

h is hnportant to resist neat metaphoric connections. However, electronic media has 

fostered a shift from purely Unear perspectives on knowledge to the kmd of non-Unear, 

associative ways of knowhig that seem to pervade altemative theories of heaUng. 

Material evidence, static fects, and the demonstrable proofs-matters that were 

cmcial for Aristotle m dividmg science and rhetoric-have become foundational to 

biomedichie. Bmte facts have been m the foreground of biomedical approaches to 

heaUng, and reductive, Unear methodologies have led to the discovery of those bmte 

facts. Altemative medicme, however, tends to emphasize mterconnections rather than 

isofeted objects and material facts. Many ahemative therapies bypass the material 

hypothesis by promotmg the notion that Uhiess is part of a larger energetic pattem and 
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cannot be fliUy understood as an isolated phenomenon. Because the notion of energy 

rather than entity underUes so many altemative practices, Uhiess is more maUeable than 

the bmte nature of facts. By emphasizhig the contexts and the patterns of Uhiess rather 

than Ulness as an mcontestable fact, altemative therapies often focus on shiftmg patterns 

m an effort to help the patient restore balance. 

Admittedly, many aspects of altemative heaUng are suspicious, and the aUgnment 

of altemative heaUng with a "New Age" movement has created some interesting 

compUcations m understandhig altemative medicuie. Often New Age phUosophies of 

heaUng hnport the ideas of ancient heaUng practices mto mamstream culture and loosely 

employ concepts from quantum physics to explam these practices. Many New Age texts 

exempUfy a tentative effort toward the hybridization of ancient practices and a 

contemporary (albeit dUuted) understandmg of quantum appUcations m heaUng. Deepok 

Chopra's work is a primary example of an attempt to connect ancient Ayuvedic 

principles with quantum physics. The fame, wealth, and professional status of Chopra, 

along with his proUferate and popular books on heaUng, have made hhn an icon hi the 

realm of the New Age. WhUe lesser known than Chopra, Alberto VUloldo hi Shaman, 

Healer, Sage: How to Heal Yourself and Others with the Energy Medicine of the 

Americas blends the ancient knowledge of Inka shamans with a cursory explanation of 

the role of neuropeptides m heaUng. In the "Prologue," VUloldo explams, "The 

techniques for heaUng with spfrh and Ught m this book are my contemporary 

rehiterpretation of ancient heaUng practices" (1). VUloldo goes on to express that the 

heaUi^ techniques he develops m his book origmate "from remnants of a nearly forgotten 

Inka practice for heaUng through the Lummous Energy Field" (1). It is easy to 

understand how a scientist could take exception to loose origm, development, and 

methods of certam New Age heaUng practices, particularly those that hivoke nonmaterial 

phenomenon such as a "Lumhious Energy Field" (whose vahdity is not necessarUy 

assured because of the caphal letters attached to the phrase). 

In addition, the descriptive, narrative approaches often used m New Age books 

about heaUng contrast the detached academic, technical style of biomedichie. WhUe 
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articles m medical texts are replete with tables, graphs, and charts that display statistics. 

New Age texts often mclude Ulustrations of chakras and shnpUstic rendhions of concepts 

such as bUss. In sphe of a hoUstic phUosophy that berates the Unear approaches of 

science, many New Age practices hivoke theh own causal chams. In "The Aura of 

WeUness," Catherine L. Albanese summarizes Barbara Brennan's theories of energy 

heaUng m Light Emerging as foUows: '"[Wjhere the core Ught emerges, h brings health. 

Where h is blocked, dis-ease occurs.' So Uhiess was, at base, 'blocked creativity,' and 

healing meant lettmg the Ught emerge." The causal chahi of events that contribute to 

Ulness and conversely permit heaUng is clear, but the mechanisms mvolved are not as 

easy to map. Consequently, many New Age theories of heaUng and disease are 

predicated on the hnpalpable, and whUe these theories are often elegant, they elude 

scientific approaches to medichie. 

Altemative heaUng, through hs association with the New Age and with ancient 

healing practices, imbues medicme with a warm, magical quaUty that is often lackuig hi 

what is perceived as the cold, sterUe logic of scientific medicuie. CertairUy the pathos 

that is associated with altemative medichie has contributed to hs mcreased popularity, but 

the 'warm, fuzzy' aspect of altemative medicine is only one aspect of its popularity. In 

"The Therapeutic Relationship Under Fh-e," Marrijoy Kehier explams that CAM users 

experience reUef from symptoms that conventional doctors could not address. Accordmg 

to Kebier's interpretation of the numerous studies and surveys of CAM users: 

[T]he popularity of CAM practhioners can be attributed hi large part to the 
search for reUef from persistmg chroruc condhions.... WhUe physicians 
have had extraordmary successes with many acute Uhiesses .. .they have 
not been able to offer much assistance to theh patients who suffer with 
chronic problems.... Physicians often discourage patients from presenthig 
pamfiil chronic conditions as theh prunary problems because there is Uttle 
they can do to help. 

Thus, hi addhion to supplying pathos, altemative therapies often address condhions that 

conventional medicuie does not. 
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In tandem with the growing mterest m altemative modaUties, therapies are readUy 

avaUable today, particularly m comparison with the past generation. As weU, the stigma 

of eccentricity that accompanied CAM users has eased. A generation ago, "massage 

therapy" was often used as a front for sexual services, buyuig a yoga mat, yoga clothh^, 

or even "Yoga m a Box" would have been difficuh, and medhation was more commonly 

associated with the moment of sUence that replaced prayer m social setthigs. Twenty 

years ago, h would have seemed absurd for a physician to suggest meditation, but m "Say 

'Om' Before Surgery," Mehmet Oz, a cardiovascular surgeon, clahns, "Every patient 

who comes to Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center hi New York City for a heart 

operation is offered an optional program of massage, yoga and meditation." In the last 

ten years, trammg centers have cropped up aU over the United States offerhig Ucensure or 

certification in massage, Oriental medicuie, herbal medichie, yoga, and energy healing. 

Books about the secret and hidden heaUng practices have found a strong niche m 

bookstores, mcludmg large chams Uke Bames and Nobel. Elena AvUa's Woman Who 

Glows in the Dark: A Curandera Reveals Traditional Aztec Secrets of Physical and 

Spiritual Health and Alberto ViUoldo's Shaman, Healer, Sage: How to Heal Yourself 

and Others with the Energy Medicine of the Americas are good examples of 

contemporary society's uiterest m foUc heaUng. 

The commercialization of such knowledge, however, seems to encourage and to 

redfrect people's quest to find the elusive "magic buUets" that once belonged to the 

domam of biomedichie. In Turning East, Harvey Cox notes that certaui Eastem practices 

have been translated hito products that emphasize self-fiilfiUment rather than a process of 

ego-emptymg (139). Practices that were once sacred or which requhed long, arduous 

trammg and often great sacrifice have appeared as the latest way to do-it-yourself 

heaUng. Deepok Chopra promises "ageless bodies" and what seem Uke effortless 

approaches to heaUng. Whereas ancient practices of meditation and yoga emphasized 

self-denial and the surrenderhig of ego as a path to heaUng, New Age practices often 

prescribe a path to personal fiUfiUment. The Zen koan "The bam has bumed down. Now 

I can see the moon" is pomtless for an anxious pubUc who wants to see the moon without 
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sacrificmg the bam. In sphe of the do-h-yourself approaches of New Age therapies and 

the emphasis on self-empowerment, the zeal of some of hs practhioners contradicts this 

clahn. In Buddha in the Waiting Room, Paul Brenner declares: 

Desphe hoUsm's many and correct emphases, and responsibUity, I have 
leamed never to get sick at a hoUstic medical convention. Healers of 
every sort, shape, and size wUl pour out of the woodwork to save you from 
karmic death, nervous "breakthroughs," or lower back pam. They'U apply 
Shiatsu, acupressure, acupuncture, rolfing, and polarity.... My current 
antagonism is not dhected at the ahemative therapies themselves as much 
as h is at those mdividuals who proselytize new "cures" under the guise of 
New Age medichie. (110-11) 

"New cures" are somethnes derived from ancient, hidden teachuigs or lost herbal 

concoctions. In a lengthy advertisement for "Antibetic," a product marketed for diabetics 

by Gero Vita Laboratories, John Welbum, the "Science Edhor," announces a "Solution to 

Sugar Problems Found Wrhten on Dried Pahn Leaf m Ancient Sanskrit!" Welbum 

begins the "article" by explaining, "In the olden days, doctors often kept theh remedies a 

secret and only passed them on to theh sons. It's speculated that the doctor holdmg this 

formula may have been kiUed.. .before he had a chance to explam the formula to his son" 

(1). Welbum goes on to teU the story of how some ancient palm leaves feU into the 

hands of P.E. Balaram, a man who was tryuig to save his father from the ravages of 

diabetes. "Fortunately, as Welbum explams, Balaram "had a degree m botany and had 

begun his career as a botanist untU he decided to become an entrepreneur" (2). WhUe h 

would be thne consuming to summarize the rest of the article, the bold-faced headmgs of 

the sections hiclude: "Makes Blood Sugar Normal but Never Too Low;" "Anhnals Know 

Which Plants WUl Cure Them;" and "You Never Get Better on Dmgs." A text box 

ulserted at the end of the article clauns, "InsuUn Resistance May Cause Femmization of 

Men and MascuUnization of Women!" (7). At the end of the next article, "Dangers of 

Dmgs Used for Diabetes," there is an hnpressive Ust of references, mcludmg A. V. Dos's 

"Effect of leaf extract of Aegle marmelose (L.) Correra ex Roxb. on histological and 

ultrastmctural changes m tissues of streptozotoxm mduced diabetic rats." The 

advertisement is a wonderful example of rhetoric at hs worst. It employs pathos, ethos. 
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and logos to create tmst m the product, fear of the consequences of not taking the 

product, and mistrust of conventional approaches-aU the whUe relymg on scientific 

termhiology and technical explanations. WhUe Antibetic might be effective, the 

marketmg strategy for the product is rife with logical faUacies. Based on the examples 

provided above, h is easy to understand the skepticism of the ideology and the tactics of 

altemative medichie. As Albanese pohits out, "So the knowledge mdustry grows, along 

with it commodifiction. In postmodem American, the enUghtenment dream of 

knowledge and power for aU has gamed new reaUty and so has sales potential." 

The mterest in altemative products, h seems, shows no signs of remission. 

PahnoUve recently hitroduced aromatherapy dishwashmg Uquid, an obvious change m 

dhection from the sterUe, "anti-bacterial" formula h hitroduced several years ago. 

Johnson & Johnson makes aromatherapy bath products for babies, and Glade promotes 

room fresheners that have therapeutic value. In "Zen and the Art of the ShUl," James 

PoniewozUc pohits to a new fad m advertismg that targets a fuzzy version of "weUness." 

Accordhig to PoniewozUc, "[Ajdvertishig is takmg the language of nontradhional 

sphitual, pseudosphitual, and psychosphitual movements—the jargon of soul, self-help, 

and recovery—much more seriously" (40). He pohits out that CampbeU's soup is now 

"good for the soul" and notes that one aspect of Nabisco's advertising campaign 

highUghts hs "weUness mitiative." PoniewozUc also hicludes the Evian campaign m his 

Ust of products that lean mto the altemative health movement: "Evian transubstantiates 

itselfmto holy water thus: 'A Ufe can be guided by many thmgs. What is fleethig and 

artificial, or what is natural and eternal'" (40). Even without PoniewozUc's promptmg to 

note that "Evian" speUed backwards is "naive," h is clear that advertisers have been 

capitaUzmg on the strength of the altemative health care movement and an unwary pubUc 

hi an effort to seU products. WhUe the concept of "weUness" has been dUuted by hs 

entrance mto the mahistream culture as a commodhy, the marketmg of an altemative 

brand of medichie has met with a captive audience. Shelves m grocery stores burgeon 

with vitamms, herbal supplements, and "natural" products to meet the growing demand 

of mahistream consumers who purchase "altemative" products. 
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The burgeonmg market for products that promote weUness, the blatantly 

rhetorical marketmg strategies, and the efforts to aUgn ahemative medichie (laced with 

scientific termmology) with the ideology of New Age thinking create barriers to a serious 

discussion of altemative medichie. If biomedichie is guUty of tryhig to caphahze on the 

out of pocket expenses that people are wUUng to pay for ahemative treatments and 

products whUe mamtaming hs ethos as a science, altemative medicme is equaUy culpable 

for manufacturhig an ethos that undermhies the sterUe aspects of biomedicuie whUe 

shnultaneously employing the logic and prowess of science. The deluge of mformation 

about altemative methods and products, along with the "nuxed message" rejection of the 

edifice of biomedichie makes a coherent discussion of altemative practices both difficult 

and cmcial. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SHAPE OF ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 

The beUefs that underUe altemative heaUng practices seem sUppery, enigmatic, 

and mcompatible with the tenets of biomedichie. Whereas Plato promoted overarchmg 

tmth, altemative medichie is a loose coUection of eclectic therapies. Plato delegated 

power and authority to phUosopher kmgs to serve as guardians of speciaUzed knowledge, 

yet altemative practices tend to privUege the patients' ovm knowledge of theh bodies. 

The clean, bmary categories that Aristotle appomted do not hold up m altemative 

perspectives of medichie; Uhiess and heaUng are not mutuaUy exclusive. WhUe Aristotle 

estabUshed visual or demonstrable proof as a boundary between science and rhetoric, 

altemative medichie is less concemed about identifymg or provmg the existence of 

iUness as a feet. In addhion, ahemative medichie is hoUstic rather than atomistic, and the 

aggressive tactics that Bacon proposed to vex nature mto yieldmg hs secrets are rare m 

altemative practices. Rather than isolatmg iUness as a distmct phenomenon, altemative 

approaches to medichie take mto consideration contextual features. Whereas Descartes 

msisted on separatmg the mmd and the body, altemative medichie joins them in an 

interactive system, recognizing that affective dhnension can be a cmcial factor in both 

Ulness and heaUng. 

Overall, biomedichie takes an atomistic approach to heahng and has estabUshed 

potent methodologies based on a Unear view regardhig the behavior of phenomenon. On 

the other hand, hoUsm is a basic premise that unites the eclectic coUection of practices 

placed m the broad category of practices deemed "altemative medichie." Obviously, 

there are fundamental differences between ahemative medichie and biomedichie that 

chaUenge efforts to hitegrate the two approaches to heaUng. Focusmg on the differences 

between the two approaches to medicme, however, bypasses one hnportant shnUarity-

namely a commitment to heaUng which underUes aU forms of medichie. 
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Integratmg altemative and biomedichie is difficuh for a number of reasons that 

have been discussed and hnpUed throughout this discussion, but perhaps Nelson 

Goodman aptfy expresses the difficulty of merguig the two systems when he clahns that 

classification systems are "ways of worldmakhig." Every system of medichie, whether h 

is biomedichie or altemative medichie, has hs own mherent logic, and each reflects a 

particular comportment to the world. Devismg taxonomies for altemative medichie m an 

effort to understand how altemative systems map the terram of heahng may be usefiil, but 

these taxonomies are often based on templates provisioned by biomedicuie. Parcehng 

altemative medichie hito categories based on how weU hs various therapies can stand up 

to the logical proofs of science or how easUy specific modaUties can be standardized may 

not be the best approaches to addressmg "complementary" medichie and may sunply 

create new margms for altemative therapies. In addhion, viewing altemative medichie as 

a means m which to replace the pathos that has slowly eked out of conventional medichie 

or considering how to capitalize on the out of pocket expenses that patients are wUUng to 

pay for altemative care wUl not foster a genuhie mtegration conventional and altemative 

forms of medichie. 

HistoricaUy, medichie has been shaped through opposhional movements, social 

forces, and theoretical shifts. Ludmilla Jordanova's "The Social Constmction of Medical 

Knowledge," David Harley's "The Social Constmction of Sickness and HeaUng," and 

Ray Porter's The Greatest Benefit to Mankind are several texts that provide insight mto 

the development of medicine hi Ught of historical and cultural factors. In addhion, a 

critical readhig of Fieldhig Garrison's An Introduction to the History of Medicine reveals 

how historical "fects" are shaped by a strong decidedly modemist perspective. Garrison 

openly margmaUzes altemative medichies such as acupuncture and celebrates the heroic 

mission of science-based approaches to medichie. On the other extreme, m The Post 

Modern Condition, Franfois Lyotard proclahns that we are no longer capable of 

constmcthig universaUzmg narratives or marguiaUzmg viewpohits that do not match the 

grand, noble project of science. Lyotard explams that the margmaUzation of altemative 

views arises because we attempt to mamtam tmth-values detemuned by the viewpomt of 
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science. Although the origms of stable crheria have disappeared m a maze of seff 

vaUdation, Lyotard pohits out that we conthiue to margmaUze voices, experiences, and 

ideas that do not faU mto the dommate narrative of science. From this perspective, the 

margmaUzation of altemative medichie has been an extension of the modemist project. 

A number of scholars have noted a connection between alternative medicme and 

postmodernism, mcludmg David Leiser. Leiser's study of CAM users m Israel connects 

postmodemism with the rise of ahemative medichie m very specific terms: 

[B]road support for CAM hi general, correlated with New Age ideological 
cultural themes (ecology, the paranormal, Eastem wisdom) which share an 
underlyhig framework of demedicaUsation. It did not prove possible to 
cluster respondents mto types, and factor analysis uncovered but a single 
factor. This suggests that subjects combine the organishig factors m a 
pragmatic blend, a findmg congment with a postmodem mterpretation that 
emphasizes the blendmg of high and low, ideological and practical. 

There is a striking mcongmence m how Leiser uses statistical analysis m order to 

feciUtate his findmgs regarding the postmodem perspective of CAM users. In his 

analysis, postmodemism emerges as an adroh metaphor that serves to explain the 

anomaly of altemative medichie's popularity m a way that reduces rather than amplifies 

the issues. There is a tendency to ph modernism agauist postmodemism m an effort to 

understand how h is possible for so many people to adopt medical therapies that have 

such radical foundations, and the postmodem perspective ascribed to CAM users 

becomes a vehicle for further marghiaUzmg ahemative medichie. People who use 

biomedical therapies typicaUy are not poUed m an effort to understand how theh 

preference for conventional medical practices reflects a phUosophical aUgmnent to 

science. Sidestepphig issues of efficacy, altemative therapies can be written off as a 

loose coUection of ideological quhks. 

John Asthi's study of CAM users hidicated that many people who had used 

altemative therapies were not necessarUy dissatisfied with conventional medicine but feh 

that altemative approaches were "congment with theh values, beUefs, and phUosophical 

orientations toward health and Ufe" (National Study 1548). Those values, beUefs, and 
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phUosophical orientations are often attributed to the mfluence of postmodemism The 

emergence of altemative medichie durmg an age that has caUed mto question the anchor 

of science casts altemative medicuie as an opposhional movement hmgmg on 

postmodem doubts about the totaUzmg perspectives espoused by science. Nevertheless, 

ascribhig the altemative health movement to the mfluence of postmodem theory phs 

modernism agahist postmodemism and evades hnportant issues, mcludmg the efficacy of 

altemative therapies. Granted, the most powerful ideologies operate mvisibly m the 

background, but h is safe to reason that most people who use altemative therapies do not 

do so hi order to blatantly chaUenge the foundations of science. 

The easmg of boimdaries between dommant and margmaUzed practices of 

medicine m a postmodem cUmate may have helped bring mto mamstream view 

altemative therapies that are effective though not accountable accordmg to scientific 

methodology. Acupuncture, yoga, herbaUsm, polarity, and healing ceremonies have been 

practiced for centuries. However, these healing practices, along with new altemative 

modaUties, have become popularized in tandem with serious phUosophical questions 

about tmth claims of science. 

Staimch critics, mcludmg Sampson, clahn that altemative forms of heaUng are 

merely constmcts that weakly oppose the evidence-based approaches of biomedichie and, 

consequently, should be dismissed as distractions to the tme work of medichie. 

Obviously, some altemative approaches to heaUng are conspicuously subjective, 

deceptively shnpUstic, and frequently Unear m theh explanations of Uhiess and heaUng m 

spite of a proclahned adherence to holistic principles. WhUe much of the Uterature that is 

classified as New Age heaUng is based on personal experiences that seem farfetched, 

hreproducible, or predicated on seemmgly seff-evident metaphysical principles, these 

texts seem to fiU a gap that the hnpersonal and objective aspects of biomedichie has left 

open. More hnportantly, however, perhaps these texts also help make expUch some of 

the tach elements of altemative therapies and serve, if not to elucidate, to bring forward 

hito discourse some of the basic tenets of ahemative medichie. 
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Even if altemative medichie is merely a spurious movement that wiU be 

neutraUzed or abandoned m Ught of biomedicme's mvestigative prowess, describmg 

altemative medicme as merely an opposhional movement and tryhig to dispel hs beUefs 

because these beUefs are Ulogical and unscientific may not be the best approach to 

understandhig altemative medichie. Neither is championmg ahemative medicme sunply 

because of hs esoteric opposhion to the ideological narrative of science. It might be 

beneficial to consider that the popularity of ahemative medicuie signals a shift m 

people's capacity to consider "other ways of knowing" and to deshe a wider variety of 

healing options than are present hi biomedichie. WhUe that deshe may not be enough to 

justify a shift m a medical system that has been festidiously constmcted around objective 

methods that yield potent resuhs, many ahemative approaches do more than shnply 

oppose a stereotyped perception of biomedicine as a stifling and dogmatic constmct. In 

fact, most systems of altemative medichie do not repudiate the value and necessity of 

scientific-based medicme. 

Aside from academic debates about the veracity of science as the sole way of 

knowhig about the world, the vast majority of the population not orUy accepts science but 

also respects hs prowess and hs accompUshments. Nevertheless, people's experience of 

Ulness is not quantifiable, nor are people isolated from theh envhonments m the way that 

science is able to isolate disease. Most people do not understand the mechanisms that 

biomedichie uses to locate and identify Uhiesses or the technical language, statistical 

approaches, and high-tech diagnostic tools that ephomize the practice of biomedicme, but 

neither do they understand the nuances of postmodemism. People do, however, 

understand the effects of Uhiess m theh Uves. As conventional medicuie moved toward a 

technical, detached, factual study of Uhiess, perhaps h lost touch with hs audience. The 

authorial tendencies, the elevated role of physicians, the mechanistic approaches, the 

focus on Uhiess as pathology, and the separation of mmd and body have attenuated the 

experiential aspects of Uhiess, neglected the context of the patient, and aUgned Uhiess 

with a logical reahn that may not fiiUy consider the dynamics of Uhiess and heaUng. The 

mcreashig popularity of altemative medichie evmces a persuasive appeal that brings 
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rhetoric mto the reahn of medicme m sphe of the pamstakmg efforts to create a reahn 

free of the art of persuasion. 

The resistance m biomedichie to embrace ahemative theories of heaUng is a 

complex issue, and many factors contribute to the boundaries between aUopathic and 

altemative medichie, hicludmg the elevated role of physicians and biomedical researchers 

hi determmmg those boundaries. In sphe of the popularity of altemative medichie, the 

physicians' endorsement of altemative practices may become a big factor hi how 

altemative therapies are hitegrated mto a larger medical system The mtensity of theh 

framing, theh perseverance hi achievmg that trammg, and the responsibUity they acquhe 

once they have completed that training are certamly worthy of respect. 

Nevertheless, among the primary reasons why ahemative medichie has been 

successful is the quaUty of the relationship between the practhioner and the patient. 

Kaptchuk and Eisenberg cite "the absence of robust patient-physician relationships" hi 

biomedichie as an unportant consideration m people's use of ahemative medicme. In 

fact, h is difficult to find an article about CAM that does not mention the problematic 

relationship that has developed between doctors and patients. In "Complementary and 

Altemative Medicine," Adrian Fumham notes factors such as extensive consultation, 

touch, and shared decision making as perceived advantages of altemative practices. 

Fumham asserts that disappomtment with the tradhional orthodox consuhation is a prime 

reason why people choose altemative therapies. Accordmg to Fumham: 

GP's aU too often have Uttle thne, may seem patronismg, or may not fliUy 
examme the patient or touch them. Further, patients are often not asked 
the fuU set of questions they expect to answer for a 'fiUl' diagnosis. In 
short, they are not treated Uke a modem adult consumer. There is a strong 
departure pomt for many CAM practhioners who have much longer 
consuhations, and appreciate patients' need to taUc or be examuied. 

WhUe technological mstruments yield strong, objective data, such technology has 

replaced touch, and physicians are often perceived as merely extensions of diagnostic 

technology. In The Healer Within, Steven Locke and Douglas CoUigan che Laennec's 

mvention of the stethoscope as the first piece of technology that "set mto motion the 
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depersonaUzmg process m medicme" (10). Technical tools often translate the body mto 

pictures and statistics that author the patient's story. Acknowledgmg the work of Arthur 

Frank, m "How to Speak Postmodem: Medichie, lUness, and Cuhural Change," David B. 

Morris asserts, "Modernism, we might say, located the tmth of Uhiess m the doctor's 

story: an objectivist, scientific, biomedical account that regularly assigned medicme an 

heroic role m the progressive, worldwide stmggle agahist disease...By contrast, the 

postmodem narrative of Uhiess mcreasmgly teUs the patient's story." The patient's story 

is often one of discouragement, mthnidation, loss of power, and fiiistration m the wake of 

a powerful and defiiutive version of medicme that ignores the context of a person's Ufe m 

an effort to isolate that person's disease. 

In Living Beyond Limits, physician David Spiegel explores the difficulties 

mvolved hi cUnical encounters, notmg the disparity between the patient and the 

physician's view of Ulness. Spiegel relays the foUowing (lengthy but reveaUng) example 

of a patient's difficuhies m relatmg to her physician: 

Marianne had an oncologist who was competent but bmsque. With tears 
m her eyes, she described a recent encounter: "I just wish she would sit 
down. She breezes mto the room and doesn't make eye contact. She 
writes down in the chart thing I am supposed to do without looking at me 
or discussing them with me. I have been worried about my mcreasing 
pain, and thought about Jane's recent death—she died hi pahi. When I 
asked [my physician] about [a pamful death], she said: 'You're not at that 
pohit yet. Don't worry about h. When h is tune to die, you just close your 
eyes and go to sleep.' She didn't hear me." (240) 

Though extreme, this patient's story Ulustrates the 'absence of robust patient-physician 

relationship' and demonstrates a gap m communication that is not uncommon m 

biomedichie. The patient communicates from a poshion that can be described as pathos 

whUe the physician responds from the poshion of logos. As noted m a previous chapter, 

physicians are habituated to overcome disease and pam; thus, h may be difficuh for them 

to connect with a person's pam and a patient's fear of dymg. Nevertheless, few of us are 

able to move toward death with the placid resignation prescribed by the physician. 
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The anecdotal nature of a patient's dialogue is m sharp contrast to the physician's 

methods of gathering mformation. Confronted with the uicreasmgly compUcated 

demands of the profession, shaped by theh objective tramhig m etiology, and presented 

with countless patients who arrive m pam or m various stages of dymg, h is not 

surprismg that physicians have erected theh charts as shields. In aU fahness, many 

physicians strive to communicate with theh patients, yet a perceived lack of empathy, 

thne, and meanmgfiil dialogue on the part of the physician contribute to rishig popularity 

of altemative medichie. As Fumham pohits out, "In much conventional medichie the 

patient is the passive recipient of external solutions-m CAM the patient is an active 

participant m regahung health." Approaches m altemative medichie do not necessarily 

chaUenge the efficacy of biomedichie or the shicere efforts of physicians. If, mdeed, the 

"altemative movement" is ideological and opposhional, that opposhion is dh-ected toward 

elements m biomedichie such as the eUte poshion and posturing of those who have 

mastered the logical domaui of biomedichie and how the guardianship of that domahi 

translates into praxis. WhUe biomedicine's connection to science provides the necessary 

ethos and logos to amend hs dismissal of pathos, the subjective and affective dhnensions 

of illness, as weU as values and beUef systems, are inextricably tied to the experience of 

illness. 

The suspicious and spurious tramhig of alternative practitioners, particularly foUc 

healers, is often cited as a critique agahist ahemative medichies. Granted, being the 

seventh son of the seventh son or receivhig a vision may not quaUfy one for cUiucal 

practice, but the symboUc roles and the trahung of healers in both foUc culture and m 

conventional medichie have some shnUarities that are overlooked m assignmg physicians 

the role of purveyors of logic. M. L. EUcs suggests, "Medical trammg mvolves both 

acculturation to the heaUng ritual.. .as weU as ritual mitiation of the trainees. Medical 

schools, m a way, are a four-year trial-by-ordeal m which the initiates are first subject to 
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the mental torture of crammmg facts the first two years, then to the physical and 

psychological stresses of the cUnical rotations..." (606). EUcs goes on to pomt out: 

The student learns by domg, by foUowing hi the footsteps of a teacher-m 
a way, the process is often leamed and asshnUated without the student 
resortmg to higher powers of reasonmg. Most of the rituals are founded m 
properly appUed science. Evidence of the ritual aspect of these behaviors 
is the distmst and even outright attack agamst those that deviate from the 
practiced traditions, the extreme of scientific evidence requhed to change 
minds and alter procedures, and the heavy peer pressure to conformity. 
(607) 

It is not surprismg that physicians disparage the loose theoretical framework of 

altemative modaUties and what might be perceived as the specious trauimg of altemative 

practhioners. Training varies widely whhm the reahn of ahemative medicuie and is 

markedly different from the trammg of physicians. In The Body in Question, Jonathan 

MUler suggests that the quaUfications of any healer depends on a central factor—namely 

persuasion: 

A successful healer must identify hhnself with some prmciple which is 
popularly accepted as an authentic basis of medical control. He must 
persuade people that his methods exempUfy somethmg which they are 
predisposed to regard as medicaUy effective. This appUes as much to the 
cUents of a faith-healer as h does m the patients who vish a modem 
cardiologist. (56) 

In Westem culture, the "authentic basis of control" has been biomedicme, yet ahemative 

medichie has become a persuasive movement hi which altemative practhioners have 

managed to gam the trust of a pubUc who is wUUng to pay out of pocket expenditures for 

theh- services. 

The persuasiveness of the physician as a cmcial element m systems of heaUng is 

not a new phenomenon. Hartley Coleridge noted, "[N]either genius nor science wUl avaU 

the physician, if he want confidence m hhnself, and cannot create a confidence m others" 

(qtd. m Harley 431). In 1904, Osier wrote: "Faith m us, faith m our dmgs and methods, 

is the great stock m trade of the profession.. .As Galen says, confidence and hope do 

more good than physic..." (qtd. hiHarley431). A hundred years later, that faith is bemg 
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divided between physicians and ahemative healers. While biomedichie is bolstered by hs 

association with science, the ethos and the logos of the physician have been chaUenged 

by the patient's need for greater autonomy, more empathetic practhioners, and theoretical 

prmciples that the patient can comprehend. As MUler notes, what sways people to place 

flieh- faith m practices outside of biomedichie may be that the "healer acts upon the same 

principles of symboUc potency which the patient appUes to every other aspect of his Ufe" 

(56). Thus, the fahh m logic that guided the constmction of biomedichie isolated not 

only the disease but also the disease from the patient and the patient from larger contexts, 

i.e., 'the other aspects of his Ufe.' 

In "Varieties of HeaUng. 1: Medical PluraUsm m the United States," Kaptchuk 

and Eisenberg note that the "smgle modemist medical narrative" is dissolvmg and 

medichie has begun to recognize "postmodem multiple narratives," yet that recognition is 

stiU very Umited by the fact that science-based medicme cannot apply hs logic to explahi 

something that is not of the same category. WhUe most approaches are systematic, they 

are not systematic hi a strictly "logical" sense. It is extremely difficuh to approach 

altemative medichie on its own ground because that ground is extremely broad and 

irregular, encompassmg a wide variety of practices. In many ways, postmodemism is 

useful to give shape to the hregular ground of ahemative medichie. In sphe of hs 

position against totalizing theories, m many respects, postmodemism has become as an 

extended metaphor, or an overlay, employed to explahi ahemative medichie. In sphe of 

hs clahn to be a 'condition' rather than a theory, the tenets of postmodemism have 

become easy to recite: margmaUzation, multiple perspectives, and the lack of an 

objective poshion are a few of the most conunorUy mentioned. Altemative medichie fits 

the overlay weU. It obviously stmggles for vaUdity agahist a reigning mstitution known 

as biomedicuie, hs muhiple practices reflect muhiple perspectives, and objectivity is not 

a strong demand within the practices of most ahemative therapies. 

Nevertheless, postmodemism is not the only approach employed to explahi the 

phenomenon of alternative medichie. In addhion, chaos theory has been a popular motif 

used to mterpret altemative medichie. The metaphors drawn from chaos and complexity 
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theory contrast the machme metaphors that mfluenced Bacon and Descartes' proposed 

methodologies. The most common, and now cUched, explanation of chaos theory is the 

unpredictable effects of a butterfly flappmg hs wings. SmaU perturbations m an open 

system affect the enthe system m ways that are not easUy foreseen or controUable. From 

this viewpomt, Uhiesses do not merely affect the body, but they also mfluence the 

mterrelationships between patients, theh famUies, and theh communities. Perceivmg 

iUness as a matter of mterrelationships rather than isolated phenomenon is a primary 

issue that distinguishes altemative medichie and biomedichie. Whether or not the imity 

of mind, body, commimity, and contexts beyond is justified by usmg buzz terms from 

quantum physics or simply present m foUc medichie as tacit knowledge that can be more 

coherently expressed because of the emerging field of quantum theory is a matter that 

deserves consideration. 

Chaos theory is obviously more complex than a butterfly flappmg hs wmgs m 

South America and imleashhig an unpredictable cascade of events. As Peter Briggs and 

F. David Peat explam hi Turbulent Mirror, studies hi chaos theory mclude everythmg 

from artificial intelUgence and the Gaia hypothesis to biological systems, population 

changes, catastrophes, weather, traffic patterns, economics, human consciousness, and 

altemative heaUng. Although these areas seem diverse, they are connected in that they 

feature systems which demonstrate self-emergent characteristics, or as lyla Prigogme 

puts h-order out of chaos. In some deep respects, aU forms of medichie put forth an 

effort to restore order from chaos. However, conventional medichie mamtams a Unear 

perspective of Uhiess and heaUng, emphasizmg the body as a closed system m which the 

mechanisms of disease and treatment foUow a predictable order because of the tight 

boundaries m place between soma and psyche, as weU as the patient and the larger 

context of his or her Ufe. In altemative approaches to medichie, those boundaries are 

removed or at least relaxed to the pomt where hiterconnections are too abundant to 

guarantee the kmd of predictabUity typical of a closed system Open systems thrive on 

feedback and change. They are senshive to hutial condhions and smaU changes can 

ampUfy through the system producmg setf-organizmg patterns that resist causal analysis. 
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Elements m the systems are conthiuaUy mteractmg, processmg, and reprocessmg these 

mteractions through elaborate feedback loops. Because non-Unear systems have so many 

mterlockmg elements, dynamic mteractions, and herative feedback loops, they are 

difficult to identify as systems and even more difficult to study. Employmg chaos theory 

to promote any practice of heaUng seems counterproductive given the difficuh and 

complex nature of chaotic systems. Nevertheless, chaos theory may be extremely useful 

hi understanding the dynamic nature of altemative perspectives and therapies m 

medicine. 

In an effort to explam the highly contextual and hoUstic behavior of matter at 

quantum levels, there has been a proliferation of new metaphors: systems are "holistic"; 

ceUs are "mteU^ent;" the observer, the observed form a "seamless whole." The phrases 

are appeaUng and abstract enough to explam a wide range of phenomenon. Obviously, 

assertmg that altemative therapies are effective because 'ceUs are intelUgenf lacks the 

kind of cohesive logic that science requhes. In regard to rhetoric, sunply mvoking terms 

from chaos theory as a way to explam phenomenon assumes that a person wiU be 

convinced of the efficacy of hoUstic explanations of medicme sunply because they are 

offered up hi a turgid style. Nevertheless, adherhig to Bacon's dictum to seek a one-to-

one correspondence between language and thmg is difficuh; on a quantum level, a 

"thhig" is mdetermmate. Metaphoric language and analogy seem to come closer to 

explainuig quantum theory than the concise, situated language that Bacon prescribed. 

Thus, "translathig" the complex aspects of quantum theory has created new metaphors to 

describe the contextual and hoUstic behavior of matter on a sub atomic level. 

Metaphors are not new to science as demonstrated by the machme metaphor used 

that Bacon used to describe the mechaiucal-Uke flmctions of the human body. Indeed, 

metaphors can be extremely usefiil hi understandmg new concepts. Obviously, Aristotle 

recognized theh hnportance when he clahned that "the greatest thmg by far is to be a 

master of metaphor." The hnportance of metaphors m the field of science has been 
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recognized by Ken Baake who examuied issues of language at the Santa Fe Institute. 

Baake asserts: 

Metaphor can open the researcher's mmd to fresh scientific msights that 
might remahi occluded without the powerfiil cognitive "locomotion" that 
metaphor entaUs. Yet, because metaphor is so powerful and perhaps 
mtrinsic to human cognition, h also carries the dangers mherent m any 
powerful tool; metaphoric language can distort the tmth and hnply a 
greater sense of scientific certamty than the results of rigorous scientific 
exploration would support. 

Baake's msight can be aptly appUed to altemative healing. The metaphors of quantum 

theory, which rise out of difficulty of findmg "scientific" language to adequately describe 

behavior on a quantum level, have been transported mto the "New Age" as if they were 

scientific doctrine. With the popularization of "subtle energy fields," "molecules of 

emotion," "the ceU's hiteUigence," and "quantum heaUng" by recognized scientists and 

physicians Uke Barbara Brennon, Deepak Chopra and Candace Pert, the boundaries 

between science and metaphysics have been stretched and commerciaUzed m the pubUc's 

eye, and foUc medichie has been re-scripted to match the language of popularized 

quantum descriptions of ahemative medicme. As Baake pohits out, "[M]etaphors are so 

catchy that they hnply quick-fix, real-world appUcations for a particular theory that 

caimot be deUvered, at least not m the short term." Baake's pomt is saUent to this 

discussion because h is extremely easy to graft theories that share shnUar features and 

just as easy, as Baake asserts, to become so enamored by a metaphor that one "loses the 

flexibUity to see the world outside of the frame of the metaphor." Whether chaos theory 

is useful as shnply a conceptual metaphor-an overlay, so to speak-or as a viable 

approach to studymg Ulness is an hnportant concem. 

Just as the ancients beUeved m the power of words, scientific language today stUl 

caries a dm of vaUdhy merged with an abUity to demonstrate hs tmths logicaUy and 

consistently. It is not uncommon for fields outside of science to borrow hs language and 

concepts. In fact, the field of rhetoric has been known to borrow scientific concepts to 

explam phenomenon withm the field. For example, m "Thomas Kuhn and the Wmds of 
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Change," Maxme Hahston used Kuhn's notion of the paradigm shift to explam changes 

m the field of composhion and rhetoric. In ahemative medicme, such borrowing is 

common. PeUetier notes that the non-Unear approaches that characterize quantum theory 

are mherent m the approaches to Chmese medichie. Chmg Young, PeUetier asserts: 

From the point of view of both Chmese phUosophy and quantum physics, 
the universe is one enormous, hiterrelated process, from the galaxies, to 
this planet, to the mountams, trees, anhnals, molecules, atoms, and 
subatomic reahn. From macrocosm to microcosm, h is evident that there 
are meanmgful patterns from which shigle aspects cannot be separated or 
considered m isolation. (76) 

From that perspective, vexuig nature hi order to tease out extraneous variables, as Bacon 

suggested, is not a methodology that would apply to Chinese medichie or, for that matter, 

most altemative practices. Romanucci-Ross also explores how iUness and heaUng often 

extend beyond the patient and uito subtle contexts that elude the causal mechanisms that 

typify biomedichie. Lola Romanucci-Ross explams that "persons m subsystems mteract 

with each other through complex causal loops m a hierarchy of systems: family, 

community, society. For any mhior dislocation hi a subsystem, this view mamtams that 

one should mvestigate aU possible dislocations throughout the hierarchy" (14). 

Romanucci-Ross pohits out that foUc medichie is particularly evident in the language 

employed by some alterative practhioners: "[T]he practitioners of foUc heaUng borrow the 

termhiology of medical science for symptoms and syndromes, and that of physics for the 

most recent 'buzz words' and buzz concepts" (13). While Romanucci-Ross finds that 

adoptuig termmology facUitates communication between patient and practhioner, Park 

rebukes the effort to justify "new age practices" by borrowmg from science. 

Accordhig to Park hi "Altemative Medichie and the Laws of Physics," 

"[Pjurveyors of altemative medichie have... been quick to mvoke the language and 

symbols of science" because they "want to beUeve that 'natural' heaUng practices can be 

explamed by science." WhUe Park's pomt is vaUd, two mitigatmg fectors should be 

considered. Fhst, foUc medichie does not remake hself mto scientific medichie by 

borrowing hs terms. The "buzz words" reflect a cultural component, a flexibUity of 
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termmology, that biomedicuie does not share because of hs aUgnment with objective, 

thneless tmths and a rigorous regard for precise, technical language. Second, language is 

not always adequate to describe the events that faU out of the range of "normal" 

perception. Heisenberg makes this pomt very clearly throughout Conversations with 

Einstein, even asserting that the very questions we ask are dhected by tradhions or what 

he caUs "prejudices" m language that we cannot escape. Accordhig to Heisenberg: 

When we speak about our hivestigations, about the phenomenon we are 
gomg to study, we need a language, we need words, and the words are the 
verbal expressions of concepts. In the begmning of our hivestigations, 
there can be no avoidhig the feet, that the words are connected with the 
old concepts, since the new ones don't exist yet. Therefore these so caUed 
prejudices are a necessary part of our languages and caimot sunpfy be 
eUnunated. We leam language by tradhion; the tradhional concepts form 
our way of thmking about the problems and determme our questions. (15) 

Whereas Heisenberg and the group of scientists who first theorized quantum theory 

stmggled with 'words connected to old concepts' to explam the hoUstic nature of 

phenomenon at the quantum level, the concept of holism is at the foundation of heaUng 

practices. Thus, the language that has developed from quantum theory tends to 

accurately describe principles that were aheady acknowledged before the discovery of 

quantum theory. Although usmg terms from quantum theory to describe ancient 

practices seems anachronistic, the language does tend to fit. Nevertheless, some modes 

of altemative heaUng exploh the language of quantum theory m an effort to grant greater 

vaUdity to practices that have evolved because of an hitentionaUy loose aflfiUation with 

science. StUl, rebukmg shared termmology or concepts between fradhional practices and 

science should not fiuther margmaUze altemative practices, but the issues of exchange 

brings up some hnportant pomts about mtegratmg altemative and biomedicme. 

Fhst, Porter pohits out m spite of "clear cut distmctions between 'science' and 

'superstition'.. .there has always been a complex, two-way cultural traffic hi knowledge" 

(39). Although conventional medichie may not borrow termmology from foUc medichie, 

h has borrowed some of hs treatments. Remedies such as saUcyUc acid, digitaUs, and 

qumme have migrated from foUc medichie mto conventional medicme and have proven 
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effective for treatmg headaches, heart problems, and malaria. Obviousfy these remedies 

are m a different category from some of the more subtle treatments m ahemative 

medicuie and yield to the type of analysis that satisfies the requhements of science-based 

medichie. Porter notes that even though "eUte medicuie sought to discredh health 

foUdore.. .popular medichie has by no means always been misguided or erroneous" (37). 

WhUe Sairqjson characterizes foUc medichie as consistmg of "quamt ideas and uritathig 

habhs" that appeal to those who want to "explore the past, hopmg to find Answers to 

Everythmg m mysteries," Porter clahns that foUc medicuie is not merely a coUection of 

quamt, simpUstic beUefs: "[It is] a gross nustake to view foUc medichie as a sack of 

bizarre beUefs and wehd and wonderful remedies. Popular medicme is based upon 

coherent conceptions of the body and of nature, rooted in rural society" (37). Agam, 

Porter's defense of foUc medichie is reasonable. The World Health Organization, m hs 

effort to bring health care to everyone by the year 2000, enUsted the help of tradhional 

healing practices, recognrzmg that these approaches could be useful hi treathig disease 

and could ease the burden of providing conventional medical treatment to remote areas 

where tradhional approaches to beating are prevalent. However, Porter does pomt to one 

of the difficuhies m addressmg the vaUdity of tradhional medicine. The "coherent 

conceptions of the body and nature" that characterize foUc medicme create a self-

referential system held together by a set of beUefs that are not widely accepted beyond 

the boundaries of a particular rural society. LUce the local and contextual tmths of the 

Sophists that Plato vigorously opposed, foUc medicine has hs own logic, hs own ways of 

knowing, and its own methods of vaUdation. 

Second, the explosion of mformation about "hidden" heaUng practices and how-to 

approaches has compUcated the definition of altemative medichie by uitroducmg 

approaches that may not cogent apart from theh contexts. If biomedichie has seemed 

insulated because of hs speciaUzed language, tradhional practices have often protected 

theh knowledge from pubUc view. In Nature's Medicine, Joel Swerdlow asserts, 

"Tradhional healers often hide mformation about remedies from feUow tribespeople as 

weU as from outsiders" (256). To substantiate this pohit, Swerdlow ches Albert 
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Schwehzer, who mamtamed a hosphal m West Afiica for 40 years. Schwehzer clahned, 

"Anyone who is suspected of betraymg anythuig about [traditional medichie], and, above 

aU, if h is to a white man, may count with certamty on bemg poisoned" (qtd. m Swerdlow 

256). In an mterview, Leroy Littlebear, former Du-ector of Harvard University Native 

American Program, suggested that the explohation of mdigenous peoples, the 

beUttlement of theh knowledge systems, and disregard for the sacred aspects of native 

people's heaUng ways have resulted hi efforts to cloister and protect theh knowledge. 

For example, "tribal dances" are common exhibhions hi New Mexico, yet the ceremonial 

heaUng dances are closed to the pubUc and carefuUy guarded. In an mterview with 

Navajo elder who asked to be caUed only by his first name, Alfred, he noted that his 

people had ways to heal various aUments, hicludhig cancer and diabetes, but those 

medichies would not work on a white person who had not been raised hi "those ways." 

ShnUarly, hi "The Word is an Instrument of HeaUng" John Coulehan, who is a physician, 

teUs the story of a Navajo man named Hosteen Nez who did not respond to biomedical 

treatments Coulehan provided yet was healed by a "medichie man." Coulehan states, 

"I could not cure Hosteen Nez because I was unable to make the cultural connection that 

would provide him with a way of fixing his symboUc work. His particular iUness did not 

exist (as such) in my biomedical culture" (122-123). Questions arise as to whether 

altemative methods are effective outside of the region hi which the practices are known. 

As Morris questions, "Do the techniques of Navajo medicine lose meanmg outside the 

context of Navajo cuhure? Does yoga repackaged as a portable stress-reduction kit for 

Westem executive retam the meaning hold within Eastem phUosophies of personal and 

cosmic equUibrium?" These questions are not easy one to answer because they address 

the degree to which unmersion m a beUef system mfluences the both the practices and 

efficacy of heaUng and the degree to which context matters. 

As noted. Cox asserts that some Oriental heaUng practices have been 

commerciaUzed to the pohit where the sphitual aspects, which were once theh very 

center, have been abandoned. In yoga, some masters beUeve that sphitual aspects of 

yoga do not necessarily have to be emphasized because the postures and the breath are 
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teachers that can lead the practhioner mto a process of heaUng; others beUeve that the 

commerciaUzation of yoga merely dUutes the practice and Umits the practhioner. To strip 

such practices of theh context and expect accurate and homogenous outcomes is 

chaUengmg because many elements enter mto hoUstic perspectives of heaUng, and h is 

difficult to subject many altemative practices to the criterion of repeatabUity. 

Consequently, withhi the field of biomedicme, there is skepticism regardmg the msulated 

efficacy of altemative practices, particularly foUc heaUng. Jonas asserts, "Clahnmg that 

theh- practices are too 'mdividual' or 'hoUstic' to study scientificaUy, many altemative 

medicme practices hide behmd anecdote, case series, or 'outcomes' research." Clahns 

that altemative practices caimot be studied hi isolation of theh contexts have resulted m 

the same kmd of hostUity that Plato held for the Sophists and have been regarded as 

extended examples of rhetoric's purported capacity to placate or deceive. 

Tlurd, the integration of altemative and conventional medicine is compUcated by 

the sudden and unprecedented avaUabUity of so many options, thus raising questions 

about the unreghnented dhection of contemporary medicine. The 'complex, two-way 

traffic' that Porter noted between forms of medicine has increased m the past generation. 

Popular media promotes an awareness of symptoms in an effort to promote 

pharmaceuticals. In addition, rather than vish a physician, people can tum to a variety of 

mtemet sites, WEBMD for example, 'to leam about symptoms and treatment, and obtam 

valuable coupons' toward the purchase new dmgs, as long as they' ask theh doctors'. 

Shnultaneously, the boundaries of "sacred" knowledge have broken down to some extent, 

evhiced by the popular books that proclaun to reveal the "heaUng secrets" of pocket 

cultures. The "two-way traffic" that Porter noted is far more complex now that the pubUc 

has entered mto the exchange of mfonnation. A hybridization of altemative and 

biomedical practices seems to be developmg as a grassroots movement. 

In an effort to study the efficacy of herbs and to ensure the safety of consumers, 

biomedichie is makhig an effort to standardize herbal medichie and to Umit hs 

avaUabUity. WhUe such a move has some hidden benefits for biomedichie, namely the 

flmdmg mechanisms avaUable through pharmaceutical companies, biomedichie's 
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message to the pubUc has taken the tenor of protectmg the general pubUc from the 

dangers of altemative therapies, raismg questions about the mterpretation of "hitegration" 

on the part of biomedicme. Granted, the hiundation of mformation about herbal medicme 

and the hmumerable products mundatmg the market have made herbal medicme 

profitable, and consumers have a difficuh thne sortmg through the products and are 

vulnerable to some side effects, though certahUy not as numerous or severe as those that 

have origmated from prescription medicine. 

FmaUy, the 'two-way cultural traffic m knowledge' that Porter notes unpUcates a 

imique form of borrowing that arises because of the madequacies of language to clearly 

communicate the kind of transformations that occur hi hoUstic systems, mcludmg the 

perceived dynamics of altemative healing and quantum events. Park rebukes the "buzz 

words" altemative practitioners use, yet David Bohm was so concemed about the 

madequacies of language to describe events on the quantum level that he investigated 

other language systems to help clarify the discoveries he saw unfoldmg at the quantum 

level. Informed by Whorf s hypothesis -namely that language plays a mextricable role 

hi representational systems-Bohm set up a series of dialogues with Native Americans, 

most notably Leroy Littlebear. Bohm explored cosmology, ontology, and epistemology 

through the lens of cultures whose languages seemed to be "stmctured" in different ways. 

Accordhig to Littlebear, through these dialogues, Bohm discovered that certam Native 

American cultures speak languages that better describe the events of the quantum 

mechanical level and adhere to beUef systems that are more compatible with hoUstic 

conceptions of the universe. These dialogues have become yearly events where 

scientists. Native American scholars, and Unguists gather m Albuquerque, New Mexico 

to share theh knowledge and msights about the hnpUcations of quantum physics hi 

numerous areas, mcludmg heaUng m a forum that encourages coUaboration and 

borrowing. 

The thle of the conference, The Language of Spirituality, is not the first clue that 

Bohm translated his observations of the quantum reahn mto a mystical framework. 

Bohm also mitiated dialogues with the Dalai Lama and various Eastem mystics. Some of 
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his conversations are transcribed m Renee Weber's coUection of dialogues between what 

she refers to as "scientists and sages." In addhion, Gary Zukov and Fritjof Capra's 

popular books explore the mystical hnpUcations of quantum theory, focusmg on the 

shnUarities between quantum theory and Eastem phUosophy. In The Dancing Wu Li 

Masters, Zukov attempts to show how BeU's theorem corroborates an mterconnection 

between human consciousness and the material world whUe m The Tao of Physics, Capra 

focuses on the mystical connections between science and eastem reUgions. Accordhig to 

Capra: 

The basic Oneness of the Universe is not only the central characteristic of 
the mystical experience, but h is one of the most urq)ortant revelations of 
modem physics. It becomes apparent at the atomic level and maiufests 
hself more and more as one penetrates deeper mto matter, down mto the 
realm of sub-atomic particles. The unity of aU thhigs and events is the 
recurring theme throughout our comparison of modem physics and 
Eastem thought. (132) 

The sph-itual and metaphysical elements associated with quantum theory, though not 

specificaUy endorsed by Heisenberg, run counter to postmodem explanations of 

altemative heaUng and move toward reconnecthig the severed tie that science once held 

with reUgion. Thus, the kind of borrowing that Porter and Romanucci-Ross noted has 

become a coUaborative effort which recognizes that each diverse "part" is significant to 

the whole. 

Even though postmodemism has been employed to explam altemative medicme 

because of certain tendencies such as a concem for context, the resistance of biomedichie 

as a dommant authority, and the privUegmg muhiple views, a mystical element runs 

through altemative practices of medichie that is not present m postmodem theory. 

Altemative theories of heaUng are often permeated by a concem for the sphitual aspects 

of heaUng. The word "holy" comes from the Saxon "haeUg," meanhig "whole-Uke," and 

the word "heaUng" has hs roots here. WhUe sphitual matters were primary to ancient 

practices of medicme, and God's plan or His nature was an hnportant element m the 

phUosophies of Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, and Descartes, science and sphituaUty stand as 
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separate domams m contemporary culture. UnUke the whhnsical and unpredictable God 

of ancient tunes, God became known as a logical bemg who created a logical, static 

universe that could be understood and moderated through logic. As noted throughout this 

discussion. Bacon Ukened God's creation to an enormous machme, and the type of logic 

fliat ran the machme was perfectfy Unear. WhUe God was later dropped from science, 

regarded as a metaphysical or subjective element, the notion that universe runs logicaUy 

and Unearly is foundational to scientific enquuy and methodology. In most ahemative 

views of heaUng, however, the universe is not static and objective. Nor is h subject to the 

whhnsy of ephemeral agents as conceptuaUzed by the ancients. In altemative theories of 

medicme, the universe can be described as dynamic and hoUstic, as a co-creation wherem 

people's actions, thoughts, words and even theh prayers contribute to theh capacity to 

become iU and to theh- capacity to heal. 

Even though altemative medichie has been typhSed as a loose coUection of 

practices, the notion of hoUsm seems to unite aU of hs varied practices. EngUsh-Lueck 

explains: "Physical, emotional, mental, and sphitual realities are mseparably Unked m 

hoUstic health They are nested and hiterconnected" (20). HoUsm rather than atomism is 

at the foundation of altemative theories of heaUng. Jan Smuts first used the term 

"holism" m Holism and Evolution, espousmg the view that nature cannot be understood 

by separathig it hito isolated components and examming those components apart from the 

whole. Accordhig to Smuts, "The core postulate of the hoUstic viewpomt is that the 

notions of mind and body refer to inseparable and mutuaUy dependent aspects of man" 

(159). The notion of holism is difficuh to grapple with in biomedicme because scientific 

method is buUt around the isolation of causal factors of disease; whereas, hoUsm makes 

predictabUity and control over variables difficuh. In feet, the hoUstic aspects of 

altemative medicuie make any discussion of altemative medicme chaUengmg to organize 

hi the Unear fashion that guides tradhional academic discourse. 

In The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down: A Hmong Child Her American 

Doctors, and the Collision of Two Cultures, Anne Fadhnan notes that the Hmong have a 

phrase, ''hais cuaj kaum txub," which means "to speak of aU kmds of thmgs" (12). 
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Accordhig to Fadhnan, this phrase remmds an audience that "the world is fiUl of thhigs 

that may not seem connected but actuaUy are; that no event occurs m isolation" (12-13). 

Fadhnan hicludes an example from a Hmong student m a speech class to Ulustrate the 

connectedness of aU thhigs: "To prepare Fish Soup.. .you must have a fish, and m order 

to have a fish, you have to go fishmg. In order to go fishhig, you need a hook, and m 

order to choose the right hook, you need to know whether the fish you are fishmg for 

Uves m fresh or salt water, how big h is, and what shape hs mouth is... (12). The 

student's mstmctions conthiue on and on. Fadhnan's pomt is to help readers understand 

that when Lia Lee, a Hmong chUd, was diagnosed with epUepsy, for her famUy and her 

Hmong community, h was not a sunple, isolated fact. In Hmong culture, Uhiess and 

heaUng have reverberate meaiungs and hiterconnections that affect and are affected by 

famUy, fiiends, culture, history, and the patient's relationship to the cosmos. LUce 

Fadhnan, In "FoUc Medichie and Metaphor m the Context of MedicaUzation," 

Romanucci-Ross also notes that hi foUc medicme "body, famUy, and community systems 

are also connected" (14). WhUe Bacon and Descartes insisted on logicaUy eUminatmg 

aggregate factors m order to identify the causal cham of events, foUc medichie recognizes 

a plethora of mtricate connections. 

The tight causal chains that typify biomedicine grant it control over extraneous 

variables and a high percentage of predictabUity; however, the mtricate uiterconnection 

between mmd and body and between self and commimity can bruig about changes that 

could not be predicted m a Unear system. Accordmg to Ira Byock m Dying Well: The 

Prospect for Growth at the End of Life, the reaUty of unmment death can trigger a 

heaUng process for the patient and provide an opportunity for the heaUng process to 

extend to member of the famUy (252). When mmd and body are separate and disease 

mhabhs merely the somatic reahn, such heaUngs would not be logical. When mmd and 

body are hiterconnected, and disease is perceived as a physical manifestation of 

imbalance or disharmony that extends to contexts even beyond the patient, such heaUngs 

are possible. WhUe "nuraculous" heaUngs are not commonplace, the transformations that 

somethnes occur when hidividuals and famUies are faced with death are legendary. 
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Employmg a lock-key approach, as Descartes proposed, to locate and identify disease 

necessarily discounts contextual features, such as the way a patient is located m famUy, 

community, and society. However, these very features tend to play a significant m 

hoUstic medichie. 

The mteUectual rationale of biomedicme has provided effective tools for isolatmg 

disease and discovering cures, but h has few tools to deal with the symboUc aspects of 

Uhiess and death and how those symboUc aspects may mfluence heaUng. WhUe disease 

and death may be "bmte facts," they are bmte facts that mean somethmg. As M. L. EUcs 

asserts m "Rituals and Roles in Medical Practice," "Medical educators have often been 

reluctant to examine the role of symboUc and psychological issues m the practice of 

medichie" (601). Nevertheless, Ulness has layers of significance that go beyond objective 

diagnosis and prescribed cure. The logical, causal chams that grant science the abUity to 

explain how things happen and the tendency hi biomedichie to cast predictions based on 

objective, reductive data are matched m alternative medichie by an mterest m why things 

happen. In other words, many altemative therapies attempt to brmg into focus possible 

reasons why Ulness is present beyond the complexities of the pathology of Uhiess. 

CecU Hehnan argues that 'tradhional' healers "explain UI health m wider, more 

famUiar cultural terms, mvolving sociological, psychological, and sphitual aspects of Ufe 

whUe doctors concentrate mahUy on physical disease and the pathogens or behaviors that 

cause them" (55). Perhaps the mcreasmg uiterest m ahemative medicme, or what 

Hehnan caUs "tradhional" practices, is hi part a resuh of the pubUc seekhig a more 

expansive explanation of Uhiess beyond the technical language of biomedicme and the 

propensity to render Uhiess as an "h" -separable from the patient. The hoUstic 

approaches of ahemative medichie tend to consider the myriad of ways that hidividuals 

are mfluenced by the envkonment, social relationships, stress, and traumatic events. 

WhUe the "mechanisms" mvolved m the vast mterconnections mamtahied m theories of 

altemative medichies are enigmatic, h is clear that the approaches of ahemative therapies 

take mto consideration broader contexts and promote the patient's role m the process of 
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heaUng to a much greater degree than hi biomedichie where disease and cure are 

objective, and the patient is shnply a neutral agent. 

Instead of adopthig the role of phUosopher kings, guided by logic and guardhig a 

domain of knowledge, practhioners of altemative medicine often work to facUitate the 

patients' own knowledge about what might be necessary in order to heal. In Healing Into 

Life and Death, Stephen Levme describes how he guided patients m theh medhation, 

Ustened to patients who had been pronounced "termmaUy iU," and encouraged patients to 

soften theh perceptions of Uhiess as an enemy. Accordhig to Levine: 

We noticed that many who seemed unable to heal, instead of embracmg 
theh Uhiess, met it with an "I'm gomg to beat this thuig!" attitude. Most 
were at theh Uhiesses, theh tumors, with a stick.... It was those who were 
agahist themselves, at odds with themselves, tryuig to "beat theh Ulness," 
who seemed to have the hardest tune and the slowest heaUng. But those 
who seemed to meet theh Uhiess hi theh heart histead of theh mmd 
appeared to have a radicaUy different experience. ... Indeed, many 
healings seem to entaU the most ubiquitous of quaUties— âwareness 
itself—focused mto an area of heaUng. (8-9) 

In the heaUng medhations that Levhie describes, the battle metaphors soften, conpassion 

rather than logic, and awareness, rather than resistance, become mstruments of heaUng. 

Whereas biomedichie's heroic project has been to eradicate Uhiess and sufferhig, Levhie 

recognizes the eUtism of that attitude as h appUes to hidividual patients: "The confused 

eUtism that somehow those who heal theh body are "better" than those who don't has a 

tendency to come back as a sense of feUure on the death bed when the last disease 

hievitably comes along and displaces us naturaUy from the body. Death is not a faUure... 

(8). Levme's observation ties mto Perri Klass' discussion of the language of doctors. 

Patients who do not respond to the heroic measures of medichie are perceived as faUures. 

As Klass relays, patients are players who somethnes "fell" chemotherapy. Levhie 

noticed a shnUar attitude with the "appeUations of some doctors that only those who 

physicaUy healed were 'superstars' or 'exceptional patients.' Because what does that 

make aU those whose diseases mcreased unto death-.. .second-strmgers?" (7-8). As 

Levhie notes, h is often the acceptance of Uhiess rather than the battle agahist Uhiess that 
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helped people heal or to lose theh sense of fear m the face of death. When they were able 

to let go of theh posturing, they were most able to work with theh Uhiesses. 

Although most healers, in both spheres of biomedicme and ahemative medichie, 

strive to eUmmate disease, the notion that science forges a path that leads to a better 

world is a strong tenet of biomedichie as weU as the modemist narrative. In the Republic, 

Plato envisions a "Utopian" state (a term actuaUy corned by Sh Thomas More) m which 

logic would reign and serve for the betterment of mankind. In hs efforts to eradicate 

iUness and sufferhig, the pursuits of biomedichie often sanctioned because the causes are 

deemed good and noble and the methods are perceived as logical and objective. Francis 

Bacon beUeved that through science, we could perfect and control nature, and medichie 

has pursued that task. SUverman pohits out that Dr. Benjamm Rush, the "foundmg father 

of American medichie" helped set the stage for the heroic role medichie m the late 

1700's, urghig "practhioners and patients aUke to be 'heroic, bold, courageous, manly, 

and patriotic'" (qtd. m SUverman 5). WhUe Rush hhnseff acknowledged the importance 

of tmst and faith m the relationship between physician and patient. Rush mitiated a trend 

toward drastic mtervention hi the reahn of medichie. Accordmg to Rush, "When 

confronted by a sick patient, providers gather theh purges and emetics, bare theh lancets, 

and charge the enemy, prepared to bleed, purge and induce vomitmg untU the disease is 

conquered" (qtd. m SUverman 6). The battle metaphor has reemerged as biomedicme 

contmues to fight agahist AIDS and cancer. Disease becomes an enemy that biomedichie 

is uitent on eradicatmg. In "Why Metaphor Matters," Dale Keiger clauns, "Martial 

metaphors have become so higrahied hi our discussion of disease and pubUc health, h's 

aU but hnpossible not to use them." At the Workers Safety Conference, Charles N. 

Jeffress addressed the FrontUne Healthcare professionals as foUows: "Have you ever 

thought of yourself as a warrior? ... You face a battle agahist a myriad of hazards. Some 

of those hazards are fatal.... So before you go mto battle, be sure you're prepared.... 

Use the most effective weapons." In addhion, Joanne Brown mentions that Pasteur 

referred to scientists outside theh" laboratories as "unarmed soldiers on the field of battle" 

(qtd. m Keiger). In Illness as Metaphor, Sontag pohits out, "The controUmg metaphors 
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m descriptions of cancer are.. .drawn.. .from the language of warfare" (63). She goes on 

to provide examples of these metaphors, mcludmg "mvasion," "colonization," and 

chemotherapy as "chemical warfare" (63-64). As noted, the choice of metaphors 

becomes very unportant m shapmg perceptions of Uhiess and m promotmg treatment. 

What is good and noble m the cmsade of biomedichie is also shaped by poUtics 

and social cUmate, and these aspects are manifest m metaphors. Brown provides an 

account of how germs were once understood in terms of an agrarian metaphor, as seeds 

that took root m the soU of the body. However, when germs were better understood and 

scientists found ways to "combat" germs, metaphors became mUitaristic (qtd. m Keiger). 

WhUe the foundations of biomedichie are strong, among the factors that are often cited m 

people's choices to seek ahemative therapies is the perception that biomedicme promotes 

unnecessarUy mvasive procedures (see Kaptchuk and Eisenberg Taxonomy 2; Jonas; 

Fumham). Most altemative modaUties are non-mvasive and battle metaphors are rarely 

used m altemative medichie. Altemative medichies typicaUy promote the notion of 

working with the body histead of agauist the body. However, h can be said that 

biomedicine has 'won the battle on many fronts,' 'gaining victories' Uke msuUn, 

antibiotics, and vacchies. These medichies should not be disparaged, and those who 

spent their Uves, and often risked theh Uves, m order to discover cures for diseases 

deserve respect and recognition for theh efforts. Nevertheless, altemative approaches to 

heaUng tend to mute the battle cry agahist disease. Rather than "vexuig nature" (or the 

body) to give up hs secrets as Bacon suggested or promotmg mvasive procedures, 

ahemative medichies tend to favor a cooperative, less aggressive approach. The 

emphasis is on heaUng rather than disease, and heaUng is less battle and more balance. 

Altemative medichie is not without appeUation regardhig disease and the patient's 

role m heaUng. WhUe advocatmg the mtricate connection between Uhiess and awareness 

and the context of an hidividual's Ufe, Scheurich pomts out that m hoUstic models, Uhiess 

is not separable from the rest of a person's Ufe and "is contmuous with hiterpersonal 

relationships, problems of Uvuig, and even poUtical and sphitual issues" (467). In 

altemative modes of heaUng, patients grapple with acceptmg responsibUity for 
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"co-creatmg" theh aUments. There is some comfort m bemg a neutral host for disease or 

mheritmg a predisposhion for a particular Uhiess. New Age "tmths" such as "There are 

no accidents" or "We create our own reaUties" can be a difficuh yoke for people who 

have chronic or termmal Uhiesses. The New Age often provides hs own roster of 

"second strhigers." The quest to balance and harmonize one's Ufe or to seek the root 

cause of disease is a formidable task and domg so m the midst of pam and fear is mdeed 

chaUengmg even without the added burden of guUt and regret that accompanies many 

New Age phUosophies regardmg the hidividual's responsibUity toward co-creatmg 

Ulness. 

The focus on the mdividuaUty of patients and the specific dynamics of theh cases 

that characterize altemative approaches contrasts the tendency m conventional medichie 

to generaUze and reduce. Part of biomedichie's theoretical strength exists in hs 

taxonomies, which efficiently assign hidividual cases to appropriate categories. Aristotle 

pomted out, "Medichie, for mstance, does not theorize about what wiU help to cure 

Socrates or CaUias, but only about what wiU help to cure any or aU of a given class of 

patients." WUdes points out, "The success of modem medicme has been due to the 

mcreashig scientific basis of medical knowledge and technology. The knowledge base, 

however, is statistical and drawn from population. Contemporary medichie's success is 

not drawn from knowledge about hidividual patients" (71-72). WhUe chaUengmg the 

scholasticism that foUowed m the wake of Aristotle, Bacon's mductive methodology also 

emphasizes generaUzations hi an effort to avoid becoming mhed m the particulars of 

specific mstances. In contrast, EngUsh-Lueck pohits out, the uniqueness of the hidividual 

patient (and therapist) is a "major epistemological foundation" of the hoUstic health 

movement (19). The "rules" of disease and heaUng do not apply equaUy and neutraUy to 

every patient. Accorduig to Samuel Benjamm, et al: 

[Djisease doesn't exist m a Petri dish or on a laboratory sUde. It exists 
withhi the context of an hidividual person and a particular Ufe. No two 
people experience disease m quhe the same way. Each brings a shigular 
set of beUefs, expectations, and fears. Pam and disease can mean different 
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thhigs to different people and this meanhig is central to the person's 
abUity~or mabUhy-to cope with Uhiess. 

In altemative medichie, the patient's mdividuaUty is often cmcial to the practitioner and 

the course of treatment. Accordhig to EngUsh-Lueck, "Each mdividual is a unique blend 

of sphitual, social, envh-onmental, and heredhary forces. GeneraUzmg any characteristic 

is Ulegithnate m this system of thought" (19). Whether or not generaUzmg characteristics 

is Uleghhnate, as EngUsh-Lueck asserts, the zeal of altemative practhioners does not 

preclude such generaUzations (20). Paul Brenner m Buddha in the Waiting Room 

acknowledges that altemative practices are subject to the same reductive tendencies as 

biomedichie and declares, "Medicme, be h tradhional or mtegrative, should be geared to 

the hidividual, not the masses" (111). Creatmg a systematic approach to heaUng whUe 

heedmg the hidividuaUty of the patient is a difficult chaUenge. However, certam 

characteristic features of ahemative medichie, mcludmg the length of the cUnical 

encounter, can provide the opportunity for enhanced communication. In addhion, the 

extended thne that a patient and practhioner spend together can help estabUsh a 

fi-amework for understanding the nuances of the hidividual patient's Ulness, thus, 

mcreashig the possibUity for a co-operative understanding of factors m a patient's Ufe 

that may contribute to illness. The more even relationship between the patient and the 

practitioner can faciUtate communication and help determme treatment that is specific to 

the hidividual patient's needs. 

The shift from oral to Uterate culture, as Ong and Havelock theorized, provided 

the visual, analytical basis of science and technology; however, elements of oraUty are 

characteristic of altemative approaches. As EngUsh -Lueck pohits out, "In hoUstic 

health, the most powerful therapies use the least visible, high-level spheres of mmd and 

sphh" (20). WhUe biomedichie excels m visual prosthetics that facUitate and verify 

diagnosis, many altemative practices advocate "Ustenmg to the body." In acupuncture 

and massage therapy, practhioners are framed to develop "Ustenmg hands" m the effort to 

assist the patient m bringmg the body back hito balance. In the mtroduction of The 

Handbook of Self-Healing, Meh Schneider clahns that Utoess is heralded by wammg 
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signs that we often ignore because we do not 'Usten to our bodies' (xi). For Schneider, 

"Ustenmg" mvolves a kmesthetic awareness of what our bodies 'teU' us through pam or 

discomfort. The approach that Schneider goes on to describe was developed by Frederic 

Alexander and modified by Moishe Feldenkrais. Both encouraged a deep awareness of 

physical movement-of 'Ustenhig to the body'- and pioneered non-mvasive systems to 

help people become aware of and to modify theh posture, breathmg, and gestures m order 

to prevent or facUitate heaUng. ShnUarly, m Listening to the Body, Robert Masters and 

Jean Houston emphasize that pam and discomfort are 'messages' that we can leam to 

Usten to and respond to in order to effect healmg. Patients are encouraged to buUd a 

subtle kinesthetic awareness. 

WhUe the theory and the techniques of "Usterung to the body" and developmg 

"listening hands" may seem fuzzy and esoteric, hi Personal Knowledge, Michael Polanyi 

describes the process hi which a doctor learns to "see" disease: 

Think of a medical student attending a course in the X-ray diagnosis of 
puhnonary diseases. ... At first the student is completely puzzled. ... 
[E]ventuaUy, if he perseveres inteUigently, a rich panorama of sigruficant 
detaUs wiU be revealed to him: of physiologicd variations and 
pathological changes, of scars, of chronic infections and signs of acute 
disease. He has entered a new world. (101) 

As Polanyi describes, seehig is not automaticaUy objective and obvious but a process of 

leammg where to focus, what to consider, and what to ignore. ShnUarly, m The Object 

Stares Back, James EUdns agues that "[sjeemg is metamorphosis, not mechanism" (12). 

In other words, accordhig to modem theories of perception, the "objective" world is not 

merely transferred through the senses; h is translated, and the process of translation is 

anythmg but objective. Accordmg to R. L. Gregory m Eye and Brain: The Psychology 

of Seeing: 

The seehig of objects hivolves many sources of information beyond those 
meeting the eye when we look at an object. It generaUy hivolves 
knowledge of the object derived from previous experience and this 
experience is not Umited to vision but may hiclude the other senses; touch, 
taste, smeU, hearing and perhaps also temperature or pam. (10) 
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In her account of the tramhig of "hoUstic healers," EngUsh-Lueck describes the process 

of leammg to Usten to the subtleties of the body as foUows: "Each novice is taught to 

sense the mtemal feehng of the Ufe-force, the tmgUng, streamhig, shivering energy that 

makes people quaUtatively different from rocks" (132). In addhion to leammg to Usten 

to the body, practhioners are framed to pay attention to other nuances: "The potential 

healers are shown how fecial features, hises, posture, dreams, hnages and words aU 

reflect a larger reaUty about the cUent—and themselves. They are constantly remmded 

not to work from an ideal, but with an hidividual unique person who is dynamic and 

changmg" (132). In massage therapy, for example, practhioners leam to detect a 

weakened cranial rhythm and asymmetry m the rhythm, much as an acupuncturist detects 

patterns hi the pulse. Various sense modaUties are mvolved hi the practice of altemative 

medichie, and altemative practhioners work with the dynamic flux of patients rather than 

a static version of theh bodies. WhUe the nuances that altemative practhioners heed 

might seem extraneous, m altemative practices, subtle elements often provide vital 

mformation that guides the therapy. 

In addhion to "listening to the body," visuahzation is another practice associated 

with altemative medicine. Visualization, also referred to as guided hnagery, involves 

invoking mental hnages to assist the healing process. Patients hnaghie places or 

situations in which they have felt happy, confident, cahn, healthy, and safe. More 

specificaUy, cancer patients, for example, often visualize cancer ceUs bemg replaced by 

healthy ceUs. In addhion, "visuahzation" somethnes mvolves more than shnply visual 

hnagery. Sound, smell, tastes, and touch can be aspects of "visuahzation." Obviously, 

termmology is a problem m expressmg the concept of usmg "hnages" to evoke physical 

states. 

Visuahzation straddles many areas of ahemative heaUng practices and 

hypnotherapy, biofeedback, and relaxation teclmiques are often combmed with 

visuahzation. Schneider clahns, "VisuaUzhig an area automaticaUy sthnulates some of 

the nerves m that area, as weU as the parts of the brain connected with those nerves, 

thereby fecUitatmg movement and heaUng (73). In other words, accordhig to therapies 
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that employ visuahzation, mental hnagery produces the same activity m the bram and 

hnmune system as actual events. Schneider's techniques of visuahzation foUow the 

pattem of autogenic trammg wherem an hidividual can experience deep relaxation 

through "visuaUzmg" sensations Uke heavmess, temperature shifts, or enhanced 

movement hi particular areas of the body. Bradford notes that conscious relaxation 

evoked by soothmg hnagery slows the heart, lowers blood pressure, regulates breathmg 

and metaboUc rate, reduces adrenaUne levels, and activates unmune fimction (110). 

VisuaUzation also includes seeking and applying an hnage to faciUtate heaUng. In 

"Visual Rhetoric: Navajo Art and Curhig," James C. Paris describes m detaU an elaborate 

Navajo ceremony mvolvmg chantmg and the creation of a sand pamtmg. The translation 

for the name of this paintmg is roughly, "The Gods are Commg." After much 

preparation, the patient is placed m the center of the pamtmg. The ceremony is based on 

the beUef that gazing upon beautiful things has the power to evoke heaUng. The Navajos 

who run the ceremony hope that the beauty of the chanting and the beauty of the pamtmg 

wUI attract the attention of the "Holy People" who love beauty, and theh presence wiU 

support the patient (138-139). A. A. SheUch and C. S. Jordan's "CUnical Uses of Mental 

Imagery" explores the therapeutic use of hnagery and its efficacy m promotmg heaUng. 

Chmg Richardson, SheUch and Jordan explam that hnagery and perception are 

"experientiaUy and neuro-physiologicaUy comparable processes and cannot be 

distmguished from each other by any mtrinsic quaUties" (393). In Creative Visualization, 

Shataki Gawam explains that thought precedes manifestation, and a poshive image is 

shnUar to a blueprint (6). She goes on to explam that an idea "creates an hnage of form, 

which then magnetizes and guides the physical energy to flow mto that form and 

eventuaUy manifest h on the physical plane" (6-7). Rather than a world of perfect form 

that exists beyond us hi a state of static perfection, as Plato suggested, or a world in 

which form is manifest m matter, as Aristotle proposed, Gawam emphasizes our abUity to 

transform matter by engagmg the mmd to mitiate those changes. Most theories and 

practices of visuahzation work from the premise that nund and body are not separate 

systems but, histead, uitertwined, and the actions and hitentions that arise m the muid are 
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hnprinted conthiuaUy m the body which m tum mfluences the mmd, reciprocaUy and m 

tandem. 

WhUe StUl hovering near the margms, relaxation techniques, mcludmg 

biofeedback, autogenic relaxation techniques, medhation, and visuahzation, particularly 

for cancer patients, have found theh way mto conventional medical practice. 

Biomedichie's wUUngness to sanction and to hitegrate ahemative therapies as seenungly 

benign or hmocuous as medhation and visuahzation brmgs deep theoretical differences 

mto a reahn that was founded on logical approaches, objective measures of tmth, and the 

location of disease in the body rather than the ephemeral reahn of the mmd or sphit. 

Nevertheless, such therapies are typicaUy relegated to an anomalous phenomenon known 

as the "placebo effect." 

Several early and significant investigations mto the physiological effects of stress 

have helped assuage the medical community's need to analyze and reify esoteric 

practices Uke medhation and other forms of relaxation therapies. The foUowing studies 

provide impetus to the notion that psychological factors, especiaUy stress, can influence 

health: Walter Cannon's pro visionary study of sudden death as a consequence of mtense 

emotions such as rage, fear, grief, and even joy (a phenomenon that he termed "voodoo 

death"); Hans Selye's hivestigations mto the "flight or fight" response; George Engel's 

examination of stressful events that nught cuhnhiate m iUness; and Herbert Benson's 

study of the physiological effects of stress and his theory of the "relaxation response." In 

addhion, Jeanne Achterberg and G. Frank LawUs' study of the psychological factors m 

managhig cancer, particularly the use of visuaUzation and guided hnagery, has given 

some credence to the hnportance of psychological factors as predictors of outcomes for 

cancer patients. The potential benefits of relaxation therapies have received some 

recognition, evhiced by a three miUion doUar grant issued m 2001 from the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention which, accordhig to Benson, wiU be used to study "how 

the relaxation response is generated, especiaUy as h affects changes m bram activity and 

molecular mechanisms m the nervous and unmune systems" (qtd. m Benjamm). 
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Nevertheless, altemative therapies are stUl perceived as subjective, elemental, and 

prone to ritual, and the efficacy of hs practices is often linked to the placebo effect. As 

Kaptchuk pohits out hi "The Placebo Effect in Altemative Medicme," "Altemative 

medichie may be an especiaUy successful placebo-generatmg health care system. Rather 

than specific biological consequences...altemative medichie may admhiister an 

especiaUy large dose of 'performance efficacy.'" Kaptchuk defines performance 

efficacy as "the power of beUef, hnagmation, symbols, meanhig, expectation, persuasion, 

and self-relationship." He distmguishes the placebo effect from biomedicme as foUows: 

"In contrast to conventional medicme, with hs measured objectivity, ahemative medichie 

offers a charged constellation of expectations. Altemative medichie's romantic vision is 

mhabhed by benevolent and hitentional forces.. .that are unrestrahied by the laws of 

normative physics." Kaptchuk goes on to characterize the patient as receptive to the 

"potential magic" of the placebo, the practitioner as a "heroic rescuer," and the symptoms 

of the patient as chronic, fluctuating, or "subjective." Furthermore, he notes: "The 

placebo drama is probably more successful if the patient and practitioner find each other's 

beUefs and actions mutuaUy credible or at least uitrigumg. Reciprocal expectations need 

to be negotiated and jomed hi the patient-physician duet." WhUe Kaptchuk acknowledges 

that "biomedichie and altemative medichie each have a special aUure of mystery and 

exotic power," he downplays the placebo effect m conventional medicme, enphasizhig 

hs evidence-based treatments and the obUgation of physicians to be objective and to 

mahitahi the boimdaries of theh discipUne. Nevertheless, what are perceived as "rituals" 

hi ahemative heaUng are typicaUy regarded as "protocol" m conventional medicuie. 

Perhaps the customs of conventional medichie have become Uteral and mundane, and Uke 

root metaphors, the rites are buried so deeply mto the practice of medichie that theh 

symboUc nature has lost hs sense of ritual. Thus, the placebo effect that Kaptchuk 

describes, replete with the mysterious element of faith that seems mextricable to the 

efficacy of the placebo, may also mfluence the efficacy of the treatments of biomedicme. 

In "Body Rituals of the Nach-ema," Horace Mmer demonstrates how, forgohig the 

famUiar context, an anthropologist might mterpret the daUy rituals that Americans take 
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for granted. "Nackema" speUed backwards, of course, is "American." Mmer's ficthious 

anthropologist describes the rituaUstic quaUties of medicme and of a hosphal or "latipso" 

as foUows: 

The medichie men have an hnposhig temple, or latipso, m every 
community of any size. The more elaborate ceremonies requhed to treat 
very sick patients can only be performed at this temple. ... The latipso 
ceremonies are so harsh that h is phenomenal that a fah proportion of the 
reaUy sick natives who enter the temple ever recover. SmaU chUdren 
whose mdoctrination is stiU hicomplete have been known to resist 
attempts to take them to the temple because "that is where you go to die." 
Despite this fact, sick aduhs are not only wUling but eager to undergo the 
protracted ritual purification, if they can afford to do so. 

Mmer aptly demonstrates how medicme can be hiterpreted as a complex, social ritual, m 

sphe of hs aUgnment whh fact. Also nothig the rituaUstic nature of the medical 

encounter, EUcs explams the power of such rituals: 

It has been noted that science and reUgion stem from efforts to predict and 
control the future. On recognizhig the very real threats of the world, one 
of the cophig responses of human hiteUigence is to dissect the mechanism 
so further outcomes can be hnproved. Although science and reUgion now 
represent very divergent approaches to these goals, medicine and the 
heaUng arts and sciences remahi an area where these issues remain 
mtertwined. IUness, and therefore heaUng, is experienced both m 
substance (body) and sphit (soul). When we engage m the science of 
heaUng, we ignore the psyche of our patients if we pretend there is no 
psychological message m the accompanying ritual. Rituals are hnportant 
in processmg personal change, transhion, and loss. (608) 

Jonathan MUler describes the rituaUstic aspects of becommg a patient, wherehi the 

patient recites his complaints as if they were vows, he submits hhnself to questionhig by 

a higher authority, he is undressed and cleansed, and then becomes a patient (51-53). 

MUler clahns, "The feet that most of the procedures mvolved [m conventional medichie] 

have a rational and practical explanation doesn't prevent them from playhig a very 

hnportant symboUc role as weU" (53). ShnUarly, In "Rituals and Roles m Medical 

Practice," M. EUcs proposes, "[T]here may weU be a treatment effect to the psychological 

effects of the ritual practices of the routhie medical encounter" (604). EUcs goes on to 
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Ulustrate the symboUc and rhuaUstic aspects of the encounter between patient and 

physician: 

As m ritual heaUng, there is a special place (the office or cUnic), a shift hi 
thne flow (from the clutter of regular Ufe to the paralyzed wah m the 
waitmg room), and styUzed hicantations and actions.... Power hierarchy 
is controUed by the healer by controUing thne flow, communication, 
props, and touch. ... Special mstruments (Uke the stethoscope) reveal 
mtemal secrets to the physician, who observes m sUence.... Hierarchical 
stmcture and physician power are reemphasized m aU aspects of the 
encounter. The patient must wait for the physician, not vice-versa.... 
Both wear special garments-but the white coat of the physician is an 
addhional covermg of rank; the gown of the patient barely covers nudity. 
(603) 

EUcs makes a convincmg pomt through her extended description of the cUnical encoimter 

and opens the foUowing possibUity: if the rituaUstic aspects of ahemative practices 

contribute to the placebo effect, then the rituals of conventional medicme may mfluence 

the efficacy of biomedichie as weU. To take this notion to the extreme, the rituals, also 

known as methodologies, of cUnical trials may themselves generate a certam beUef hi the 

outcome. The evidence-based approaches of biomedicine have been estabUshed to 

nullify these types of clahns, but movuig beyond normative physics might provide 

greater msight mto the placebo effect and the role of ritual and beUef hi altemative 

heaUng practices. 

There is significant research, however, hito the role that emotions and behavior 

play m mfluenchig body chemistry and hi contributmg to patterns of disease and heaUng 

and a growhig mterest in how the mmd and body work in tandem in a response to stress 

and other emotions. In "Psychoneurohnmunology: The Problem of the Situatedness of 

IUness and the ConceptuaUzation of HeaUng," Margot L. Lyon describes PNI as the study 

of the mterrelationships between the central nervous system, the endocrine system, and 

the unmune system. She explahis that these systems were once treated independently, 

but the emergmg mterdiscipUnary area of psychoneurohnmunology "purports to go 

beyond conventional biomedical perspectives and to be concemed with fundamental 

questions about the mteractions of behavior and physiology, i.e., how thought, feeUng 
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and action may be Unked to unmune system activity and therefore to heahh and disease" 

(77). PNI addresses the connection between emotions and disease and explores how 

stress, personaUty factors, and social contexts have some bearing m the practice of 

medichie. 

PNI has developed as a discipUne because an accumulation of research m a 

variety of areas demonstrated that the hnmune system is not the autonomous, self-

regulatmg system described m the tradhional biomedical model. Neurotransmitters and 

hormones are perceived as "messengers" between the central nervous system and the 

hnmune system. The tight and exclusionary taxonomies of the biomedical model are no 

longer bounded in PNI. Mind and body are hitercormected m the sense that emotions 

trigger complex chemical mteractions through a complex, chemicaUy orchestrated 

hiterface. The Unear and causal mechaiusms that guided the biomedical approach give 

way to a non-local network of receptors that mediate the dynamic flow of chemicals and 

hormones produced hi response to our experiences and perceptions. WhUe a nund-body 

connection, one hi which the somatic reahn could be affected, altered, and transformed 

by the mmd, has been long acknowledged hi practices of ahemative medichie, 

researchers m PNI now hypothesize that excessive exposure to stress hormones can 

dismpt certam brahi regions and hicrease the risk of a number of diseases and disorders 

(Teicher 70-75). In feet m "Scars that Won't Heal: The Neurobiology of ChUd Abuse," 

Martm H. Teicher reports that sustahied exposure to stress or severe trauma at an early 

age can actuaUy affect the size of the amygdala, the part of the brahi which, m 

conjunction with the hippocampus, registers the emotional hnport of events m the process 

of creatmg memory. Such research shows that emotions can play a role m altering the 

body and hnpahing hs fimction. Psychological con^onents can affect physical fimction 

and m turn, physical function can mfluence psychological function. As Samuel A. 

Benjamm and Herbert Benson et al. pomt out m "Mmd-body Medichie: Expanduig the 

Health Model," "Although many of the biochemical and physiological mechanisms 

remahi to be identified, an mcreasmg body of evidence is showing that the healthy mmd 

is mdeed capable of mobUizmg the hnmune system-and that the troubled mmd can 
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dampen the fimctionmg of the hnmune system and contribute to physical disease." WhUe 

research m PNI is speculative, the connection between mmd and body is no longer an 

eccentric notion from the extreme margms of altemative medichie. 

The series of articles m Psychoneuroimmunology, edhed by Robert Ader, provide 

some support for the notion that emotions do play a strong role hi the mception of iUness 

whUe shnultaneously contendmg that the mechanisms of the relationship are not weU 

understood. The authors of "Infectious Disease," S. Michael Plant and Stanford B. 

Friedman, acknowledge that the way hi which the affective domain contributes to 

etiology is speculative; nonetheless, they mamtam, that "psychological factors mfluence 

a wide range of physiological, hormonal, and biochemical responses," and that 

"psychological fectors mfluence the natural history of many disease states" (6). IUness 

and disease are the primary focus in the articles m Psychoneuroimmunology, and this 

focus seems typical of the scientific perspective. MEDLINE's catalogue of articles bears 

out the same focus. The keyword "Uhiess" yielded 124,251 articles, and "disease" 

produced 1,489,339 articles; whereas, "heaUng" generated 74,593 articles, "heal" yielded 

4,099 articles, and "cure" retumed 30,566 articles. It seems that the quest of biomedichie 

is to seek the effable, namely disease. Much Uke Galen's need to demonstrate through 

dissection, there is stUl a strong need m science to provide some kuid of visual proof for 

phenomenon, "to become an eyewitness of the sight" (Galen qtd. in von Staden 64). The 

emphasis on visual proof sharply contrasts hoUstic medichie's ways of understandhig 

Ulness. 

The demonstrable proof and Unear logic that has guided the development and the 

practice of science, and hence conventional medichie, was chaUenged by discoveries hi 

quantum theory when Heisenberg's attempt to measure quantum phenomenon revealed 

that an atom does not travel a conthiuous path through space. Instead, h appears as a 

series of discrete positions. UnUke the material of classical physics, one can only 

accurately measure location or momentum but not both. On a quantum level, matter 

exists as potentiaUty and probabUity, not discretely and predictably. As Kaempffert 

pohits out, Bohr, Dkac, Heisenberg, and the rest of the scientific community were 
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unprepared to discover that "reaUty had vanished and that fress, houses, and stars were 

not what they seemed to be but only mdicators or 'pomter readers' of a deeper somethmg 

that was real, somethmg that science could not reach" (124-125). SunUarly, m ahemative 

medichie, disease is not necessarUy a bmte fact that can be exanuned m isolation. Often 

disease is considered a pomter reader of somethmg deeper that cannot be seen through 

the visual prosthetics of biomedichie, and healing often entaUs restoring harmony, 

balance, even beauty. In the absence of a concrete reaUty, divisible hito discrete parts 

that can be studied m isolation from the whole, Heisenberg concluded that "natural 

science does not shnply describe and explam nature; h is a part of the mterplay between 

nature and ourselves; h describes nature as exposed to our method of questionhig" 

{Conversations 58). That method of questionhig has become hnportant in altemative 

medicme and equaUy important are the questions we ask. Notmg how the questions m 

biomedichie focus on disease rather than healing, PeUetier remarks: 

Inquiries concerning the relationship of stress and emotional factors to 
hnmunological dysfimction seem mvariably to focus upon pathology 
rather than upon opthnum sites of fimction. The pomt is made most 
shnply by Nobel Laureate Albert Szent-Gyorgyi m his recent book 
Electronic Biology and Cancer: 'Cancer research has greatly been 
retarded by our asking why cancer grows, histead of asking what keeps a 
normal cell from growing.. .Cancer was looked upon as a hostUe mtmder 
which had to be eUminated. It might be looked upon also as a ceU in 
trouble, which needs help to retum to normal.'" (116-117) 

TraditionaUy defined as the art of persuasion, rhetoric may prove to be a rich resource m 

understandhig the complex communication that takes place withhi the body. 

The "discovery" of neuropeptides and theh role m mediatmg body chemistry and 

emotions has opened a new role for rhetoric. In "Generative Grammar of the Immune 

System," Niels K. Jeme pomts out that hnmunologists borrow words from Unguistics, for 

example, "hnmune response" (1058). More specificaUy, he suggests: 

[W]e may find a reasonable analogy between language and the immune 
system by regardhig the variable region of a given antibody molecule not 
as a word but as a sentence or phrase. The hnmense repertohe of the 
hnmune system then becomes a vocabulary comprised not of words but of 
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sentences that is capable of respondmg to any sentence expressed by the 
muhitude of antigens which the hnmune system may encounter. (1058) 

Whether or not Jeme's hypothesis holds tme, the hnportant pomt is that the body is 

becommg mcreasmgly difficuh to describe as a machuie. Perceptions of the body as a 

static object, subject to Unear and objective laws that necessarUy excluded the reahn of 

rhetoric are changmg, and the neutral language of science is no longer adequate to 

describe the complex "communication" purported between systems m the body. The 

language that researchers use m an effort to describe the dynamic exchange of messages 

throughout the body and the mtercommunication between various hormones and ceUs 

leans mto the tradhional territory of rhetoric. As Thomas J. Darwin pomts out m 

"InteUigent CeUs and the Body as Conversation," "[D]isease resuhs from the dismption 

of communication with the body" (44). In the area of diabetes research, for example, no 

one has been able to ascertain how "communication" breaks down m the hnmune system 

to the pomt where T-cells and macrophages cannot be "convmced" that they are part of 

the body. ShnUarly, m Molecules of Emotion, Candace Pert suggests that peptides are 

"mformation substances" that participate in a "bodywide communication system" that 

may be ancient in origin (177). According to Pert, peptides may represent the 

"organism's first try at sharing mformation" (177-178). How mformation is shared and 

how specific emotions and experiences wield influence hi the area of Ulness and heaUng 

are issues that guide research m discipUnes Uke PNI. In the frontier of mmd/body 

medicme, the art of rhetoric may provide a model for the art of heaUng. 

Biomedichie has developed as a discipUne hi part because of hs mfolerance of 

approaches that cannot be tied to facts, and, over thne, conventional medicme has been 

carefliUy separated from the reahn of rhetoric. Biomedical therapies focus on symptoms 

as manifestations or "proof of illness, and from the perspective of conventional 

medicme, disease hself is an "martistic proof which is aptly characterized by MUler's 

definition: 'hidependent of human hitentions and emotions, free of deUberation, found, 

self-evident, real and objective' (613). WhUe the majority of altemative practices 

acknowledge that disease is "real," h is not so much static object as h a muhi-factoral 
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phenomenon that is part of a dynamic pattem that can be mfluenced by a range of 

therapies. Although the fiizzy nature of altemative heaUng methods and the focus on 

hidividual cases seem to preclude the systematic approach that characterizes conventional 

medichie, altemative therapies focus less on pathology and more on heuristic approaches 

to explore the avaUable means of heaUng for mdividual patients. Dynamic, hoUstic 

practices de-emphasize Uhiess and disease as a bmte feet and look to what might be 

caUed patterns of energy which can be shifted or persuaded m a number of different 

ways, mcludmg physical manipulation, movement therapies, homeopathy, hmovative 

psychology, polarity, diet, yoga, and medhation, to name a few. These therapies, 

typicaUy defined by biomedichie as "placebos", depend less on logical methodologies 

and more on approaches Uke Aristotle's topoi, a. tool of mvention that helps shape the 

most effective means of persuasion for the chcumstances of each particular case. Most 

altemative practices are mherently flexible, relymg on feedback and uitercommunication 

between the patient and the practitioner hi order to discover the most effective means of 

therapy for an mdividual patient. In altemative medichie, disease and heaUng are 

perceived as "flux" rather than mere "fact" and can be hifluenced by therapies that sUp 

past the "martistic" proofs that Aristotle identified with science. Consequently, 

altemative healing practices operate m ways that are more persuasive and less coercive or 

hitmsive. 

Often regarded as oppositional, most altemative methods of heaUng represent a 

genuhie effort to contribute to an overaU system of health and heaUng. WhUe medicme 

has theoretical and phUosophical underphmhigs, h also has a practical basis. Ulthnately 

people seek to be healed or cured of specific aUments, and systems of medicme seek to 

facUitate that goal. In spite of hs connection to science, biomedicme has never been able 

to fiiUy retreat hito the clean, unbiased reahn of science because medicme exists as an 

appUed science. It is practiced by and admmistered to human bemgs who have never 

been able to fiiUy comprehend- let alone foUow-the static laws of nature. Even though 

the fiizzy logic of altemative heaUng practices does not carry the same weight as the 

evidence-based theories of biomedichie, PeUegrino pohits out, "[Mjedicme is more than a 
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search for the tmth. It is a search detemuned by a practical end which tmth serves, 

namely the health and heaUng of human behigs" (qtd. m WUdes 77). Whether a person is 

cured by pharmaceuticals, surgery, chemotherapy, the heaUng touch of a therapist, the 

practice of yoga and medhation, logotherapy, herbs, a chcle of prayer, or a heaUng ritual, 

these forms of therapy aU center on "the health and healmg of human bemgs." WhUe the 

scientific foundation and the predictabUity of biomedical therapies grant them an elevated 

status, altemative therapies can be effective. This last pomt should take precedence m the 

efforts to understand how altemative therapies can be hitegrated mto the conventional 

medical system. 
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CHAPTER VI 

RHETORIC AND THE ART OF 

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 

Over the past centuries, the prunary focus of medichie has been dh-ected toward 

the body, and machme metaphors have been the surest way to promote a general 

understandhig of hs fimction. However, m the past decade or so, there has been a 

flourishmg mterest m the mmd. Howard Gardener, for example, suggests that 

UiteUigence cannot be measured by a shigle approach. In Frames of Mind: The Theory 

of Multiple Intelligences, he clauns that hiteUigence encompasses a variety of different 

ways of knowing, hicludmg kmesthetic, mtrapersonal, and hiterpersonal knowledge, or 

what he generaUy terms caUs "multiple mteUigences." Gardner's work not only provides 

a different map of hiteUigence but h also emphasizes that there are diverse ways of 

knowing and various ways hi which people perceive and map the world. In Emotional 

Intelligence, Daniel Goleman explams: 

The logic of the emotional mmd is associative; h takes elements that 
symbolize a reaUty, or trigger a memory of h, to be the same as that 
reaUty. That is why shnUes, metaphors and hnages speak dhectly to the 
emotional mmd. ... If the emotional muid foUows this logic and its rules, 
with one element standing for another, things need not necessarUy be 
defined by theh objective identity: what matters is how they are 
perceived; things are as they seem. (294) 

The "emotional mind" is precisely what science has attempted to edit in its narrative of 

the tmth about the world. Science has typicaUy rejected associative thinkmg, symboUc 

elements, emotion, and perception in favor of objectivity and demonstrable proof The 

inthnate connection between language and heaUng was separated m the shift from oraUty 

to Uteracy. Tmth has been based on visual, analytical evidence rather than stories, myths, 

received knowledge, and mtuition. NeutraUzmg context, castmg the universe as a 

machme, and vexuig nature to offer up hs secrets through sUent experhnents became the 

surest way to tame the unmly aspects of nature and arrive at hs tmth. Dividmg the mmd 
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from the body, discredhmg the senses, but tmstmg the logical capachies of the mmd has 

been the prunary and leghunate way of knowhig. 

As a closed, bounded system, the body has lent hself to the atomistic and 

reductive methodologies of science, but mcreashig mterest and knowledge of the 

dynamics of the body chaUenge these tradhional mechanistic descriptions. For example, 

Hans Seyles' early studies mto the effect of hormones on the hnmune system generated 

questions that go beyond those one would ask a machme. To Ulustrate, Kaempffert poses 

the foUowing question: "How does the pituitary 'know' that h should tum off ACTH 

when cortisone has been released by the adrenal cortex?" (207). Questions Uke the one 

that Kaempffert asks are becommg more common m cormection with research mto the 

mterfece between mmd and body. 

In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn recognizes the 

hnportance of metaphor hi the progress of science. Accordmg to Kuhn, "You don't see 

something untU you have the right metaphor to let you perceive h" (128). Echouig Kuhn, 

m "Metaphor and Leammg," Hugh Petrie and Rebecca Oshlag clahn: 

[T]he very possibUity of leammg something radicaUy new can only be 
understood by presupposing the operation of something very much Uke 
metaphor. This is not just the heuristic claim that metaphors are often 
useful m learning, but the epistemic clahn that metaphor, or something 
very much Uke it, is what renders possible and mtelUgible the acquishion 
of new knowfledge. (582) 

The machine metaphor that defined the universe during the EnUghtenment provided the 

impetus to perceive the body as an object that could be isolated and analyzed without 

regard for context or emotion. What might be termed the old practices of altemative 

heaUng—acupuncture, yoga, medhation, herbalism, and folk medicme, for example, never 

subscribed to that vision of the universe nor the body. As noted, newer practices, such as 

mmd-body medicine, massage, heaUng touch, and hmovative psychological therapies, for 

example, also diverge from the estabUshed view of an atomistic universe m favor of an 

mtercormection of mmd and body. WhUe Descartes explamed that the mmd and body 

were connected through the phieal gland, m Bridges of the Bodymind, Achterberg and 
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LawUs assert, [E]ach ceU possesses memory" (1). Descartes justified his existence by 

asserthig that he was a thmking bemg, but in altemative views of heaUng, proof of 

existence resounds throughout the body, and our bodies become maps of our emotional 

experiences. 

The most chaUengmg aspect of altemative medicuie has been providhig logical 

proof for the mterconnection of mmd and body. The material hypothesis is at the very 

heart of science. Foundational to altemative perspectives of heaUng is the notion that 

illness is not dominated by objective agents that behave hi a strictly linear fashion. In his 

description of acupuncture hi "Acupuncture: Theory, Efficacy, and Practice," Kaptchuk 

notes how the hoUstic foundation of Chinese medichie promotes a dynamic perspective 

of heaUng and Unks mind, body, and broader contexts through the notion of energy: 

In tradhional acupuncture, the cormection between such diverse 
phenomena as edema and generosity is explained by qi (pronounced 
"chee"). Qi is the linkage hi the cosmos that, Uke the Greek notion of 
pneuma, takes myriad forms. The concept of qi has Uttle scientific 
cogency, but for the Chinese, h provides a rationale for explammg change 
and Unkmg phenomena. This rationale unites objective and subjective 
phenomena and locates disorders m the broadest context of a person's Ufe. 
In other words, an atomistic approach to nature does not sufficiently 
describe the complexity of nature, human behigs, Uhiess, and heaUng. 

WhUe there may be an mterconnection between heaUng and subtle aspects of an 

hidividual's Ufe m Chmese medichie, understandhig the dynamics of that mterconnection 

is difficuh to explore and explam withhi the framework of normal science which regards 

nund and body as two bounded systems. 

In spite of the difficulty of providmg a cogent scientific way of explammg the 

connection between what the nund creates and the body manifests, popular cuhure has 

expressed some mterest m the mterconnectivity between ephemeral and corporeal reahns. 

The bumper sticker suggesthig that we "VisuaUze World Peace" became so ubiquitous 

that h spawned the retort: "VisuaUze Whh-led Peas." In the mm Ghostbusters, Ray 

Stantz accidentaUy conjures up a gigantic Stay Puff MarshmaUow Man because the 

hnage sunply came mto his mmd at a critical moment. What Dreams May Come is a 
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more serious fihn that explores the heavenly and heUish sides of the "reaUties" we create 

through our thoughts. In addhion, m Zen and The Art of Motorcycle Maintenance Robert 

Ph-sig provides the foUowing ramifications of the nexus between mmd and body: 

Peace of mmd isn't at aU superficial, reaUy.... It's the whole thmg. That 
which produces h is good mamtenance; that which disturbs h is poor 
mamtenance. What we caU workabUity of the machme is just an 
objectification of this peace of mmd. The ultunate test's always your own 
serenity. If you don't have this when you start and mahitam h whUe you're 
workmg you're Ukely to buUd your personal problems right mto the 
machme hself 

WhUe the machine metaphor is present hi Pksig's analogy, the machhie-Uke the body-

is more than shnply a coUection of parts that breaks down or an object that provides 

passage between pomt A and pomt B. "Problems" that stem from disharmony and 

hnbalance become enfolded and mtermeshed and eventuaUy manifest on a gross level. 

Phsig's explanation is actuaUy quhe shnUar to many phUosophies of ahemative 

heaUng and remmiscent of quantum explanations wherein the nexus of mmd and body 

can be understood as a correlative mapphig across domains of different scale levels, over 

which minor changes can amplify into large changes. An interconnection of seemingly 

opposed reahns is difficult to explam m the concise, situated style prescribed by Bacon, 

and metaphors are frequently employed to express how the ever the undulatmg impUcate 

order of energy finds expression on a gross level. One of the clearest explanations Bohm 

provides is how radio signals are eventuaUy translated to an hnage on a television screen. 

Accordhig to Bohm: 

A shnple example may be given m terms of a television signal. The 
manifest object is picked up m the camera and transformed mto a much 
more subtle set of electricd signals, which are m tum carried m a yet more 
subtle radio wave. EventuaUy, the wave is picked up by an antenna, to 
give rise to electrical signals agam. These in tum go through the receiver, 
to come out as a manifest television hnage. (Soma) 

In other words, the hnpUcate reahn-the hitemal landscape-relays subtle signals which 

are translated and then manifest m the body, i.e., the expUcate, or gross order. In this 

way, Bohm proposes that consciousness becomes manifest. 
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Withm Bohm's theories of the mterconnection between mmd and body-and for that 

matter aU of creation-is the cmcial notion of how we assign meanhig. Bohm states: 

Meanhig is the bridge between consciousness and matter.... Meaiung 
enfolds the whole world mto me, and vice versa-that enfolded meanhig is 
unfolded as action, through my body and then through the world. The 
word hormone means "messenger," that is, a substance carrymg some 
meanhig. Neurotransmitters carry meaning, and that meanmg profoundly 
affects the unmune system. This understandmg could be the beghmmg of 
a different atthude to mmd-and to Ufe. {OMNI) 

Bohm's explanation draws on research m PNI which explores how emotions become 

franslated into the chemical cascades that mfluence hnmune fimction. However, 

emphasizes how assigning meanmg to an event can mfluence how that event is 

dynamicaUy enfolded and unfolded. Making meanmg is a dynamic process that has no 

real end pomt, but certam patterns tend to become reified. In ahemative approaches to 

medichie, disease is often hiterpreted as a pattem of unbalance or disharmony that has 

manifested in the body. Because the body is tended as energy rather than strictly matter, 

altemative healing often tries to evoke changes m patterns of energy. 

Altemative systems of medichie are typicaUy less concemed about the etiology of 

Uhiess and more concemed with Ulness as a pattem that can be shifted m a number of 

different ways. In acupuncture, for example, EngUsh-Lueck pohits out, "The goal of the 

practhioner is to discem the area of difficulty, determine whether h is excess or deficient, 

and remstate balance... Imbalance is the source of disease" (37-38). Explanations of 

Ulness and heaUng m Chhiese medichie often rely upon the notion of balance, with 

disharmony understood as a precursor of Uhiess. In addition, disharmony is mtertwmed 

with an hidividual's behavior. Thus, a person's habhs and patterns of mteraction m the 

world and with the self contribute to Uhiess and heaUng. For example, m Chmese 

medichie, hidecisiveness or bemg helpful to others at the expense of oneself is related to 

an excessive "dampness" hi the body, evhiced by a number of physiological signs, 

uicludhig a white coatmg on the tongue and the presence of what is described as a "why 

pulse." The condhion can be remedied by plachig needles m a variety of different pohits 
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along mvisible meridians to release dampness or to activate heat hi the body to counteract 

the damp cUmate. LUce many ahemative therapies, acupuncture is not predicated on the 

notion of eradicatmg disease by isolatmg an objective causal agent but conceived as a 

method m which to restore harmony withm a person, thereby providhig a cUmate for 

heaUng that takes hito account a reciprocal relationship between the therapy and the 

patient's habhs and behavior. In hoUstic theories of medicme, patients are not merely 

neutral hosts for Uhiess. Causes for Uhiess are extended beyond the pathogens that 

characterize illness m biomedichie, and the effects and signs of Uhiess are dUated mto 

subtle contexts and behaviors that are typicaUy considered as hrelevant m conventional 

approaches to medicine. 

In Renee Weber's Dialogues with Scientists and Sages, Bohm explams how our 

perspectives influence and remforce our observations about the world. StmggUng with 

how to clearly articulate the effect of emphasizhig "the whole and the parts, or the whole 

and the sub-wholes... the wholeness of the whole and the parts," Bohm resorts to an 

analogy hivolvhig music, remarkmg that reversmg the dommant theme with a secondary 

theme m a piece of music creates an enthely different piece (29). WhUe pathology, with 

hs emphasis on isolathig the mechaiusms of disease, seems to be hi the foreground of 

biomedichie, heaUng as a dynamic effort to restore balance tends to be m the foreground 

of altemative practices. Arrivhig at the causal mechanism of disease receives great 

emphasis m biomedichie; however, understandmg the uiterconnection between Uhiess 

and larger contexts tends to receive more emphasis m ahemative systems of medichie. 

Biomedicme's objective methods of observhig and analyzmg the body have captured a 

static picture that may not be entkely accurate. "StUl Ufe" renditions of the body have 

been a primary source of mformation for centuries. As previously, noted, the majority of 

mformation about the body, Uhiess, and disease was gathered first through autopsy and 

later through purely analytical processes. Yet, the "stUl Ufe" approach has not accounted 

for dynamic processes of situated, Uvmg behigs. Research mformed by quantum theory, 

however, is beghuung to generate a much different perspective of the body. Leon M. 

Glass, a physiologist of McGUl University m Montreal describes the body as a "complex 
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mosaic of nonUnear dynamical systems...that hiteract with one another and the world, aU 

under feedback control" (qtd. in Peterson and EzzeU 156). In "Crazy Rhythms: 

Confronthig the Complexity of Chaos m Biological Systems," Ivars Peterson and Carol 

EzzeU explahi that research in non-linear dynamics and chaos theory examine "how 

pieces of a biological system are Unked and work together" histead of "workmg out the 

tmiest details of how specific enzymes, genes, or molecules perform theh flmctions" 

(156). Biomedicuie has been shaped by an underlyhig notion that the body is constructed 

of discrete parts, yet research mformed by quantum theory as weU as neurobiology and 

PNI shifts to hiclude an mterest m trends and patterns hi dynamic systems such as the 

body. 

In his studies of perception, Norwood RusseU Hanson demonstrates how one 

picture may contam two enth-ely different figurations, dependhig on one's perspective 

(90-94). To use a famUiar example, when lookuig the famous Ulusion "Vanity," some 

people see an old woman with a large nose whUe others see a beautiftil young woman at 

her dressmg table. Chmg Wittegenstem, Hanson explams that Unes are mere Unes unless 

we supply a particular "organization," and we "rarely see without such 'organization' 

bemg operative, and yet this organization is nothhig seen as are the Unes" (95). This 

explanation of optical Ulusions provides a strong metaphor for the underlyhig theories of 

altemative heaUng, particularly those that lean mto quantum theory. Conventional views 

of medichie focus on the Unes, i.e., Uhiess as a concrete entity that is seen or 

demonstrated through reductive approaches. Yet from a different perspective, Uhiess 

might be also seen as a pattern, created and reified through a habituated set of beUef 

stmctures that operates tachly m how an hidividual organizes perceptions and experience. 

Perception is very much a matter of selection and deletion and is determhied by many 

fectors, mcludmg an epistemological stance. What we select and what we delete from the 

plethora of possibUities is certamly mfluenced by what we beUeve we wUl find. Such is 

the understandmg that mforms social constmctivist theories and emergmg theories m 

cognition which note our amenabUity to recognize that which is aheady famUiar. 
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Optical Ulusions such as Kohler's goblet demonstrate the cognitive dissonance 

mvolved m the shift of seemg a new figuration. This dissonance mvolves a moment of 

confusion, an mterstice that can be fiUed m diverse ways. It is a moment of 

groundlessness hi which perception is caught between an old pattem that is famUiar and a 

new configuration. What was once fixed and concrete becomes fluid and open to 

mterpretation. Shifts shnUar to the one exempUfied by Kohler's goblet happen on a 

broad scale over thne, affecthig what Foucauh caUed "epistemes" and what Kuhn caUed 

"paradigms." On a smaU, hidividual scale, sWfts m perception affect awareness and 

one's affinity to new patterns. On a very smaU scale—on the ceUular level, some 

theories of altemative heaUng explore how shiftuig one's perceptions may alter patterns 

m the body, thus mfluenchig the mception and control of certam disorders. Theories hi 

ahemative medichie, specificaUy those that lean mto quantum explanations of heaUng, 

support the notion that a constant, dynamic flux of hormones, and possibly energetic 

patterns, mterlace perception and physiological processes; thus, changes m such patterns 

can mfluence the hiception of disease and the abUity to heal. These assertions rest, of 

course, on a prevalent assumption in altemative medichie-fhe uiterconnection of mmd 

and body. 

There are many hypotheses about the connection between mind and body. As 

noted, PNI research focuses on the relationships between the central nervous system, the 

endocrine system, and the immune system, poshmg that the constant flux of specific 

hormones hifluences hnmune response. Research m PNI has gamered some scientific 

support for the premise that our reactions to both pleasant and stressful events mfluence 

the constant cascade of hormones and receptor sites, thereby effected physical changes. 

Other theories focus on bram function, particularly the way m which memories are 

formed and stored. Not everyone agrees that the "bram" and hs "parts" can be confined 

to the customary locations. In "The Holographic Model of Bram Function and the 

Orgone Energy Fields Theory," Ignacio E. Ochoa Pacheco provides a brief summary of 

the neurobiological research mto bram fimction. Accordhig to Pacheco, mterest m a 

holographic model of the bram began when researchers noted "how the fimction of a 
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particular area of the bram can be assumed by a different area when the origmal she has 

been mjured, especiaUy if the damage occurs durmg development." Chmg Gabor, Van 

Heerden, Longuet-Higgms, Pribam, Griffith, and Cavanagh, Pacheco explams that 

"hiteUigence and consciousness do not have an specific anatomical site associated to theh-

fimction, histead they are locaUzed 'every where' withhi the bram." Pacheco asserts that 

a holographic model explams the "redundancy prmciple" of bram fimctionmg. 

From the perspective of a holographic model, memory is potentiaUy m aU cites of 

the body. The "holographic model" supports Achterberg and LawUs's contention, 

namely, [E]ach ceU possesses memory" (1). In Molecules of Emotion, Candace Pert 

maintains that memory storage and retrieval are complex processes that mvolve the 

filtering of sensory mformation, the presence of neuropeptides which choreograph 

emotional states, and the participation of receptor sites which are located throughout the 

body (142-145). Pert goes on to assert: 

[I]t is becommg mcreasmgly apparent that the role of peptides is not 
Umited to eUciting shnple and shigular actions from mdividual ceU and 
organ systems. Rather, peptides serve to weave the body's organs and 
systems mto a shigle web that reacts to both intemal and extemal 
environmental changes with complex, subtly orchestrated responses. 
Peptides are the sheet music contamuig the notes, phrases, and rhythms 
that aUow the orchestra—your body—to play as an integrated entity. And 
the music that resuhs is the tone or feeUng that you experience 
subjectively as your emotions. (148) 

Obviously, explaining the connections between mind and body is difficult, and 

metaphoric expression is common to many explanations geared for a non-scientific 

audience. Remmiscent of oral culture, metaphors that rely on sound, even the notion of 

harmony, are prevalent in theories of the interconnection of mind and body. As Pert and 

Bohm's descriptions of dynamic processes attest, metaphors that mcorporate sound seem 

to bypass the problem of assignhig static pieces to fluid, dynamic processes. Pathology 

can be quantified, but dynamic, holistic notions of heaUng are easier to explain 

quaUtatively, and metaphors help estabUsh a correlative between abstract prmciples and 

the seenungly concrete nature of the body. 
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Bypassmg Bohm's quantum explanations of the subtle and mtricate connections 

of hnpUcate and expUcate order and Pert's explanations of "molecules of emotion," 

Michael M. Merzenich's work on bram research at UC San Francisco has generated great 

mterest hi the "plasticity" of the human bram. In "Neural Plasticity: Merzenich, Taub, 

and Greenough," Erhi CUfford explams, "Plasticity refers to the bram's abUity to change 

and reorganize m response to some change m mput from mtemal or extemal sources." 

Merzenich and Greenough posh that experience can aher the neural activity of the bram. 

In other words, the bram can be molded by experience or, as CUfford states, "Experience-

dependent plasticity occurs m features of the bram that may not need experience to 

develop but can be changed or modified by h." Merzenich and Greenough's model 

poshs that neural synapses strengthen m response to extemal or envhonmental stunulus: 

If two sthnuU always appear together, the neurons receivhig mput from 
those pahed sthnuU consistently fire together, and the connection between 
them is strengthened. Thus, a type of leanung, an mcrease m the 
association of two temporaUy pah-ed sthnuU, occurs. These changes m 
neuronal connections could lead to changes in the topography of the 
overaU cortical stmcture. 

In other words, our brains are UteraUy sculpted by experience. Through Magnetic 

Resonance Imagmg (MRI)—a technique that uses sound to create a visual image— 

Merzenich has been able to demonstrate how neural maps are maUeable in relation to 

experience. 

In "Teachmg the Bram to Leam," Ford F. Ebner offers a very sunple example of 

the bram's maUeabUity: 

The sensory information you have processed and stored whUe reading this 
article has changed your bram. The changes are due to the effects of 
learning from visual experience (readhig) and stormg the new mformation 
m the brahi (memory) through subtle changes m bram chcuitry (neural 
plasticity). But these changes wiU aU fade if genes are not quickly tumed 
on so that new protems are synthesized and quickly shipped to the active 
synapses m each ceU to convert the short-term memory mto long-term 
memory. 
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Ebner's model provides an uncompUcated Ulustration of what has been termed 

"experience-dependent plasticity." Obviously, we are hifluenced by our experiences and 

we are capable of leammg from and about our envhonments. However, experience-

dependent plasticity as Merzenich explores h encompasses vast changes. 

Rather than the "hardwired black box" theory of the bram as Thomas P. Sutula 

has termed past theories, m "The Mutable Bram," Marguerite HoUoway suggests an 

altemative metaphor for bram plasticity: 

It is as if the bram is a vast floodplam. One year the water may run 
eastward m a series of smaU channels; the next h might cut a river deep 
through the center. A year later, and a map of the floodplam looks 
completely different; streams are meandering to the west. It is the same 
with a bram.. .Change the mput—be h a behavior, a mental exercise.. .or a 
physical skUl—and the bram changes accordmgly. (79) 

HoUoway provides a clear way to understand the extent of the changes m the stmcture of 

the brain proposed by Merzenich and Greenough. In obsening how the bram reorganizes 

hself to assume fimction of functions typicaUy assigned to an area that have been 

damaged, they posh that regions of the bram can be trauied to perform different tasks. 

The much-pubUcized "Nun Study," conducted by Danner, Snowden, and Friesen, 

involved a longhudinal study conducted with over 600 nuns whose ages ranged from the 

mid-seventies to 106 years of age. The study provides support for the theory that the 

brain is shaped by experience. In "PersonaUty Processes and Individual Differences-

Positive Emotions m Early Life and Longevity: Fuidmgs from the Nun Study," Danner et 

al. claim that the complex mental activities such as writuig averted the uicidence of 

Alzheuner's, even m nuns who were geneticaUy predisposed to the disease and who had 

developed early symptoms of the disease. The research from the nun study supports 

Merzenich and Greenough's theory that the brain is maUeable, adaptable, and capable of 

reorganizmg at the gross level of the neural cortex. Nevertheless, experience dependent 

plasticity does not merely rest on a notion of "neutral" experience, but perception as 
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guided by sensory mapphig and mterpretation. In "The Attentive Bram," Steven 

Grossberg claims: 

Myriad signals relentlessly bombard our senses. These signals may arrive m 
disconnected pieces, yet we can hitegrate them as unified moments of 
conscious experience. The apparent suigularity and coherence of an 
experience depends on how the bram processes envh-onmental events. That 
processmg concentrates on context. If you look at a complex picture, such as 
a photograph of a famous face, you probably recognize h at a glance, but you 
might never recognize h by lookmg at h piece by piece. Such context-
dependent processmg emerges because the bram typicaUy operates on 
sensory data m paraUel, rather than m sequence. 

Associations operate to mterpret mformation, and as such, past association can be reified 

and serve as a framework for mterprethig experience. Yet, these frameworks can be 

altered through creatmg different associations; consequently, the bram then operates from 

a different neural configuration—a different map. Merzenich says, "One of my dreams is 

to find aU the ways that you can use the plasticity processes of the bram to drive 

corrections" (qtd. m HoUoway 80). For Merzenich and others m neural science, 

discoveries about the brahi's abiUty to be remodeled hold great promise for a variety of 

health problems. HoUoway includes an interesting and relevant msight in her review of 

Merzenich's theories of bram plasticity. Accordhig to HoUoway, "To many people— 

those who meditate or practice biofeedback or undergo psychotherapy—this idea 

[plasticity m the area of heaUng] may seem mtuhive: focus your effort m certaui way, and 

your bram, as gUmpsed through your behavior, wiU alter" (80). Whereas the bram was 

understood as fahly stable and reified m hs fimction and development, current theories 

promote the notion of fluidity and maUeabiUty. 

Ong and Havelock's msights about the fluidity and flexibUity of language m oral 

culture versus the reified, static language of visual culture are relevant m exploring 

altemative theories m medichie, particularly those that focus on ways in which to reframe 

experience m order to create strong, adaptable cognitive maps. Evidence that the bram 

may have the propensity to map and remap hself m a myriad of ways through specific 

behavior and mental activities has bolstered research with various diseases and 
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condhions, mcludmg autism, Parkmson's disease, and Alzheuner's disease. In her article 

reviewing current research m neural plasticity, HoUoway ches the work of Jeffrey 

Schwartz of UC Irvine who is experhnentmg whh modifying the behavior of patients 

with obsessive compulsive disorder by employmg techniques that help remap the neural 

associations m the bram. As HoUoway reports, "They have apparently remolded theh 

brain to avoid certaui patterns of thhikuig" (85). In the emergmg studies of neural 

plasticity, h is theorized that restmcturhig one's perception of events is intricately 

connected to neural repattemmg, and the process works in both dhections; revismg 

neural maps shapes behavior, and behavior shapes neural maps. The notion that 

perception can mfluence physiology has created some mterest m how "logotherapy" can 

be used to promote the restmcturhig of neural maps. 

Two sf)ecific approaches, narrative-based therapy and NeuroUnguistic 

Programming (NLP) employ the fluid and maUeable structures of narrative and metaphor 

for helping people re-map certain experiences and behaviors that create disharmony, 

unbalance, or maladaptive strategies; the terms shift, dependhig on the approach and the 

patient and practitioner's perception of the therapy. In essence, experience takes on a 

particular meaning dependhig on how it is framed or perceived, and certam associations 

become reified mto neural maps. People then act upon these maps, consistently 

remforchig them through behavior, which m tum reifies the map. 

One of the predommant themes of NLP is based on Korzybski's observation, 'the 

map is not the territory.' The notion that there is a gap between what is "real" and what 

we perceive is repeated m many NLP texts. For example, Robert B. DUts asserts that 

"the representations we use to organize our experience of the world are not the world" 

{Health 6-7). Through dialogue, observation hypnosis, and a variety of other techniques, 

NLP practitioners attempt to assist patients hi understandhig the mechanisms mvolved hi 

how they represent experience, postulathig that our responses to an experience rather 

than the experience hself create tach frameworks which operate to organize future 

experiences. In other words, people operate from personal maps that they beUeve 

represent reaUty. Once these frameworks are m place, they often create reified patterns 
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of behavior that become obstacles to what is termed "adaptive behavior." Observmg the 

metaphors that people use is an hnportant aspect of NLP. In "AppUcations of NLP m 

Health," DUts clahns: 

Considering an Ulness as a metaphor hself can often be an mterestmg way 
to get msight. NLP identifies a class of idioms, caUed "organ language," 
that can also be used to help a patient organize and understand his or her 
situation. Phrases Uke "a pam m the neck," "get something off my 
(back/chest), "I am dying to get this," offer a rich source of potential 
msight mto possible contributors to health disorders. (45) 

WhUe Sontag eschews the notion of Uhiess as metaphor and Gadamer assigns pam to the 

reahn of the marticulate, hi NLP, metaphoric expression of Uhiess often mcludes 

mformation about the deeper causes of Ulness. 

NLP often employs a dynamic process shnUar to a Socratic dialogue wherehi a 

practhioner or therapist pays close attention to verbal clues and gestures and en^loys a 

variety of feedback fechiuques hi order to help patients arrive at a greater awareness of 

the ways m which they have created "representational maps," or patterns, that may 

contribute to Uhiess. Accordhig to David Grove m "The PhUosophy and Principles of 

Clean Language," "The therapist's role is to vish the cUent's model of the world and 

unfold solutions that are conducted withm the language and logical boundaries of that 

world." James Whitlark explams that m order to enter the cUent's model of the world, 

some NLP therapists employ "clean language": histead, of paraphrasmg a cUent's 

narrative of disease, they ask questions that hiclude the cUent's own phrases pronounced 

m the cUent's tone, thereby actmg as a mhror for the cUent's self-recognition. 

WhUe Bacon advocated a quhe different 'clean' language to estabUsh a clear 

correspondence between thought and thmg, m NLP, "clean language" avoids 

suppositions about the patient's words and meanmg. Rather than translatmg the patient's 

experience, a practhioner attempts to "accurately pmpomt questions and statements that 

reflect the cUent's model of the world" (Grove). In this way, the patient has the 

opportunity to fiiUy explore his or her own constmcts. The goal of such dialogue and 

mteraction is to help patients recognize theh capacity to change certam cognitive and 
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behavioral pattems that contribute to Uhiess. When people become aware of how they 

have buUt theh perceptions and experiences mto representational models that do not 

specificaUy match a spechSc extemal reaUty, they can adjust or change those maps to 

eUch new behavioral pattems that may facUitate heaUng. As noted earUer m this 

discussion, at the core of many foUc medichies is the notion that hnbalance or disharmony 

is a precursor to disease, and hnbalance is mtertwmed with a person's behavioral 

pattems. NLP is also guided by the conception that Uhiess is often a resuh of 

maladaptive strategies that arise from misperceptions hi a person's mteractions and 

relationships m the broadest sense and that these maladaptive strategies are uitermeshed 

with behavior. In hs therapeutic approaches, NLP strives to help people become more 

aware of the ways hi which they stmcture theh concepts of themselves and the world and 

how these stmctures can be reshaped to effect heaUng. 

Just as a shift from oral to Uterate culture promoted an unmeasurable shift in how 

we represent the world, NLP recognizes that modal shifts can play a vast role m how we 

know thhigs and m how we constmct our hidividual worlds. The modal shift from oral 

culture to visual culture created new metaphors, new epistemologies, and new 

technologies. ShnUarly, NLP reasons that when we shift our perspective and perceive a 

new metaphor, so to speak, deep changes occur that faciUtate the alteration of neural 

pattems. Metaphoric expression is an hnportant element m NLP because metaphor does 

not traffic m one dh-ection but rather excavates the unknown by associatmg h with 

somethmg sunUar that is known which m tum mfluences what we go on to know. WhUe 

the use of metaphoric exploration may seem shnpUstic, the dynamic dialogues that 

constitute the majority of NLP texts reveal the subtle accumulation of metaphors that 

contribute to pattems of thought and behavior. In fact, m NLP behavior can be 

understood as the resuh of aggregate metaphors. George Lakoff, m "The Neurocognitive 

Self asserts: 

[A] conceptual system contams an enormous subsystem of thousands of 
conceptual metaphors - mappmgs that aUow us to understand the abstract 
m terms of the concrete. Without this system, we could not engage m 
abstract thought at aU - hi thought about causation, purpose, love, 
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moraUty, or thought hself Without the metaphor system, there could be 
no phUosophizmg, no theorizmg, and Uttle general understandhig our 
everyday personal and social Uves. But the operation of this vast system 
of conceptual metaphor is largely unconscious. We reason metaphoricaUy 
throughout most of our wakhig, and even our dreammg Uves, but for the 
most part are unaware of h. (229) 

From the perspective of NLP, the world that Aristotle "mapped" by creatmg "natural" 

categories was not the world-not the territory hself-but a very convmcmg map. 

According to Korzybski: 

A map is not the terrhory h represents, but, if correct, h has a simUar 
stmcture to the territory, which accounts for hs usefulness. ... If we 
reflect upon our languages, we find that at best they must be considered 
only as maps. A word is not the object h represents; and languages exhibh 
also this pecuUar self-reflexiveness, that we can analyze languages by 
Unguistic means. (58) 

ShnUarly, the maps we create for ourselves and our Ulnesses are not necessarUy bmte 

facts, but often maUeable through deep and abidmg awareness of how the metaphors we 

use shape experience. 

NLP is an hmovative, hiteractive psychobiological model that supports the notion 

that metaphoric language can provide a means for uivoking a process of heaUng. NLP 

uses Unguistic and Uterary devices such as metaphor and story Unes to provide patients 

with tools to evoke transformations, and NLP promotes the beUef that changhig one's 

perceptions can effect deep changes hi behavior and health. LUce most altemative 

therapies, NLP is grounded hi the beUef that "[o]ur brahis and our bodies are two 

hiterdependent and intricately woven parts of the same biological system" (AppUcations 

4). NLP leans toward constmctivist theories hi that h acknowledges that mdividuals play 

a role m how they constmct the world rather than the world bemg a fixed, concrete reahn 

that exists hidependent of the observer. In NLP, articulation of a stressful event, a 

trauma, or problem is not entkely necessary; the "stories" that people teU are unportant, 

but not specificaUy for theh- content. NLP focuses on the notion that m teUhig stories, 

people provide clues about how they have represented an event. Lmguistic constmcts 
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(such as metaphor), body language, eye movements, and breathmg pattems provide 

mformation about how a person has assigned meanmg to a particular event or cluster of 

events. In NLP, the language that people use, hicludmg the subtle language of gesture, 

nuance, and even sUence provides clues that most scientists would find enigmatic and 

extraneous, but NLP practhioners perceive that mformation about people's neural maps is 

avaUable m even the most subtle ways. In "Problem Domams and Non-Traumatic 

Resolution Through Metaphor Therapy," David Grove explams that "the locus of 

mformation can be found by notichig where the cUent looks, what gestures they use, what 

phrases are spoken and even what sounds are made just before they speak. It is mtrigumg 

to note that the enthe history of a particular problem can be unfolded from one glance, 

one gesture or one expression." The way m which people express themselves tends to be 

hnportant to practhioners because m NLP theories, what we perceive about the world is 

moderated by various factors. 

ShnUar to theories about the bram's plasticity, from the perspective of NLP, the 

world consists of uncountable bhs of mformation and this information is organized at 

several levels. The first level hnpUcates the senses. The senses are representational 

systems that process the mformation transmitted through the five senses (Heahh 5). 

NLP mamtahis that it is the "sequential accessmg of specific sensory experience m these 

parts of the brain that make up the mental 'strategies' we use to respond to the world 

around us..." (5). In other words, the senses organize or translate the world. Through 

the senses, we receive and process mformation about the world, but the senses are uneven 

or at least imique for each mdividual. Current theories of leammg styles also address this 

point, postulathig that an mdividual who organizes experience through a visual 

representational system would have a much different map of the world than a person 

whose auditory representational system is strongly developed. Therefore, the mformation 

that people attend to, respond to, and the manner of thefr responses varies widely. 

Accordhig to DUts, people "mput, output, and process" mformation, and this hiformation 

is coded m five sensory systems (the five senses). In NLP, the sensory systems are 

"representational systems," and the representations are "echoed" m the Unguistic pattems 
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of hidividuals (Health 7). For example, a chUd might say, "Watch me play the piano," 

hidicatmg a reUance on visual representation as a way of organizhig experience. 

Non-verbal clues also provide hiformation about representational processes. 

Bandler and Grinder explahi that the mtemeural sensory processmg that goes on as a 

person speaks provides a pattem of the way m which the mformation was processed and 

that people typicaUy display a consistent pattem of eye movements that represent the 

sensory modes hi which mformation has been processed. For example, DUts makes the 

foUowing statement about the most common neural organization: 

When people are picturing something hi theh mind's eye, theh eyes wiU 
move up and to the left or up and to the right. When people are havmg 
hitemal feelings, they wiU typicaUy move theh eyes down and to the right. 
When people are listening or taUdng to themselves inside theh heads they 
wUl move theh- eyes straight and to the left or down and to the left. (3-4) 

Some people's eye movements differ from this norm, but, accorduig to NLP theory, each 

person has a consistent pauing of sensory hnage and eye movement, e.g., a reversal of 

the norm. This theory origmated as part of NLP therapy but is now used hi a variety of 

contexts. In heaUng therapies, however, heedmg non-verbal cues accordmg to the 

systematic approach developed m NLP can provide clues about how a patient has 

processed mformation and the emotional significance of that hiformation. 

WhUe non-verbal expression is hnportant "hi the way a person's enthe history is 

unfolded" as Grove notes, language is also a critical part of how we represent knowledge. 

As DUts pohits out, language is both a "representational system and a means or process of 

communicatmg our representation to the world." (45). DUts also explams the process m 

a more mformal way by nothig that we make maps of what is gomg on hi the world, 

selectively, through our senses, and then "we make maps of those maps or models of 

those models, with our language systems" (AppUcations 6). In Invisible Cites, Italo 

Calvmo expresses the same idea when he says, "Don't confiise a city with the words that 

describe h." The pomt is that representations of the world seem very much Uke reaUty. 

In NLP, words are often perceived as "anchors" because the words people use reflect 

theh- attitudes, and these attitudes have great mfluence m how and what they perceive 
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from the vast array of mformation that surrounds them moment to moment. Language, 

particularly metaphoric language, often reveals how people are moored to particular 

pattems of thmkhig. As Bandler and Grinder pomt out, "Language gives many clues 

about how people stmcture experience as sensory representations are "echoed m the 

Unguistic pattems of hidividuals" (7). Obviously, the sUppery nature of language has 

been a problem m describmg the objective world that science promotes as reaUty, but 

such sUppage is considered a rich source of hiformation m postmodemism and m NLP. 

Addressmg the notion of Unguistic confusion that often arises m communication, David 

Peat m "Questions m Biology" notes: 

Indeed, cognhive psychologists have pohited to the way m which the 
human mmd, when faced with an area of confusion, tries to suppress the 
perception of this confusion by keepmg on working. It does this by, for 
example, "patching over" an area of ignorance by means of a series of 
arbitrary rules. In fact stopphig aU activity and confronthig the ignorance 
or confusion would generate great anxiety, and the nund, therefore, prefers 
to continue hs activity—even when this whole process is no longer firuhflil. 

Peat raises a pomt that is relevant to NLP. Through careful observation of presentation of 

a story, mcludmg gestures, eye movements, and metaphor, practhioners attempt to locate 

the areas that have been "patched over," hypothesizmg that such attempts do generate a 

set of arbitrary rules that often resuh m maladaptive strategies, and these maladaptive 

strategies can be precursors of hnbalance and iUness. In altemative views of medichie, 

Ulness is often regarded as imbalance, a sign of maladaptive strategies, a deficiency m 

chi, the absence of beauty, or the blackness of despah. UnUke psychotherapy, however, 

the content of a person's story is less hnportant than the way m which that story has been 

represented and then used as an arbitrary map. NLP attempts to bypass the complexities 

of "makhig sense" out of past events and focuses on buUdmg new maps to facUitate the 

kmd of behavior and reactions to events that would encourage health and heaUng. 

The dynamic quaUty of the dialogues employed m NLP often discover a complex 

network of metaphors that have created a world for the patient that is often uncomfortable 

and unduly Umitmg. In "AppUcation of the Meta Model to the Socratic Method of 
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PhUosophical Inquuy," DUts explams that dialogue is an activity whose method is to 

chaUenge hs own assumptions. DUts asserts that the Socratic method can be valuable m 

"identifymg various areas of verbal communication that are susceptible to considerable 

ambiguity and which may cause Umitations, confusions, and misconununication m a 

person's Ufe." WhUe DUts overlooks some of Socrates' manipulations, his essay 

elucidates the dynamic nature of the mterchange that occurs m NLP, an mterchange often 

present m Zen stories wherehi navigathig paradoxes enacts a shift m perception that goes 

beyond bmary thinking. 

The value of "logotherapy"—specificaUy therapies that focus on narrative and the 

patient's use of metaphoric language to reframe the experiences of Uhiess— ĥave 

emerged as possible tools for promotmg health. There is a particular logic mvolved hi 

the creation and recognition of metaphor, and that logic is typicaUy associative. As Kuhn 

pohits out m "Metaphors m Science," '"[MJetaphor' refers to aU those processes m which 

the juxtaposhion either of terms or of concrete examples calls forth a network of 

shnUarities which help to determine the way m which language attaches to the world" 

(415). This shift from object to pattem carries with h a great many hnpUcations m the 

dhection of heaUng practices. When that network of shnUarities is moved mto the very 

personal world of an mdividual attempthig to make sense of illness, metaphor can be 

understood as a vehicle through which to explore, express, and even to experience Ulness. 

WhUe Uhiess can be defined and studied as a separate entity m the reahn of biomedichie, 

conveyed m terms that strive to mahitam 'a one-to-one correspondence between thought 

and thmg' as Bacon suggested, a person who is UI does not have an "objective" 

perspective from which to "view" Uhiess as an object. The correspondence between 

thought and "thmg" often finds expression through metaphor. From the perspective of 

the patient, Uhiess is often experienced and defined through mterrelationships which 

ulthnately give rise to metaphoric expression. In this way, metaphor emerges as a tool 

through which a patient makes meanhig of Uhiess and as a tool for understandmg the 

configuration of the pattems of Uhiess for that mdividual. 
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In some altemative approaches to Uhiess, specificaUy those that advocate 

"logotherapy" as a tool of heaUng, metaphoric expression of Uhiess is not random. The 

unsystematic and often chaotic narrative of the patient, replete with metaphoric 

statements Uke "I feel Uke I have been hit by a tmck;" "I am jumpmg out of my skm;" 

"I have this terrible pressure hi my head;" "I'm not feeUng myself lately;" or "I feel 

washed out" may be too broad a target for a physician who is tryhig to pm down a 

specific pathogen. However, m altemative approaches to medicme, metaphors can 

provide very clear clues to Uhiess. Altemative practhioners are often tramed to heed the 

language of the patient as a means hi which to facUitate heaUng. Regardhig the body and 

the mmd as a reticular system rather than one that can be "divided at the johits," 

emotions, social relationships, and physical states foUow a logic of association, and 

metaphor becomes a methodology through which illness can be identified and addressed. 

The focus shifts from an object that can be carved up and analyzed to an awareness of 

patterns that are flexible, maUeable, and fluid. 

WhUe science uses the tool of logic to resolve contradictions, narrative and 

metaphor often function to organize and reframe that which is discormected and to glean 

tmth among contradictions. Mark Johnson clahns, "[Metaphor] is one of the chief 

cognhive stmctures by which we are able to have coherent, ordered experiences that we 

can reason about and make sense of Through metaphor, we make use of pattems that we 

obtain m our physical experience to organize our more abstract understandmg" (xiv). 

Sontag argues agahist the perceptions that metaphors often grant to Uhiess—Uhiess as an 

enemy, cancer as an aUen mvasion—^yet metaphor can play an hnportant role hi 

organizmg and refranung experience. The pluraUty and flexibUity mherent m narrative, 

metaphor, and associative logic are not the ways m which science knows the world, but 

the world mapped by science is not the only world that exists, and logic is not the only 

faculty that provides tmth. 

The exploration of metaphor as a framework of epistemology by scholars such as 

Lakoff, Johnson, Goodman, and Kuhn has mitiated dialogue regardhig the ways m which 

metaphoric expression may be useful hi understandmg our estabUshed views of the 
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world. As David E. Leary pomts out hi "Nammg and Knowmg: Givmg Form to Thmgs 

Unknown," "There is nothhig shnple and meluctable about the ways m which our 

knowledge, feeUngs, and actions are constmcted, whether m science or m any other 

domam.... Uhhnately, the process depends upon what our bodies sense and our mmds 

hnagme." What the body senses and what the mmd hnagmes is the nexus of metaphor. 

Entermg the unknown reahn of an Uhiess, especiaUy chronic Uhiess, caUs forth a 

metaphoric exploration m order to give expression and even order to the experience. 

Pam so often feels Uke something, and metaphoric expression can provide an 

understandhig of the deeper aspects of Uhiess. Leary goes on to say, "Our modem 

ambivalence about both sensibUity (especiaUy "feeUngs") and cognition (especiaUy 

"hnagmation") is weU known. Science has tried to legislate this ambivalence out of 

existence by dictatmg the acceptable forms of sensibUity and by Umitmg the free play of 

the hnagmation." Lhnitmg the free play of the hnagmation was the assigned role of 

rhetoric accordhig to Bacon. RecaUmg JoUffe and Covmo's assertion that Bacon divided 

the mind mto three faculties: reason-the faculty that perceives regularities, analyzes, and 

generalizes, memory—the repository of experience and feet, and imagmation-the faculty 

that conceives affah-s as different from what they are (31), Bacon beUeved that the 

purpose of rhetoric was to constrahi the hnagmation. In Bacon's words, "The duty and 

office of Rhetoric is to apply Reason to the Imagmation for the better movuig of the wiU" 

{Advancement 629). Accordingly, language should seek a one-to-one correspondence 

between word and thing. Obviously metaphor pushes the boundaries of Bacon's dictum, 

and the hnportance assigned to metaphoric language m some altemative therapies 

chaUenges the Umited role of rhetoric. 

WhUe logic has served as the privUeged way of knowing the world, altemative 

medicme calls upon other ways of knowing. Rather than seekmg objective, hnear 

explanations rendered m neutral language, altemative heaUng admits the possibUity that 

there are other ways of knowhig and other ways of heaUng beyond the evidence-based 

cures that biomedichie provides. In her mtroduction to Healing Narratives, Gay WUenz 

proposes that women's ways of knowing are Unked to the ways of knowing that guide 
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altemative practices m medichie (4). By presentmg a series of stories/essays that 

exempUfy a variety of cultural perspectives of heaUng, WUenz attempts to show that 

biomedichie does not possess the sole tmth about heaUng nor is language msignificant to 

the art of heaUng. WUenz clahns: 

Language has always been a part of the heaUng process, even when h has 
been used to obscure meanmg through euphemism or jargon. ... One 
might say that we don't even know how we feel without language, and 
metaphoric language at that. The body's language needs to be decoded 
through hnage and symbol, whether by the person who is UI or by the 
healer, in traditional systems, both work together. (16) 

The world of phenomena finds symboUc expression hi numerous ways, and metaphor is 

one way of those ways. As noted several thnes m this discussion, Aristotle hunself 

proclahned that 'the greatest thmg by far is to be a master of metaphor,' yet h doubtful 

that he anticipated the degree to which metaphor would be reckoned as a shapmg force m 

epistemology. 

Although physicians typicaUy reject the metaphoric expressions of then- patients 

m favor of a visual, concrete diagnosis, physicians utiUze metaphors to explain Uhiess to 

patients. In "Metaphorical Medichie: Usmg Metaphors To Enhance Communication with 

Patients Who Have Puhnonary Disease," Alejandro C. ArroUga, et al. concluded that 

metaphors were useful for commimicatmg with theh patients. After surveymg 

physicians, ArroUga offered four categories of metaphors that were used m relathig the 

mechanisms of Ulness to theh- patients. These categories hicluded contamer hnages (such 

as a baUoon or paper bag); natural hnages (such as Swiss cheese or an upside down tree); 

mechaiucal hnages (such as a plumbmg system, clogged drampipe, trash compactor, rope 

around a beast, or a clogged freeway), and somatic hnages (such as a twitching back 

muscle, or a pierced ear). The choice of metaphors that physicians use to histmcf theh 

patients about Uhiess-to make the unfamUiar famUiar - portrays the body as an object or 

Uhiess as a problem that can be "fixed" through mechanical or aggressive means. Not 

only do the metaphors reflect a mechaiucal and aggressive perspective toward the body, 

they are also unUateral-from physician to patient. ArroUga and his co-authors recognize 
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"contemporary theories of metaphor" wherehi "metaphors as conceptual enthies that are 

based m the shared experiences of a given group of people and that stmcture the language 

that these hidividuals speak." In fact, they drew extensively from Lakoff and Johnson's 

Metaphors We Live By, acknowledgmg that "metaphors define and reflect deeply 

entrenched cultural understandhigs," yet they opted for metaphors such as "clogged 

drainpipes" and "rope around a beast" to educate patients about theh pulmonary diseases. 

Just as metaphoric language provides a view of the physician's domam, 

practhioners of altemative modaUties, as previously noted, wiU often pay attention to the 

metaphors that people use m order to understand clues about how the patient perceives 

his or her illness. In many ahemative perspectives of heahng, disease is perceived as a 

messenger whose message is not absolute but, rather, open to the persuasive mfluence of 

therapy. Consequently, altemative therapists see themselves very much as fecUitators of 

the patient's self-heaUng. Rather than dismissuig metaphors and fuzzy language about 

symptoms and feeUngs hi favor of a visual, evidence-based diagnosis explamed to the 

patient through metaphors that relay the way the physician sees the problem, patients are 

encouraged to speak about theh Uhiess and theh feeUngs about Uhiess in order to 

facUitate heaUng. WhUe Bacon promoted a neutral language that would stave off 

subjective mfluences, m some altemative modaUties, language-with aU of hs trappmgs-

actuaUy becomes a valuable vehicle for understandhig the affective and symboUc aspects 

of Ulness. 

In Medicine, Rationality, and Experience, Byron Good notes that "the world of 

our common, hnmediate, Uved experience" can be threatened and 'unmade' through 

Uhiess (122). IUness is dismptive. Metaphor can serve as a way to understand or 

asshnUate that which is foreign, that which is anomalous. The process of creatmg a 

metaphor entaUs yokhig two separate thhigs form a coherent relationship. The process 

requires the formulation and/or recognition of a pattern, and for aU practical purposes, a 

pattem is not random. As such, metaphor often reflects how a person has perceived or 

hiterpreted Uhiess and can provide valuable mformation mto the how an mdividual maps 

or mterprets an illness. 
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Metaphors, so often embedded m narratives, can be understood as the patient's 

attempt to make meanhig of the anomaly of Uhiess. As such, metaphors can provide a 

means through which to trace how meanhig becomes estabUshed for the patient. In 

Anatomy of the Spirit, CaroUne Myss, Uke most others m the field of altemative heaUng, 

argues that emotional weU-bemg is a key aspect of physical health. Whhm Myss's 

anatomy, however, she Unks specific Uhiess with particular emotions and speculates that 

specific dismptions contribute to specific types of Uhiesses. In Molecules of Emotion, 

Pert, Uke Myss, also suggests that certam emotions may be related to specific hormones. 

In the sphhual anatomy that Myss describes, habitual thoughts and behavioral patterns, 

often expressed through metaphor, contribute to negative or unbalanced energetic 

pattems m the body that can eventuaUy resuh in Uhiess. Shnply stated, the language that 

people use simultaneously points to the Uhiess and reinforces the Ulness. By encouraghig 

people to become aware of theh Unguistic expressions, Myss beUeves h is possible to 

buUd a meta-awareness of the pattems of Ulness and to mvoke changes to those pattems, 

consequently influenchig the abUity to heal. Accorduig to Myss, language, because of hs 

power to reflect and dkect our thoughts and consequently our energy, can become a tool 

for heaUng. 

In "The Rhetoric of Recovery and Change," Lars-Christer Hyden proposes that 

the narrative features of Ulness accounts, mcludmg plots and metaphors, can be exanuned 

rhetoricaUy to yield valuable mformation about Uhiess and recovery. Hyden notes the 

hnportance of the kmds of rhetorical devices hidividuals "have at theh disposal m order 

to make evident theh predisposhion for a particular treatment, the resuhmg 

transformation and final outcome" (75). Hyden goes on to suggest that "Unguistic and 

Uterary devices such as metaphors and other forms of verbal hnagery may play a central 

role m this process" (76). WhUe science typicaUy eschews any connection to narrative, 

AUen notes that science is constantly engaged m narrative: 

The beauty of narrative is that h is a powerful device that normaUzes 
across scales. Narrative deals with sequences of events, and although 
events may be thne dependent, they are also rate mdependent, and so 
possess a stmctural quaUty that makes events mto static thhigs. It is 
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possible to Unk them m equivalent terms, be they large and slow or fast 
and ephemeral. Narratives can normaUze events of different spatial and 
temporal scales so that they can be Unked m one narrative m an 
unequivocal order. An earthquake can be foUowed by a decade-long 
drought, and then the arrival of the first mdividual of a species of mvasive 
msect. Narratives are selective m what they report and the meanmg they 
hnpart. 

When seen as such, narrative provides a way to jom disparate elements and seek coherent 

meanhig, even m the reahn of science. In Ught of HoUoway's description of the bram as 

a vast floodplam that changes over time, the selective nature of narrative provides the 

actual contours of that landscape. 

Plato and Aristotle both discounted the value of narrative because hs propensity 

for hnitation rather than analysis, yet there has been mcreasing mterest hi the therapeutic 

value of narrative. Far from bemg shnply an opposhional maneuver to counter the 

ideology of modernism, the value of narrative has been acknowledged m medichie today 

for numerous reasons, mcludmg tryhig to mend the strained relationship between the 

physician and patient. As noted m this discussion, focus on the "factual" aspects of 

disease rather than the patients themselves has emerged as a problematic aspect of 

biomedichie and is often cited as a primary reason why people explore altemative 

therapies. As Howard Brody pohits out, the dialogue between doctor and patient is co-

opted by the physician's closed-ended and overly technical questions. The nature of 

these questions guarantee that the physician wiU hear the mformation he or she deems 

unportant to diagnosis but preempts the opportimity to hear the patient's story (81). In 

effect, the patient's story is secondary to hard facts that the physician needs m order to 

make a "correct" diagnosis. 

Acknowledghig that physicians frequently discount the value of the patient's 

story, m "Culture and Medicme: Why Study Narrative?" Trish Greenhalgh proposes that 

the patient's narrative may be valuable to physicians. Accordhig to Greenhalgh, m 

addition to restormg a more humanistic quaUty to the medical experience (369), a 

patient's narrative hicludes hiformation that is usefiil m providmg "diagnostic and 
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therapeutic options" (367-368). Dr. Rita Charon also supports the use of narrative m the 

cUnical setthig. In "Narrative Medicme: Form, Function, and Ethics," Charon pohits out 

that "[m]ore and more medical joumals have maugurated narrative features" (84), and 

such essays provide a more personal voice for physicians. In addhion, Charon contends 

that physicians who write about theh experiences with patients can arrive at solutions to 

diagnosis and treatment. Accordhig to Charon, "The more I wrote about my patients and 

myself, the more confident I became that the act of narrative wrhmg granted me access to 

knowledge—^about the patient and about myself—that would otherwise have remamed 

out of reach" (84). Charon and Greenhalgh mamtahi that narrative provides a way of 

knowing that is not possible through the typical analysis of "hard data.' 

Rather than havhig a diagnosis based solely on hard data, ushig the patient's 

narrative as an aspect of diagnosis requhes a type of mterpretation that most physicians 

aren't required to master as part of theh medical tramhig. As noted m Chapter III, Welsh 

states that "[mjedical students are asked to avoid 'readhig anything mto' a medical 

encounter (e.g., discardhig the specific "language" or manner by which a patient teUs of 

her condition), shice this action might muddle accurate medical diagnosis" (316). Efforts 

to mcorporate Uterature classes into the medical school curriculum can be seen a 

countermeasure for the customary tenor of framing. In "Lherature and Medichie: 

Standards for AppUed Lherature," K. M. Hunter suggests that there is a strong affinity hi 

the fields of medichie and Uterature. Accordhig to Hunter, "The doctor stands in the 

same relationship to the patient as the Uterary crhic to the poem. The task is the same: to 

read and interpret the signs, whether they are words or physical findhigs" (301). The 

physician as Uterary critic of the patient's body brings up the hnage of Tristam Shandy's 

father attemptmg to scratch meanhig from a text with a penknife, but Hunter's analogy is 

mtended to bring attention to the disthiction between hiterpretation and pronouncement. 

In "Medichie as Interpretation: The Uses of Literary Metaphors and Methods," Edward 

L. Gogel and James S. Terry present an overviews of theories "at the mterface of 

medichie and the humanities" (205). Gogel and Terry pohit out that an mterpretive 

approach to diagnosis, "never clahns that the patient is merely or always a text, only that 
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reasonmg mterpretively is vital m the approach to a spechic cUnical situation" (214). 

They also note, "[Pjatients are not passive "texts" m the same sense that historical or 

Uterary documents are thought to be.... [A]n mterpretive model aUows for the 

mcorporation of the patient's personal readhig of his owm body and condhion" (214). 

Gogel and Terry conclude that there are many shnUarhies between cUnical medicme and 

mterpretation of texts, but there is no clear, systematic way of applymg mterpretive 

methods m cUnical practice. In addhion, physicians are often reticent to change the ways 

hi which they practice. Nevertheless, as Greenhalgh pomts out m "Narrative Based 

Medicme," "Those who have studied the phenomenon of cUnical disagreement, as weU 

as those of us who practice medicme m a cUiucal setthig, know aU too weU that cUnical 

judgments are usuaUy a far cry from the objective analysis of a set of emmently 

measurable 'facts'" (323). Greenhaulgh goes on to explain that physicians use a type of 

"deductive narrative" that is largely based on mterpretation rather than shnply "evidence" 

(323). In other words, hivestigations that seem to center around "just the facts" often 

include the physician's preconceived perceptions. Physicians typicaUy read mto the 

patient's meaning mto the patient's symptoms; thus, narrative and mterpretation is an 

uievifable part of the medical encounter. 

In "The Problems of Seehig and Sayhig m Medichie and Poetry," Sobel and Elata 

support efforts to hiclude Uterature and medichie hi the medical curriculum, caUhig 

attention to the possibUity that studying Uterature many encourage the physician to 

develop an mcreased senshivity language and for the patient. Accordmg to Sobel and 

Elata: 

The student physician might acquhe a greater appreciation for the 
complexity and ulthnate m^enetrabUity of language, a richer vocabulary, 
and an enhanced sensitivity for the meaning and power of words-for the 
way language shapes reaUty. She or he also might leam to take that extra 
fraction of a second to consider how the words about to be said to the 
patient might be mterpreted by the patient. And, just maybe, fewer 
patients would be made worse by theh physician's Ul-considered remarks. 
(97) 
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The mcreased attention on narrative and Uterature m medicme seems to uidicate an effort 

from withm the field of medichie to buffer a strictly scientific perspective and to 

remtroduce medicme as a heaUng art by paymg more attention to the narratives of 

patients and to the language used m the cUnical encounter. In recountmg his experience 

with physicians, Lewis DUlard, who has had both of his legs amputated as a resuh of 

diabetes, noted the hnportance of the physicians' language and demeanor. Accordmg to 

DUlard: 

Some of the doctors mvolved m my surgeries taUced to me Uke I was 
akeady a dead man. AU they could see was a pathetic diabetic who didn't 
have control of the disease. If I had Ustened to them, I would be a dead 
man. It's just not that easy, not the way they have h aU laid out. They 
always teU you to control h, but h [diabetes] just doesn't always foUow 
theh- rules. Some of the others [doctors], they took a Uttle thne to find out 
that I do have a Ufe. They asked me about my wife and kids and wanted 
to know what I was gomg to do after I got past the surgeries and got fitted 
for my prosthetics. Those are the ones I decided to Usten to. 

In an effort to remam objective, factual, and detached, physicians ignore the larger 

contexts of the patients' Uves and forget the hnpact of theh words and actions on the 

patient. 

In "Doctor Talk and Diabetes: Toward an Analysis of the Clmical Construction of 

Chronic IUness," Ronald Loewe et al. pohit outs the mcreasmg popularity of "Uhiess 

narratives" and suggests that such narratives might prove valuable m educatmg 

physicians about the meaning of Uhiess: 

Through vivid accounts of theh- stmggle with chronic or disabUng diseases, 
patients have attempted to educate doctors and other health care professionals 
about the hnpact of major diseases on theh famUy Ufe, identity and self hnage as 
weU as detaU theh travaUs with the medical estabUshment.... Through narratives 
such as these, the complexity of the Ulness experience is seen. UnUke the 
standard medical history which reduces the patient's experience to a chronology 
of symptoms and signs, the Ulness narrative is a muhistranded discourse, an 
hidividual attempt to constitute a meanmgful explanation of disease by drawing 
on cultural and personal resources at hand. (1267) 
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WhUe Loewe recognizes the value of Uhiess narratives to the medical profession, the 

focus of the article shifts to another type of narrative, namely the narratives that 

physicians commonly teU withm the practice of cUnical medichie. Accordmg to Loewe, 

physicians are constantly engaged m narrative, and the narratives they teU are "equaUy 

complex if quite different than patient stories" (1267). Loewe's analysis of those 

narratives corroborates a strong rhetorical component hi the dialogue between doctors 

and patients. For example, Loewe states that the "doctor's narrative tends to be 

progressive and episodic, a thneUne which can be presented back to the patient who is 

'caught up m the act of daUy Ufe'" (1271). Loewe provides the foUowing example of a 

physician's conversation with a diabetic patient (emphasis is mme): "...so nephropathy 

we beUeve is related to the length of time the person has had diabetes and the control 

they've had over the years... [W]hat I've heard from the nephrologist is once you have 

microalbuminuria h's Uke a fifteen year type of progression from microalbummuria to 

end stage renal disease... (1271). In addition to the progressive and episodic thneUne 

that stmctures the physician's narrative, Loewe also notes that the narratives that 

physicians relate to theh patients hicludes the urgency for the patients to "begm to 

visualize the uivisible processes occurrmg in theh bodies" (1271). As the foUowing 

dialogue between doctor and patient shows, this type of "visuahzation" is very dififerent 

from the kind promoted m ahemative therapies: 

DR: O.K. when you're diabetic you lose sensation m the bottom of your 
feet somethnes so you may have a cut that you don't even feel. 

PATIENT: Uh huh. 

DR: And by the thne you reaUze h's there a strahi of pus is aheady to the 
bone and h's thne for the man with the knife m his hand to have a stab at 
your foot. That's right. 

PATIENT: O.K. 

DR: And once they start cuffmg generaUy they cut a Uttle bh here, cut a 
Uttle bh there and next thing you know they're up to your knee and once 
you get one leg cut off generaUy the other leg is cut off withhi five years 
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because if you don't move around the cfrculation goes bad m the other leg 
real quickly. (1272) 

As evhiced m the dialogue, the physician has some urgency m convincmg the patient to 

VisuaUze the consequences of not controUmg diabetes. Albeh, the hnage that the 

physician attempts to convey and the language used to evoke that hnage seem harsh, but 

from the physician's pomt of view, patients need to see the reaUty of the disease. 

Loewe concludes the article by nothig that physicians feel a sfrong need to 

educate theh patients about the risks of diabetes and the necessity for control 

Nevertheless, this education is neither neutral nor objective. As Loewe pohits out, the 

physicians' narratives regardhig diabetes have rhetoric features that physicians do not 

always acknowledge: 

.. .education is reaUy a euphemism for a style of rhetoric or argument 
which involves graphic descriptions of patients m advanced stages of the 
disease, references to scientific reports, or entreaties to observe shared 
cultural ideals such as personal responsibiUfy. In this regard h should be 
noted that "control", the centerpiece of many narratives, is a cultural ideal 
as weU as a measure of metaboUc functioning... (1274) 

With much the same unpetus as Sontag's msights regardmg cancer as a metaphor m 

Illness as Metaphor, Loewe attempts to show that m cUnical practice, the narrative of 

physicians often goes beyond objective analysis. FaUure to control diabetes becomes a 

personal faUure to exert restrahit or control, and control is a fundamental value m our 

culture and m the culture of science. Gauung confrol over the 'unmly aspects of nature,' 

as Bacon proclaimed, remahis at the core of science and biomedichie. Exammmg the 

narratives that physicians use m cUnical practice brings to Ught many of the complex 

issues and the difficuhies mvolved hi applymg a scientific ideal of neutraUty to the praxis 

of medichie. 

WhUe narrative has been dismissed as hrelevant to epistemology, there is a 

revived mterest m narrative that has carried hito the area of heaUng. As noted, current 

mterest m narrative hicludes a growing recognition that patient narratives serve as a 

source of hiformation that cannot be obtamed m the coUection of 'hard data' that typifies 
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cUnical encounters. In addhion, as Charon and Greenhalgh note, physician narratives 

may be valuable for generatmg creative solutions for patient treatment and for 

communicatmg fiustrations and msights about medichie and cUnical practice. Studymg 

Uterature and Uhiess narratives also provides opportunities for physicians to expand theh 

understandhig about the affective dhnensions of iUness and to buUd greater awareness of 

how the language they use m cUnical practice hnpacts patients and contributes to 

patients' attitudes toward theh Ulnesses. Charon asserts that "findmg the words to 

contam the chaos of Uhiess enables the sufferer to endure h better" (83). A doctor's 

diagnosis and prognosis does, mdeed, bring order mto the patient's often chaotic Uhiess 

narrative, yet the physician's method of stmcturing the experience too often emphasizes a 

statistic approach, grants authorship to the physician, and discounts the affective 

dhnensions. Once an Uhiess is deemed "real" by a physician, the patient constmcts a 

response to that Ulness, often employmg narrative and metaphor. 

The shigle tmth that the physician deUvers along with the factual diagnosis of 

Ulness reverberates through the various strands of that person's Ufe. IUness often 

becomes something—an aUy, an enemy, a messenger that must be attended. A physician 

reifies Ulness and inscribes meanhig hi terms of facts, but a patient must hitegrate those 

facts. Although narrative typicaUy lacks the analytical quaUties that characterize 

scientific approaches to creatuig meanhig, the fluid and maUeable quaUties of narrative 

may prove valuable m the praxis of medicuie. In some alternative views of medichie, 

narrative may have an meffable therapeutic quaUty that resists the explanations that 

satisfy science. Some altemative modaUties encourage patient narratives as vehicles of 

heaUng. The value of the patients' narratives hi terms of "real" heaUng is a tenet of 

alternative medicine m hs widest scope. 

In How to Grow a Lotus Blossom, Jiyu-Kennett, who was diagnosed with severe 

diabetes and heart disease, chronicled her experiences with meditation as she prepared for 

her own death. In her narrative, she emphasizes that she did not retreat mto meditation as 
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an overt effort to heal herself, but she, mdeed, experienced a profound heaUng. What 

foUows is a series of quotes pieced together by PeUetier from Kennett's first edhion: 

When I am m the blackness of despah my kidneys and bladder become 
sick and, if I remam in this state, may become diseased.... When I 
become angry or fiustrated I tense up the Uver and gaU bladder and cause 
the rendmg of the hara with h resultmg disharmony of body and 
mmd.. .When the brahi decides what to do, the resuh is catastrophe and 
dis-ease of every description for every organ m the body is affected by the 
fear, despah-, grief, worry, doubt, anger, fiustration and sadness that result 
from hs mistakes.. .The book began as how a Zen Buddhist prepares for 
death and has become how a Zen Buddhist prepares for Ufe. (qtd. m 
PeUetier 94-95) 

Kennett's book is a joumey mto the terrhory of Uhiess, and her narrative accoimt of this 

joumey seems anything but logical. Nevertheless, Kennett's account of her experiences 

demonstrates several facets of altemative heaUng. Fh-st, unUke many new age versions of 

self-help, her journey hito healing was not easy. At one pomt she says, "The blackness is 

complete. It is as if I am hi a huge tunnel; everywhere darkness and blackness" (Kennett 

2"^ ed. 11). Second, she chose to work with her Uhiess histead of battUng h, although her 

meditations do mention the enormous stmggles she feh as she prepared for her death. 

Thu-d, her "logic" did not foUow a Unear, conventional pattern, and "fear of beuig 

laughed at" was an obstacle that she had to overcome. Logic and objectivity are so 

strongly embedded m Westem culture that different ways of knowing are not just 

discounted but scomed. Fourth, altemative heaUng promotes a hoUstic model wherem 

mmd and body are jomed, and awareness and emotions play a role hi physiology. 

Context mattered and isolathig her disease as a disthicf entity was simply not possible. 

Bhiary systems and clean, logical divisions are difficult to sustain m traversmg the terram 

between mmd and body. For Kennett, those duaUties were unduly Umitmg, and 

eventuaUy she experienced how two contradictory thhigs could be sunuhaneously vaUd. 

FhiaUy, exploring her Uhiess through narrative, uitermeshed with hs often cryptic and 

relevant metaphors, provided a way m which to escape the bhiary categories of Uhiess 

and heahng, enabUng her to perceive a different way m which to experience her Uhiess. 
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As noted, the defirution of heahng m alternative medicine goes beyond the bmary 

categories of sick/ weU, physical/non-physical, ehher/or. From the perspective of 

biomedicme, death, disease, and cure are objective reaUties that can be demonstrated, but 

heahng may be a concept that moves beyond the bmary categories assigned by medichie. 

Critiquing Aristotle's "two-value" system of classification. In Science and Sanity, 

Korzybski pohits out, "In Uvhig, many issues are not so sharp, and therefore a system 

which posits the general sharpness of'either-or', and so objectifies 'kind', is unduly 

Umited; it must be revised and made more flexible m terms of'degree'" (xxi). The 

emphasis on heaUng rather than curing is a strong element m many ahemative medicines. 

Whereas "cure" is located hi the reahn of evidence-based medichie, the concept of 

"heaUng" fakes on a larger pattem of significance. In "Madness and Mysticism: 

Clarifying the Mystery," Isabel Clarke asserts. 

The logic of science has unlocked so many secrets that we have 
downgraded that whole area of human experience that Ues beyond the 
reach of hs logic. I suggest that this other area has hs own logic, which is 
even more compeUmg, but more difficult to phi down. It is the logic of 
archetypes; of myths and stories-fuU of paradox and a sense of mystery. 
Science discrhnmates-thhigs are" either-or". In this reahn two 
contradictory thhigs can be shnultaneously vaUd-a world of "both-and." 

Through narrative explorations and metaphoric expression, Uhiess can facUitate a 

reframing of Uhiess and provide patients with options beyond the bmary categories that 

fend to exist m biomedichie. 

In Women's Ways of Knowing, Mary Belenky et al. assert that women's methods 

of knowhig are often contextual and sUp past the stmctures of bhiary thmkhig or as 

Belenky says, "jump outside the system" (134). At hs most evolved stage, or more 

accurately, hs most natural phase, women's ways of knowhig "[weave] the strands of 

rational and emotive thought and [mtegrate] objective and subjective knowing.... During 

the transhion mto a new way of knowmg, there is an unpetus to aUow self back mto the 

process of knowing, to confront the pieces of the self that may be experienced as 

"fragmented and contradictory" (134-136). Belenky clahns that at the level of what she 
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terms "constmcted knowledge," contradictions are easUy tolerated and asshnUated. The 

kmd of knowing that Belenky terms "women's ways of knowhig" is not necessarUy 

Umited to women but constitutes a way of thmkhig that is not predommantly sequential, 

Unear, or unnecessarUy analytical- quaUties that are typicaUy attributed to science. 

Narrative and metaphor play hnportant roles m Belenky's perception of constmcted 

knowledge. Each aUows mtuhion, and each has a stmctural capacity to fuse either/or 

proposhions hito pluraUstic possibUities. Although these features have been 

systematicaUy excluded from the arena of "tme" knowledge, there are 'other ways of 

knowmg,' and there are other types of knowledge that contrast the strictly logical route of 

science. 

Levhie, who worked with "termmal" patients, recounts the story of a patient 

named Hazel who was dymg of cancer. Levhie relays that Hazel brandished such 

negativity and harsh judgment of others throughout her life that she had become aUenated 

from her famUy and fiiends, and she continued that pattem of behavior m the hospice. 

Consequently, even the nurses and the other patients hi the hosphal avoided her. Levhie 

relates that whUe Hazel was lyhig m isolation and m severe pahi, she began to review her 

Ufe and m the process, hnages came mto her mind of people she did not know but who 

endured shnUar pattems of isolation and pam—an Ethiopian woman dymg of starvation, 

an Eskhno woman alone durmg a agonizing bhth, and victhns of accidents alone on 

deserted roads. She referred to these hnages as the "ten thousand m pam," and when she 

connected with these others, she experienced a softenhig and a sense of compassion for 

the ten thousand and for herself Levhie notes that even though Hazel died, she feh as if 

she had been healed. Before her death, she was able to mend her relationships with her 

femUy and fiiends, and she offered compassionate support to nurses and to the other 

residents m the hospice. (11-15). Obviously her "heaUng" is of a different nature from 

the typical biomedical definition of heaUng as an absence of disease. WhUe Hazel's 

method of "heaUng" does not obviate the necessity of biomedichie, h does bring to bear 

quaUtative aspects that tend to be missmg from biomedical approaches. 
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Myss teUs a related story of a woman who had crippUng arthrhis, yet through her 

experience with Uhiess, she clahned to have found greater mobUity and wholeness than 

she had before she became crippled (Sphitual). ShnUarly, m Dying Well: The Prospect 

of Growth at the End of Life, Ira Byock explores how m the absence of a cure, patients 

can experience significant heaUng at the end of theh Uves, even if that heaUng is not m 

the typical range of biomedichie's definition of heaUng, namefy a biophysical heaUng. 

Though these stories are anecdotal and do not end with the kmd of "cure" that one might 

look for withhi conventional medichie, they pomt to a broad difference between 

altemative medichie and biomedichie. Accordmg to Robert Bannerman, there is a 

revived mterest m "tradhional" heaUng practices because the biomedical sphere has not 

been able to address the emotional, sphitual, and hrational aspects of people and theh 

experiences with Uhiess (12). These aspects were weeded out m the constmction of 

biomedichie and have remamed distant and hrelevant. 

The exploration of why Uhiess happens rather than how Uhiess happens mdeed 

seems to retum to Aristotle's long abandoned notion of teleology. However, if iUness has 

a distmct "purpose," that purpose is revealed through a process that is far from Unear and 

determmistic. Understandmg the "why" of Uhiess often is the resuh of arrivmg at the 

dead end of a causal cham and entering a reahn of unbearable chaos. In chaos theory, 

turbulence, or dissonance, is the agent that throws an orderly system hito chaos. In a 

dynamic system, such dissonance provides vital hiformation that can lead to a higher 

order of organization. From this perspective, the "purpose" of Uhiess is created through 

complex feedback rather than a linear progression toward a predetermined end. Illness 

often carries with h the loss of the familiar pomts of reference and the dissolution of what 

were formerly regarded as the rules of the system. Entering confusion without the anchor 

of reference pohits or the buffer of constmcted rules provides an opportunity for a new 

consteUation of awareness to emerge and with h the possibUity of heaUng. Kermett's 

account of her iUness as weU as Levhie's patient's description of her encounter with the 

"thousands m pahi" do not fit the description of a Unear progression toward a definite end 

pomt that is necessarUy mherent m Uhiess. Theh understandmg can be better described 
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as emergent. Rather than merely arrivhig at a prescribed endpomt, they experienced 

transformation, and theh illnesses took on a new meaning. 

As so many voices have aheady expressed-Klehunan, Brody, DiGiacomo, Frank, 

Scarry, Sontag, WUenz, Cousms, and Hehnan to name a few-Uhiess has many 

dhnensions beyond shnple pathology. Whereas the diagnosis of Uhiess is possible 

because of the Unear, causal chams that locate the mechanisms of Uhiess, the experience 

of Uhiess foUows hs own logic. IUness is not an objective event; Uhiess is rife with 

conthigencies. In The Body in Pain, Elame Scarry pohits out that "pam and the 

imagmation are each other's missmg hitentional counterpart, and . . . they together 

provide a frammg identity of man-as-creator" (169). Even though persuasion seems to be 

of Uttle or no value m regards to the somatic aspects of iUness, there is some reason to 

beUeve that the patients' responses to the Uhiess may affect the outcome and the patient's 

abUity, even if that heaUng is not m the typical range of the tradhional defirution of 

heaUng. What Belenky terms the "fragmented and the contradictory" seem anthhetical to 

the uiterests of science yet, nonetheless, rich sources of information. 

WhUe biomedichie employs logical methodologies to assign meaning to Uhiess, how the 

patient arrives at the meaiung is not a matter of science but often of rhetoric. In 

"Hermeneutics and Rhetoric: A Seen but Unobserved Relationship." Michael Hyde and 

Craig Smith assert: "The primordial function of rhetoric is to "make-known" meanhig 

both to oneself and to others. Meaning is derived by a human bemg m and through the 

hiterpretive understandhig of reaUty. Rhetoric is the process of making known that 

meaning" (347). In terms of Uhiess, rhetoric does facUitate the process of makmg known 

the meanhig of Uhiess. WhUe science has the abiUty to express hs shigular, static tmth 

formaUy through the language of mathematics, rhetoric, on the other hand, provides an 

opportunity to explore the affective dhnensions of Uhiess m hs muhiple adaptations and 

to arrive at a means m which to order the experience of iUness. Narrative has an 

inherently flexible stmcture, capable of accommodathig a narrator's muhiple drafts of an 

event. As Margaret Downes explams: "Narrativc.is a highly fluctuatmg absolute. It, 

Uke knowing, certamly has existence, but h won't hold stUl. We know only m a flash and 
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then remember, packmg away that bh of new knowmg among associated memories, 

reshapmg h to fit m with what former, reshaped bhs of knowledge have made us." 

Perehnan clahns that "mterpretation can be not merely a shnple choice but also a 

creation, an mvention of significance," and narrative and metaphor can provide the 

opportunity to explore Uhiess m a way that aUows the patient to reframe Uhiess m such a 

way as to provide an hivention of significance that goes beyond the typical biomedical 

definition. By shiftmg one's perception, or pomt of view, the story often shifts as weU. 

As Kennett's case suggests, through narrative exploration, the story was changed and the 

narrator was transformed. WhUe the rhetoric of biomedicme exists m hs quest for a 

smgle, hnmutable tmth, hi the reahn of healmg, that quest often hivolves multiple 

meanmgs and the exploration of fragments of tmth. Nonetheless, that quest should 

always emphasize seeking the best possible meanhig, the one most tme to and productive 

for the patient. 

The "talking cures" were rejected in favor of objective and evidence-based 

approaches, yet therapies such as NLP and narrative may provide a means hi which to 

promote and facUitate heaUng. UnUke ancient practices of logotherapy, the healer does 

not utter magic words; the patient does. In the mtroduction to Writing and Healing: 

Toward an Informed Practice, an anthology of essays devoted to explormg possible 

cormections between writuig and heaUng, Charles M. Anderson and Marion M. 

MacCurdy present what might be considered the mission statement of wrhmg as an act of 

heaUng: "In the pages that foUow, we examme the verbal and relational consequences of 

a wide variety of trauma-producing experiences, and argue that wrhmg has the potential 

to help survivors deal with these events m a way that mitigates theh traumatic 

consequences" (3). 'Writmg and heahng' centers around the notion that the way we 

process or faU to process events can affect heaUng. The writuig and heaUng 

"movement," for feck of a better term at this pomt, is grounded m cognitive psychology, 

neurobiology, and narrative theory and draws upon recent research regardhig the 

neurobiological effects of trauma and hmovative theories m the areas of memory and 

perception. 
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In essence, proponents of narrative methods of heaUng mamtahi that wrhmg about 

trauma and Uhiess can effect a sense of heaUng, not just psychologicaUy but physicaUy as 

weU. "Wrhmg and heaUng" can be a confiishig term hi the sense that "writmg" and 

"articulatmg" are mterchangeable m theories that espouse the value of narratmg the 

experience of Ulness or of a traumatic event as a means to promote heaUng. In addhion, 

the term "wrhmg and heaUng" is clumsy to handle m prose and is easUy conflated with 

Brody's term "stories of sickness" and Kleinman's "Uhiess narratives" which have been 

used to describe patients' accounts of theh Uhiesses m cUnical setthigs. Both scholars 

recognize that the stories patients teU of theh Uhiess have value for the physician and the 

patient, yet both stop short of acknowledghig the strength of the nund/body cormection 

espoused hi theories of narrative as medichie or the spiritual and metaphysical tenor of 

Uhiess narratives exempUfied by Kennett, for example. The "Uhiess narratives" that 

Klehunan discusses may be hnportant in terms of patients reclahning voices that are 

often muted, lost, or ignored m the cUnical setthig. WhUe Brody seems more amenable 

to the heaUng properties of narrative, neither Kleinman nor Brody promote the notion that 

narratives m themselves have the degree of curative value purported m certam modes of 

altemative medichie. Thus, "heaUng narratives" or "narrative medicme" m contrast to 

"Uhiess narratives" is a term that seems to best define the therapeutic quaUties of 

narrative explored here. 

Many of the essays mcluded m Writing and Healing address the affective 

dunensions of Uhiess and heaUng, emphasizhig that wrhing provides a means for 

organizhig or "refranung" the experience of Ulness m ways that may also mfluence 

physical heaUng. Accordmg to Judith Herman m Trauma and Recovery, wrhuig may 

assist m the process of "weavmg the raw fragments of the traumatic memory mto a 

narrative that can then find a place hi the lore-that is, m the larger fabric of narratives-

that consthutes the person's Ufe experience and sense of identity" (177). Whereas Uhiess 

is dismptive, nartative provides an opportunity to hitegrate the experience. 

In general, there is a strong tendency m theories of writmg and heaUng to draw on 

research m neurobiology and cognition to support an interconnection between the mmd 
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and the body. In "HeaUng and the Bram," AUce G. Brand presents a schematic view of 

the brahi to explain how the bram mediates mformation and encodes h mto memory, 

nothig research regardhig the basic relationships between automatic or unconscious 

aspects of behavior and "thmking part of the bram" (202-204). In general, there is a 

strong recognition that emotion plays a role hi how memories are stored and retrieved. 

WhUe emotions are tradhionaUy regarded as mtangible, research m PNI supports the 

notion that emotions are actuaUy registered hi the body as hormones, typicaUy referred to 

as neuropeptides. Cithig LeDoux, Brand emphases that stressful events, often labeled 

"fight or flight" events, are accompanied by a cascade of chenucal reactions within the 

body that hifluences theh emotional hnport (202-208). In short, the hippocampus and the 

amygdala work m tandem to lay down memories and to provide theh emotional tenor. 

Research recognizes that emotional responses are registered more quickly than the 

mteUectual or analytical responses and the iconic nature of such responses chaUenges 

Unguistic expression. In "Memories of Fear How the Bram Stores and Retrieves 

Physiologic States, FeeUngs, Behaviors and Thoughts from Traumatic Events," Bmce D. 

Perry explams: "Associations hi the amygdala are more complex and aUow hiterpretation 

of emotional signal and cues, includmg facial expressions-and the uitentionaUty they 

convey (threat, affiliation). Associations m the cortex are the most complex and may 

mvolve a variety of abstract elements." The hnportant pomt that Brand and Perry make 

is that traumatic and stressful events are hnprinted hitensely yet bypass the cortex, the 

area of the brahi that governs cognhive fimction and language. Consequently, 

remembermg and/or contextuaUzmg stressful events becomes difficuh. These events 

exist, to borrow Polanyi's terms, as "tach" rather than "expUch knowledge." LUce 

ideology or emersion hi a paradigm, traumatic events exert a powerful yet unarticulated 

mfluence that unconsciously shapes perceptions and behavior. 

Through efforts to articulate or to write such events, hidividuals can make the 

tach expUch and create a workable narrative stmcture from which they can gam msight 

mto how the event has shaped thek behavior. Theorists who advocate writuig as an 

approach to heaUng speculate that wrhmg may have some curative value m that wrhmg 
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may facUitate a shift from iconic representation of an event mto more fluid and accessible 

narrative stmctures. LUce NLP, the pomt of narrative heaUng is to shift the way m which 

a person has reified an experience, reasonmg that the event hself is not as problematic as 

the mterpretation-the map-of that event. In "Writmg as HeaUng and the Rhetorical 

Tradition," T. R. Johnson pohits to Thn O'Brien's war novel. The Things They Carried 

Away, as a primary example of a person's attempt to deal with horrors of war that 

"exceed conventional representation" (86). Johnson clahns that "in the act of hnagmmg 

and revishig one reasserts a degree of control over one's experience of events" (88). 

Advocates of writuig as heaUng mahitahi that narratives can help patients orgaiuze and 

reframe theh Ulness experiences in ways that may facUitate heaUng. 

James Pennebaker conducted a much-ched and controversial study from which he 

concluded that people who wrote about traumatic events exhibited heightened unmune 

fimction that lasted up to she weeks after the study. He postulated that Unguistic 

expression brings cognitive organization to experience. For Pennebaker, narratives can 

make the traumatic events "smaUer" and more manageable. Accordhig to Pennebaker, 

"the mere act of putting a trauma mto words changes the memory of it" (18). In 

"Narrative and Psychotherapy: The Phenomenology of HeaUng," Aaron L. Mishara 

contests Permebaker's assertions about language. Accordmg to Mishara, "In narratmg 

about past traumas, the person changes his or her relationship to them and what they man 

to hhn or her m the present. This is not done by 'language' alone but by an 'opening up' 

to the experience m terms of an atthude that hivolves the enthe bodUy self" Mishara 

argues that language is not the primary agent m change but the stance of the mdividual 

who is wUUng to enter the narrative and open up a space where before one did not exist. 

In other words, language alone is not magic, but the awareness of the participant m 

logotherapy is an essential element. 

The notion of "awareness" as a tool of change is a fuzzy concept for most who are 

aUgned with biomedichie's approaches to heaUng. As CaroUne Myss pohits out m 

Anatomy of the Spirit: "In biomedichie, dmgs and surgery do most of the work.... In 

hoUstic therapies, the patient's wUUngness to participate fiiUy m his own heaUng is 
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necessary for hs success.... The chemical treatments of conventional medicme requhe 

no conscious participation on the part of the patient..." (48). From the conventional 

perspective of medichie, h is difficuh to understand how "awareness" and "participation" 

could mfluence heaUng, but h is a notion that is of concem to those who beUeve m an 

hiextricable connection between mmd and body m the area of Uhiess and heaUng. In 

"Mmd-body Medicme: Expandmg the Health Model," Samuel Benjamm et al. clahn, 

"Insight and awareness not only contribute to the quaUty of Ufe durmg tunes of Uhiess 

but also—^measurably-to hs outcome." The concept is fuzzy and defies the somatic 

nature of Uhiess, yet m altemative medicme, the deep and penetratmg awareness of the 

patient can be Ukened to the tools of the surgeon. IUness is not shnply a physical 

manifestation brought about by a pathogen. IUness resides in pattems of behavior, and h 

nests in states of hnbalance. Yet awareness of such pattems and conscious efforts to 

resolve emotional issues can evoke physiological changes that mfluence heaUng. Levme 

clahns that "many healings seem to entaU the most ubiquitous of quaUties—^awareness 

hself—focused hito an area of heaUng" (8-9). Such hiefiBible quaUties such as awareness 

and compassion are difficult to measure. Certainly, the intentions and the awareness of a 

patient are components that are hard to factor m when arrivhig at a clear understandmg of 

altemative practices. Although a body severed from the mind may be subject to the same 

natural laws as objects, ahemative heaUng practices tend to promote the notion that the 

mind may be a more powerful source of healing than biomedicuie has gremted it. 

Perhaps the most sigruficant project to date regardhig the heaUng aspects of 

narrative is Deborah D. Danner's Nun Study. As noted m earUer discussion of bram 

plasticity, Snowden examuied the wrhhigs of a large group of Dommican nuns m an 

effort to study the effects of aghig on the bram. The mvestigation revealed that "idea 

density," or the complexity of the nun's writmg was a factor m stavmg off the effects of 

Alzheuner's disease, but Danner and Snowden also examuied the autobiographies of the 

nuns for emotional content as weU. Exammmg the writmgs of 180 nuns, Danner 

concluded: "[Pjoshive emotional content m early-Ufe writmgs nught have such a 

powerful relationship to longevity.... A pattem of emotional expression that accentuates 
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poshive affect undoubtedly has behavioral correlates that could enhance or dismpt the 

poshive effects on physiology and heahh." Danner also explored the value of writmg m 

expresshig emotions and the effect of such expression on heahh. Accordhig to Danner: 

[I]f the use of poshive and negative emotional content m wrhmg reflects a general 
readmess to express emotion, then these wrhhigs may uidicate a pattem that 
avoids the adverse effects of suppressmg the expression of emotions. On the 
other hand, if the use of poshive emotional content m writuig reflects a readmess 
to resolve negative arousal, then writhigs may be reveaUng a pattem of balance m 
emotional response mdicatmg aUostasis, adaption to change whUe mamtaming 
physiological systems within a normal range. Both the avoidance of suppression 
and the poshive resolution of Ufe's stresses could have beneficial effects on health 
and longevity. 

The Nun Study provided a unique opportimity to study many aspects of the connection 

between mind and body m the area of medicme, mcluding the maUeable quaUties of the 

brahi, the uiterconnection between mmd and body, the effect of emotions on health, and 

the possible benefits of narrative approaches to heaUng. 

Rejecthig the "grand narrative" of biomedichie, postmodernism privUeges the 

patients' stories and altemative approaches to medichie encourage narratives as a vehicle 

of heaUng, yet the process of logocentric heaUng is not shnpUstic. We are exposed to 

"smaU narratives" of Uhiess daUy. We are mundatmg with material on "heaUng 

joumeys" and "personal myths." Stories about Uhiess have become popular topics of taUc 

shows and the subjects of numerous books. Often exploited for theh drama, stories of 

heaUng seem to be popular culture's equivalent of the Greek tragedy-many with happy 

endmgs-yet consistently higbUghtmg pathos and catharsis. Narratives of Uhiess have 

become popularized to the pomt where survivmg or copmg with disease can be valorized 

and romanticized. These narratives do not necessarUy heal. In fact, these stories merely 

reify the role of Uhiess and provide an mstant identity to some who would use theh 

catastrophes as a primary form of reference. The value of narrative approaches to heaUng 

rests m the hidividual's abUity to identify, resolve, and hitegrate traumatic events, not to 

reify them nor exploh them for theh beUetristic quaUties. In Anatomy of the Spirit, 
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Carolyn Myss describes the exchange of stories of physical and emotion pam as 

"woundology." Accordhig to Myss: 

We now use the revefetion and exchange of our wounds as the substance 
of conversation, mdeed, as the glue that bmds a relationship. We have 
become so good at this that we have converted our wounds mto a type of 
'relationship currency' that we use in order to control situations and 
people. The countless support groups for helpmg people work through 
theh histories.. .serve only to enhance woundology as our contemporary 
language of mthnacy. (209) 

In the process of commerciaUzation, the potential value of a narrative approach to heaUng 

is attenuated and subsumed as the latest passmg fad. Nevertheless, the ubiquity of such 

stories brings forward a pressmg need to examine social dimensions and personal aspects 

of Uhiess that the biomedical model has largely ignored. 

Altemative practices such as NLP and heaUng narratives seem to curve back to 

oral culture when language had a magical quaUty that could bring about heaUng. 

However, m current practices that promote "logotherapy" as a form of medichie, words 

themselves are not magic, but an awareness of the layers of significance and meaning that 

language maps has extraordinary power. As AUen asserts: "Whereas m a modem world 

there is a beUef in an ultimate tme reference, m a postmodem world there is no such 

beUef In a postmodem world there are only narratives, and you must take responsibUity 

for the narratives you teU." WhUe language lost hs magical abUity to mstantly mend the 

body, hmovative theories emergmg from various discipUnes suggest that language can 

become an unportant tool for exploring and shiftmg perception, thereby facUitatmg the 

abUity to heal. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RHETORIC AND THE INTERFACE BETWEEN 

ALTERNATIVE AND BIOMEDICD«JE 

The awareness that methodology and perspective shape, if not define, the results 

m any mvestigation, whether scientific or rhetorical, has been of mterest and concem m 

contemporary epistemology. Proclahned logical and free of bhis, science speciaUzes m 

the study of manimate objects. Usmg the value free language of mathematics, science is 

able to identify and define causal chams and to isolate the mechanisms of disease. Its 

methodologies ensure precision through quantification and grant a means m which to 

predict and control many aspects of the natural world, hicluding disease. Whereas people 

behave unpredictably and iUogicaUy, the natural world, hi spite of the occasional "natural 

disaster," can be studied through logic, and science has achieved its status and ethos by 

not only explaining natural phenomenon but also by exerthig some control over 

phenomenon such as disease. Science and biomedichie have an elevated role m most 

societies because they deal with facts and reputedly achieve measurable, clear, 

unequivocal results. Science is buUt upon a model that warns us that we must distance 

ourselves from the world if we are to know h. We must stand apart objectively and 

observe, makhig sure that our untmstworthy, subjective hnpressions do not tahit the data 

or "reaUty." In the Westem view, natural law is hnmune to the even the most clever 

rhetorician. Science measures the world with a mler, dividmg h mto hiches and other 

discrete and separate constmcts; whereas, rhetoric measures the world m the sUppery 

form of language. 

From a constmctivist perspective, the methods that we use as tools of discovery 

lead us to what we discover. We have complex categories to help us describe and 

understand what the world is, yet we mhabh a world that we have created through an 

agreed upon methodology. In effect, our systems of reaUty are generated by our 

Unmersion and participation m a world sculpted by an epistemological approach that has 

privUeged logic over any other mode of knowhig, m particular the kmds of knowing that 
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characterize altemative medichie. Consequently, ahemative approaches to medichie 

have stmggled for vaUdity. Polanyi clahns that aU knowledge is personal, and he asserts: 

"When we accept a certam set of pre-supposhions and use them as our hiterpretive 

framework, we may be said to dweU m them as we do m our own body" (60). As such, 

the body biomedichie has given us to dweU m has become increasmgly Unear, objective, 

mechanistic, and removed from larger contexts. However, the bodies that we as 

hidividuals dweU withhi provide an understandhig of Uhiess and heaUng shaped by 

dynamics that often go beyond the prescribed boundaries of conventional medichie. 

Considering the many differences between altemative and aUopathic medichie, 

findmg common ground is difficuh. Without objective measures of tmth, we rely on 

rhetoric to navigate the uneven terrahi of opmion. Perhaps there are no unbiased tests 

and accurate measures of reaUty, mcludmg the reaUty of Uhiess and heaUng, and what 

remams are narratives. TheoreticaUy, h is as easy to proclaun pluraUty and multiple 

versions of tmth as h is to extol the objectivity of science. What is dhficuh is findmg the 

interface between hard fact and the polymorphous flexibiUty of narrative and hs plural 

tmths. 

In spite of skepticism and speculation about our abUity to attam certifiable tmth, 

in general, people stiU have a deshe to beUeve that tmth exists. This deshe extends mto 

both biomedichie and ahemative medichie. What differs most about ahemative and 

biomedicuie may be more than shnply a matter of how people define tmth. The 

difference may be explahied m how people arrive at tmth. In "Dragnet Ecology," T. F. 

H. Allen et al. suggest that people are enamored by facts. Chmg Dragnet's protagonist, 

Joe Friday, AUen states, "In the shnple world of Sergeant Friday, there is a shigle tme 

answer; m the scientific equivalent, the scientist beUeves that there is a shigle tmth, and 

attempts to find h." WhUe a crhrunal or a witness might requhe a Uttle persuasion-even 

some vexmg-to teU the facts, the shigle tmth wUl be revealed. Science has been 

constmcted as a reahn that can find that one shigle tmth. Matters of conthigency, on the 

other hand, have been assigned to the reahn of rhetoric. Slated as a domahi that has the 

Umited capacity to convey knowledge but never to produce a definitive solution, rhetoric 
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has tradhionaUy been excluded from any epistemic role. However, amidst questions 

about how knowledge is produced and chculated and questions regardhig the agendas 

that steer science hito specific areas of research, rhetoric has emerged as a means of 

understandhig the embeddedness of objectivity, the persuasive elements of scientific 

methodology, and the social concerns that dictate what science deems worthy of 

consideration. Faith m the mvestigative prowess of biomedicme has been strong m the 

past, and that fahh has been bolstered by numerous discoveries that have eUmmated 

disease and plague. However, hi the fece of wily iUnesses Uke cancer, diabetes, and 

AIDS, the faith in biomedichie has waned m the past few decades. 

WhUe logic has been prized as the sole way of knowing and reductive analysis 

has been the unique tool for uncovering the tmth about the world, ahemative heaUng 

practices open the possibUity of different ways of knowing. Toward the end of "Dragnet 

Ecology, " AUen contrasts Joe Friday's perspective regardhig "just the facts" with 

another famous detective, Agatha Christie's Miss Marple: 

Joe Friday can handle shnple situations, but if you have a complex 
problem h is better to foUow the lead of Agatha Christie's Miss Marple. 
Rather than constrahi Uttle old ladies to give "just the facts, ma'am," Miss 
Marple engages the ladies of the vUlage, and weaves a complex narrative. 
Her story is created from careful, rich observation, not just of what people 
say, but also of the manner m which they hesitate or are chcumspect as 
they say h. Miss Marple hnposes dynamical chaUenges on what she is 
told. 

Miss Marples' methodologies present a different way of knowhig, one that considers 

context, one that revels m nuance and unbridled narrative. In the dramatic conflict 

between the perspectives and methodologies of biomedicuie and altemative practices, Joe 

Friday could certamly be cast m the role of biomedicme and Miss Marple could play her 

part m presenthig the ways of knowing that inform ahemative heaUng practices. As 

detective stories go, Sergeant Friday is logical and systematic whUe Miss Marples' 

approaches are regarded as eccentric and hregular. Nonetheless, each typicaUy solves the 

mystery. 
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Strivmg to discover the fixed tmths that Plato looked toward m cordonmg off the 

local tmths of the Sophists, scientific medicme has discounted the kuid of contextual 

features that Miss Marple perpetuaUy seeks hi the process of solvmg mysteries. In Joe 

Friday's world, facts exist m a lock-key way and lead to logical conclusions. Much Uke 

Joe Friday, the physician solves the puzzle of Uhiess by trackmg down the pathogen, 

remmiscent of the "who dun it" detective drama. Once the problem is solved for the 

physician, the disease is reified mto a particular pattem, and the physician can forecast 

the results. In positing a static reahn of tmth, Plato set definite boundaries on the 

consteUations of meanhig that logic would provide. In Plato's perception of the world of 

static forms, communication is unUateral, a quaUty which is reflected m the arrangement 

of the current medical system where research mstitutes and government agencies 

determme which projects to fund, which methods to employ, which pharmaceuticals to 

authorize, and which illnesses are leghunate. 

In contrast, altemative medichie recognizes a dynamic and hoUstic model that is 

dependent on context. Poshing that "tmth" is m part a product of a person's 

representational systems rather than an entity that exists hitact waitmg to be revealed, 

altemative modaUties approach heaUng m tandem with a person's beUefs, attitudes, and 

perceptions. LUce Miss Marple's ways of solvmg the mystery, altemative medicme often 

considers nuance. The shifthig of such smaU thhigs such as perceptions, behaviors, 

habhs, and subtle movements can contribute m large ways to heaUng. WhUe seekhig 

"poshive thoughts," balance, or beauty may seem Ulogical, the dynamic mterplay 

proposed between emotions and hormonal "messages" promotes the notion that the tmth 

of the body is m a constant state of constmction rather than enthely subject to outside 

static tmths. Altemative modaUties, with theh concem for context and vast 

mterconnections, create more fluid and maUeable approaches to heaUng. The "dynamic 

chaUenges" that Miss Marple appUes to solvmg the mystery seem much closer to the way 

of knowing m altemative medicme. With such different ways of knowing, the hiterface 

between conventional and altemative medicme is difficuh to constmct. 
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In When Things Fall Apart, Pema Ch6dr6n describes the process of heaUng m 

language that seems to lean mto a hybridized form of postmodernism, one with a 

metaphysical bend: 

Thhigs faUhig apart is a kmd of testmg and also a kmd of heaUng. We thmk that 
the pomt is to pass the test or to overcome the problem, but tmth is that thhigs 
don't reaUy get solved. They come together and they faU apart agam. It's just 
Uke that. The heaUng comes from lettmg there be room for aU of this to happen: 
room for grief, for reUef, for misery, for joy. (8) 

If there is "a tmth" that Chodron is trymg to express, h is that tmth is open ended. WhUe 

Plato sought the defirutive, objective tmth among conffictmg versions of reaUty espoused 

by the Sophists, Ulness often mtroduces a new element—grappUng with an "unknown" 

that often expresses hself most tmthfiiUy m muhiple versions of "tmth." Plato's efforts 

to create an objective criterion from which to measure truth are not always tenable m the 

presence of Ulness or appUcable m approaches to altemative heaUng. In feet, ahemative 

pathways to heaUng may depend on the rejection of an objective tmth that exists outside 

in fevor of the smaU, contextual truths that are home out m mteractmg with illness. In 

discusshig the therapeutic practice of meditation, Chodron clahns that "anyone who 

stands on the edge of the unknown, fiiUy present without reference pomt, experiences 

groundlessness" (2), and that groundlessness provides an elusive path to heaUng. 

"Groundlessness" is precisely what Plato was tryhig to avoid m estabUshmg a reahn of 

static tmth that would check the rhetorical debates of the Sophists even though the 

zigzag, dialectical aspects of grappUng with the unknown resembles a Socratic approach. 

The cryptic and Ulogical aspects of ahemative notions of how people heal, along 

with hs spiritual and metaphysical overtones stand m sharp contrast to logic, objective 

laws of scientific medichie and hs emphasis on mechanisms that are tangible and 

quanthative. These mystical aspects also chaUenge the neat compartmentaUzation of 

alterative medicine as a merely an unmly expression of postmodemism In addhion to 

approachmg heaUng Unearly and discountmg the value of context and nuance, 

biomedichie has sought to communicate hs concepts m technical language that often 

bypasses the Uved experience of Uhiess. Bacon raUed agauist the subjective idols of 
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language and the unverifiable, idiosyncrasies of human understandmg that go unchecked 

by logic and reason. Arguhig for concise, shuated language that would reduce the 

subjective mfluences often hnposed by language was an hnportant goal for Bacon's 

vision of science. In other words, the kmds of clues that Miss Marple would find relevant 

merely distract from the tme work of science. Metaphoric expression, poetic language, 

and embeUishments were thought to tamt the objectivity of scientific reasonmg. As such, 

the language of biomedichie seems remote from the phenomenon that most people 

experience as Uhiess. In Physics and Philosophy, Heisenberg notes: 

[S]cientific concepts are idealizations; they are derived from experience 
obtamed by refined experimental tools, and are precisely defined through 
axioms and defmitions. Only through these precise definitions is h 
possible to connect the concepts with a mathematical scheme and to derive 
mathematicaUy the mfinite variety of possible phenomena m this field. 
But through this process of ideaUzation and precise definition the 
hnmediate coimection with reaUty is lost. The concepts stUl correspond 
very closely to reaUty m that part of nature which had been the objects of 
research. But the correspondence may be lost in other parts contahung 
other groups of phenomena. (200) 

Heisenberg's description of the effects of technical language has bearing on the dhection 

of science and the practice of biomedichie. WhUe technical language serves to create 

precision in the field and to promote a sense of objectivity, such language also obviates 

context and the kind of interconnections that pervade hoUstic orientations in altemative 

medichie. Instead, technical language tends isolate and to describe isolated phenomenon. 

Heisenberg also asserts that "the concepts of natural language, vaguely defined as they 

are, seem to be more stable m the expansion of knowledge than the precise terms of 

scientific language, derived as an ideaUzation from only limited groups of phenomena" 

(200). Metaphor would be hicluded m the 'concepts of natural language," and as such, 

metaphor does, as Aristotle recognized, expand knowledge more readUy than the precise, 

situated style of technical language. WhUe the language of patients is considered"soft 

data" hi conventional medicuie (see Klehunan and Good), m altemative medichie, the 

patients' unbridled narratives, replete with metaphors, gestures, and nuances do provide a 
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way of knowhig that the technical language of biomedichie ignores. A patient's 

metaphors can map features of a patient's mner landscape and provide mformation 

regardhig some of the more subtle aspects of Uhiess, mcludmg hs root cause. 

WhUe m the world of Joe Friday such mformation would be discounted because h 

mcludes much more than 'just the facts,' language and symboUc features of Uhiess m 

hoUstic medichie are neither shnpUstic nor hrelevant. In The Creation of Health, 

Carolyn Myss and physician Norman Shealy explam: 

Understandhig the emotional, psychological and sphitual stresses that 
underUe the creation of Uhiess is a complex process. It is not Uke a game 
of connectmg the dots m which eye problems connect to a deshe not to see 
clearly.... People are compUcated and theh personal histories and 
emotional pattems are highly mdividual and complex. 

An overshnpUfication of the significance of a disease can cause 
someone to feel that the hoUstic hiterpretation of Uhiess is nonsense 
because h is difficuh to appreciate the connection between complex 
disorders and shnpUstic explanations. (22-23) 

Myss and Shealy's pomt is significant to the issue of uitegratmg two different ways of 

knowing for several reasons. HoUstic medicme is often viewed as shnpUstic and hivaUd, 

and this pomt is hnportant considering efforts to hitegrate very different two systems and 

approaches to heaUng. Like Miss Marple, ahemative practhioners operate mtuhively, 

often foUowhig seenungly random clues and gomg beyond the boimdaries of logical, 

factual analysis. WhUe many altemative heaUng modes do have a systematic basis, they 

are specificaUy Unear or objective. Secondly, holistic perspectives of medichie lean away 

from bmte facts of iUness and concentrate on its pattems, positmg that heaUng can be 

found m sWfthig those pattems. These pattems occur at the hiterface of elements that are 

typicaUy considered separate and bounded m conventional medichie. Emotional, 

physical, social, and somethnes sphitual aspects of a patient's life are understood to 

create reified pattems that can be shifted m order to facilitate healing. 

Rather than a scientific practice that considers 'just the facts,' ahemative 

medichie borders closely on rhetoric at thnes. Most altemative heaUng practices make no 

clahn to "universal tmth," but rather explore how tmth has been constmcted or made 
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persuasive for the patient. This "tmth" is typicaUy an amalgam of beUefs, behaviors, 

genetic predisposhions, and exposure to pathogens. Altemative modaUties typicaUy do 

not eUmmate the material and logical causes of disease but place these causes m the 

background rather than the foreground. Particularly hi the case of altemative modaUties 

that focus on "logotherapy" or symboUc aspects of Uhiess, how the tmth is constmcted by 

the patient is enormously valuable m helpmg the patient discover and change maladaptive 

behaviors that contribute to iUness. 

Discovering how such tmth has been made persuasive does not mvolve the Unear 

and logical methods of science but often hivolves heuristic approaches employed with the 

dual goal of exammmg the hiterface of elements that may contribute to Uhiess and 

discovering strategies to help the patient restore balance. Because ahemative heaUng 

poshs that the body can heal hself given the proper condhions, arrivhig at an 

understanding of those condhions helps the patient achieve the necessary balance mtegral 

to heaUng. Often achieving that balance entaUs not just a discovery of old pattems but 

the creation of new ones and the choice to enact them. In that sense, alternative medichie 

leans mto epistemic rhetoric. Achieving the conditions conducive to healing, what might 

be regarded as finding "balance," entails not merely discovering how illness is manifest 

but creathig new strategies, approaches, and pattems of behaviors. The extent to which is 

rhetoric useful m the diagnosis and treatment of medical condhions Ues m the fuzzy areas 

inaccessible to demonstrable science. As such, m altemative medicine, rhetoric is a 

knowledge producmg tool as weU as a persuasive tool. 

Rather than working from static maps and standard methodologies, rhetoric 

employs numerous heuristics for exploring gaps or dissonance and for generatmg 

possible solutions and approaches to solvmg a problem, such as Aristotle's topoi, Burke's 

pentad, and PUce and Young's tagmemic matrix. Rather than relymg on strictly scientific 

analyses, the heuristic approaches mtegral to altemative medichie tend to emphasize the 
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perspective of heaUng as an art, which hivolves numerous complex factors and mterfaces. 

In the Encyclopedia of Rhetoric and Composition, Janice Lauer explams: 

Heuristics can be viewed as a modem version of the historical concept of 
techne or art. Heuristics ... work more appropriately m the rhetorical 
process than mle-govemed plans, which exclude mtuition and faU to 
account for complexity. Heuristic thmkhig m any creative activity is a 
more flexible way of proceedmg than formal reasonuig or formulaic steps 
and a more efficient way than trial and error. Workmg hi tandem with 
mtuition, heuristic thmking prompts conscious activity... but never 
determines the outcome. (319) 

Heuristic approaches, which are certamly not confined to the field of rhetoric, have 

emerged m numerous fields as a means to analyze the mterfaces of various elements of 

systems. As Karl A. Smith hidicates m "ModeUng, Systems, Teamwork, and QuaUty," 

fields such as engmeering and busmess, apply heuristics to explore issues that depend on 

immediate context rather than absolute tmth as a standard of vaUdity. In altemative 

heaUng, the goal is very much the same. Because Uhiess is perceived to hnpinge on the 

hiterplay of various contextual elements, there is no absolute tmth to caU upon as "a 

standard of vaUdity." Thus, practitioners often employ heuristics that might be perceived 

as mtuitive to assist patients hi theh efforts to heal. Problems that cannot be solved by 

"just the facts" are often settled by applymg cogent heuristics. 

Because iUness and heaUng are regardhig as context senshive, often the systems 

and the practitioners of altemative medichie look to what works rather than relying on 

logical approaches. In fields that deal with mterface design, heuristics become valuable 

"to guide, to discover, and to reveal" (Smith). In the field of rhetoric and composhion, 

for example, h is difficuh to truly understand the myriad of elements that go mto the 

process of writmg. In an effort to understand the process of "good" writers. Flower and 

Hayes coUected "thmkhig-aloud protocols" from numerous writers hi an effort to 

understand the tach elements that go mto the wrhmg process and to generate heuristic 

approaches to writhig. SimUarly, hi NLP, practices are based upon models that work m 

praxis rather than based on precepts that employ lock-key approaches to problem solvhig. 

WhUe Ulness can be tracked to a pathogen m conventional medichie, some of the 
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approaches to altemative medichie, much Uke Sophist rhetoric, are "tme" m particular 

contexts. In many ways, leghhnizhig altemative heaUng is as difficuh as leghunizmg 

rhetoric as a discipUne. Because most ahemative practices do not foUow the systematic 

rules of science, they have not been regarded as "leghhnate" m Ught of a weU estabUshed 

biomedical model that proves the efficacy of hs practices based on logic and the 

advanced technologies that provide "demonstrable proof and stables methods for 

arrivmg at that proof 

Biomedichie, with hs penchant for logic and Unearity, is comparable to Joe 

Friday's mvestigative methods that reqiures 'just the fects' whUe ahemative medicme, 

with hs mterest m context, nuance, and heuristic approaches, seems shnUar to Miss 

Marple's unorthodox approach to solvhig a mystery. In Ught of the many differences 

between altemative and biomedichie, the yoking of these two systems is as difficult to 

unagme as a partnership between Joe Friday and Miss Marple. However, such a 

partnership has begun to develop between biomedichie and altemative medicme under 

the thle of Integrative Medichie and Complementary and Altemative Medicme. The 

partnership is somewhat a begrudgmg one, seemingly wrought by factors that have been 

outside of the tight control of biomedichie; nonetheless, a partnership is emergmg. 

In theh study of altemative medicme, Eisenberg and Kaptchuk demonstrated that 

the number of people who are wUUng to spend out of pocket expenses for ahemative 

therapies was substantial enough to catch the attention of a medical community who has 

typicaUy disparaged such practices. Obviously, ahemative medichie has had a persuasive 

appeal that goes beyond the boundaries of logic drawn sharply between scientific and 

"hregular" medichie. In spite of tentative efforts to draw m some of the more 

mamstream forms of ahemative medichie, there is resistance from physicians. In "A 

Review of the Incorporation of Complementary and Altemative Medichie by Mahistream 

Physicians," John A. Astm et al. conclude that the three most common arguments posed 

by physicians who are opposed to CAM hiclude: the lack of knowledge of ahemative 

therapist m diagnoshig Uhiess, the feck of evidence regardmg the effectiveness of 

altemative treatments, and the adverse effects of CAM because patients faU to seek 
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"appropriate medical care." The nature of such opposhion obviously demonstrates the 

presupposed ethos and logos of biomedichie and a lack of fahh m the value of altemative 

medichie. From this perspective, CAM and biomedichie stand on uneven ground. 

Attempts to hitegrate altemative medicme seem Uke advantageous efforts to caU upon 

altemative modaUties to provide an element of pathos that has been lackhig m the current 

system whUe discounthig other contributions that altemative practices may offer. 

In fahness, the concerns raised by physicians hi Asthi's study do not reflect the 

attitudes of aU physicians. As noted, Eisenberg has put forth much effort to raise the 

awareness of physicians toward the value of altemative modaUties, and Kaptchuk's 

classic book The Web That Has No Weaver explores Chinese medicme as a valuable 

practice that tmly complements Westem medichie. Dr. Andrew WeU has also emerged 

as a strong voice m promoting altemative medicine through his mainstream books, his 

creation of The University of Arizona's Program in Integrative medicuie, his role m 

bringing altemative modaUties hito the curriculum of conventional medical trammg, and 

his hmovative studies mto subtle energy heaUng modaUties, m particular, Johrei. 

Nevertheless, perceptions that ahemative practhioners lack expertise, that 

ahemative medichie fecks evidence of efficacy, and that ahemative therapies pose a 

threat to patients are stUl common. Considermg that patients themselves have been a 

primary force m seekhig care outside of the boimdaries of regular medicme, to that Ust, 

one might also add that altemative medichie poses a threat to the conventional medical 

system. In "Epistemology and Semiotics of Medical Systems: A Comparative 

Analysis," Brands, Franck, and van Leeuwen che a 1993 report to the Dutch CouncU that 

analyzed why so Uttle research is done on the efficacy of altemative practices. The 

councU concluded that medical and university mstitutions "lack a common meetuig 

ground. The absence of a 'common language' and 'a common taxonomy' were identified 

as two major barriers to overcome existhig prejudices between practhioners m the 

respective forms of medichie" (2). As noted throughout this dissertation, steps toward 

creatmg common language and common taxonomies are compUcated by the disparate 
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phUosophies and methodologies that mform biomedichie and the vast and heterogeneous 

practices that are loosely cast mto the category of altemative medichie. 

As I have tried to show m this dissertation, there is no easy pahing between 

altemative medicuie and biomedichie. Far from discouragmg efforts toward mtegratmg 

the two systems, the polemic mquhy of this discussion brmgs to Ught basic differences 

between altemative and biomedicme m an effort to discourage the notion of brmguig 

altemative medichie mto the sphere of biomedichie to shnply patch the perceived lack of 

pathos hi the model. Because biomedichie is obviously the dominant system, there is a 

risk that biomedichie wiU merely colonize altemative modaUties m an effort to mterest 

the patients who are wUUng to pay large out of pocket expenditures for therapies that they 

feel are more effective or more satisfyhig. Without addressmg the real differences m the 

two systems and acknowledghig the complexity of a merger between altemative and 

biomedichie, the "one system" that is envisioned by proponents of altemative medichie 

who have an estabUshed base within biomedicme wiU merely serve the "one system" that 

is aheady firmly hi place. WhUe the relaxed boundaries between altemative and 

biomedicine has benefited altemative practitioners through the extension of msurance 

benefits to patients who seek ahemative modaUties (specificaUy acupuncture and 

massage therapy), because such treatments are often considered ancUlary, altemative 

practhioners are not always mformed about test resuhs of patients. Although physicians 

seem willing to refer patients to altemative therapies, physicians are often unresponsive 

and unwilUng to share mformation from the patients' medical histories, and typicaUy 

dismterested m consuhmg with altemative practhioners regardmg theh msights m the 

patients' progress or condhions. WhUe these problems in communication may signal a 

"lack of common language," these problems also signal the feck of credibUity stiU 

associated with ahemative medichie. 

WhUe common language and common taxonomies are cited as obstacles m 

creatmg a cogent mterface between ahemative and biomedicme, the problem may be that 

altemative medichie cannot be reduced to shnple, manageable elements that can be 

quickly hnported mto the existhig biomedical system. Chmese medicme, specificaUy 
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acupuncture and acupressure, and massage therapies such as reflexology and polarity 

have been easier to manage than many ahemative therapies because each has a cognitive 

basis; thus, the more esoteric aspects of these modaUties can be easUy relegated to the 

background. Issues of efficacy and harm to the patient who does not seek "proper" 

medical treatment can be subdued because tramhig m these modaUties is standardized. 

However, other altemative therapies do not fit as neatly hito the framework of 

biomedichie, and the hiterface between biomedichie and ahemative medicme becomes 

compUcated m terms of enactmg poUcies to ensure that stringent requhements of 

biomedichie are not compromised. 

Theoretical issues regardmg the polemics of the two systems aside, from the 

perspective of biomedichie, the hiterface between biomedichie and altemative medichie 

hinges on concrete issues of poUcy. Because ahemative therapies wiU not yield to the 

rigors of scientific medichie, strict opponents of ahemative medicme feel that the 

discipline is compromised by any present or proposed inclusion. On the other hand, 

proponents of ahemative medichie, particularly those outside of the conventional medical 

system, express concem that hitegration may unfakly Umit, standardize, and threaten the 

practice of altemative medichie. WhUe biomedicine and ahemative medichie may have 

the same goals—much Uke Joe Friday and Miss Marple—Friday plays by the book and 

Marple often ignores the rules. The disparity of these approaches makes poUcy issues hi 

a proposed "one system of medichie" difificuh to enact. Furthermore, considering 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's scheme of dissociation, withhi this "one system," h is 

questionable whether altemative medichie wiU be the "term" less valued. Although the 

efficacy of altemative modaUties is slowly emergmg m ways that are coherent and 

somethnes acceptable by science, definitive proof of the effectiveness of altemative 

medichie is stUl hiadequate, accordmg to the stringent measures of biomedicme, which, 

m Porter's words, tends to arbitrate "good" and "bad" medichie. 

Research on the quantum side of science and m hybrid discipUnes such as PNI, 

cognitive psychology, and neural biology seem to be the nexus between for exammmg 

altemative approaches m Ught of scientific research. However, research efforts are 
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compUcated because hiterdiscipUnary efforts typicaUy faU through the cracks of funduig 

criteria. In spite of the absence of definitive proof of the efficacy of altemative heaUng, 

altemative medichie is mfluencmg the medical model, and this very fact evmces that the 

art of persuasion can never be enthely dismissed, even in a discipUne carefliUy 

constmcted to be free and clear of the mfluence of rhetoric. Either dhectly or mdhectly, 

rhetoric has been a force hi shapmg medichie, and h is withm the broad domam of 

rhetoric to help contour the hiterface between altemative and biomedicine. 
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ENDNOTES 

Porter, Roy. The Greatest Benefit to Mankind. Porter notes that the dhection of 
scientific medichie and the kmd of reasonmg that promotes' Vexhig nature" has given 
way to mvasive procedures. 

2 
Asymmetry hi the doctor patient relationship is noted by numerous writers, 

mcludmg Porter, Klehunan, Kaufinan, Good, Hehnan, Sobel and Efeta, Eisenberg, 
Kaptchuk, Kehier, Fumham, Blumhagen, Jewson, and Jonas. In fact, the term 
"asymmetty" m describmg the doctor patient refetionship runs throughout much of the 
Uterature. 

Kaufinan, Sharon. The Healer's Tale: Transforming Culture and Medicine. 
Kaufinan pomts out that the objectivity of the scientific model is echoed m the 
refetionship between the doctor and patient, and the diagnostic technology contributes to 
the perception of mecUcme as dehumanizmg. 

Numerous critics discuss the issue of boimdaries between Uhiess and heahh and 
the social constmction of disease. See Aronowitz, Klehunan, Kaufinan, Hofinaim, 
Foucauh, Blaxter, Donnelly, and Ferzacca. 

^See WUenz, Kaptchuk and Eisenberg, GundUng, Sampson, EngUsh-Lueck, and 
Fumham. 

^Bradford, NUcki, ed. Encyclopedia of Complementary Care. Bradford 
describes chakras as "substations that are constantly working to replenish energy and 
generate it through the whole person" (36). Poshing that chakras have specific 
connections to the emotional and social development of each mdividual, Myss e}q>lores 
how illness can manifest as a resuh of some hnbalance or dislocation hi a person's Ufe. 
In Anatomy of the Spirit, Carolyn Myss describes a systematic approach that enfolds and 
imites tradhionaUy distmct beUef systems. Beghmmg with a very common element m 
many altemative approaches to medichie, namely the recognition of energy systems 
withhi the body caUed chakras, Myss Unks the ancient Hindu's energetic map of the body 
to both Christian and Kabalistic beUef systems. 

'See Pert, Benjamm, Locke, Lyons, Ader, Achterberg and LawUs, Brand, Benson, 
Peat, Danner, et al., Darwin, HoUoway, Jeme, Herman, LeDoux, MacCurdy, Myss, 
Perry, Shealy and Myss, Teicher, VUloldo. 

*See Harvard University, Health and WeUness Center. 
http://www.hulis.harvard.edu/CWHC/CenterForWeUnessAndHealth.htm. 
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'Gorski, Thnothy N. "The Eisenberg Data: Ffewed and Deceptive." 
Gorski clahns that Eisenberg's study did not foUow correct protocol and is, therefore, 
hivaUd. http://www.quackwatch.0rg/l llnd/eisenberg.html. 
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